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1

Introduction

Comparable worth was one of the most hotly debated employment
issues of the 1980s, and seems certain to provoke controversy into the
1990s. Its supporters raoge from National Organization for Women
to the Association of Junior Leagues, from the AFL-CIO to the
:;taunchly conservative Republican mayor of Colorado Springs, Colo-
rado. Opponents have called it "socialism in drag"; one Federal judge
has contended that it is "pregnant with the possibility of disrupting the
entire economic system of the United States of America." Several bills
before Congress have called for studies of the federal civil service pay
structure along comparable worth lines. The 1988 Democratic platform
endorsed comparable worth; the Republican platform rejected it.

The basic notion underlying comparable worth is simple: jobs of the
same worth should receive the same pay. (An obvious corollary is that
jobs of different worth can legitimately receive different pay.) In a sense,
the concept is long established: since the late nineteenth century. the
"worth" of different jobs has been a concern of personnel managers,
industrial psychologists, industrial engineers and others responsible for
devc loping pay systems.

Ina different sense, however, comparable worth is a relatively recent
development stemming from concerns about the labor market status of
women. Present day advocates of comparable worth (or "pay equity," as
it is sometimes called)' readily agree that predominantly female jobs
such as nursing, teaching or library work differ from predominantly
male jobs such as plumbing. tree trimming or truck driving. However.
they argue that predominantly female jobs are all too often paid consid-
erably less than predominantly male jobs that, although dissimilar in

I thank Cordelta Refine!. and %I Anne FIIII tt,t- onunctit, and Nut.te.oNtion. ran Ft:\ tow, ciratk ,t

thi% I ntrixfuLtIon



2 The Economics of Comparable Worth

terms of their functions and duties, are nevertheless comparable in
terms of a composite of factors such as skill, effort, responsibility and
working conditions, and that such underpayment of women's jobs is
discriminatory.2 Nor is this problem likely to be aneviated by other
means, say the proponents: the average earnings of full time. year round
female workers have remained at about two-thirds of the figure for
similar male workers essentially unchanged for the past 20 or 25
yearsand other kinds of antidiscrimination measures (e.g., Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act. the Equal Pay Act, Executive Order 11246) can
be expected to work lowly if at all in alleviating labor market discrimi-
nation. Hence the ca,e for a new antidiscrimination remedy: compara-
ble worth.

Comparable worth received a degree of official recognition when, at
the end of the Carter administration, the National Research Council's
Committee on Occupational Classification al,-1 Analysis issued a report.
commissioned by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
which endorsed the concept in measured but unequivocal terms
(Treiman and Hartmann. eds.. 1981. pp. 66-7):

The committee is convinced by the evidence, taken together. that
women are systematically underpaid. Policies designed to promote
equal access to all employment opportunities will affect the under-
payment of women workers only slowly. Equal access to employ-
ment opportunities may be expected to be more effective hr new
entrants than for established vorkers and more effective for those
who have invested less in skills than for those who have invested
more. Since many women currently in the labor farce have invested
years of training time in their particular skills (e.g.. nursing. teach-
ing, librarianship, and secretarial work). access to other jobs (e.g..
physicianship. plumbing. engineering, or sales) may not be pre-
ferred. For these reasons the committee believes that the strategy of
"comparable worth." that is. equal pay for jobs of equal worth.
merits consideration as an alternative policy of intervention in the
pay-setting process wherever women are systematically underpaid.

Both before and after the NRC report, proponents of comparable
worth attempted to advance the co ept primarily focusing on state
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and local government employment both by litigation under Tice VII of
the Civil Rights Act and by lobbying (e.g.. legislation, changes in union
contracts, administrative revision of pay scales). The latter route has
produced considerably more success for comparable worth advocates
than the former.

Most court cases alleging discrimination against women on the
grounds that predominantly female jobs were paid less than comparable
male jobs have gone against female plaintiffs. In general. the federal
courts have been unwilling to declare such situations to be discrimi-
natory. even when the plaintiffs could present evidence, based on job
evaluations,; that the predominantly female and predominantly male
jobs in question were indeed "comparable.-

A relatively early example is Christensen Iowa (563 E2d 353 (8th
Cir. 1977)), in which predominantly female clerical workers at the
University of Northern Iowa argued that they had been discriminated
against because their jobs received lower pay than predominantly male
physical plant jobs even though the university's job evaluation system put
the two job categories in the same labor grade and assigned equal point
values to both. The university argued that the wage difiCrence simply
reflected different wage rates prevailing in the external labor market,
and the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals apparently agreed, saying. -We
do not interpret Title VII as requiring an employer to ignore the market
in setting wage rates for genuinely different work classifications.- Sim-
ilar eases (e.g.. Lemons t: City and Cnatty ref Den ver.4 in which nurses
employed by the City of Denver argued that their jobs were paid less
than predominantly male jobstree trimmers. sign painters, real estate
appraisers that required less training and skill) have met with the same
fate. In 1983, a federal district judge ruled in AFSC'ME is State of
Washington (578 ESupp. 846 (1983): 770 E2d 1401 (9th Cir. 1985).
rehtg den.. 813 E2d 1034 (1987)) that the state had discriminated
against its women employees by paying predominantly female jobs less
than comparable predominantly male jobs. but in 1985 the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals reversed the district court's ruling on all cotints,
echoing its prior decision, which also rejected comparable worth
claims. in Spatddi Uniwsity of Washington (740 F.2d 686 (1984),
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cert. denied. 105 S.Ct. 51 1 (1984)).' More recently, the federal courts
have rejected comparable worth claims in lawsuits brought by state
government employees in Michigan (International Union. UAW, t: State
oPifiehigan. 673 ESupp. 1293 (ED Mich. 1987), afrd sub nm., Interna-
tional Union, UAW.): State of Michigan. no. 87-2228 (6th Cir. Sept. 28,
1989)) and in California (Califinvia State Employees' Association 1:
State of Califiirnia. no. C-84-7275. U.S. District Court (NI) Calif.
October 3. 1989)).

Developments on the lobbying front have generally been more suc-
cessful for proponents of comparable worth. No entirely comprehensive
survey exists. It appears. however," that about 30 state governments have
at least begun to undertake formal job evaluation studies to determine
whether compensation does reflect the "worth- of predominantly female
as well as predominantly male jobs. and that over a dozen states: have
adopted changes to bring about a greater correspondence between jobs'
pay and their assessed worth. Comparable worth wage adjustments have
also been implemented at tht! local government level. either by negotia-
tion (Colorado Springs. Colorado), as the result of a strike (San Jose.
California). by administrative decision ( Los Angeles), or adoption and
implementation of a charter amendment (San Francisco). The Ninth
Circuit's appellate decision notwithstanding, Washington State and the
American Federation of State, County. and Municipal Employees
(AFSCME) agreed in January 1986 to settle AFSCME State Of
Rashington out of court. The settlement provided for pay adjustments
for predominantly female jobs costing an estimated $482 million, and
was hailed by the governor and the chief negotiator for the largest state
employee union as a victory for comparable worth (New Kirk Times
1986).

Finally, comparable worth studies of federal employment are also a
real possibility. On several occasions since 1984, the Congress has
considered legislation calling for a study of the pay system in the federal
civil service aimed (among other things) at determining whether the
worth of predominantly female job classiticittons was reflected in pay
rates: in each ise. the legislation has passed the House of Represen-
tatives but has died in the Senate.'

1 t
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In contrast, developments bearing on comparable worth in the private
sector have been negligible ( KM Street Journal 1985a). Recent years
have seen no comparable worth litigation in which private firms were
defendants. Some firms, including telephone companies and other em-
ployers of electrical workers, arc reported to have made some pay
adjustments along comparable worth hoes; these firms have not, how-
ever. publicly disclosed the cost of these adjustments (New York Times
1989b). Advocacy groups have purchased stock in several companies
(including Aetna. Cigna, Kimberly-Clark and J. P. Morgan) and have
then introduced resolutions for the firms' shareholders' meetings calling
for the companies to pay their employees on the basis of comparable
worth. None of these resolutions has been approved, however (IRRC
News jOr Investors 1988, p. 125; 1989a, p. 38: 19896, p. 118). In
Wisconsin. employer groups played a leading role in defeating legisla-
tion that would have required state governmem employee pay to he set
along comparable worth lines; in neighboring Minnesota, employer
groups said little about a 1982 law (discussed at length in chapter 4)
requiring comparable worth for state government employees but have
since mobilized against application of comparable worth to the private
sector ( Kirsizington Post 1985). In 1988, the Province of Ontario,
Canada. adopted a law requiring comparable worth in both the public
and the private sectors. Reaction of business groups has been mixed:
organizations representing small employers have remained stoutly op-
posed. but groups representing large employers have professed willing-
ness to wait a year before judging the law ( Wall Street Journal 1988a.b).
(For further discussion of developments in Canada. see New York Times
1989a. Hutner 1986, pp. 41-58, and Gunderson and Riddell 1988, pp.
458-167. Willhorn 1989 discusses developments in Great Britain.)

At the national level. the Reagan administration actively opposed
comparable worth, particularly during its second term (1985-89). Dur-
ing the 1984 presidential campaign. the ranking member of the Presi-
dent's Council of Economic Advisers criticized comparable worth as "a
truly crazy idea- and a "medieval concept," and the President's press
spokesman saying he was expressing President Reagan's viewssaid
the concept was "nebdlous" and would represent "an unprecedented
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intrusion into our private affairs- (Ne York Times 19Z;4). In 1984. the
U. S. Department of Justice filed an amicus curiae brief in support of the
State of Illinois, which was being sued by the American Nurses' Asso-
ciation on comparable worth grounds;s and in 1988 it tiled an amicus
brief in support of the State of Michig;In, which was being sued on
similar grounds by the United Auto Workers.`'

Perhaps the most vociferous Opposition to comparable worth within
the Reagan administration came from the U. S. Commission on Civil
Rights, whose former staff director, Linda Chavez, often criticized the
concept and whose then chairman, Clarence M. Pendleton, Jr., called it
"the looniest idea since Loony Tunes came on the screen." In June 1984
the Commission held extensive hearings on the issue (U. S. Commis-
sion on Civil Rights. 1984); in April 1985. the Commission voted by a
5-2 margin to urge Congress and government agencies to reject the
doctrine of equal pay for jobs of comparable worth (Nov York Times
1985a; U. S. Commission on Civil Rights 1985). The U. S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission fi.)nowed suit in June 1985; its
Live commissioners voted unanimously that federal law does not require
employers to give equal pay for different jobs of comparable worth (New
York Times 1985h).

The Bush administration is unlikeiy to change the attitude of the
federal government and its civil rights policy and enforcement agencies
towards comparable worth: as nott J earlier, the 1988 Republican plat-
form rejected the concept, and the then Vice-President's campaign
speeches on employment discrimination were limited to expressions of
support for equal pay for equal work, presumably as embodied in the
Equal Pay Act of 1963.1"

The volume of debate on comparable worth in the courts, Congress,
government agencies. the news media, public forums and even scholarly
journals has been considerable. On the whole, however, the quality of
the debate has been sadly deficient. Two features of the public debate
seem particularly unfortunate. First, in much of the controversy, both
proponents and opponents have failed to define terms and concepts
clearly even the concept of comparable worth itself." Relatively little
effort has been devoted to describing, in concrete terms. what would be
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involved in implementing and enforcing a policy of equal pay for jobs of
comparable worth. Still less attention has been devoted to the ways in
which such a policy would resemble or differ from existing anti-
discrimination policies (e.g., under the Civil Rights Act).

A second problem with the public debate on comparable worth is that
the protagonists have often been preoccupied with essentially ideologi-
cal and normative issues, to the almost total exclusion of important
conceptual and empirical questions. 12 (Indeed, some of the protagonists
seem to be concerned more with questions about how labor markets
operate, e.g., whether labor markets are better described by neo-
classical or institutional models, than with questions about the merits of
requiring "equal pay for jobs of comparable worth.") Both sides in the
debate seem to agree that comparable worth is intended to serve as a
means of redressing some of the economic effects of discrimination
against (or labor market segregation of) women. The likely effects,
however, of actual or potentia' comparable worth policies on labor
market outcomes for women- mi wages, employment, etc. have re-
ceived relatively little attention Ever. Less thought has been devoted to
comparing the likely impacts of comparable worth measures with the
effects of other antidiscrimination measures (e.g., enforcement of Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act).

The basic objec,;ve of this monograph is to contribute to the debate
about comparable worth in two ways. First, I want to provide a clear
statement of the definitional and conceptual issues surrounding com-
parable worth: although policy decisions are ultimately a matter of
ideology and normative judgments, such choices can be shaped and
informed in important ways by careful dissection of definitional and
conceptual questions. Second. I want to analyze the actual or potential
effects of comparable worth. One of the most important criteria in the
evaluation of any proposed policy is the question of its actual (as
opposed to its intended) impact on key "outcome" measures. By analyz-
ing economic models of how comparable worth might work in alter-
native labor market settings. and by performing empirical studies of the
effects of comparable worth measures that have actually been imple-
mented, I hope to contribute significantly to understanding how com-
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parable worth (or comparable worth-like measures) would actually
work in practice.

One general remark seems appropriate at the outset: since I am an
economist, my discussion focuses on economic aspects of comparable
worth. Other aspects of comparable worth (e.g.. legal questions) have
been discussed elsewhere (see, e.g., Becker 1984, 1986; Blumrosen
1979, 1986: Clauss 1986: Dean. Roberts and Boone 1984: Fischel and

1986a-b: Freed and Polsby 1984: Gold 1983: Heen 1984:
Holzhauer 1986: Nelson et al. 1980: Stone 1985: Stone. ed. 1987:
Weiler 1986: and Yale Law Journal 1981). and I have no special
expertise in fields other than economics. Accorl:iigly. it seems appro-
priate to exploit the principle of comparative advantage, and to locus on
economic rather than other aspects of comparable worth.

The plan of this work is as follows. Chapter 2 discusses definitions.
concepts and analytical issues: the basic premises underlying compara-
ble worth and practical details of implementing it: the nature of labor
market discrimination and the question of whether equal pay for jobs of
comparable worth is nondiscriminatory; analysis of how adoption of
comparable worth might affect wages and employment of men and
women. Chapter 3 is concerned with empirical questions: conventional
economic and comparable worth studies of the actual magnitude of the
female/wale pay gap. and methodologies for analyzing the actual effects
on wages and employment of adoption of comparable worth policies.
Chapters 4-6 describe the adoption of comparable worth or comparable
worth-like policies in three different settings San Jose. California:
Minnesota: and Australia and present analyses of the effects of these
policies on wages and employment. Chapter 7 summarizes the work and
presents the main conclusions.

NOTES
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disclosure. 1 should it that I serxed :is a consultant and expert 1.0xor economist for the defendant
(the Stare of Michigan, in this

For ealliple . see the then Vice-President.. Jul, S. address to a coin. enni of httiriess
and professional wornerfs clubs r I he Vice President. ut the Press Secs oar>, 19581. wineh
expresses support for -equal pax for equal %ork- but does nut mention -eomparable worth- C
ettu

The same comment applies exert to discussion bribe issue hr ncuti al. interested pronarilx iii
reporting. rather than debating. the issue. For example. Mr. Bureau of Nat Nina! A flat rs 1 1451. p.
discusses "screed interpretations of the 'comparable 1.10..trIne.- including tat "the 'pure'
comparable xsorth d i.0 me." according to r hti..11 -discrimination exists xx hell r itkers On. se

in one lob categilix arc paid less than workers in a tntall, ditterent ohcategor, . when the two
groups ale . rte anent 01.0101par able North. to their emplox CI" tempt ;asrsaddedt. and ,ht
-the 'common' comparable worth doctrine. according to which "discrimination exists hen
Aorker, mt mire ji categorx are paid less than xxiirkers of the other .q.", in the same
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genet al johelassitieation .. when the two groups are performing work that is not the same in Qontcnt
that is ()/- comparabie worth to the emploer in terms of requirements" (emphasis added). The

eircularit' of hoth of these definitions is evident.

An exception is a 19Hh smposium on comparable worth in the timvermly,)ff iNo Law
Review Fischet and La/ear 1988 a -h, Holihauer 1986 and Hecker 198h).



2

Comparable Worth: Definitions,
Concepts and Analytical Issues

This chapter is concerned with definitional, conceptual. and analytical
issues about comparable worth. What iS "comparable worth"? How
could (or should) the "worth" of.; 5s he measured? Is it discriminatory
for employers to pay different wages for jobs of comparable worth? How
would adoption of comparable worth i.e., requiring equal pay for jobs
of comparable worth affect wages and .-"mployment -)f men and
women?

2.1 What Is Comparable Worth?

Any labor market transaction involves both a buyer and a seller: for
example, the wage paid by an employer is also the wane received by the
employee. Likewise, the "worth" of jobs can be viewed from he per-
spective of either employers (the demand side of the labor market) or
workers (the supply side of the market 1. ' Thus, in principle, the worth of
a particular job can he defined in either of two ways: as "value to the
employer," or as "desirability to the employee.- I will refer to the first of
these definitions as the "marginal productivity- or MP definition of
comparable worth, and to the second as the "compensating wage differ-
entials- or CD definition.

To understand the meaning of the MP definition. suppose that an

I thank LIP, rence Kahn. MX li:11C Krrtt. Da% id tit:um:ilk. Cordeha Reimer. Lawrence Summer,
and participant in Sminar at the Autralrim Natforml Unner.o. Indiana L'npier.lt, the tj S
Bureau of Libor Stattie. the ot Calitorma at lierkele. the Unicir.it tit Mars land. the
I 1.1tverit, cil Ntelhourne. the UnterNit ot NO., South \k'alt.i.. the Unt,.rNit iit We,stet n Aus.trAha,
and Rutl!ers Uni VI SIR for man helptut Lommnt, pies i.bitpter
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employer has 1 0 0 workers who are all alike have the same schooling.
work experience. etc.) and can be placed into one oftwojobs. A or B. If
the increase in output that the employer would derive by assigning these
workers to joll A is Nita" to the increase that would result from placing
them in job 13. then tho two jobs would be called "comparable- in this
sense. In economic .jarl:on. jobs of comparable worth under tf:is defini-
tion are jobs in which the marginal product of a given type of labor is the
same.'

Although comparable v!orth has sometimes been defined in this way
(see. for example. Bureau of National A ifai rs 1981. p. I). and although
proponents of comparable worth not infrequent', use the terms "jobs of
comparable worth" and "jobs of equal value to the employer- as if they
were equivalent, most discussions of comparable worth explicitly define
comparable worth differently. Two jobs are said to he of compHable
worth if they are comparable in terms of a composite of four kind!, of
factors: skill (e.g.. education and training requirements). effort. re-
sponsibility and working conditions. (or example. see 'Freiman and
Hartmann. eds. 1981. p. ) Thus. whereas the MP definition in effect
defines comparable worth from the standpoint of employers (i.e.. the
"worth- of jobs measured in terms of their contribution to the emplox er's
output). the second definition i:, effect defines comparable worth from
the standpoint of employes (i.e.. the "worth- of jobs IlleaSUred in terms
of the requirements that workers must satisfy in order to hold them. the
conditions experienced by workers who perfot in them. etc. I.

At least in ,general. the two definitions are different. For example.
although wo'-':ing conditions may not usually have much to do with
productivity. they will usually play an important part in workers views
of different jobs." Moreover, the two definitions have quite different
implication,. 'co determine whether two jobs are comparable in the MP
sense. one would need to measure the contribution each makes to the
employer's output: whereas an assessment of the comparability of two
jobs in the CD sense requires an evaluation of the jobs in terms of skill.
effort. responsibility and working condition!,. or what the jobs ask of
workers.

In almost all cases. proponents of comparable worth have either
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implicitly or explicitly used the second (CD) deti.nition. so that is the
focus of this m:mograph. I now consi ier several subsidiary (hut still
quite important) ,ssues: coverage, compliance and determination of job
comparability under a standard of payment based on .ioo worth.

Coverage

Virtu lly all proponents of comparable worth specify that compara-
ble worth requirements would cover individ,..:1 en/Moyers, and that job
evaluations would he performed for particular employers rather ;han on
any more general bas's (e.g., labor market- or economy wide). Thus.
comparable worth Would entail an assessment of the comparability of
the jobs of, say, tool mechanic and secretary at a given employer, and
would require pay changes if the two j the were found to he comparable
but paid differently. Virtually all proponents agree, however. that com-
parable worth would not entail evaluations of these .jobs across
would no set a uniform national wage for ei.lierjob. and would not even
necessarily require that any other employer adjust the day of tool
mechanics and secretaries. That would depend on whether, at any other
such firm, the two jobs were found to he comparable.

Thus. determinations of job comparability would be conducted within
it idual firms. Other questions about coverage. however, hay: largely
been neglected. For example. would coverage he limited to empi:yers
with at least some specified number of employees. as under provisions
of fair labor standards laws? Would the sar.ie comparable worth stan-
dard he applied to all establishments of a given employer, regardless of
geographic location or industrial classification'? c...-taiIs have not
yet been di...,cussed systematically.

Com pi ialleC

Most discussions of comparable worth say little about compliance.
i.e., about how wages would he adjusted if two jobs covered by com-
parable worth and deemed to be LvinparaWc nevertheless pay different
wages, The possible compliance procedures are numerous: the wage of

A..
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the low-paying job could he raised to equal that of the high-paying .job;
or the wage of the high-paying job could he reduced to equal that of the
low-paying job: or one could split the ditkrence. raising the wage of the
low-paying job and reducing the wage of the high-paying job until they
were equal: and so on. In practice, however. most proponents of com-
parable worth who address this question opt 11 wage increases for the
low-paying job as either the only. or else the preferred, method of
compliance. For example, laws proposed in state legislatures frequently
specify that compliance with the standard of equal pay for jobs of
comparable worth shall in no event result in a reduction in the pay of any
job (see Perrin 1985. esp. pp. 27-28). Similarly, comparable worth
plans actually adopted by state and local governments have generally
prohibited cuts in pay for employees or job categories (for example. see
Orazem and Manila 1989. p. 180).

Determining Compai

The most important question confronting any attempt to develop a
comparable worth policy concerns the determination of job com-
parability. Virtually all proponents of comparable worth advocate the
use ofjob (Iv/riot/on in assessing the "worth" of jobs. Job evaluations are
often (though not always) conducted in the following stages. First, the
evaluators describe the characteristics, requirements. duties, working
conditions. etc., of the jobs to he evaluated and identify the specific
"compensable factors- on which the different jobs are to be evaluated.
Second. the evaluators assign scores or "evaluation points" to each
compensable factor for each job. Third. the evaluators determine
weights to be assigned to the difkrent factors (e.g., whether skill is to be
given greater or lesser weight than working conditions), Finally, the
evaluators determine the total point score (or "worth-) of each job by
computing the appropriately weighted sum of the points awarded to each
of the factors for that job. Jobs with the same (or very similar) total
scores are then said to be "comparable.-

Although these seems to he general agreement on these broad out-
lines. there is. perhaps not surprisingly, less uniformity on questions of

4
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detail. First, different job evaluation systems categorize the four basic
compensable factors (skill. effort, responsibility and working condi-
tions) in different ways. For example, the evaluation of government jobs
in the State of Washington by Norman D. Willis and Associates (1974.
1976) assigned points for "knowledge and skills." "mental demands."
"accountability." and "working conditions." Hay Associates assigned
points to municipal government jobs in San Jose. California. on the
basis of the "know-how." "problem-solving." accountability" and
"working conditions" involved in each job (U.S. Congress. House 1983.
p. 340). The U.S. Office of Personnel Management's Factor Evaluation
System of Position Classification (FES) considers nine factors: "knowl-
edge required by the position," "supervisory controls," "guidelines,"
"complexity." "scope and effect.- "personal contacts." "purpose of con-
tacts." "physical demands" and "work environment" (U.S. Civil Service
Commission 1977. pp. 13-31; Werwie 1987). Industry groups such as
the National Metal Trades Association. the National Electrical Manu-
facturers Association and the American Association of Industrial Man-
agement have developed systems with 11 factors.

A second source of variation among different evaluation procedures
concerns whether the same job evaluation, with the same set of compen-
sable factors, is used to evaluate all .jobs at a given firm. Not infre-
quently. different job evaluations arc applied to different job "families."
For example. the Cooperative Wage Study (CWS). initiated in 1944 by
12 of the largest steel corporations at the direction of the War Labor
Board. uses 12 compensable factors in evaluating hourly. jobs. and 7 in
evaluating nonexempt office and technical positions. For a considerable
perk of time. the Westinghouse Electric Corporation maintained sepa-
rate scales fir its predominantly male and predominantly female jobs.
As evlained in its 1939 Industrial Relations Manual':

The occupations or jobs filled by women are point rated on the
same basis of point values for Requirements of the Job and Respon-
sibilit>. with the same allowance for Joh Conditions. as are the jobs
commonly filled by men . . .

The gradient ()Idle women's wage curve. however. is not the same
for women us fiu. men laic 1 because of the more transient character
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of the service of the former. the relative shortness of their activity in
industry, the differences in envirom nem required. the extra services
that must be provided. overtime conditions. extra help needed fin-
the occasional heavy work. and the g,eneral sociological factors not
requiring discussion herein.

The rate or range for Labor Grades do not coincide with the
values on the men's scale. Basically. then. we have another wage
curve or lic Sheet for women below and not parallel with the men's
curve.

Finally, job evaluations differ in the extent to which they incorporate
information about labor markets. both internal and external to the
enterprise at which the job.. are being evaluated. Most commercial job
evaluation systems rely. at least to some degree. on such labor market
information. In contrast, many comparable worth proponents advocate
"bias-free-.job evaluations. which explicitly avoid using such informa-
tion on the grounds that the labor markets that generate it are distorted
by discriminator behavior.

Commercial job emluations. Although it is difficult to he certain, it
appears that job evaluation has been in use since at least the late
nineteenth century" and has been extensively deve!oped and imple-
ment,,i since the 1930s and, in particular. 19-10s (Schwab 1985. p. 37).
Evaluation methods may he grouped under two main headings: "whole
job- methods. and -eompensahle factor- methodsAs their names
imply. the former approach considers individual jobs "as a whole,"
whereas the latter is concerned with identifying attributes or charac-
teristics of work thit different jobs possess in different degrees.'

The simplest (and probably oldest) form of whole .job evaluation is
commonly known as "job ranking": one simply compares all jobs at an
enterprise with each other and ranks them from most to least important.
with pay rates revised as necessary to reflect the ranking. A variant.
known as market pricing.- entails several steps: ( 11 match the jobs
under review with similar jobs in the relevant external labor market( s):
(2) determine the wages paid to these reference jobs in the relevant
external labor market(). and (3) when necessary, adjust pay rates for
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the jobs under review so as to match the rates paid externally.
under the "market pricing guideline method," the jobs to be evaluated
and their rates of pay are initially linked to external labor market
"reference" jobs, but pay rates for the reference jobs are only a guide-
line: the evaluators may change the rank of the jobs to be evaluated, and
further change pay rates. within specified limits if it is decided that the
initial ranking of the enterprise's jobs and/t,7the initial matching of these
jobs with external reference jobs was inappropriate.

Compensable factor job evaluations identify qualities or features
common to many (idea:1y. all) jobs in an organization, and quantify the
degree to which each job possesses those. The first step under this
approach is to identify all qualities or features -"factor--- to be com-
pensated, by examining job descriptions, administering questionnaires
to workers and supervisors, etc. Some evaluations of this kind shill);
describe, in qualitative and narrative terms. how an enterprise's jot-
differ in terms of such factors.' but most compensable factor evaluations
are quantitative: evaluators assign points for each factor to each job,
based on the extent to which each each job entails each factor. (For
example..jobs requiring much skill or training might receive 10 points
tor the "skill" factor, whereas.jobs requiring minimal skill might receive
1 or 2.) In awarding points to jobs, some quantitative plans' use jobs
identified as "benchmark" or "key.. jobs as a reference point. These are
jobs judged to be especially sensitive to external labor market condi-
tions. to he "standardized (employed by many organizations) and Ito
possess' stable content" (Schwab 198(. p. 55). The number of such key
jobs should he "sufficient . to cover the entire range of difficulty or
importance of each Icompensablel factor" ( Henderson and Clarke 1981.
p 17)

One of the most popular quantitative procedures is the "Factor Guide
Chart Method" or. more simply. "Hay Plan," named after its chief
pi ()genitor. Edward N. Hay. This plan considers three basic factors,
"know-how,""problem solving," and "accountability," although a fourth,
"working conditions." can he included if desired, and each basic factor
is divided into various subfactors (I lay and Purges 1951. 1954). Charts
are used to determine points to be awarded for different combinations of
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the factors and subfactors. A hallmark of the Hay method is its capacity
for substantial modification so as to he applicable to different organiza-
tions. Although the Hay approach is not tied explicitly to particular "key
jobs" (unlike some other methods), it appears to be intended primarily
for evaluation of a given job family or set of related job families) within
an organization. rather than of the entire set of jobs at an Organization.
In principle. then, an enterprise would use not one Hay plan but several
to evaluate its entire range of jobs.'"

Once evaluators have assigned points to factors under methods such
as those just discussed, the next task is to combine them for each job to
arrive at a total point score. i.e., a measure of the total "worth" of each
.ioh. In general, job evaluations compute total worth as a weighted sum
of the points awarded to each of thc different factors: differences among
evaluation methods in this regard have to do with how the weights are
determined. In the main, commercial .job evaluations derive weights
using the so-called "policy-capturing" approach (Treiman and
Hartmann. eds. 1981, p. 74. Under this approach. weights are con-
structed to reflect the existinc relationship (as determined by statistical
procedures such as regression analysis). at the enterprise in question,
between each individual compensable factor and pay.

TO see what this means in practice. c nsider the following simple
hypothetical example. An employer evaluates .jobs on the basis of two
compensable factors, physical demands and mental demands. Points are
awarded to all jobs reflecting the extent of each of these two factors
possessed by each job. The employer then analyzes the relation between
actual current compensation and the points awarded for these two
factors, and finds the following: (I) among jobs with the same evalua
tion points for physical demands. each extra evaluation point for mental
demands is ass.)ciated. on average and other things being equal. with $3
per hour in extra pay; and (2) among jobs with the same evaluation
points for mental demands. each extra evaluation point for physical
demands is associated. on average and other things being equal, with $4
per hour in extra pay. Then the weight given to mental demands evalua-
tion points would be 0.75 ( 3/4) the weight given to physical demands.
Thus, a job with 1 mental demand point and 2 physical demand points

C

t)
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might have a composite score or total "worth'. of (3 x 1) x 2) = 11
points, whereas a job with 2 mental demand points and I physical
demand points might have a worth of (3 x 2) +(4 x 11 = 10 points."

Bias free job evaluations. Although most proponents of comparable
worth accept indeed. advocate -the general concept of job evaluation
as a means of determining job worth, they are often critical of the way in
which commercial job evaluations are carried out. According to these
comparable worth proponents, bias against predominantly female jobs
can (and. all too often. actually does) creep into each stage of the
evaluation process.

The first problem is that the compensable factors chosen to be
included in the cvluations may tend to be those prevalent in predomi-
nantly male jobs and/or that factors typical of predominantly female
jobs may be excluded or deemphasized: "for example. physical effort/
exertion is often [included in commercial job evaluations], while fine
motor skill usually is not- (Beatty and Beatty 1984. pp. 73-4).

A second set of problems involves the assessment of each factor. One
difficulty is that existing evaluation procedures may not fully elicit the
degree to which predominantly female jobs do in fact possess relevant
characteristics. For example. one questionnaire administered to incum-
bents to gather information about compensable factors asked. "How
important is setting up or adjusting equipment (setting up a lathe or drill
press. adjusting an engine carburetor. etc. )?" As those responsible for
analyzing data generated by this questionnaire (Pierson. Ko7iara and
Johannesson 1984. p. 123) note:

A person in a female job might not respond to !this questioni.
because the examples relate only to traditionally male-held jobs.
This item was changed by adding behaviorally similar examples that
were less sex-biased and became; -How important is setting up or
adjusting equipment (attaching devices to patients. setting up a lathe
or drill press. adjusting office equipment Yr

Even if the questions asked about jobs are neutral, the responses may
nut be:

L.
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Male tree trimmers for the city of Denver. interviewed for a televi-
sion report on the efforts of nurses in that city to raise their wages

)via Lemon.% t: City and Guatty of Den er). repeatedly said that they

thought tree trimmers deserved a higher salary because their work
was more "difficult.- -dangerous.- and "dirty'. . . It would seem

fair to conclude that the tree rimme..:, are referring to the physical
difficulty of climbing trees and ladders. the danger of physical labor

at heights and with certain machinery-. and the dirt of outdoors work.

They. and many others, do not see the difficulty of work in intensive

care units. the danger of dealing with disease and psychotic patients.

or the dirt of vomit . . . Many nurses I have talked to see their,job as

clean, in part because of the constant effort to make the environment

sterile. in spite of their exposure to vomit. urine. feces. blood. pus.
dead people. disease and so on. Garbage collectors do dirty work.

while fOod service workers, producing the garbage, do clean work.
(Remick 1953, p. 113.

Thus. assessments of the skill requirements. difficulty or working con-
ditions of jobs may he a function of general cultural perceptions and. in
particular. of the sex composition of the jobs' incumbents. regardless of
whether those per-rm.:Bing the assessments are outside evaluators, super-

visors or even the incumbents themselves a notion that has received
some confirmation in the research literature (McArthur 1985).

A final problem with commercial j oh evaluation. in the view of many
comparable worth proponents. concerns the way in which evaluation
points are combined into a total point score and that converted into pay

rates. The main concern here stems from the belief that the existing
wage structure is contaminated by discriminatory employment prac-
tices. Thus, reliance on it in commercial job evaluations is highly
undesirable.

Comparable worth proponents are especially critical of the practice.
commonly followed in commercial evaluations. of conducting different
evaluations for different groups or families of jobs within the same
enterprise. Fur example, as noted above. many evaluation systems
evaluate clerical and production worker jobs separately. Since the sepa-
rate job families considered tend to he demarcated along sexual and/or

)
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racial lines. comparable worth proponents are critical of this approach.
At best, the resulting final evaluation will he incomplete (since it will not
evaluate all jobs, in all families, on the same basis). At worst. it may he
biased against predominantly female .job families (to the extent that it
sanctions, or does not prohibit. pay differences between predominantly
female and predominantly male job families that might have been found
comparable had they been evaluated on the same basis).

Not infrequently, commercial evaluations not only reflect the existing
distribution of the workforce by sex and occupation. but also rely on
information about the existing wage distribution. As noted earlier, some
evaluations use intOrmation on wages paid for "key- or "benchmark"
,jobs (ones deemed to be especially sensitive to external market forces),
or (more generally) surveys of local area labor market wage rates. to
convert evaluation points into pay for all jobs. Others use "policy-
capturing- analyses of the association between evaluation points and the
existing structure of wage rates within the firm in question to derive the
weights that will be applied to the points awarded to individual compen-
sable factors in determining the total "worth" of individual _jobs. Either
way,. advocates of comparable worth point out, the resulting relation
between total evaluation points and proposed pay levels generated by the
',valuation procedure will "necessarily reflect in turn any biases that
exist in market wages..."

Thus. most comparable worth proponents are. at hest. skeptical about
the merits of such methodology as a means of adequately assessing the
worth of different jobs, in particular predominantly female vs. predomi-
nantly male .jobs. Accordingly, they prefer the use of "bias-free- job
evaluation methodology in determining the we rth of different ,jobs. "A
bias-free evaluation system probably does not yet exist- (Remick 1984.
p. 100), so operational details of bias-free evaluations are necessarily
somewhat vague. Most comparable worth proponents who have ad-
dressed this question (e.g.. Remick 1984: Treiman and Hartmann, eds.
1981), however, appear to agree that a bias-free procedure would have
most if not all of the following features.

). Determinvlion of the compensable factors. and of the points
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awarded for each such factor for any given job, on scrupulously sex-
neutral grounds.

(2). Application of a single uniform evaluation methodology to the
entire set of jobs (rather than of different procedures for different job
families) at the enterprise under evaluation.

(3), Deemphasis. or even complete avoidance, of information on the
existing structure (external and/or internal) of wage rates by combining
points awarded to individual compensable factors using weights derived
on a priori grounds without reference to market wage rates" rather than
via policy-capturing techniques (Treiman and Hartmann, eds. 1981, pp.
72. 80).

It seems clear. then. that bias-free job evaluations of the kind pro-
posed by comparable worth advocates would differ at least to some
extent from the commercial job evaluations currently in use in most
enterprises in the private or public sectors. In terms oi underlying
philosophy, however, both comparable worth and commercial evalua-
tion methodologies have one essential point in common: both take the
compensating differentials or CD approach described earlier, since the
basic objective of e.ch is to assess jobs in terms o'' skill . effort. responsi-
bility and working conditions. As Schwab (1980. p. 64: emphasis
original '5). speaking of commercial job evaluations. remarks:

These factors appear to conform rather closely to the omponents
articulated in net-advantage discussions going hack to Adam
Smith's I,ifea/th r?(Norimk fOotnote omitted]. That is. they represent
requirements that the employee must bring to the job (e.g.. skill). or
characteristics of the job (e.g.. working conditionst that may make
the job onerous or attractive.

Adam Smith's discussion of these factors"' is. at least to economists,
one of the hest-known and most celebrated passages in The Kea& of
Nations:

The five following are the principal circumstances which. so far as I
have been able to observe, make up for a small pecuniary gain in
some employments, and counter-balance a great one in others: first.
the agreeableness or disagreeableness of the employments them-
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selves: secondly. the easiness and cheapness. or the difficulty and
expence of learning them: thirdly, the constancy or inconstancy of
employment in them: fourthly. the small or great trust which must be
reposed in these who exercise them: and fifthly, the probability or
improbability cat success in them.

Smith laid the foundations for what economists now call the theory of
"compensating wage differentials." In its simplest version, the theory
implies that, other things being equal and in the absence of artificial
constraints, jobs that ask much of workers in terms of requirements or
working conditions will typically have to pay a premium or "compensat-
ing differential" in order to attract enough workers to them (see chapter
3 for further discussion).

There is a seeming irony here. Economists who have discussed
comparable worth (e.g., Lindsay 1980: O'Neill 1984b: Raisian. Ward,
and Welch 1985) usually react negatively to it because they perceive it as
antithetical to the concept of wage determination by market supplies and
demands: and comparable worth proponents are not infrequently skep-
tical about the outcome of wage determination by supply and demand.
Yet in an important sense one can trace the rationale for comparable
worth directly back to Adam Smith, whose language is strikingly
similar to that used by present day comparable worth advocates. In
economic jargon, comparable worth would appear to amount simply to
an insistence that the theory of compensating wage differentials be taken
seriously. If two jobs are indeed comparable in terms of skill ("the
easiness and cheapness, or the difficulty and expence of learning them"),
responsibility (-the small or great bust which must be reposed..."),
effort and working conditions (-agreeableness or disagreeableness,"
etc. ) but pay very different wages, can the wage differential really be
said to be simply "compensating." i.e., justifiable? If, in addition, the
wage differential is related to sex, can an inference of sex discrimination
reasonably be ignored? Comparable worth advocates emphatically an-
swer both questions in the negative: in the remainder of this chapter, I
consider these issues in detail.
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2.2 Economic Analysis of Labor Market Discrimination

Much of the motivation for comparable worth is related to womens
disadvantaiie in the labor market. For example. advocates frequently
cite the sizeable pay gap- -the fact that. on average, year-round full time
women workers make less than 70 percent of what men make --and note
that, as shown in table 2.1. it has changed relatively little in the past 30
years or so, despite adoption of major antidiscrimination laws and
programs. '7

Beyond the relative stability of the pay gap. some of the most striking
stylized facts about women's disadvamage in the labor market are the
following:

(1) Unequal pay equal luirk. Women typically earn less than men in
the same job or occupational category (e.g., teacher). even when
other things (education. years of work experience. etc. ) are the same.
(See. for example. Ashenfelter and Peneavel 1976.1

(2) Unequal acceys to better work. Relative to men. women are more
likely to work in lower paid jobs or occupations (e.g.. clerical as
opposed to managerial), even when other things are the same. (See.
for example. Malkiel and Malkiel 1973.)
livitaicheNs"41.s..s.0( /wed with /ow pay. On average and other things
remaining the same. "overrepresentation- of women in a job or
occupational categorythe more "female- it is is associated with
lower pay in that occupation. on average. for all employees (men and
women) taken together. (See. for example. 'Freiman and Hartmann.
eds. 1981. esp. ehapter 2.)
"fru/a/mess" mon, Ntron,e/y aysociated with hitt. pay. than
women. On average and other things remaining the same. "overrepre-
sentation- of women in a job or occupational category appears to he
associated with greater wage differentials among men than among
women: pay is lower in predominantly female jobs than in predomi-
nantly male jobs for both women and men: but the negative effect on
pay of being in such jobs is greater for men than it is for women. iSec.
for example. P.00s 19S1; Johnson and Solon 100.1

(3)

t.)
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Year

Table 2.1 The Female/Male

Vomett\ Nledian
I:timings ($)

"Pay Gap." 1956-1987

Nlen\ Median
Earnings ($)

Median Earnings
Ratio: Womeni1 len

1456 LS27 4 Alb 0.033
19 67 3.008 4.7 i 3 0.638
1955 3,102 4927 0.630

1959 3.I93 5.209 0.613

196(! 3.19.3 5.417 0.608

1961 3.351 5.644 0.594

1962 3.446 5.794 0.595
)03 3.561 5.978 0.596

196.4 3.090 6.195 0.596

1965 3.823 6.375 0.600

1966 3.973 6.848 0.580

1967 4.150 7.IS: 0.578

1968 4.457 7.664 0.587

1969 1.977 8.227 o.605

197o 5.323 x.inv, 0.594
1971 5.593 .399 0.595
1972 5q03 10.202 0.579

)973 6,335 11.186 0.566

1974 6.77' 11.835 0,57'

1975 7.504 I2.75S 0.588

1976 8)199 13,435 0.602

1977 5.61S 14.626 0.58k)

1978 9.351) 13.730 0.594

1979 10.169 17,045 o.597

1980 11.197 18.612 0 602

1981 12.0(11 :0.260 0.59'

19S2 13.014 2).077 0.617

1983 0.915 21.ssi o 635

1984 14.75o 23.218 0.637

1985 15.624 24.195 0.646

1986 16.232 25.256 0.642

1987 16.909 26.00S O. h50

Sr 41( d" I! S licp.tttmcnt ot Comincyck.. Burc:ittottlIc u .efir PrVilifiglOPIReportN. SerIC

111LIIITIL' ut t;1111111k's .tilkt relYql III the 1. ;Hied Statc.I. %:11 tq.:11re% ruter

It) Median ealllilips 1)1 \, cal-round vsiikct., 1-ot I q50- hn anti
C;i111{14' . 1'167 S7. -t.-dritm:..- 1.'tt t:11 Iti(irt. L'arrimey !tom

tt %+,112e anti :11.1t 1,)5b ;q2c 14

ismi older. tot 1979 87. tirtirc cuter lo ps..rotis .ts.,,e 15 .itul
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Figure 2.! Discrimination

Advocates of comparable worth usually argue that such patterns are
caused by labor market discrimination, and that comparable worth can
offset them.

Can labor market discrimination o.:count for the sty!:zcd facts just
noted? Arc patterns of this kind due exclusiveLs to labor market discrimi-
nation? To address these and similar issues, it is useful to consider a
simple model of an economy with two jobs: a high-wage job, H. and a
low-wage job, L." lb focus initially on questions about labor market
discrimination, suppose to begin with that. (in elVerage men and women
are equally productive at, and equally interested in doing. either kind of
job.") In the absence of labor market discrimination, relative demands
and supplies for these jobs will appear as shown in figure 2.1.

In figure 2. , W is the wage paid to workers in a job (either Hor I.) and
N is the n'imber of workers in a job. Thus. WH/ Wt is the rehaire wage
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the wage in 11 relative to that in L), with Wei /WI > I to reflect the
fact that H is the high-wage job; and NH/NI is relatie employment (i.e.,
employment in H reloive to that in L).

Now consider relative supplies and demands in this market. Employer
relative demands are downward-sloping: if H must be paid a high wage
(relative to L), less H will be employed (relative to L).2° It is equivalent.
hut, particularly in terms of what follows much more helpful to think of
the aggregate relative demand curve Do, as indicating the (aggregate)
relative wage employers are willing to pay at different (aggregate)
relative employment levels: if employment in H is high relative to that in
L. then productivity of H relative to 1. would be low and so employers
would be willing to pay only a low wage for H relative to L. The
aggregate supply curve So, slopes upward: to raise the aggregate number
of workers wanting to work in H (relative to L). it would be necessary to
raise pay in H relative to that in L.2'

in figure 2.1. equilibrium occurs (aggregate supply and aggregate
deri:tInd are equal) at the aggregate relative wage wo, at which point
aggregate relative employment is TheThe quantities wo and no, refer to
the overall average wage (of men and women combined) and to total
employment (of men and women combinee 1. respectively. What does
this equilibrium imply for men and women, considered separately?

As regards demand. note first that, by assumption. there is no labor
market discrimination. Thus, the relative wage will be ti. not only in the
aggregate but also for each sex group: in other words, in the absence of
discrimination, the relative wage 4."ii/Wt that employers are willing to
pay to women at a given aggregate relative employment level NH /Nt is
the sante as the relative wage they are willing to pay men at the same
aggregate relative employment level. In this -offered wage schedule"
sense, D is not only the aggregate relative ci inand curve but also the
relative demand curve for both men and women', note that for both men
and women as well as in the aggregate. offered (felative) wages as given
by Do, depend on a,,,gregate relative employment.

As regards supply, note that. by assumption, men and women have
identical qualifications and interests. on verage." At any given relative
wage, then, male and female relative supplies would he the same. In this
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sense, St, is not only the aggrrgate relative supply schedule (showing
Aggregate relative supply ti rtheorning at a given relative wage). but also
the relative supply schedule of each sex group (showing relative supply
of that glYillp forthcoming at a given relative wage).

It follows that, in the nondiscriminatory equilibrium et,. relative
wages will be wu and relative employment will be no not only in the
aggregate but also tOr each sex group. Hence. under the conditions
depicted in figure 2.1. women and men will receive the same wage
within a given job (II or L): will receive Inc same w/arive ware
le-, IV} and have the same rehttiiv employment levels: and so will be
represented to the same extent in both jobs (e.g.. the proportion female
will be the same in it as it is in 1.).

To determine the effects of labor market discrimination. tirst consider
demand. 'lip introduce discrimination. ass1111t' that employers favor men
in filling the high-1114;0(d) I/ in the sense that, a. given wages. employer
demand fOr male workers in //exceeds that for female workers. Equiv-
alently. assume that employers are now willing to pay a higher wage to
men in job /1 than to women in the same.job. hen although the (relative)
demand curve !Or women is still D =DI,. the demand curve for men is
now where the vertical distance between he two curves. d,
in the relative wage premium employers now are willing to give
men in H.

It is important to note th:q. even in the presence of discrimination.
employer demand for pers )11S of a given sex still depends only on
aggregate relative employment (exactly as in the nondiscriminatory
labor market just discussed). This is because, in a simple discriminatory
two. job labor market of the kind described here. the relative wage a ;inn
is willing to offer a worker depends on only two things: his or her sex.
and the relative marginal productivity of the job he or she is doing. The
latter depends only on agtvate relative employment (of men and
women combined) in the two jobs. not on relative employment of
persons of either sex. It follows that. at any given aggrel,,are relative
employment level. employers still are w :fling to pay relative wages to
women as they used to: but that at the same (1,0;ICA,,ale relative employ-
ment level, employers are now willing to pay higher relative wages to

ofiln
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men. The aggregate relative demand (or "wage otter ") schedule (for
men and women comhined) must therefbre lie in between the schedules
DI, and Dif: it is shown as D,. Note that the new aggregate relative
demand or wage offer schedule DI, like both the old one D and the new
sex-specific ones DR, s=m or f, shows the relative wages that employ-
ers are willing to offer workers (overall. or of a specific sex) at a given
aggregate relative employment level.

As in the nondiscriminatory case, the aggregate supply schedule
(showing the aggregate relative wage necessary to elicit each aggregate
relative supply level) is still So, and, in the absence of any sex difference
in job qualifications or job preferences. the relative supply schedule of
each sex (showing the relative wage necessary to elicit each relative
supply level pr that sex) is identical to So. Equilibrium occurs where
aggregate supply S1 ( =So) equals aggregate demand DI. at the new
aggregate equilibrium relative wage rate (1 and aggregate relative
employment level ir, .

To work out wage and employment levels for men and women in this
discriminatory equilibrium, note that. in equilibrium,21 (1) men in H
must receive a relative wage premium of a', and (2) relative supply for
each sex group is set by the relative wage received by that sex group.
subjLet to the condition that aggtv,qate demand must also equal aggre-
gate supply. The discriminatory equilibrium entails aggregate relative
employment of n by definition of the wage offer or demand curves for
each sex, at this aggregate relative employment level employers are
willing to pay relative wages of u and le,, to women and men,
respectively, with witd> 0 (the vertical distance between Dim
and 011), as required for equilibrium. Since the supply schedules of
both groups (giving their relative supplies at different relative wages) are
given by SI, it Wows that, at these equilibrium wages w11and tri, the
relative supplies (and, thus, relative employment levels) of women and
men are and n,,,,, respectively. (Note also that, since aggregate
demand must equal aggregate supply at the equilibrium aggregate wage.
appropriately weighted sums of sex-specific wage rates and employ-
ment levels must equal the aggregate wage and the aggregate employ-
ment level. respectively )
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Thus, compared with a nondiscriminatory setting, discrimination
favoring men in the high-wage job H entails lower (higher) relative
wages and employment levels for women (men): wIt_< o < wi, and n
< no< nt,. Intuitively, employer preference for men in the high-wage
job raises the demand for men and reduces the demand for women in that
job; this leads to a male /female pay gap within the high-wage job,
greater representation of men in that job, and a greater difference in pay
for men than for women between the high-wage job and the low-wage
job. On the other hand. since women now find it harder to be employed
in the high-wage job. they crowd into the low-wage job, reducing the
wage there (Bergmann 1971; Edgeworth 1922).

Since d> 0 (i.e., employers favor men in the high-wage job), there is
unequal pay for equal work: the only way women can get a high-wage
job is by working for less in that job than do men. Since nli.<ni,, there
is unequal access to better work: women are underrepresented (relative
to men) in the high-wage job. H: equivalently, the proportion female is
smaller among high-wage workers than among low-wage workers. This
also means that the higher the proportion female, the lower the (overall)
rate of pay in a job: the "femaleness" of jobs is negatively related to wage
rates. Finally, since wit< Iv,,,,, pay differentials among jobs are smaller
among women than among men: the relation between pay and
"femaleness" of jobs is stronger for men than it is for women. In sum, the
simple model of labor market discrimination illustrated in figure 2.1 can
account for all of the "stylized facts" about women's labor market
disadvantage discussed earlier in this chapter.

Is such discrimination the on/y source of the pay and employment
differences shown in figure 2.1, however'? Having examined demand-
side causes (i.e.. employer discrimination), it is natural to consider
supply-side causes (e.g., sex differences in job preferences and/or job
qualifications) as well. Figure 2.2 reproduces the original aggregate
demand and supply curves (Do and S0. respectively) of the initial
nondiscriminatory setting. Now suppose that employers do n,l,liscrim-
inate (in the sense used in discussing figure 2.1) but that for any of a
variety of reasons - differential socialization, sexual role differentiation,
unequal access to education women pref and/or are better qualified
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Figure 2.2 Taste or Ability Differences

w =

W
I

"0

for j9b L than arc men. In this case. the relative supply of women to job
H will he lower. at any given relative wage. than that of men. Thus the
female relative supply curve now becomes S1,.. W.ereas the male rela-
tive supply curve remains at SSI,.

The overall or aggregate supply curve SI is now a kind of average of
the female and malt relative supply curves.24 In the absence of labor
market discrimination, the overall or aggregate demand curve is un-
changed and is the same tbr both men and women. As before, equi-
librium requires that aggregate demand equal aggregate supply. This
occurs at the aggregate relative 4k Age wi and aggregate relative employ-
ment level n . Since employers do not discriminate, equilibrium also
requires that both men and women receive the same relative wage. i.e.,

. Supplies of the two sex groups at this common relative wage may
then be determined from their relative supply schedules. S and S1,: at
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women supply n It, less than the male relative supply of ni, at the
same relative wage ( tv,)."

Intuitively, the now-greater preference of women for the low-wage job
(or their now-lower qualifications for the high-wage job) reduces aggre-
gate supply to the high-wage job. raising the relative wage (of H to L).
w, and reducing relative employment (in H relative to I.), n. Thus. in
equilibrium. there is "equal pay tbr equal work" and the pay differential
between the two jobs (that is, the relative wage, ) is the same for both
men and women. Overall, however, there is ( 1 ) a male female pay gap.
(2) the appearance of unequal access to better work women are under-
represented in the high -wage job (n < n1,) and (3) a negative relation
between "femaleness" of .jobs and their pay.

2.3 Pay Diffrrentials for Jobs. of Comparable Mrth

The preceding analysis suggests that a negative relation between
"femaleness of job" and pay may not be due to labor market discrimina-
tion. I now consider a related question: will a nondiscriminatory labor
market generate equal pay for jobs of comparable worth'? I first presoot
some general analytic results. and then turn to some examples involving
specific jobs.

General analytic~

to analyze the question of whether there will he equal pay for jobs of
comparable worth in the absence of discrimination. it is helpful to
analyze the question of market supply to different occupations (e.g.. the
relative supply schedule S of figures 2.1-2.2) in more detail.

Consider a labor market with two jobs, A and B. As implied earlier
(see especially note 21), it would be surprising if literally every worker
viewed these two jobs in precisely the same way. Worker preferences for
the two jobs may he summarized by a preference distribution such as the
one shown in figure 2.3. The height of the preference curve at any given
relative wage iv= W /W8 shows the proportion (more precisely. proba-

44'
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Figure 2.3 Taste Distribution

probability
density

bility density ) of workers who are indifferent between A and B at that
relative wage: the area underneath the curve and to the left of any given
relative wage Iv shows the proportion who prefer A to B at that relative
wage. Clearly. the higher the relative wage (that is. the higher the wage
in A relative to that in B). the greater the proportion of workers who
prefer A to B: but even at very high relative wages. sonic workers still
prefer the lower-paying job. B, to the higher paying .job A.

To highlight the nature of comparable worth joh analyses, assume that

I) a joh evaluation has found that the two jobs. A and B. are comparable
in terms of a composite of skill, effort. responsibility and working
conditions: and that (2) this evaluation is in fact congruent with worker
preferences, in the sense that if pay were the same in both jobs. the
average or "representative- worker would in fact he indifferent between
them. This means that the median worker is indifferent between the two

4
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jobs at a relative wage of unity: and that at this point, half the workers
prefer A whereas the other half prefer B.

Now consider the relative supply curve under these assumptions.
Relative supply (i.e., n=NA/N13. the number desiring to do A relative to
those desiring to do B at any given relative wage w= WA/ Wu) is positive-
sloped: the higher the A wage is relative to B, the larger the number of
workers who want to do A relative to those preferring B. Since the
representative (more precisely, median) worker is indifferent between
the two jobs at a relative wage of I I. the relative supply curve also passes
through the point (1, 1).

Although (by assumption) the jobs are comparable in terms of both
the job evaluation and the representative worker's preferences, it is

nevertheless not possible to say anything about either relative wages or
relative employment in the absence of information about the relative
demand curve. In particular, suppose that employers do not discriminate
and that technology and product market conditions are such as to entail
high demand for A relative to B, with demand curve Dti as shown in
figure 2.4. Then equilibrium will occur at CH with relative wage i'H and
relative employment nH . On the other hand, if demand for A relative to B
is low, as with demand curve DE in figure 2.4. then. even in the absence
of employer discrimination, equilibrium will occur at et with a lower
relative wage MI and a lower relative employment nt..

In sum, even though (by assumption) the two jobs are comparable.
they will not necessarily pay the same wage. even in the absence of
employer discrimination. In general, there will be "equal pay for work
of equal value" (i.e., for jobs of comparable worth, A and B) only if the
demand curve (whose shape depends on technology. product market
conditions, etc.) us well as the supply curve passes through the point
( I .1).

The one exception to this general rule highlights the key assumption
implicit in comparable worth: the case in which all workers have
identical job preferences. In this case, the preference distribution of
figure 2.3 collapses to a vertical straight line and the relative supply
function of figure 2.4 collapses to a horizontal straight line. For exam-
ple, if all workers regard the two jobs as comparable, the preference

'46
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Figure 2.4 Supply; Demand and Wages

ti, 44 A/

1

0

rt =

distribution of figure 2.3 would be a vertical straight line intersecting the
w axis at w= 1 and the relative supply schedule would become a
horizontal straight line intersecting the iv axis of figure 2.3 at w = 1.
Similarly, if all workers would he indifferent between the two jobs if A
paid 10 percent more than B, and would all prefer A (B) if A paid a wage
that was more (less) than 10 percent above the B wage, then the
preference distribution and relative supply schedule would again be
straight lines, intersecting the w axis at 1.10.

In cases such as these, in which preferences are homogeneous, the
wage differential between the two jobs is purely supply-determined and
the position of the relative demand curve ( whether demand is as depicted
by Di. or Dii in figure 2.4) is irrelevant: the relative supply schedule
alone is sufficient to determine equilibrium relative wages. The diffi-
culty with this as a justification for comparable worth is that it is only
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under the special condition of identical worker preferences that even a
nondiscriminator), labor market would generate equal pay !Or jobs of
comparable worth.''' In the more general case, in which worker prefer-
ences are heterogeneous. relative wages are both supply- and demand-

determined: the relative supply schedule alone is not sufficient to deter-
mine relative wages: and there is no bask fOr expecting equal pay for
jobs of comparable worth. even if employers do not discriminate.

Of course, nothing in this discussion of figures 2.3-4 can explain the
"stylized fact- of a negative relation between "femaleness- of jobs and
pay. That is. however. merely because figure 2.3 assumes diet. although
different individuals have different job preferences, there are no sex-
related differences in job preferences (recall note 22). Allowing for sex-
related differences in job pi eferences would entail not one but rather two
preference distributions in figure 2.3. and would lead directly hack to
the discussion of figure 2.2. i.e., to a negative relation between
"femaleness' of jobs and the pay of jobs---elen those of "comparable'
itm7h.- It should be noted that the term -job preferences" has no
normative implications here: for present purposes. it does not matter
whether sex differences in job preferences are inherent and biological.
or culturally imposed. All that matters is that they be independent 11

employer behavior that, for whatever reasons (sexual role differentia-
tion, cultural stereotyping or anything else) other than employer ac-
tions, women are more likely to seek the low-paying .job 1. at a given
relative wage than are otherwise identical men. In sum, a central
analytical difficulty with comparable worth is that it ignores the impor-
tance of heterog-neity in job preferences in general. and the importance
of Sex-Whiled differences in job preferenees in particular.

Adam Smith's comments on butchers' wages provide an instructive
example of the importance of heterogeneous tastes in generating wage
differences (and of why equal pay for jobs of comparable worth need not
arise, even in the absence of discrimination, when job preferences are
heterogeneous). As noted earlier, Smith's discussion of wage differen-
tials includes all of the factors considered in job evaluations, and
suggests (inter alio) that -dishonourable- or "disagreeable" work will

tend to he better paid than other kinds of work, other things (e.g,. skill
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and effort requirements) being equal. As a case in point. Smith re-
marked that the trade of butcher was a "brutal and odious business," and
suggested that the disagreeableness of butchering explained why hutch-

pay exceeded that of many other "common trades" (1937. p. 100).
As modern writers have pointed out, however, this reasoning tacitly
assumes that preferences are homogeneous and. in particular, that all
would-be butchers in eighteenth century Britain shared Smith's fastidi-
ous tastes. In the more general case of heterogeneous preferences. a
wage differential favoring butchers need not arise even if large numbers
of persons find the notion of butchering unpleasant. As Rees (1976. p.
340) notes. if enough people have no strong feelings about or actually
enjoy butchering. "it would then clearly he possible to fill all positions
tier bu.chers without any compensating wage differential.""

Another example is provided not by Adam but rather by Sharon Smith
(cited in Gold 1983. pp. 43-44). Consider an employer with only two
jobs: French-English translator. and Spanish-English translator. A pri-
oil, it would seem that neither job involves more skill. effort or responsi-
bility than the other: and they would presumably entail the same work-
ing conditions. The jobs would theretbre he determined to he
comparable and, hence, to merit the same pay. If the French translators
were predominantly male and better paid than the Spanish translators
who, let us suppose. arc predominantly female, is this not convincing
evidence of discrimination? Perhaps. but now add one more "fact" to this
hypothetical example. says Smith: suppose the employer in question is
located in Miami. Is there still any reason to suppose that. (even) if the
firm does not discriminate, it would necessarily pay the two groups of
translators the same wage? Clearly not.

Indeed. it is not even possible to say. a priori, which of the two jobs
would he better paid. True, many Spanish-speaking persons live in the
Miami area. which would presumably raise the relative supply and
reduce the relative wage of the Spanish translators: but Miami is also a
center of U.S. -Latin American commerce, which would presumably
raise both the relative demand for and the relative wage of the Spanish
translators. Even under the assumption of no labor market discrimina-
tion. there is no obvious basis for saying which one of these two forces

t/
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will be stronger or, therefore, for determining whether, on balance, the
wage of the Spanish translators will exceed or he lower than that of the
French translators:28

The essential point of the hut-hers and translators examples is that
wage determination need not entail equal pay for jobs of -comparable
worth" even in the absence of discrimination. In response, a number of
writers have criticized the notion, embodied in figures 2.1-2.4, that
supply and demand determine wage rates. For example, Weiler (1986.
p. 1723, n. 133) argues that "no simple logic of supply and ctemand
explains the operation of the labor market: rather, the labor market is
shaped by a complex. often counterintuitive set of principles
Similarly, some writers note that real-world labor markets are charac-
terized by such phenomena as implicit or explicit long-term employ-
ment contracts, unions, and segmented labor markets.29 The fact that
real-world labor markets are complex, however, is clearly not sufficient
to establish that such markets would generate equal pay for jobs of
comparable worth in the vbsence of discrimination." Moreover, if even
the simple nondiscriminatory labor market depicted here does not entail
equal pay for jobs of comparable worth, that hardly supports the claim
that the more complex labor markets of the real world would do so
absent discrimination.

A final argument, developed by Aldrich and Buchele (1986. esp. pp.
77 -79. 112), amounts to a reformulation of the comparable worth

iple. They argue that a nondiscriminatory market ought to entail
the same marginal return (in terms of additional pay) to productivity-
related characteristics (e.g.. education or training) in all jobs, whether
predominantly female, predominantly male or "mixed." This refor-
mulation of comparable worth, however, like the original version. is
valid only under rather special conditions.-" As one example, provided
by Ronald G. Ehrenberg. note that there is no obvious reason why the
marginal return to either education or physical strength should he the
same in both secretarial work and stevedoring even in a non-
discriminatory labor market.
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Some specific examples

Some readers may have little difficulty accepting this section's general
analytic discussion of the conceptual flaws inherent in comparable
worth. Since tastes are heterogeneous, however. other readers may find
some specific examples of interest. For this purpose. the findings of
Raisian et al. (1985. esp. pp. 75-88: 1988) are particularly instructive.

Raisian et al. focus on .job "scores" developed by the National Re-
search Council's Committee on Occupational Classification and Analy-
sis (Miller et al.. eds. 1980. esp. app .dix F) tbr most of the "detailed"
or three-digit occupational categories developed by the U.S. Census
with respect to four factors: substantive complexity: motor skills: phys-
ical demands: and undesirable working conditions.12 For selected jobs,
Raisian et al. tabulated not only these scores but also the average hourly
wage and proportion of employment that is female: their results appear
in table 2.2.

Since many comparable worth job evaluations consider jobs total
point scores, it is interesting to consider, first, jobs that have the same
total number of points under the Committee's methodology. Such jobs
are at least arguably "of comparable worth" according to the total point
scores generated by the Committee's procedures. Those jobs, however,
sometimes make strange bedfellows. For example. the Census occupa-
tion categories of Physician (Census three-digit code 065). Athlete
(code 180) and Roofer (code 534) each received a total score of 19.6
points, even though their hourly wage rates were between $6.48 and
$1 5.88 as of 1981. Similarly, the following two jobs both received a total
point score of 10.9 and, thus, would presumably he deemed "compara-
bly worthy": University teacher (code 140) and Dishwasher (code 913).
Gardeners (code 755) and Computer programmers (code 003) both
received a total point score of 12.0. and so are presumably also of
comparable worth. Likewise. Garbage collectors (code 754) received
0.1 more points than, and so are presumably worth at least as much as.
Real estate agents (code 270).

The basic reason why quite different .jobs such as these can neverthe-



Table 2.2 Characteristics of Selected Occupations

Census Occupation (Code)
Subst.

Cortph.

P4 Pints

Motor
Skills

Phs.
Dem,

" kg. Percent
hinalr

Wage
Per

Hour

Carpenters (4151 10..7 4 7 7 0 5.4 1.S 8.05
Fick:melons (43(1) 20.1 5,4 i.(1 11 03

Phi srcians (0651 19.0 5.9 9 9 (1.S O 11 15.1 IS SS
Athletes (150) 19.6 5.4 7 1 7 U t) .1S

Rooters or slaters (534) 19.6 3 1 6.5 10 0 ,1 S.12

Aircralt niediatitis (4711 17.5 5.1 7.1 5.2 C. 1 10.76

Mzik:hmists 1461) 15.2 4.9 ) 3 `U (10 1.5 9 I'?

Consul, (..lion1;11-lorers (751 14.5 1..1 4.6 S ; 0 42 6.55
Hairdressers ',mil co,,inctoliTists 1944) 14.3 5 I 92 0.0 (1.0 909 4.50
Rank tellers (075( 13.s 6.1 6.6 I () 0.0 69.9 4.95
Secretaries N1:(' (371) 13 S 5 5 S.3 0 U 0,0 1)) 3 5.85
Medical secrelJnes (371) 13.S 5.6 5 2 0 0 0.0 1(x1.0 5.60
1-eV.41 secretaries (3701 13.5 5.5 5,3 0 0 0.0 100.0 6.44
Police (464) 1 3 . 5 4.1 5.3 4 . 4 0 0 7.5
Registered nurses (1)75i 1 3 7 0 1 6.6 0 0 '(4.0 5 73

Truck drisers 1715) 12 5 , , 5.9 4 7 0 0 1 , 5.34
Carpet installers 1420) 12.5 3 4 7.4 1.7 U 0 6 35
Psychologi,,t,, (093) II 5 5 5 3 9 110 0 1 52.5 0_67
1.a.k)ers (031) 12.2 100 2.2 0.0 0.0 11.0 14.46
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less receive the same total point score is simple: low (or high) scores on
some factors, e.g.. "substantive complexity." are offset by high (or low)
scores on others, e.g., "undesirable working conditions." Many actual
attempts to implement "equal pay for work of equal value" (including
those in Minnesota and San Jose. described in chapters 4 and 5. respec-
tively) have been based on this use of total. unweighted point scores. As
this review of table 2.2 suggests. however, some rather dubious conclu-
sions follow when "worth" of jobs is defined in this way.

Of course, one might argue contrary to the approach adopted in
several attempts actually to implement comparable worth that the
points awarded for different job attributes should not all be given equal
weight: that, say, points awarded for undesirable working conditions
should receive only half the weight given to points for substantive
complexity. This leaves plenty of room for argument about (and no
objective basis for resolving) the question of what the weights should
actually he. Indeed. Evans and Nelson (1989. p. 57) note that both male
and female workers have criticized some a priori evaluation systems tbr
giving insuflicient weight to working conditions. Likewise, Orazem and
Mattila (1989, p. 180) report that, in conducting its a priori evaluation
of state government jobs. Iowa changed the factor weights twice after
examining the impact on the final results.

Although the "strange bedfellows" problem in the Committee's total
point scores is partly a consequence of weighting. the problem persists
even when one considers jobs that score the same in terms of each of the
four factors developed by the Committee.

For example. Bank tellers (Census code 301), Medical secretaries
(code 371). Legal secretaries (code 370) and Secretaries NEC (code
372) have nearly identical point scores for all four attributes. Under a
comparable worth standard, they would almost certainly be deemed
"comparably worthy." Yet Bank tellers (at 89.9 percent female, the "least
female' :ithe four) received an average of $4.98 per hour in 1981. about
23 percent less than pay of Legal secrot:iries (virtually all of whom are
female). Machine operatives tcode 692). Miscellaneous operatives
(Code 694) and Operatives NS (code 695) are all ahout 38 percent
female. and all received identical scores in terms of each of the fur
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factors derived by the Committee. Although they would therefore he
deemed comparably worthy, average pay in these jobs in 1981 ranged
from $6.32 to $7.18 per hour. Similarly. Sales representatives whole-
sale (Census code 282) and Teacher aides (code 382) differ by only 0.1
of a point in terms of substantive complexity, motor skills and physical
demands, and are identical in terms of undesirable working conditions,
Yet average hourly earnings of Sales representatives arc more than twice
those of Teacher aides.

A final set of comparisons concerns jobs that -at least in terms of the
Committee's evaluation are unambiguously superior or inferior to oth-
ers. Carpenters (Census code 415) received more points than Sales
representatives wholesale (code 282) for each of the four factors
considered by the Committee. Thus, Carpenters (less than 2 percent of
whom are female) are presumably of greater -worth" than Sales repre-
sentatives (over 16 percent of whom are women), yet the latter are in fact
paid 25 percent more than the former. Likewise. Electricians (code 430)
receive at least as many points for each of the four factors as do Mail
superintendents (code 224), and so are presumably of greater -worth."
Yet the average hourly wage of Electricians (less than 3 percent of whom
are female) was about 12 percent lower than that of Mail superintendents
(30 percent of whom are women).

The somewhat dubious comparisons highlighted in table 2.2 cannot
easily be dismissed. The point scores used in these comparisons are not
the product of the political infighting and log-rolling that seem to
characterize real-world attempts to evaluate jobs, or of the
expertise of a single researcher. Rather, they came from an extensive and
thorough analysis undertaken by a committee of the National Research
Council. True, one could ar tic that "outlier and anolialies crop up in
any study, no matter how sophisticated. This, however. misses a crucial
point. The purpose of the National Research Council's study was to
measure the "worth" of different jobs. The anomalies and outliers
produced by this analysis suggest not only that the "worth" of particular
occupations can be seriously mismeasured, but also that the very notion
of measuring the "worth" of individual jobs is suspect.

These doubts arc reinforced when one asks whether the "job worth"
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factors identified by the National Research Council's committee (which
are similar to those used in actual attempts to implement comparable
worth) are related to jobs pay. This frames the question in a way that is
particularly favorable to comparable worth. One now asks not whether
the factors accurately reflect the worth of individua/ jobs, but, rather,
whether, on average, the factors are related to the "worth" of jobs as
reflected in their pay. Even the answer to this general question is
equivocal at best. In their regression analysis of 499 wage and salary
occupations based on 1970 Census data. Hartmann et al. (1980) found
that neither "physical demands" nor "undesirable working conditions"
were statistically significantly related to pay of jobs at conventional test
levels. Similarly. Raisian et al. (1988) performed a regression analysis
of 247 occupations using 1982 Current Population Survey data, and
found that of the four factors considered by the National Research
Council's committee, only one ("substantive complexity") was statis-
tically significantly related to jobs pay at conventional test levels."

Other studies find a similar (absence of pattern. For example.
Pierson et al. (1984, esp. pp. 130-131) derived scores for nine factors
(cognitive judgment. people orientation, complexity. physical demands,
machine tending. working conditions. word and paper processing. and
reading and listening) and regressed pay of individuals in both predomi-
nantly male and predominantly female jobs on their jobs scores for
these factors. Working conditions, word and paper processing, and
reading and listening were not statistically significantly related to re-
ported wages in the regression for incumbents of either female or male
jobs: in addition. physical demands were not statistically significant in
the regression for persons in female jobs.

Similarly. Ehrenberg and Smith (1987b, esp. pp. 256. 260. 264)
analyzed pay rates in relation to job evaluation scores for limited sets of
jobs in state employment in Minnesota. Washington State and Connecti-
cut. For Minnesota (which awards points to jobs fr know-how, problem
solving, accountability and working conditions using the Hay system).
monthly maximum salary of predominantly male jobs was statistically
significantly related only to know-how points. whereas pay of predomi-
nantly female jobs was not significantly related to points for either
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problem solving or accountability. For Washington State (which awards
points for knowledge and skill, mental demands. accountability and
working conditions using the Willis system). minimum salary of male
jobs was not significantly related at conventional test levels to any of the
four factors. and minimum salary for female jobs was significantly
related at conventional levels only to knowledge and skill points. For
Connecticut (which also used the Willis system), annual salary of male
jobs was not significantly related to mental demands or accountability.
whereas for female.jobs pay was significantly related only to knowledge
and skill points.

2.4 Consequences of Adopting Comparable liOrth

The argument thus for may he summed up as follows: Supply-side
factors ( societal discrimination. sexual role differentiation, etc.) as well
as demand-side employer discrimination can lead to a concentration of
women in low-paid jobs: jobs of comparable worth would not neces-
sarily receive the same pay even if employers did not discriminate.
Thus. concentration of women in low-paid jobs is not necessarily evi-
dence of employer discrimination: and equal pay for .jobs olcomparable
worth is not necessarily an appropriate standard for evaluating pay
differences among jobs. Contrary to what some of its proponents assert
(see, e.g.. note 38 beim ), equal pay for jobs of comparable worth is not
necessarily fair. and unequal pay for jobs of comparable worth is not
inherently discriminatory.

Thus. comparable worth does not provide useful information about
discrimination. Likewise, neither the bias-tree approach flavored by
most proponents) nor the policy-capturing approach (favored by Ferber
1986. pp. 273-274 ) to job evaluation provides meaningful information
on what wages would he. or should he. in the absence of discrimination
even if one could he certain that concentration of women in low-wage
jobs were : result of diseriminat it In rather than supply-side factors. and
even if the low-wage jobs received the same number of evaluation points
as higher-paid predominantly male jobs. it would not necessarily follow
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that the two sets of jobs would receive the same rate of pay in the absence
of discrimination, or that rates of pay tor the two sets of jobs should be
equalized. "Job worth," as measured by a job evaluation, is unlikely to
provide a meaningful guide to what _jobs would he paid in the absence of
discrimination. and may well he seriously misleading,

From an economic standpoint, then, the basic concepts underlying
comparable worth are flawed. To some advocates of comparable worth,
however, all this is. ultimately, beside the point. The empirical evidence
(discussed in chapter 3) suggests clearly that discrimination by employ-
ers is responsible for a significant part of the male/female pay gap, even
though supply-side factors, including societal discrimination, are not
unimportant. Moreover, societal discrimination is discrimination too.
Thus, even if literal adherence to a policy of equal pay for jobs of
comparable worth is unwarranted, increases in pay fir low-wage pre-
dominantly female jobs moving pay in such jobs closer to levels
prevailing in higher-wage but comparable (and predominantly male)
jobs will complement conventional antidiscrimination measures (e.g..
equal opportunity and affirmative action laws), help close the pay gap
and help redress some of the effects of societal US well as employer
discrimination. In this view, the ultimate test of comparable worth is a
pragmatic One: can it deliver the goods'? Can it raise women's pay and
close the male/female pay gap without serious adverse side effects'?

The obvious difficulty here is that. precisely to the extent that it raises
pay in predominantly female jobs. comparable worth will make ;t more
expensive to employ workers (male or female) in such jobs without,
however, creating additional employment opportunities in either those
or other occupations. As with increases in the minimum wage, there will
be winners from comparable worth wage increases, but there will also
be losers.

To work out the effects of comparable worth wage increases in detail.
consider the simple two-job model discussed earlier. A s. age increase
for the low-wage job. L. imposed pursuant to comparable worth will
reduce the pay differential between it and the high-wage job. H. Thus. it
reduces total employment (and employment of men and of women,
considered separately, in L. It does so for two reasons: a substitution
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effect, and a scale effect. First, since L labor is now more expensive,
employers have less reason to use it in place of H labor in situations
where the two can be substituted. so employment of L falls for this
reason.34 Second, the rise in labor costs causes the employer's scale of
operations to contract, leading to further declines in the demand tor L
labor."

The comparable worth wage increase for L will also affect both wages
and employment in the high-wage job, H, but here the outcomes cannot
readily be determined. The substitution effect increases demand tbr H to
the extent that it is possible to use H workers in place of the now more
expensive L workers (although, as indicated in note 34, this effect may
be small or even zero if the Hand L jobs are truly different). On the other
hand, since the scale effect causes the entire scale of operations to
contract, it reduces demand for Has well as L. Thus the net effect on H
employment depends on which of the two effects is stronger. Unless the
two jobs can easily he substituted, however, demand tbr H will fall on
balance.

This decrease in demand for // tends to reduce the wage of II labor.
On the other hand, some workers will he attracted towards L and away
from H due to the rise in the L wage .36 so supply to H is reduced; that
tends to raise the wage in H. Thus, the net effect on pay in // depends on
whether the effect of the reduction in supply to H exceeds that of the
reduced demand fbr H.

In sum, requiring comparable worth wage increases fbr predomi-
nantly female jobs is akin to putting a tax on employment in such jobs: it
makes it more expensive to employ predominantly female labor. How-
ever. there is a major difference between an employment tax and a
comparable worth wage increase: under comparable worth, the "reve-
nues" from the "tax increase" go not to the Treasury but. rather, to those
workers in predominantly female jobs who are able to remain employed
after the lax" takes effect.37

Thus, there will be both "winners- and "losers" from comparable
worth wage increases. Relative to what would prevail in the absence of
such increases, some workers in predominantly female jobs will enjoy
higher wages. but others will he unemployed. Depending on ones point

t!,:" (,)
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of view and in the absence of conceptual objections such as the ones
discussed above, the merits of comparable worth depend on demand
elasticities, i.e.. on whether the gains from higher wages are enough to
offset the losses from reduced employment."

To some extent, then, the case for or against comparable worth
depends on empirical questions: How much of the pay gap is demand-
side rather than supply-side in origin? Would comparable worth pay
adjustments lead to large employment losses, or would they have only
modest effects on employment? I discuss these questions in the next
chapter.

NOTES

Since s-otlie xtnecononnsts Ltnet. for that matter. scone economtst.t imsunderoand the
meaning tt the terms "supply- and -demand.- h % ant tit eillphlt%tie at the outset that. at least at the
present lo el of generality. there is not much analytical content. and literally- HO normative
significancy. in the concept of -kYage determination by supply and demand.- Employs r demand lor
labor may he a tl et-ted by many factors e.g , discriminatory attitudes toys ards prospective employ
ees. the wage required. ctillusion ith other employers, the impact on sales revenues), and so
can the suppl, or labor (which may he allected h%. e.g., trade unions. the kage tittered. cultural
norms. and sexual or (later kinds of role differentiation,. Thus. at the present level of generality,
reference to supply and demand simply summarties the potentially quite lengthy, Irst of motives
underlying the decisions of the t+o sides of labor market transavtions i.e., firms and %korkers. (In
particular. the not (if wage determination by supply and demand does not intail any assumption
that lahor market transactions are tree trout coercion. that both sides of such transactions enjoy
complete information. etc. ) Hence, the statement that wages are -determined by supply and
demand- ha' literally no normatke significance: Riven the lengthy list of factors fast noted) that
could in principle allect supply and demand. it is clear mat the process ot \Nage determination by
supply :ant demand may entail outcomes that at least in 'he eys of some. are clearly unjust and
inequitahle. Indeed. in the most general sense. comparable yy irth is an attempt to determine

hlher the result of Yvage determination by supplies and demands is in tact minis' or inequitable_

This definition Ilk uses On one/W/1/(1/1W moiler underly Ing employers' demand for labor the
cacti of employ mg LINK on product in, and hence in sales and prcititst and ignores others e.g..
discriminator> mon% es towards potential rtorkers. collusion hetvteen emplocrs. etc. t. I say more
ahem this below. ( the technical point about this definition is that n measures the -worth" of jobs in
real terms I.e.. in terms of jobs. marginal productk itiesi. and so would entail a comparison
between tot* korth and the red' V the rat it t r1 the money .0.age to the pi nluct pr wt..) paid tot
that loh. An alternative dennition 4. it,It..e s.unr suhstantny meaning would measure the "worth' of
obs in nominal terms i t e . the 'Pr r trsltir of the toh.; omit- Ihunon to output ot -marginal fel enter
product- tri ,.cortimin Nol.,011). hyLti entails a comparison hetween tot worth and the money

age per

Indeed. some dis,..Ussions WV define -comparable- to mean . "it equal value It, the employer.-

0
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and then assert that as a practical matter. "comparable- would mean "comparable in terms of skill.
effort responsibility and working conditions." (See. e.g.. Bureau of National Altair. 1981. p. 1.

Thus. such discussions treat the two definitions as similar or equivalent. although they are at least
potentially quite different

4 Ot course. there may he exceptions to this general rule. For example. the productivity of
work performed in extreme heat or cold may Ix' less than the produetis ny of work performed under
normal climatic condmons.

Cited in Heen (1954. p. 2141, sec also New man and Vonhol t 1981 I.

Treiman 19791 traces the concept to studies undertaken hy the I I S. Coil SerViCe Commis-
sion in 1871 and Frederick W Tay lor's "scientific management- studies of 1881.

' Part of the following discussion is based on the work of Henderson and ('lair ke 1951i. who
provide a useful review of dillercnt kinds of commercial loll valuatiim methodologies.

3 For example. see the "Time Span of Discretion- nwthod (Jaques 19041 and the -Broadband-
Mr method i Paterson and Husband 197M.

Early examples include the "Point-Factor Method- Lou( 19261 and the Factor- Comparison
Method' f Bengc 1940). These and similai procedures led to runnel ous meth4wds. sometlilles L'alkd
"point-factor-comparison methods." developed by firms such as the Western Electric ('o. and
industry groups such as the National Metal Trades Association. the National Flectr feat Manufaour-
ers Association. and the American Association of Industrial Management.

"'For stetaded discussion of actual unpiententation of the Hay methodology at an Australian
college of education. see Button et al. t 19871 Dr. Alvin O. fiellak, general partner in the Hay
Group. described the Hay philosophy a. follows 11!.5. congress. House 1983. p..145)

scales iii oh calve, which are one of the ways to measure comparable worth and
pay equity. are most acceptable in relation lo )oh. within a single establishment
utiliting a limited range ()Islas:lent occupational skills. That is. the scales are most
acecplahle for establishing pay equity among joh classes within relatedrob families
Scales may hase one lactiir or multiple factors. independent factors or redundant
factor.. emphasis on measurement precision or emphasis on credibihis and aes-cp
timee of results Consistently, howeser, it can he Ibsen et! that the scales ss ill not he
accepted if they are imposed by fiat. without I:VI:Mallon or communication. 'They
Iowa he adopted through w idespread organitaiional consensus. ()ills through sub
stantial efforts io introduce flexibility in processes-14 deliberation and lodgment is t
possible to such scales to increasingly broad ianges nl !Oh NIMINC,,

CSIZINIShInCfn us ohm an organiration. or of orgarutati its ss thin an industry or ;IN
ci01111111>.

'The Hay Ciroup has. hinssei, been %k 111111V ILI consider sarious approaches to loh esaluation.

For e\:11111111:. as discussed in i..liaptei 5 of this hook. Hay used a single wale to esiiiiiate dillerent
joh families.' in municipal employ mem in San Jose. California. and contended in a -Client
Briefing I Han Assochfl,,, 1981, p. 211 hat the flay ( hole i'hart Profile %kill, kl of job measurement
is "the appropriate methodology tor use in implementing ci imparahle worth. As sonic astute
Ohm:I% erS base noted. Hay has thus expressed "strong agreement 'in sety side of the quest!, ill"
(Aldrich and Buchcle 1986. p 71. n. 2; se; in particular the statements t ied iheicini

'' in actual applications. this apiniiiich .i(1 hi01111V L-1,71Iii.f UMW l4,1111110; thin the nri;,Ir
by pilthent:11 CX:Ifliple outlined here Our sersion begins with a -.tinctured lob analysis question
noire- r in some %arrant.. at Position Anal\ sis Questionnaire ot 1"O.)i that anal:, ie. nibs in ter in, 01
total of 187 !oh ciemenk (i' "111111 ate, keyboard del. "works under 111,,2li temper-0:mo

r
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conditions) Factor analysis and .stepwise 'egression analysts are then used to reduce these 1X7
elements to a much smaller number, which are then used in a regression analysis of the association
between job elements and pay. (See It'entan and Hartmann. eds. 1981. esp. pp. 119 -2E+: McCor-
mick 1979. pp. 137 -9: and McCormick. Jeanneret. and Meacham 1972.1

11 The discussion in the text focuses on problems with commercial job analyses with it direct
hearing on assessments of predominantly female vs. predominantly male jobs. Brief mention
should also he made of more general problems st) nh commercial for for that matter any) job
evaluation. One is inter-rater reliability: different evaluators using the same evaluation system often
may not produce similar evaluations of the same set of jobs, Another is inter-system reliability;
different Joh evaluation systems may not yield similar rankings of the same set of jobs. For further
discussion of these issues. see Beatty and Beatty (1984). McArthur 1 1985) and Schwab t 19851. A
final problem concerns the information content of the separate elements used in job evaluations:
several "titers (e.g.. Ehrenberg and Smith 1987h. Aaron and Limey 1986. esp. p. .13. quoting
Remick) have noted that the correlation among the scores on each pair of job attributes considered
in such evaluations (e.g.. between -skill- and "working vonditions-) is very highsometimes in
excess of (1.9. This raises quistions about the extent to which the measures of the different attributes
actually incorporate genuinely different information about the johs being evaluated.

Treinian -nd Hartmann. eds. (1981. p. 76): see also p. 72 and Remick ( 1984. p. 100). The
comment cited in the text refers to the Use of policy-capturing methods to derive weights for
individual compensable factors. but it applies equally to the use 01 )1/4t. s or benchmark j(ibs and Luca
wage SUI'Ne s.

'4 For example. such a prtori weights could be derived by unionmanagement negotiation.
committees consisting of employees and'or outside consultants. etc. As Evans and Nelson 1989.
p. 561 note. "most comparable worth supporter;' favor an a pri(rt approach that does nut reter to
market %%age rates; ;sod numerous comparable worth job ryafuation, conducted for state and local
governments have explicitly avoided using external labor market wage data. a For example, see
Orivem and Niattila 1980. p 170 on Iowa. Willis and associates 1974, p. 1, on Washington State:
Chapter 4, on Minnesota. and Chapter 5. on San lose.)

'' The footnote refers to Kerr and Fisher 11050i. w ho make the sank. point,

Smitt. (1937. p. 10i/1: see Rees 107n) for a bicentennial appreciation of Smith's analy sirs in
light ot suhsequent economic analysis.

I Chanr..'s for lack of change) in the pay gap )(it in the ratio of female to male earnings) may he
due to changes in discrimination. 111 enfoi cement of antidiscrimination measures. and in workers'
charaetertstics These changes may be mutually reinforcing or offsetting. For example. Smith and
Ward (1084) argue that the decline in the ratio of female to male awrage earnings during the f 00(ts
and constancy in the 197(1, is attributable to an intim of relatively unskilled women t some of whom
were returning to the workfori.e atter a spell )4 childbirth and childrearing) that inure than offset
improvements in wages of women trelatixe to men) with given chariakt istics. Similarly. other
researchers solne of %.% hose work is stit:eed by Blown f 1982) argue that, abstracting Iran
effects such as those described 11:, Smith and Ward. enforcement of anndiscrimmation measures
tended to raise the ratio of female to male earnings for workers with gixen cnitracterisucs. 'f he
relative miportance. however. of each of these factors e tr., anndiscrimmat ir in efforts y s. changes
in worker chatimet hues and 'or in the extent of discrimination in explaining the behav fur of the
pay gap remains coniriicraal

1" The follow tug Insi,11ssion is hawd on lc ihingswr,:-th 1 10X71. which pi Ides further detail,.

Note the "'In ei ape- here. this Melins that, although some viOrlien may he inure interested in
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and,or better qualified for one lob rather than another relative to some men tam: relative to other
women). there is no systematic diflerence related to sex in either lob interests or !oh qualifications.

Equivalently, a higher relative wage tor H induces tosser ItAit Vi employ mein tin H.11, SOIlle
clent. demand for salts when the wage in H rises because of a substitution effect: nrms rna
substitute 1 labor for H labor when the If wage rises. iiowest'. :yen if no such substitution is
possible las in the case of a "liyed-cocIlicients- or "Leontiet- production technology that requires
that inputs must he used in lived proportions. e.g.. tune sCI-Cliir per is ',cuss Filer), demand tot H
falls when tire H wage rises beiallse mut a scale Ctkil; a rise in the H %%age raises the Min's marginal
costs and thus reduces the optimal scale oldie operations and its use or all inputs, including H
labor. (Analogously, a rise in labor cos..\ causes public sector employers to reduce use of labor
inputs generally because the same personnel budget can muss buy less labor geourse, a rise in the
H wage induces a decline in demand for It rrlame to that for 1. tunny it the substitution effect is
non/cro. as assumed in figures 2.!-2,

n Since the rel.a.ise supply curve has a posalie trather than a ./eror slope. 1 am assuming that
some ss or kers ysould cant to +Link in the Thigh %Sage- jcrl, //even it pay in it were hummer than in the

loss wage" lob 1., and. similarly. that sonic workers will want to work in the low wage job 1. even
though pay in it is less than po in 11. The use lb/ H and if. wilt have non-wage attributes
te.g.. working conditions) that Little:ml uorkers :1 0:111.1;tte dIfierQr111. For example. H might
entail ouldtkur work. yshk.-1) sonic %Linker. would IN% Offid Inc,ti Stunt to do even if It \tvro \ens hadlv
OA paid,

" Note the :11.111.W- heir This 1110del ail01%.s fOr d fterenees among uidividuals in terms of
(e.g.) tub InieWStS iSCO nine Pt a1101 in the absence of such ditlerences. the relative supply
schedule would be horicontal For the time being. hosseyet. I also assume that, on averuec. the
distribution cut nien'snit, preterenres is the sand as the distribution of ssomeirs job pieterences. arid
that. at ninth wage leuers. the as crane \SOMI:01 Is no more or less likely to prefer fob H to loll 1. (of
vice versa the average man.

that equill1:Lint dotes rnply land is riot implied hy !intersect:tun of S, w ith 1= S iii
or f. S sf,ctws the relative wane that must he muttered to a omen acs group i cm Clin! SPIZitied levels of
relatise supply rriqn 1)i, .boys s the !Clalle %%AFL' 111:11 employers :ire %%tiling 10 tiller
to se's group at srei.thed lock of ii101 to ernplo,,

:4 Note, hoyeNer, that whereas I. shoos the realise suppt ol set A at difiernt
relator ii ages, the aggregate relattie suppLi schedule 8, shoii.a.iivei:ati- relattie supply (.1 kind of
ssLnghted mgr :lie of IIIC 11%0 sC telotRi supplies) at different relatise wages.

:s Note that the condition 0, r in kfik, not !mph (dnii is nc,I unpheti hv
equilibrium S, denot-s the refat supplc of .Lc . tiered s 1), refers li),/k'Crc'S;cife relatis e demand
(of both sews y .mbinedi Fs en though the do not two], . the points e,, and c?, in figure 2 2 are
equilibria (ea, tic as in figure 2 11. .since the tnerel indicate the unphi.ations for each se group
of the aggregate equilibrium e, ( hi the other hand, equilibrium is impossible escept at e, tt , is the
only (aggregate! Vi:Ige rate which (aggregate relatise supplies equal (aggregate! %I:disc
demands.

'" For example. Bergmann and Curay t 19)+4 i anon Bergmann ( 19S5) consider a ilk() l(r)
under the ,INSti I npill that r:// titwoe ki;r, thud tifenur, (// taste, and abilities and conclude that. absent
discrunination. the two lobs ssould reverie the same 11,0 This is said to establish the et onomlc y ;ise
for ciltnpaldf)le iiorth 01111' HIV17 ( I irti5. p 811 AssCrls (Ito( LtItsILIVI41)1\ weaker
assumption- would do so ,11..o that -lust enough women need to he SS IHM;! and able to chance
i etlpatic ltP 5.1 that the "C. rowel inn` of labor in the women, Lk-Lig/Atkins tic Hue-, .,:cl it

employer ntorLed segregation suite 1, !dyed flowesei. ,1 relies mg- the elfect of L. rosuoling' of
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labor in the women's OeitIpanons- simplx Means 111.a.111 12 the piliportilln temale the same in the 6%4 1

ph's. this elearlx does not establish that iii/.44:et In the Ivv1i,icillp.11 Ions %otild he equal in the absenc
of such crowding. And it "relic\ ing" the effect of crowding means equating wages in the two Jobs,
then the argument is circular.

Smith also remarked l 1937. p. 111th that "the most detestable of all emplox meat., that of
public exceutioner, is, in proportion to the quantity of work done, better paid 111;111 an common
trade whatever.- H01%eVel. 1111 colleague. Michael k. FaussIF Ik.mind., are Owl \\ hen the con% ieted
1111024 murderer (ear) citlimire was to he eN,C'Cijicti. Timm:roils rid iduals telephoned the prison in
which Gilmore was held in order to volunteer their serx ices gratis. Perhaps state prisons might
auction the rights to execute prisoners to the highest bidder' Again. the essential pint is that tastes
arc heterogeneous. vx hat one indix idual might he unw tiling to do c\ en at unimaginahlx high rates of
pay. another Milk idual might be NA 0111112 todioat very low tor ex en negative!) rates of pay

Several xv Filers have questioned this -uanslators- example, hut their arguments are 1.1114:4111.
Fot example. Aaron and 1.4 11112 \ p. n. o) e, intend that ;Aces. supplx it. say,

Spanish translators would ulimiatcly mean that "the iohs of Spanish translator and trench translator
Would cease to N. the same- 1%..eause enploxers, hav Inc less mcentixe to economic on the time of
Spanish translators. would prkivide them with less ad %. ar1424.'d equipment and secretariat assistance,

require them to perftirm more menial tasks. etc. However. this possilnlitx reinlorces Sharon Smith's
original point. it L'xcess supplx of Spanish translators led to (among other things) a deterioration in
their working conditions rclatixe to those of French :ranshitors. as Aaron and Loup are ellectively
arguing. then a comparable worth standard would presumahlx require that Spanish translators'
wages he ercater than French translator: %.11.!es. Similark. Weller p. 17t . n 1331. who
erroneouslx inteis that "the greater demand for Spanish translation in Sliann- would neeessalil
nhtif higher pax for Spanish translators than for French translatt rs. asserts that pr,m ocd thete is
no diGrence In training or skill required ti become a translator in either language. -one would
expect the L ompensation rates for these two lobs to MON e together- in the long run. .1 his Ignores the
passible influence of heterogeneous preferences for geographic Rotation t which might well entail a
wage differential between the two lobs ex en In the sere long runs and does not. of course. mean that
pax for These iii 'comparable" 1,111. must nee ssarilx "move togethei- .111 the wax to equalit

example. see Naion and l,ourn t 111sh_ esti pp ficiman and Hartmann. eds.
I . esp chapter t

Indeed. one might exen suspect Mat. preciscix because the) are Lomplex. !cal world labor
mat kets xYitild he quite unlikelx ii entail am simple Ielation how een ioh wort: lid loh r;i) even if
It were possible to eliminate all iestiges it emploxer discrinimation horn the pax structure

" l'he Aldrichlluehele proposition is hased on an as,iitnption of :irhitral...e workers is ho found
that a 12. 1% ell 14.111 ol lege educal paid ;1 higher return III 44.4.ip.111011 1'41111er than another

would ,witch into the o \Nitration In is nR.1 rl was paid more Howe\ et, as Aldrich and Ftuchele
themselves note p 101. n 1 i. equal mai ginal minus Ti a charaeletistiL in LhIletent hilts
requires outstidflt returns to the charaLterishe: hit example. it there were "stronglx 1m:teasing or
de; r....sny Inn-1i., to training- and 0 "Lhflerem ot yoithers. ;littered '.%111e!: art the amount of

training the% had. nondisL rimmator Mtlerok es in returns between ditlerent groups of
workers could exist For more General disois-ions of this issue. see HotHetknlan.Ind Sdicinkm.in
C t ?1171, Ri.sen 1. and \\elk h i 1969i. I hie fa for that tends to proem returns to giLen
eh.t;ulel nil, N le .clue ltlonl 111WHI ht.111!2 The N.1111'; In tfltkient 1,11. P. that worker. must usihin

work in onk one and LaiiiiL4 -unbundle then L. ha 1 aL terisms osing Olen eduLatri.n Itl one Reis
and then ph,. sr, al stiongth in another, sav t order ti engage rn artioral.L ,ii 1 pit).

I he -4101.1 Ilet1 on 1141e4." t112 It l S en4,4144 ue eupatnrnal 1;1\0111,1ln\ the most detailed
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categorization of occupations ava !able for analysis of national survey data; whereas the Census
"broad- or one digit classification consists of broad groupings to, g., professional, clerical, emit),
its detailed or three-digit classification refers to much more homogeneous groups of jobs (Lg..
lawyer. lilt clerk. plumber). The Committee's four factor scores for Census occupations were later
used by another analysis undertaken for the National Research Council of the extent of unequal pay
for work of equal value (Treiman and Hartmann, eds. 1981. esp. pp. 24-31).

" See Hartmann et al. (1980. table 3. -all Occupations" regression II i and Raisian et al. (1988.
p. 194. table 8.5. specification 21. Hartmann el al. (1980, table 3) also studied -mixed- and male
and female "dominated- occupations separately. In these further analyses. undesirable working
conditions were never statistically significantly related to pay.: physical demands were not signifi-
cant for male occupations; motor skills were significant only for female occupations; and substan-
tive complexity was not significant for female occupations. Parcel (1959) finds similarly tenuous
connections between pay and job content variables in an analysis of 1980 Census data.

" 4 Of course. to the extent that the two Jobs are "different- say. if H refers to tree trimmers or
too keepers and L refers to nurses or file clerks they arc more or less by definition not easily
substitutable. If so. the substitution effect may he small or even zero, as in the case of a fixed-

coefficients (f-come) production function.

" For-profit employers find that the wage increase raises the marginal cost of production:
unless they can pass all of the cost increase on to consumers, this rise in marginal cost induces a
decline in production, and hence in demand for inputs. Nonprofit employers (e.g.. government )
find that the wage increase reduces the purchasing power of their employment budget: unless they

can increase their budget le.g., via higher tioies or spending cuts elsewhere) to offset this fully,, this
leads 1,1 decreases in employment.

" Proponents of comparable worth sometimes suggest that. if pay in predominantly female
occupations were raised via comparable worth. inure men would he attracted to them and they
would therefore become more integrated t for e \ample,. see Gold 1983. p. 56: and Steinberg 1986,
esp. p. 122). Mary Hatwood-Futrell secretary-treasurer of the Nation-al Education Association.
testiliee1at Congressional hearings .S. Congress. House 1983. p. 264, that "1 think you would see
more men coming into the Iteaehingl profession- if v,iies were adjusted along comparable worth
Imes HOWVer. this overlooks the distinction between supply and demand: although comparable
worth pay increases may attract more men to predominantly female johs, such pay increases will
also reduce the numb-et-of-sue-1i jobs. Whether the jobs w ill, on balance, he more or less integrated is

therefore unclear

yr Thus. a hill iiccoorning of the gains and losses I ruin adoption of comparable worth on an
economy side basis will require a general equilibrium approach (see Ileider et al. 1988. till in
examplel Sec Oi 1 14861 I Or further discussion of labor market effects tit comparable worth.

Hartmann t 1980. p. 175. emphasis origin:di appears to assign tern weight to emplov meat
lects -Once unequal pay t tor lobs of comparable worth( is understood as yes- based wage

&scrim/ma/n. c% en arguments that redress hi c ustts ur night lead to some tmetnplo relent
won't hold up against the basic issue of North..s and the tnioottanc of wino% ing dtscrinuttatron



Comparable Worth:
Empirical Issues

This chapter is concerrit-%1 with empirical issues related to comparable
worth. Since comparable worth is usually regarded as a remedy for the
male/female pay gap, I first discuss both conventional economic and
comparable worth analyses of the empirical magnitude of the pay gap.
with special reference to methodological and conceptual differences
between these two types of analyses and their likely empirical conse-
quences. I then discuss methodologies for analyzing the empirical
effect:, on wages and employment of adopting the principle of equal pay
for _jobs of comparable worth.

3.1 Conventional Economic Analyses of the Pay Gap

The discussion of chapter 2 may be briefly summarized as tbIlows.
Labor market (demand-side) discrimination can lead to concentration of
women in low wage jobs. a negative relation between "femaleness- and
pay among different jobs. and a male/female pay gap. But various
supply-side factors (sex differences in job preferences and/or job qualifi-
cations, due to seAual role differentiation, societal discrimination. etc.)
can also do so. Unequal pay for jobs of comparable worth is not
necessarily discriminatory: equal pay for jobs of comparable wi,rth is
not nc.cessarily nondiscriminatory.

For these reasons. economists usually stress the importance of -other-

1 thank Paul 1>eckr. Ci lia \V Rimot p:a I ICIp.1{11 in enlinar, at Indiana t 'nttcrsitt. Jontis
fielphltP. mt, Pr Ilk cligt the I S Bureau of 1,:lhor St:It:stk.,. and the t \ Cr'slt1
01 %far !tit. 111111> 11CiptIll 01111111CM%, on pre% tilt:. ' 'r.rctns III k h;filtcf
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56 The Economics or Coniparab lc Worth

things-being-equal" (cevvis paribus) comparisons in empirical analyses
of pay, i.e., ones that allow explicitly for the effects on pay and on the
overall pay gap of male/female differences in job preferences and job
qualifications. Typically, studies of this kind are based on regression
analyses of individual workers pay, controlling for individual workers'
characteristicsones that are related to job preferences and job qualifi-
cations (e.g.. level of education, college major, years of work experi-
ence and the like). Economists are willing to infer the existence of labor
market discrimination only if pay is systematically related to sex on an
other-things-being-equal basis. i.e., only if pay is related to sex among
workers who are the same in terms of these other personal
characteristics.

To discuss these issues. it is useful to write down a simple explicit
statistical model of pay. Let pay of worker i, Y,, be given by

Y =AY; + e (3.1)

where X, refers to measured personal characteristics of worker i (vari-
ables denoting is job qualifications and job preferences); M1 is an
indicator or dummy varizIole equal to 1 if i is male and equal to 0 if i is
female: and ei denotes unobserved or unmeasured characteristics perti-
nent to i's pay. To simplify exposition with no loss of generality. assume
that the coefficients on X, b, are positive, i.e., b> 0; this simply means
that the X, are defined as factors that are positively associated with pay
(so that factors that arc negatively related to pay have all been multiplied
by ). The main object of interest in empirical analysis of (3.1) is, of
course, the magnitude of d, the coefficient on the male indicator vari-
abk% d measures the adjusted pay gap i.e.. the extent to which, on
average and other things (the X) being equal, men receive more (if d is
positive) or less (it' d is negative) pay than women.'

Since they play an important role in the following discussion, several
points are worth noting at the outset. First. the overall or "total" or "raw"
pay gap the simple difference in average pay of men vs. average pay of
women may he due either to male/female differences in observed
personal characteristics, the "X" of (3. 1 ); or to male/female differences
in uno/merved personal characteristics, the "c" of' (3.1): or to labor
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market discrimination, the "d- of (3.1). In turn, a positive d. signifying
discrimination favoring men and against women, can arise due to
unequal pay for equal work (i.e.. women receiving less pay than men
who have the same X and who are doing the same job) and/or to unequal
access to better work (i.e., women having a lower chance of holding a
highly paid job than men with the same X).

Finally, a key statistical point: empirical estimates old, the coefficient
on M, will he biased upwards (downwards) if the error term e and the
indicator variable M are positively (negatively) correlated at given X.
For example, the estimate of the adjusted pay gap will overstate the
extent of pay discrimination favoring men and adverse to women if men
possess "more" unobserved factors. e, than do women who are the same
in terms of observed characteristics (X). To see in intuitive terms why
this is the ease, note that d is supposed to measure the effect on pay of
being male, other things being equal. and that being male is measured.
whereas unobserved characteristics by definition are not. If men have
more of these unobserved characteristics e than do women with the same
tneasutrd characteristics X, then some of the pay difference between
men and women with the same Xis not really due to the difference in sex
but rather to the difference in unobserved characteristics; yet, because
the unobserved characteristics that arc positively related to being male
are unobserved whereas being male is observed, convntional statistical
analysis will end up crediting all of the pay difference to being male.
i.e., will reflect not only the "Luc" sex difference in pay for people with
the same characteristics. d, but also the effect of unobserved charac-
teristics e. to the extent that e and Mare correlated vmong persons with
the same observed characteristics X.

The extent to which the male/female pay gap is in fact attributable to
labor market discrimination rather than differences in personal charac-
teristics remains controversial. Most studies find that no more than
about two-thirds of the pay gap can be "explained" by (i.e.. is associated
with) differences in personal characteristics. (See Cain 1986. esp, pp.
743-759. for a methodological overview and summary of results ob-
tained in numerous studies of the pay gap. ) In the view of many
economists, the rest of the pay gap can reasonably he attributed to labor
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market discrimination. Economists often call this "unexplained" portion
of the pay gap the "adjusted" gap, since it has been adjusted for (and thus
does not incorporate) the effects of male/female differences in measured
personal characteristics. Since the adjusted gap is one-third (or more) of
the total gap. the extent of labor market discrimination would appear to
be sizeable.

Numerous economists question this reasoning, however. O'Neilk
remarks (1984b. p. 263) are typical of this skeptical view:

After adjusting for the different proxy variables that social scientists
use to measure productivity differences. studies have explained
varying proportions of the wage gap . . , Among those studies that
have used broad national samples. perhaps the central finding has
been that about half of the gap is accounted for by a few key
variables: schooling. years of work experience. years out of the
labor force, and job tenure. The unexplained residual. however.
cannot be taken as a measure of discrimination. It is more correctly
described as a measure of our ignorance. Work experience and
qualitative aspects of schooling are usually measured crudely, and
variables that may be important are omitted because of lack of data.
Chief among these is the intensity and motivation with which a

career is pursued. The intangible qualities that affect training, job
search, and job advancement are likely to be related to the extent to
which one's energies must be shared between home responsibilities
and a career.

Roback (1986) notes that cross-section analyses of pay have
"explained" no more than 40 to SO percent of the overall variation in
wages (i.e., the value of R2 in such analyses is no more than about 0.50)
among white men: due to data limitations, it was tv)t possible to include
many factors that are relevant to pay among white men and that could
account for some or even all of the remaining wage variation among
white men. The same "missing variable' problem hampers attempts to
estimate the portion of the male-female pay gap attributable to discrimi-
nation. She argues (1986, p. 29) that

it seems quite likely that residual earnings disparities are not
really an index of discrimination: in fact. the possibility that there is
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no discrimination whatsoever cannot he ruled out. Unmeasurablc
factors account for sonic 60 percent of the variation in white male
earnings. wh'le unexplained earnings differences between the sexes
amount to s,newhere between 13 and 34 percent. So it is possible
that men and women have widely different amounts of unmeasured
characteristics, at least enough so that it they could he measured.
there might he no significant wage differential at all.

This "missing variables- argument has dominated discussion of con-
ventional economic analyses of the pay rap. In a nutshell, it asserts that,
if it were possible to measure and include variables which have not been
included in regression analyses of pay because of data limitations, then
the traction of the overall pay gap attributable to discrimination in such a
revised study might he smaller perhaps substantially smaller than
the figure implied by most current research.

Stated in these carefully qualified terms, the missing variables argu-
ment is unexceptionable. In terms of equation (.7. I ), it is simply saying
that if unobserved characteristics (e) are positively related to M (male
sex) among persons with the same observed characteristics (X). then the
estimate of the adjusted pay gap. ci, will be overstated (or upward
biased, in statistical terms). It should be noted, however, that precisely
because the missing variables in question are not now included, there is
no way to be certain what their inclusion would do to the results.' In
particular. and contrary to what O'Neill and Rohack appear to he
suggesting, even it' women "score- less "well" in :...ms of such missing
variables than do men. inclusion of these variables will not necessarily
reduce the remaining pay gap. In other words, in terms of equation
(3.1). d need not be biased simply because unobserved factors are
positively correlated with M. Rather, for inclusion of unobsL....ved factors
to reduce the rc"iaining pay gap. the variable in question must he
correlated with sex "at the margin.- i.e.. he related to sex among persons
who are the in terms (fall of th;' variables already inhti!ed in the
analysis: in terms of equation (3.1 ). e must be correlated with M among
persons with the same X.

As a :.imple example. suppose one analyzes pay using a regression
analysis that does control for educational attainment but does not control
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for years of work experience, and obtains a sizable estimate for the
adjusted male/female pay gap. Even if women have, on average, fewer
years of work experience than men, it does not follow that omission of
the experience variable produces an overstatement of the estimated pay
gap (or that inclusion of this missing variable will reduce the estimate of
the adjusted gap). That will occur only if women with the same educa-
tional attainment as men nevertheless have less work experience. OE
average. Indeed, if work experience and education are perfectly corre-
lated, omission of the work experience variable will not affect the
estimated pay gap at all: in that case, the work experience variable
would add no information not already provided by the education
variable.

Likewise, even if women are less "motivated- or -career-oriented"
than men. omission of a variable denoting "motivation" or "career
commitment" would bias the estimate of the pay gap obtained in the
studies O'Neill discusses only if women who arc the same as men in
terms of all previously included factors (education, years of work
experience, etc. ) arc nevertheless less motivated or career-oriented, on
average. 4

Thus, different economists put ditiere.nt weights on the potential
importance of the omitted-variables issue heterogeneous tastes once
again! and so are not equally willing to accept the results of conven-
tional economic analyses of male/female pay differences as evidence of
labor market discrimination. This important difference notwithstand-
ing, there is fairly broad agreement on methodological issues. Conven-
tional economic analyses of labor market discrimination focus on char-
acteristics of inc/iv/di/a/ vorkers, and, provided a suitable set of
variables measuring these characteristics could be obtained, economists
would treat the "adjusted" pay difference i.e.. the pay difference be-
tween men and women who are the same in terms of these charac-
teristicsas a measure of labor market discrimination. How does the
methodology of comparable worth pay analyses differ from this
approach?
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3.2 Comparable Wirth Analyses of the Pay Gap

Unlike conventional economic analyses, which focus on people.
comparable worth analyses of the pay gap tutus on jobs. Studies taking
this approach fall into two categories: first, analyses of specific employ-
ers. usually state or local governments: and, second, studies of national
survey data.

Most of the studies in the first category were prepared for or by
administrative bodies, e.g.. state or local government agencies. Perhaps
the earliest examples are the studies by Willis and associates (1974,
1976) of state government employees in Washington State. Similar
procedures have been used in subsequent studies of state government
employment in Connecticut. Illinois, Iowa. Minnesota. and Michigan.
and of municipal government employment in New York City and San

California.`Jose, Pierson. Koziara and Johannesson (1984) took basi-
cally the sam .-%ach in studying a private-sector firm, as did Baron
and Newn in studying California state government.

In these s,. the unit of analysis is the job (often called "class" or
"job classification"). Generally, an administrative pay construct estab-
lished for each job (e.g.. the maximum of the pay range) is regressed on

its evaluation score (e.g.. the points assigned to it by a job evaluation)
and a variable denoting the sex composition of employment in the job. In
some cases, the sex composition variable is the proportion of employ-
ment in the job that is female: in othen:, it is an indicator denoting
whether the job is female-dominated (i.e., denoting whether a high
proportion --the usual cutoff is 70 percent or more of those in the job
are women)."

Thus, as regards the question of analyzing pay at a specific employer.
the procedures required for comparable worth studies are much simpler
than those necessary for conventional economic ai.ilyses. The em-
ploye r under study may have many employees with quite diverse charac-
teristics (e.g., educational background) data on sonic potentially
important employee characteristics (e.g.. education) may not even be
available: and analysis of these employees along conventional economic
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lines can require substantial computer programming and data process-
ing work. In contrast, comparable worth analyses of this kind require
data for a much smaller number of objects jobs. rather than indi-
viduals: the necessary variables e.g., salary maxima, comparable
worth evaluation points and "femaleness-- for each job may well be
feadily available. It is not surprising. then, that many state and local
governments, with hard pressed personnel staff who may not have much
experience doing conventional economic analyses. opt instead for com-
parable worth analyses of pay.

Comparable worth studies of national survey data include those by
Aldrich and Michele (1986). Treiman and Hartmann. eds. (1981. pp.
28-31). and 'Freiman. Hartmann and Roos (1980). Although prepared
by academic researchers using national survey data setsthe U.S.
Census Public Use Sample (Treiman and Hartmann. eds,; Treiman.
Hartmann and Roos) or the National Longitudinal Surveys (Aldrich and
Buchele)-- they clearly were inspired by the first kind of comparable
worth analysis. and appear to some extent to be attempts to apply the
same kind of methodology to national survey data. The differences of
approach are largely imposed by the differences in data. National survey
data sets provide no information on workers job titles as such. on
administrative pay constructs (e.g.. the maximum pay rate) or job
evaluation points for workers jobs. Instead, the unit of analysis is the
"occupation- (e.g., the "detailed" or three-digit occupations defined by
the U. S. Census occupational taxonomy). and the measure of pay is
usually the average (e.g.. mean or median) hourly earnings of workers
in the occupation. In lieu of a job evaluation point variable, these studies
use a set of variables denoting characteristics of the occupation (e.g..,
measures of its complexity. the extent to which it requires working with
machines or making cognitive judgments. etc.), derived from the Dic-
tionary of Occupational Titles:7 The measure of pay is then regressed on
the occupation characteristics variables and a variable measuring the sex
composition of employment in the occupation.

7
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3.3 What Do Comparable Worth Analyses Measure?

It is clear from the foregoing that conventional economic and com-
parable worth analyses of male/female pay differences use different
methodologies and procedures. These differences raise an even more
important issue: whether the two kinds of analyses are even addressed to
the same set of questions. The basic question considered in conventional
economic analyses is reasonably clear: do individual workers with the
same characteristics (reflecting, e.g.. productivity and job )references)
receive the same pay, on average, regardless of sex? In contrast, and
somewhat surprisingly, the nature of the basic issue addressed in com-
parable worth analyses is less clear.

On the one hand, it could be argued that comparable worth analyses
are addressed to essentially the same question considered in conven-
tional analyses: whether identical workers receive the same pay re-
gardless of sex. On the other hand, however, it could be argued that,
because they focus on 01:)s rather than individual workers as the unit of
analysis, comparable worth analyses are concerned with questions
about discrimination that are fundamentally different from those ad-
dressed by conventional economic analyses.

Comparable worth analysis as a form of
conventional economic analysis

According to some of its proponents, there is nothing particularly
novel about comparable worth analysis: like the conventional economic
approach, the comparable worth approach is concerned with measuring
the extent of discrimination, defined as different treatment (with respect
to pay for the same V irk or access to better-paid work) of otherwise
identical men and women. In this view, methodological differences
among studies embodying the two approaches are relatively unimpor-
tant: such differences merely reflect practical problems encountered in
different set gs (e.g. , lack of data on individual worker characteristics
or, alternatively, on jobs' assessed "worth-) rather than major conceptual
differences.8
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If this view is correct, then comparable worth and conventional
economic analyses of pay should y ield essentially similar results despite
their methodological differences. Is this likely to occur, however'? Here I
consider the possible consequences of the three major methodological
differences between the two kinds of analyses: the niture of the depen-
dent vin :able (pay): the nature of the independent variables (measures of
either individual or job characteristics); and the difference in the unit of
analysis (individuals or jobs). As will become clear shortly. the effect of
these methodological differences on estimates of the male/female pay
gap will depend. in general, on the relative importance of the various
phenomena underlying the gap: male/female differences in skills and
job preferences: unequal pa for equal work: and unequal access (via
differences in either assignment at hire or rates of promotion) to better-
paid work.

Be of an administrative pay construct. The first major difference
between conventional economic and comparable worth studies cf pay is
that, in the former. the dependent variable ( pay) is generally the actual
rate of pay received by the individual worker, whereas in comparable
worth studies it is frequently an administrative pay construct. e.g.. the
maximum rate of pay in the worker's job classification.9 Use of such a"
administrative pay construct instead of an actual rate of pay may
generate an errors-in-variables problem that can bias the estimate of the
adjusted male: /female pay gap.

To see why. let A, denote the administrative pay construct pertinent to
worker i's job. A,. and consider the effect of using /4 er than the
worker's actual pay. Yi. when estimating the model y ordinary
least squares (OLS) while following conventional /lie meth-
odology in all other respects."' The relation between A a. is simply

)7, (3.2)

where a, is the dif/c'reru between the worker's actual pay and the
administrative construct. For example. if is the minimum (maximum)
rate of pay for the worker's job. then a is the amount. if any. by which the
worker's actual pay is above the minimum (below the maximum) tOr his
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or her job; thus. a 0 ( 0) always. In econometric parlance, A mea-
sures Y with error, where the magnitude of the error is a. Now combine
(3.1)-(3.2) and rearrange to get

A,=bX,+dM,±e,*. where =e, --a,. (3.3)

Suppose tirst that the administrative construct A is the minimum rate
of pay tor the employee's job, so that a is the amount by which his or her
pay exceeds the minimum. The coefficient on M, d, will be biased if the
composite error term e* and M are correlated at given X. The potential
problem introduced by use of .4 in place of Y is that the presence of a in
the composite error term may induce a correlation between it and M,
even at given values of X. Under what conditions will this occur? If there
is "unequal pay for equal work" favoring men, then, on average, men
receive more pay in excess of the minimum for thei% job than do women
with the same characteristics (X): at given X. a (the amount paid above
the minimum) will be positively correlated with M. Then, at given X
(and even in the absence of any correlation between unobservables e and
the male indicator variable M). both the negative of the amount paid
above the minimum, --a. and the composite error term e* =e -a will be

Native/y correlated with Al.
Thus, to the extent that there is unequal pay for equal work. OLS

regression that uses the administrative pay construct rather than actual
pay will understate the extent of discrimination favoring men and
disfavoring women. Moreover, it appears unlikely that this would he
affected by "unequal access to better-paid work" because of discrimina-
tion in initial assignment (i.e.. differential treatment of equally qualified
men and women with respect to job assignment at hire). Such initial
assignment discrimination will mean that, relative to women with the
same qualifications men will receive higher pay ( Y) and will hold
jobs with higher ma.i.imum and minimum rates of pay (A). At least to a
first approximation. raising both Y and A (for men relative to women at
given X) is unlikely to affect their difference (the measurement error a
= Y-A ). or. therefore. the correlation (if any) between the composite
error term e* = e -a and sex (M) at given X.

That is not necessarily the end of the story, however. If' there is
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"unequal access to better work" due to differential rates of promotion for
equally qualified men and women. then, on average and relative to men
with the same X. women arc trapped in lower-paid jobs and are "coaxed
out"- -earning the highest rate paid for their low-level job. Conversely.
men will move rapidly to successively better-paid jobs, earning less than
the highest rate for the jobs they hold (i.e.. receiving small "excess
payment a) but occupying with substantially higher salary min-
ima A and thus receiving substantially higher salary levels. Y." In this
case. a (the amount paid above the minimum) will be negatively corre-
lated with M at given X: and so at given X (and even in the absence of any
correlation between urn oservables e and the male indicator variable M),
both the negative of the amount paid above the minimum, a. and the
composite error term e* =e a will be positively correlated with M.
Thus, to the exient that differential treatment of equally qualified men
and women with respect to promotion causes unequal access to better-
paid work, OLS regression that uses the administrative pay construct
rather than actual pay will overstate the extent of discrimination favor-
ing men and disfavoring women.

Similar conclusions apply when A is the salary maximum. In this
case. a is the amount by which one's actual pay ( Y) falls short of the

aximum for one's _job. and so will be either negative or zero. To the
extent that women suffer from unequal rs,' for equal work, men will he
closer to (and more likely to be at) the salary maximum than women
with the same X. If so. a will be larger in absolin, clue ("more
negative") for women than for men with the same X: M will be positively
correlated with a. and negatively correlated with both --a and the
composite error term at given values of X. Hence. to the extent that
women suffer from unequal pay for equal work. OLS regression that
uses the salary maximum for employees' job classifications rather than
their actual pay will understate the extent of discrimination favoring
men and disfavoring women. (Again, unequal access due to discrimina-
tion in initial assignment appears unlikely to change this conclusion.)

On the other hand. to the extent that women suffer from unequal
access to better-paid work due to differential promotion rates, they will
"max out" more often than men with the same X: i.e.. M will he
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negatively correlated with a and positively correlated with both --a and
the composite error term at given values of X. Hence, to the extent that
women suffer unequal access via p;omotion, use of the salary maximum
for employees' job classifications rather than actual pay in OLS regres-
sion generates an errors-in-variables bias that overstates the extent of
discrimination favoring men and disfavoring women."

In sum, use of an administrative pay construct can induce two differ-
ent errors-in-variables biases, of opposite signs. in the estimate of
discrimination. A Priori statements about which of the two biases will in
fact he stronger. and thus about the net bias, are inevitably speculative.
However, to the extent that comparable worth advocates are correct in
arguing that concentration of women in low-paid occupations is a
serious problem. and to the extent that this can be regarded as unequal
access to better paid work due to differential promotion rates. overstate-
ment of the female salary disadvantage in comparable worth analyses of
the pay gap is likely to be a serious problem.

Use (?,ijob characterist cs. A second major difference between con-
ventional economic and comparable worth studies of pay is that,
v.'hereas the former control for actual differences in characteristics

,...jucation or years of work experience) of individual orkers.,
comparable worth studies control for differences in characteristics of
jobs. As noted earlier. in some cases a job's characteristics arc summa-
rized by a set of variables denoting its skill requirements, complexity,
etc., whereas in others. there is a single composite variable, the job's
"evaluation point score" (e.g.. Hay or Willis job evaluation points),
which effectively collapses a set of characteristics pertaining to the
job skill. effort, responsibility and working conditions into a single
number.

On first consideration, this difference between the two kinds of pay
studies might appear relatively minor. Could it not he argued that both
kinds of studies control tbr skill conventional economic analyses, by
including measures of individual workers' education. years of work
experience, etc.: and comparable worth analyses. by including mea-
sures (either explici;lv and :,t darately. or else as part of composite point
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score) of the skills required for the jobs the Vv t tiers are doing? However,
the two kinds of studies do not, in fact, treat skills in a similar way. The
skill variable(s) used in comparable worth analyses effectively imputes
exactly the same amount of "skill" to all workers in a given job. In
contrast, since they use variables that measure skills of individual
workers, conventional economic analyses do not suppress the variation
ins ills typically observed even among workers who are doing the same
job. The two kinds of analyses. conventional economic and comparable
worth, would he equivalent in this respect only if all workers in each job
had the same amount of skill (e.g.. education. manual dexterity).

To the extent that comparable worth analyses impute minimum skill
levels to all workers and ignore variation in skills, they may induce
additional errors-in-variables biases that arise from two distinct phe-
nomena: unequal access to better-paid work: and sex-related "supply-
side" differences in actual worker characteristics. To see this. think of X
as the actual skill level of the worker: let X* denote the minimum skill
level required for one's job; and consider the effect of using X* rather
than actual skill level X when estimating the model (3.11 by OLS while
following conventional economic methodology in all other respects.
(Thus. as in the previous case, one aspect of con iparable worth analyses
is considered in isolation from the others: see note 10.) The relation
between X and X* may be written as

X,* + (3.4)

where .v, 1 ;11-.0) is is "excess- skill, i.e.. the amount of skill he or she has
in excess of the minimum level X,* required for his or her job. Since X,*
is used in place of X, in comparable worth analyses of the pay gap.
substitute (3.4) into (3.1) and rearrange terms to obtain

h X,* 1- (111,1, + where e,* 7=e f- (3.5)

Note that the composite error term. e*. now consists of unobservables
(e) and of "excess" skills. b.y.

To assess possible bias in OI,S estimates of (3.5). first consider the
implications of unequal access to better-paid work. "Unequal access-
due to differences in either initial assignment or rates of promotion
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typically means that women are less likely to he in better-paid jobs than
are men with the same actual skill, X. More or less equivalently, it
means that, on average, women must have more skill in excess of the
minimum (greater .v) than men with the same minimum skill level (the
same X*). M will therefore be negatively related both to x and to the
composite error term. e * =e +bx: and so unequal access will induce a
negative bias in the estimate of d. i.e.. will result in an understatement of
the male salary advantage (female salary disadvantage).

An alternate route to the same conclusion starts with the observation
that most comparable worth analyses use one or more variables denot-
ing job evaluation points of workers jobs. P, rather than measures of
(minimum or actual) skill levels (X* or X) as such. To the extent that P
amounts to an index of the level" of workers' jobs (with, e.g., higher
values of P denoting higher-paid jobs). analyses of this kind amount to
analyses that estimate may the extent of unequal pay for equal work: that
is, they estimate the difference in pay between men and women who are

in jobs with essentially the same (overall average) pay. If so, analyses of
this kind necessarily understate the overall male salary advantage
(female salary disadvantage), which includes not only an unequal pay
for equal work component but also a component attributable to unequal
access to better paid work.

On the other hand. supply-side differences in worker characteristic:,
( job qualifications and job preferences) may ;venerate sex differences in
actual "skills" (or, inure generally, job skills and/or job preferences). X.
In particular, to the extent that men's actual skill levels generally exceed
those of women, men will possess "excess" skills to a greater extent
(their .v will he larger, on average) than will women, both overall and
within given job categories. To the extent that this is so, M will he
positively related both to .v and to the composite error term, and so
neglecting the greater actual skill levels of the male workers will induce
a positive bias in the estimate of d i.e.. will overstate the male salary
advantage (female salary disadvantage).

To see why, consider the simple example illustrated in figure 3.1. A
sex-blind company has two jobs. A and B. Minimum skill requirements.
X*. and pay. Y. are higher in A than in B. All employees have at least
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XR*, the minimum skill level required for B (otherwise, they would not
have been hired): let XR* he normalized to zero without loss of gener-
ality. Let X,1* be the minimum amount of skill necessary (and sufficient)
for an employee to he assigiA to the high-wage job...4. Next, suppose
that the skill distributions of the men and women at this company have
the same variance but that, because of supply-side factors noted pre-
viously, the mean of the skill distribution for men exceeds that for
women. Then, as shown in figure 3.1, the mean skill level and pay of
men will exceed that of women within both the low-skill job (B) and the
high-skill job t.1)." Thus..v will be positively correlated with Mat given
levels ofX*; and so the OLS estimate ofd will be upward-biased. giving
the appearance of a male salary advantage when none in fact exists. In
such cases, comparable worth analyses such as (3.5) effectively ignore
both (i) the extent to which, because of supply-side reasons, men's actual
skill levels exceed those of women and (ii) the fact that these differences
in actual skill levels explain some of the pay gap. Thus, such analyses
may overstate the extent of the gap that is due to labor market
discrimination.

In sum, using minimum instead of actual skill levels can induce two
different errors-in-variables biases, of opposite signs. in comparable
worth analyses of discrimination. A priori statements about the net
direction of the two biases are inevitably speculative. To the extent that
supply-side differences in skill levels are an inwortant source of the
overall pay gap. however, upward bias in the male salary advantage
(overstatement of the female salary disadvantage) induced by the use of
minimum skill level measures in comparable worth analyses of the pay
gap is likely to be a serious problem.

Qfjob as the unit of analysis. A third major difference between
conventional economic and comparable worth studies of pay is that.
whereas the former take the individual worker as the unit of analysis. in
the latter the job is the unit of analysis. On first consideration, this
difference might also appear of relatively minor importance: could one
not argue that the job-level regressions used in comparable worth
analyses arc simply the aggregated or grouped-data equivalents of the

S
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Figure 3.1 Mean Skill Lewis by SeN. and Job
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individual-level regressions used in conventional economic analyses?'4
Although grouped-data regression is less desirable in some respects
than individual-level regression, standard econometric results (see.
e.g., Kmenta 1971, esp. pp. 322-336. or other econometrics textbooks)
do suggest that grouping or aggregating does not generate statistical bias
under conventional econometric assumptions. Thus, it could he argued,
so long as the primary concern is avoiding statistical bias in estimates of
discrimination, it makes relatively little difference whether one uses
individual-level regression, as in conventional economic analyses, or
groupeddata ( job-level) regression, as in comparable worth analyses.

The problem with this argument is that standard econometric as-
sumptions on grouped-data estimators do not necessarily hold when
jobs define the groups to he considered. In particular, the usual conclu-
sions about the unhiasedness of grouped-data estimators apply only if
the variable determining the grouping is independent of the individual-
level error term. Here that is unlikely to hold: the individual-level error
termthe e of (3.1) refers to unobservables that affect pay, given
observed characteristics; and the variable determining the grouping is
the job. Are unobservables that affect ones pay (e.g.. motivation)
independent of the job one holds, given observed characteristics? If not,
application of conventional grouped-data techniques to. on-level regres-
sions, as in comparable worth analyses. is invpropriate.

In particular, under plausible conditions, taking the job rather than the
individual worker as the unit of analysis. as in most comparable worth
analyses of the pay gap. is likely to overstate the magnitude of the
adjusted male/female pay gap. In intuitive terms, using the job as the
unit of analysis induces a form of selection bias in OLS estimates of the
relation between pay and (average) skill level. Even in a sex-blind
environment, this bias understates the extent to which differences in
(average) pay among .jobs are attributable to differences in (average)
skill levels among jobs. To the extent that men have higher skill levels
than women, they will be concentrated in high-paying jobs (for 'sons
that have nothing to do with discrimination by the employer), s

understatement of the importance of skill differences will tu..
overstatement of the importance of the proportion male in genei
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pay differences among jobs, even at given (average) skill levels. Thus.
even when the employer's pay practices are sex-neutral, comparable
worth analyses will imply that males enjoy a salary advantage at given
skill levelsa spurious effect due entirely to selection bias induced by
taking job as the unit of analysis.

To see the essential ideas underlying this notion, 's nk,e that, by (3.1).
a regression that uses within-job means (as in a comparable worth
analysis) is concerned with estimating

.1=-1, 2, . . J (3.1')

where Yi, X, and e1 are the 'nean values of the variables Y, X and e,
respectively, for those individuals i who are actually in job j; and where
there are ] total jobs. (3,1') is an explicit model of (average) pay within
jobs; at least implicitly, there is also a process of some kind that
determines selection into the different jobs. Let uji denote unobserved
characteristics (e.g., "motivation") that affect individual is probability
of being selected into job j. If' these unobserved "selection- charac-
teristics are uncorrelated with unobserved characteristics that affect
individual pay. e,. then e;- -the average value of ei among those
individuals actually in any jobj will be zero (in expected value). In this
case, conventional grouped-data mettaxis raise no problems of bias.

However, what if the u,, are positively correlated with the e that is.
what if unobservable factors that affect selection into any job j arc
positively related to unobservables that affect pay? If so, then, on
average, individuals who are in high-paying jobs will enjoy high pay not
only because they have high X, but also because they have a high III for
the job they hold and thus (because of the positive correlation between e
and u,) a high e. In other words, on average, jobs that score high (or low)
in terms of X will also do so in terms of e. In this case. (3.1') will suffer
from an omitted variables problem: the nature of the job selection
process induces a positive correlation between average within-job mea-
sured skill X, and the within-job error term Note also that if, for any
reason (e.g.. supply factors), men have more measured skill X than
women, on average, then ei in (3, will also be positively correlated
with Mt, the "maleness" of jobs.
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The consequences tor comparable worth pay analyses are now appar-
em. Consider the prototype comparable worth regression equation:

1 =1,X1+ililli+ =A. B (3.6)

where q is an error term. If men have a higher average skill level than
women, then, for entirely nondiscriminatory reasons. (1) men will be
overrepresented in the high-X job and underrepresented in the low-X
job: (2) the el of (3. 1') will he positively correlated with the "maleness"
of jobs: (3) the expression Al in (3.6) is therefore essentially the
equivalent of the e1 of (3. 1'); and so (4) the estimate of d, the coefficient
On M, in (3.6). will he positive.

A positive estimate of d in the "job aggregate- regression (3.6).
these circumstances, is simply a statistical artifact. It would, however.
normally be treated as vidence of discrimination favoring men. Thus,
aggregating by job, as in comparable worth analyses, can produce the
appearance of discrimination favoring men even at a sex-blind
employer.

In sum. because of the three features noted above use of an adminis-
trative pay construct, use of minimum rather than actual skill levels and
use of .johs rather than individuals as the unit of analysisestimates of
sex differences in pay obtained in comparable worth analyses are likely
to differ from those obtained in c.onventional economic analyses o: pay.
It should be noted at once that these results on the potential for bias(es)
in comparable worth analyses are not necessarily conclusive. The
preceding discussion has considered each of the three major features of
comparable worth analyses in isolation from the other two, but of course
in actual comparable worth analyses all three features appear simul-
taneously and may interact with each other. Determining the net effect
on the statistical results of using all three features together is therefore a
much inure complicated question to which the preceding discussion
provides only tentative answers.

Despite this caveat, however, it seems clear that there is no basis fir
the notion that estimates yielded by comparable worth analyses are
likely to he the same as. or even similar to, those derived t,:,ing conven-
tional economic methodology. Depending on the relative importance of
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unequal pay for equal work, unequal access to better work (via both
initial assignment and promotions) and male/female differences in skills
and job preferences, comparable worth analyses may produce upward-
or downward-biased measures of the adjusted male/female pay gap,
relative to what conventional economic analyses would suggest. In
particular, to the extent that job evaluation points simply index workers
actual jobs, comparable worth analyses will measure only the extent of
unequal pay for equal work (i.e., work in the same job), and will
therefore understate the adjusted pay gap relative to conventional analy-
ses (which reflect not only unequal pay for equal work but also unequal
access to better work). On the other hand, comparable worth analyses
are likely to overstate the adjusted pay gap relative to conventional
economic analyses to the extent that male/female skill or job preference
differences and/or unequal access to better work via unequal promotion
rates are especially important.

Comparable worth analyses and "systematic underpayment
of wolen's jobs"

To some proponents, comparable worth analyses have essentially the
same purpose and ask essentially the same questions as conventional
economic analyses. However, to other proponents, the focus of com-
parable worth analyses on jobs rather than on individuals reflects an
outlook on the labor market generally and on discrimination in particu-
lar that is fundamentally different from the one underlying the conven-
tional economic approach, providing a "new doctrine of sex discrimina-
tion" (England and Norris 1985).

Based on what might be called "institutional analysis." this alternative
view emphasizes "the importance of institutional features and their
relative inflexibility in determining wages and other conditions of em-
ployment," and asserts that this emphasis "offers a more fruitful per-
spective from which to understand the existence and the persistence of
wage differentials between men and women" than does conventional
economic analysis (Treiman and Hartmann. eds. 1981. p. 45). Jobs and
related concepts (e.g., job families, job ladders, salary ranges fbr jobs,
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the distinction between entry-level jobs and jobs filled internally by
transfer or promotion, internal labor markets, segmented labor mar-
kets) are heavily stressed indeed, reified. In this view, individuals are
of less interest than jobs for analytical (though certainly not notmative)
purposes, since all that individuals can do is to try to fit into the job
structure as best they can: "Workers do not operate as individuals in the
labor market, but rather as members of groups defined by their rela-
tionship to labor market structures, and labor market structures effec-
tively limit the choices open to them" (Reiman and Hartmann, eds.
1981, p. 52).

A general difficulty with this view is that it does not always distinguish
satisfactorily between cases in which jobs and related concepts play an
independent role in labor market outcomes, and cases in which such
concepts are merely the surface manifestations of underlying processes
whose outcomes are actually determined by individual worker charac-
teristics and actions. '6 As regards specific issues related to sex differ-
ences in pay, there are further difficulties. Do labor market structures
generate such pay differences independently of other phenomena, high-
lighted by conventional economic analysis? If so, how? In particular,
apart from unequal pay for equal work and unequal access to better
work, which the conventional economic view also identifies as mecha-
nisms for discrimination. art; there other mechanisms. resulting from
labor market structures miller than from causes identified by the con-
ventional economic approach, that may give rise to such pay differ-
ences'? The institutional literature has generally not provided clear
answers to such questions.

In the present context, the best exampL- )1' these difficulties has to do
with one of the stylized facts noted in chapter 2: even with "other things"
(e.g.. education and years of prior work experience) held constant.
workers of either sex in predominantly female jobs earn less, on aver-
age, than workers of either sex in predominantly male jobs. As shown in
section 2.2, this stylized fact (and others) can readily he explained in
terms of a simple conventional economic model of a two-job labor
market with discrimination (in particular, exclusion from, or more
generally unequal access to, the high-wage job H of figures 2.1 -2). In
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contrast, after citing sex-related differences in job choices and exclusion
of women from high-paying jobs as possible explanations, two promi-
nent institutionalists offer a third and presumably distinct explanation
"for the lower pay rates of jobs held mainly by women": "women's work
is underpaid because women do it that is. that the same work would he
paid more if it were done by men" (Treiman and Hartmann, eds. 1981,
p. 56). But this is less an "explanation" than a tautology; moreover, the
subsequent discussion of how firms manage "to implement an explicit
decision to pay women or minority workers less than men or whites" (p.
57) turns out to rest heavily on exclusion, i.e., unequal access to better
work (pp. 58.62-63). The unanswered questions remain: What mecha-
nisms in particular. what institutional factor --other than exclusion
make it possible for employers to engage in "systematic underpayment
of jobs held mainly by women" (p. 65)? Will such systematic underpay-
ment he overlooked or understated by conventional economic analyses,
and yet be accurately measured by comparable worth analyses?

The abswers to these questions are somewhat surprising. Systematic
underpayment of predominantly female jobs relative to predominantly
male jobs need not require exotic job structures (as in the institutionalist
view) or exclusion (as in the conventional economic view). Although
such systematic underpayment will be entirely overlooked by conven-
tional economic analyses of pay. comparable worth analyses of pay a -e
quite unlikely to measure it accurately. The way to avoid mis.Aeasure-
ment of such systematic underpayment is to analyze not compensation,
but rather vacancies and shortages.

Two examples help illuminate the basic ideas. First, consider how
comparable worth and conventional economic analyses would be used
to determine whether a university discriminates against female faculty
relative to male faculty. The conventional economic approach would
entail regressing individual faculty members' pay on an indicator
variable denoting sex and on variables measuring personal charac-
teristics highest degree, years since highest degree, age, field of aca-
demic specialization (social work. sociology. statistics, etc. yeus of
university service. prior work experience, etc. The unit of analysis
would be the individual faculty member. The question to be investigated
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would he whether men are paid more than women, other th'tigs (per-
sonal characteristics related to qualifications and preferences) being
equal.

In contrast. a comparable worth analysis would take "job- as the unit
of analysis, and would start with an evaluation of the worth of each job.
In a university setting, "job" might mean academic department. or
possibly cells constructed by academic rank and department: that is,
sociology faculty would be treated as doing one job and statistics faculty
another: alternatively. associate professors in sociology would be
treated as be: 9g in one job and associate professors in statistics would be
treated as being in another. Presumably, all faculty jobs (or, more
narrowly. all faculty jobs at the same academic rank), regardless of
academic department. would he assessed as requiring the same skill.
effort. responsibility anti working conditions: in other voids, jobs
(perhaps at the same academic rank) in social work, statistics, etc.,
-ould be assessed as "comparable.-'7

Taking jobs (either departments, or department-rank cells) as the unit
of analysis. one would then regress an administrative pay figure (e.g.,
the MaXi11111111 or midpoint of zi pay range) or a summary statistic fir pay

(e.g.. mean pay) on the propodion female in each job. Since all jobs
(e.g. departments) would be assessed as comparable. it would be
unnecessary to include any measure of job evaluation points, since these
would be the same for all departments." Moreover, it would be inap-
propriate to include any indicators denoting the academic field (statis-
tics, sociology. etc.) of each job. for that would amount to treating
interfield pay differences as "legitimate despite the job evaluation's
conclusion that all fields arc comparable.'`'

Predicting the likely results of such a comparable worth evaluation of
faculty pay is straightfOrward. Pay of faculty in predominantly male
disciplines such as economics or engineering usuall' exceeds that of
faculty predominantly female (or less heavily male) disciplines such
as humanities or nursing. Thus, one would almost certainly obtain a
negative .elation between pay and "proportion female.- even with fac-
ulty rank held constant (as a means of allowing fir differences across
ranks in skill, effort and responsibility).
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Clearly, then, an analysis of this kind is different from a conventional
economic analysis of discrimination. and is likely to lead to different
conclusions. In particular. if women and men with the same personal
characteristics (degrees, years of service, fields of academic specializa-
tion, etc.) enjoy the same access to better-paid academic ranks (pro-
fessor, associate professor, etc.) and receive the same pay in the same
academic rank, conventional economic analysis would find no differ-
ence in pay by sex. In contrast, even if similar individuals enjoy both
equal pay in the same rank and equal access to better-paid ranks, a
comparable worth evaluation would obtain a negative relation between
average pay and "proportion female" in different jobs (e.g., departments
1r rank-department cells). This would be due entirely to the fact that,
relative to men, women who are otherwise similar (in terms of degrees.
years of service, etc.) are more likely to be in relatively low-paid
academic specialties (e.g., humanities or nursing as opposed to eco-
nomies or engineering). But would it be correct to infer from this that
the university being studied discriminates against women?

In terms of conventional economic analyses, such an inference would
be warranted only if, relati,-.: to male faculty with the same training, the
university locked female faculty out of high-paid specialties and kept
them instead in lower-paid disciplines. Since the notion of -training
encompasses field of academic specialization, that seems very unlikely.
It would seem most implausible that anyone with training in engineer-
ing, regardless of sex, would be "kept" in any discipline other than
engineering: and equally implausible that anyone. regardless of sex.
with training in the humanities would be able to gain access to a position
on the engineering faculty.2° A relation between proportion male and
average pay among different disciplines would appear, rather, to be a
consequence of supply-side differences beyond the university's control,

Thereunder -- because of differential socialization or other prelabor
market factors women seek training in and enter low-paying fields to a
greater extent than otherwise identical men.21 To the extent that these
differences exist, a negative relation between proportion female and
average pay by discipline will arise even at an entirely sex-blind univer-
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sit,y, but would be treated as evidence of discriminatory employment
practices in a comparable worth analysis.

None of this. however. addresses the question of "systematic under-
payment...What if the university is not sex-blind, but rather has decided
systematically to underpay predominantly female disciplines (or over-
pay predominantly male disciplines)? Conventional economic analyses
of pay will effectively ignore this possibility. because they would typ-
ically include "academi:: (e.g., a set of discipline indicators)
among the X :n expressions such as (3. 1). The alternative comparable
worth analysis of pay requires the dubious assumption that, in the
absence of discrimiAation by the university. everyone, regardless of
discipline. would receive the same pay (on average and other things.
such as years of service, being equal). Thus, neither cor entional
economic nor comparable worth analysis of pay will provide a suitable
basis for estimating the extent of discrimination via such systematic
underpayment.

As a second example. suppose that an employer or a group of
employers decides to exercise monopsony power over (workers in) a
predominantly female job. e.g.. nurses or clerical workers.'' 2 Conven-
tional economic analysis of pay at such a monopsonistic employer
would generally include ( if possible) one or more indicators for type of
skill possessed. e.g., training in nursing or prior experience in clerical
work. Thus, the employers systematic underpayment (via exercise of
monopsony power) of its nurses or clerical workers would be subsumed
into the coefficient on the relevant skill indicator( s) and would not aftet
the estimated sex difference in pay (the coefficient d in expressions such
as (3.1 )) in any way. As in the previous example, although conventional
economic analysis of pay would clearly be unsatisfactory in a setting of
this kind, comparable worth analysis of pay here would be equally
unsatisfactory. for it would require the dubious assumption that a job
evaluation will accurately measure the wage differential h "tween nurses
(or clericals) and other jobs that would prevail in the absence of
discrimination.

In sum, neither conventional economic nor comparable worth analy-
ses of pay are adequate for assessing the question of systematic under-
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payment (or overpayment) of jobs based on the sex composition of the
persons who do them. Fortunately, however, this question can be ad-
dressed by analyzing other employment practices using quite conven-
tional concepts, such as vacancies and waiting lists (Fische! and Lazear
1986a). Systematic underpayment of women' jobs social work or
nursing will inevitably lead to systematic shortages: chronic vacan
cies. unfilled positions, etc. Systematic overpayment of men's jobs
engineers or tree-trimmers will inevitably lead to systematic sur-
pluses: a chronic excess of applicants relative to available positions,
long waiting lists of qualified persons seeking a small number of vacant
jobs, etc."

Development of a methodology for empirical analysis of the presence
(and, even more so, the magnitude.) of systematic underr:y ment (or
overpayment) of jobs according to sex composition is beyond the scope
of th's book. For present purposes, it is sufficient to note that although
conventional economic analyses of pay are not a satisfactory means for
addressing this question, neither are comparable worth analyses of pay.

3.4 Analyzing the Effects of Comparable Worth Wage Adjustments

Many discussions of comparable worm tbcus on conceptual issues of
the kind examined in chapter 2, e.g., whether unec;ual pay for jobs of
comparable worth is necessarily discriminatory and wh::ther it is appro-
priate to require equal pay for jobs of comparabie orth. To a lesser
extent, analysts have considered technical issues such as the ones dis-
cussed in this chapter. e.g the statistical merits and demerits of com-
parable worth analyses of pay. To many observers, however, the most
important issues regarding comparable worth have to do with its likely
effects on wages. employment and other labor ilwrL:t outcomes. In this
view, the acid test is not whether the concept of comparable worth is
analytically sound or whethet comparable worth pay analyses yield
statistically unbiased measures of discriminatory pay practices. Rather,
the crucial issue is an entirely pragmatic one: whether actual implemen-

C) 0
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tation of comparable worth can raise the pay of women workers, reduce
the pay gap, etc.. without serious adverse side effects.

Prior research

lb date. analyzing the empirical consequences of actually adopting
comparable worth has been difficult: comparable worth has not yet been
adopted on a widespread basis. Consequently. most assessments of the
effects of comparable worth have attempted to work out what would be
likely to occur if wage adjustments were made along comparable worth
lines. Studies of this kind have fbcused on the effects on wages and on the
inale/lemale pay gap. In most cases." the starting point is a comparable
worth wage regression, with jobs as the unit of analysis, that regresses
jobs' pay 1"'; (e.g., maximum or minimum pay rates) on one or more
variables denoting the jobs' chaiacteristies Haypoint or other
evaluation score., measures of working ,editions. etc.) and a sex
composition variable Ali (e.g., the proportion male in the jobs, or
whether the .jobs are predominantly male or female, etc.). Thus, such
analyses start with a relation such as (3.6).

The next step in these analyses is to use the estimate of d. the
coefficient on the sex composition variable M, to work out th.: wage
effects of full implementation of a comparable worth standard. For
example. if M measures the proportion of incumbents in a job who are
male. so that M ranges between zero (for an all-female job) and one (for
an all-male job). then the estimate of d in (3.6) is treated as an estimate
of the male salary advantage. In order to ensure that (average) pay in all-
female jobs equals that in all-male jobs of the same "worth" (that is. the
same value of Xd. one would have to raise pay for each all-female job by
d. More generally, comparable worth would require raising pay for a job
j that is p, percent female by 0.01pid, 25 The total cost of these pay
increases can he then derived by multiplying the pay increase for each
job, OM 1p,d, times the number of incumbents in that job. N,. and then
summing over all .job. J.

Analyses of this kind are not without interest, but they are inevitably
limited. At best, they indicate the maximum potential effect of compara-
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ble worth on wages rather than the actual consequences of a politically
and hudgetarily feasible set of wage adjustments. Indeed, to the extent
that comparable worth pay adjustments are adopted through labor
management bargaining and/or the exercise of administrative discre-
tion, analyses of this kind do not necessarily indicate even the relative
magnitudes of the wage increases given to different jobs. (For example.
a given job might receive either more or less than the amount 0.01p/et
required under a strict implementation of a comparable worth standard
depending on whether the union representing workers in that .job was
strong or weak.) Also, such analyses usually do not consider the
potential effects of comparable worth wage increases on employment.

Analyses for this book: an overview

The alternative, adopted here, is to analyze the empirical effects of
adoption of comparable worth in actual settings rather than under
hypothetical assumptions. Chapters 4-6 present studies of: the State of
Minnesota. which passed legislation requiring equal pay for jobs of
comparable worth in state employment: San Jost, California. which
adjusted pay of municipal employees along comparable worth lines: and
Australia. which since the early part of this century has had a national
wage arbitration system that has several comparable worth features.
These analyses of the effects of actual adoption of comparable worth for
comparable worth-like criteria) do not provide infOrmation on the
maximum potential consequences of completely applying such a stan-
dard. They do. however, indicate the consequences of adopting com-
parable worth subject ,o constraints imposed by economic and political
realities. Moreover, the studies in chapters 4-6 explicitly consider
effects on employment, a subject that was generally ignored in most
prior work.

The questions to be examined can he stated very simply. Relative to
what would have prevailed in the absence of comparable worth, is a
labor market outcome of interest wages, the sex gap in pay, employ-
ment. etc. either higher or lower as a result of the version ofcompara-
ble worth actually adopted? If so. by how much?

9
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The empirical analyses of these issues in chapters 4--6 proceed
sequentially. The first step is to analyze the independent effect of
adopting comparable worth on wages; the second, to estimate the (Trois
paribus relation between employment and wages. The final step uses the
results of the previous two steps to derive an estimate of the independent
effect of adopting comparable worth on employment. One interesting
feature of these analyses is that they use time-series data for periods both
before and after adoption of comparable worth. In contrast, the studies
of the potential effects of comparable worth described earlier have been
confined to analysis of single cross-section "snapshots" as of a single
date.

As noted in section 3.3, the results of analyses of pay may be quite
sensitive to one's choice of the unit of analysis: either individuals or jobs.
in this connection, one important feature of the studies in chapters 4 and
5 is worth emphasizing at the outset. The basic data available for
analysis of San Jose's comparable worth wage adjustments refer to jobs
rather than individuals: the necessary individual-level data do not exist
for the relevant period. Here, there is no way to avoid using jobs as the
unit of analysis. In contrast, the basic data available for analysis of
Minnesota's experience with comparable worth refer to individual state
employees. This makes it possible to perform both conventional eco-
nomic analyses (using the data in their original individual-level form)
and comparable worth analyses (by aggregating the individual-level
data up to the level of jobs). Accordingly. I discuss the Minnesota results
bet'ore the San Jose results: the information provided by the Minnesota
analyses on the consequences of using jobs rather than individuals as the
unit of analysis turns out to be very useful in assessir ^ the San Jose
analyses, in which. as just noted, jobs must be used as the unit of
analysis. (The data available for Australia are conventional macro-
economic time-series data, so I defer discussion of the framework used
in evaluating Australia's experience with comparable worth to
chapter 6.)

Wage effects

The first step in the analyses in subsequent chapters is to regress a
measure of the wage of observation i at time r. t3E,, on a set of control
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variables pertinent to i at 1. X. and a "comparable worth" indicator C,,
denoting the existence at t of a comparable worth policy with the
potential to affect iti wage:

147 kC,, i = 1 2 , t =1, 2.. . '. (3.7)

The data are longitudinal, consisting of observations tin each of N
individual units as of each of a total of Tdates. Depending on the nature
of the available data, the unit of analysis. "i," is either an individual
worker (in some of the analyses for Minnesota) or a job (in other
analyses for Minnesota, and in all analyses tor San Jos0. How is the
comparable worth variable (.' in (3.7) to he defined'? As actually
adopted in the "test sites- considered in this work, comparable worth was
not applied equally to all .job. or people. Sonic jobs (and, thus, the
people in those jobs) were "targeted" for comparable worth wage in-
creases. but others were not. This suggests at least two ways to define
the comparable worth variable C,,: as an indicator denoting either (1)
whether the observation i was itself "targeted- and eligible for a com-
parable worth wage increase as of iime 1: or (2) that the comparable
worth policy was in tOrce as of time t.

The distinction is not trivial: rather, it can have important econo-
metric implications. Under the first definition. will vary cross-
sectionally as well as over time, whereas under the second it will vary
only over time." The major objecti-e here. of course. is to obtain
unbiased estimates of the "comparable worth effect.- k. As the preced-
ing discussion suggests (albeit in rather different contexts), the estimate
of k will he biased if, at given values of the X, the comparable worth
variable C is correlated with the error term e,,. The interesting point
here is that since the data used to estimate (3.7) are longitudinal. i.e.. a
cross-section (of individuals or jobs) observed over time, correlation
between C and c at given X can arise either cross-sectionally or over
time, depending on how C is defined.

Under the first definition. C, equals one fOr an observation (a job. or
an individual working in a job) targeted for a comparable worth wage
increase with the potential to affect wages as of time t. Use of this

9
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definition raises two kinds of questions: selection bias issues, and
conceptual issues."

The selection bias issue arises if targeting of comparable worth wage
increases is based in part on the e of jobs (or of the persons in those
jobs). For example. if jobs (or jobs with workers) that have consistently
had low e over time "chronically underpaid jobs" -are "targeted" for
comparable worth wage increases. then C defined in this first sense will
be negatively correlated with e (even given X,) for essentially cross-
sectional reasons: here the comparable worth wage increases go to jobs
(or workers) that have consistently had low or negative values of e,, at all
dates I. If so, the estimated effect of comparable worth will understate
the actual effect due to selection bias. This problem is similar to the one
that arises in analyses of wage effects of employment training programs
when program administrators go out of their way to select "disadvan-
taged" trainees, or persons with below-average earnings (i.e., low or
negative unobserved components c) even when observed characteristics
(K) are taken into account. Various techniques to address the selection
bias problem are available (for a review, see Heckman and Robb 1985),
but they can he difficult to implement and may require assumptions
about the precise form or the relation between e and (the first definition
Of) C that are to some extent arbitrary.

Use of the first definition of the comparable worth variable in (3.7)
also raises a conceptual issue. Even if an unbiased estimate of k can be
derived, under the first definition of C the magnitude ofk indicates only
the amount of additional pay received by ( persons in) targeted jobs
relative to (those in) nontargeted jobs. It will not necessarily indicate the
amount of additional pay received by either (persons in) targeted jobs or
(those in) nontargeted jobs relative to what would have been received in
the absence (I adoptiun of comparable It'orth .2s

This conceptual distinction is potentially important. Pay increases for
individual jobs or workers are not normally made in a vacuum. Com-
parable worth wage increases do not necessarily amount to pure "add-
ons" to the pay of (workers in) targeted jobs. and do not necessarily leave
pay of (workers in) nontargeted jobs rmafTected (Evans and Nelson
1989, p. 96). Rather. comparable worth wage increases for some jobs
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may be financed, in whole or in part. by wage decreases (or smaller
wage increases) for others. (Evans and Nelson 1989, pp. 117-121,
report goat in Minne.;ota. 60 percent of state employees expressed
concern that that staters comparable worth wage adjustments might
mean that some salaries would he "frozen.") Alternatively, comparable
worth wage increases for (workers in) sonic jobs may he accompanied
by. Or give rise to, wage inereaSeS for others, even if the latter wage
changes are not labelled "comparable worth increases" as such."

Given the potential statistical and in particular) conceptual problems
associated with :he first definition of C, the studies in this work use the
second definition: C is a simple "before or after" indicator variable,
equal to unity if the observation pertains to a date on or after the date ola
comparable worth wage inc rease. and zero otherwise. As such, this
second version of C varies over time but not cross-sectionally: for a
given joh (or individual), it will equal zero for dates prior to the date ()fa
comparable worth wage increase and unity thereafter. but it will have the
same value (either zero or unity) for all obsen ations as of the same date.
Hence, unlike the first definition. the second has little or no potential for
selection bias. The second definition also avoids the conceptual problem
to which the first definition moy be subject. For example, when (3.7) is
estimated for predominantly male jobs using this second definition of
C;,, the coefficient on k will reflect the extent (if any) to which compara-
ble worth wage adjustments were accompanied by wage changes (in-
creases or decreases) for predominantly male jobs, even if such jobs
were not explicitly targeted for comparable worth wage increases and
were not suppo:;ed to "pay for (or "share in") such wage increases.

Of course. a potential for biased estimates of comparable worth wage
effects arises under this second definition, largely because of time-series
(as opposed cross-sectional) reasons. The key problem is to specify
correctly the appropriate "counterfactual," i.e.. to control for changes in
the outcome of interest that would have happened (even) in the absence
of comparable worth. For example, suppose that adoption of compara-
ble worth in a given area coincides, purely by chance, with a major
contraction (or expan..ion) of the surrounding economy, decreases (or
increases) in the general wage level, etc. Then unless the X appropri-
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ately reflect these changes in the economic environment. as defined
in the second sense, will be negatively (or positively) correlated with e,
and the comparable worth effect, k. will be downward- (or upward-)
biased. Hence, the empirical hurdles here resemble those confronting
researchers studying the employment effects of minimum wage in-
creases or the wage effects of affirmative action. For example. since
employment gnws over time along with (and despite?) increases in the
minimum wage, simple before-and-after comparisons may yield the
erroneous conclusion that increases in the minimum "caused" increases
in employment.3°

For this reason, the control variables X used in estimation of (3.7)
include measures not only of characteristics of the unit of analysis as of
the relevant date (e.g., years of state government employment, in the
Minnesota analyses of individual workers) but also of the general
economic environment prevailing as of that date. Specifically, the "en-
vironmental variables- consist of measures of prices. private-sector
employment and private-sector average earnings as of the same date
and time trend terms, thereby abstracting from fluctuations in general
economic conditions and secular trends.

A final and more subtle set of issues concerns the technique to be used
to estimate (3.7). The data are longitudinal, so that each of the N units of
observation ( jobs or individuals) appears in the analysis a total of T
times. In principle, pooled OLS regression can yield consistent esti-
mates of all of the parameters of the model. lb the extent that the error
term ei, tends to be the same for a given individual unit (person or job)
over time, however, the properties of simple pooled OLS estimators will
suffer. Rather than rely on pooled OLS, 1 therefore use fixed-effects
estimation. This is equivalent to specifying the error term as consist-
ing of an individual- (person- or job-) specific time-invariant component
e, and a purely random component vi, that varies both across individuals
and over time, i.e..

(3.8)

Fixed-effects egression is equivalent to OLS regression on all NT
observations using (3.7) with a dummy variable added for each cross-
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section unit i: that is. by (3.7)-(3.8). the t in (3.8) is equivalent to the
coefficient ci on the dummy variable Di in

W bX + k C +./D + (3.9)

where 1) is a vector of dummy variables, with the ith equalling unity if
the observation refers to the ith job (or individual) and zero otherwise,
and f is the vector of coefficients on the D. The coefficient f,. on the
dummy variable D, for observation (person or job) i is that observation's
"fixed effect." Since time-invariant factors for a given observation are
collinear with the dummy variable for that observation (and since their
combined effect on the dependent variable plus that of any time-
invariant unobserved variables is captured by fi). all time-invariant
regressors in X are dropped from the fixed-effects regression itself; only
time-varying regressors remain.

The problem of bias may be less severe in fixed-effects regression
than in pooled OLS regression: bias induced by correlation between the
error term e,1 and observables Xi, that is caused by fixed effects ei has, of
course. been removed because the ei itself has effectively been removed.
In particular. some of chapter 5's analyses of San Jose's experience with
comparable worth use data on jobs to estimate (3.7) by fixed effects
using the first (targeted job) definition of the comparable worth indicaior
C. To the extent that jobs are targeted for comparable worth wage
increases because they are "chronically underpaid," it seems reasonable
to treat the fixed etiect e1 in (3.8) as a determinant of "being targeted."
Then, although fixed-effects estimation, i.e., estimating (3.9), does not
avoid the conceptual issues raised by use of the first definition of it

may at least avoid the bias that wolf(' arise if (3.7) were estimated by
Of S.

Wages and employment

The second step in the analyses performed here is to estimate the
relation between wages and employment using a regression model of the
form

1 0 0
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log Nir=17Xi,+ g log W fu,r (3.10)

in which the unit of analysis (1) is the job; Nis employment. Xis a set of
control variables, W is a measure of the wage rate in the job, and u
denotes unobservables. As in the wage analyses, the data used here are
longitudinal, referring to each of J jobs observed at each of 7- dates.

This is. of course, a rudimentary labor demand function. As an
example of the kind of underlying process that generates such a func-
tion, consider a two-level CES-style cost function in which sets of
different jobs make up composites or groups. g:

YIA W ) 1 (3.11)

where C---cost, Y=output, 13`,= wage rate paid for job i, t subscripts
denote time, and s, v, the r(g) and the et, are parameters. Then, by
Shepharn Lemma, a cost-minimizing employer's employment N, of
workers in a job i that belongs to a group/ is given by

log N =log fr(j)-- 11 log W,,. iej (3.12)

where Z in (3.12) is given by

zip c;1- i Ivo icj. (3.13)

On the (somewhat heroic) assumption that log Z in (3.12), as defined in
(3.13). can be approximated by a smooth function of time and ex-
ogenous variables. (3.10) is equivalent to (3.12).

Several comments about estimation and interpretation of (3.10),
particularly in light of (3.12), are appropriate at this point. First, since
the right hand side of (3.10) does not include an explicit meas.ire of
output or total cost. it might appear that the coefficient on W is an
ordinary wagf...-elasticity, incorporating both the substitution and output
(or "scale") effect of wage changes. As (3.12)-(3.13) indicate, however,
the X vector in (3.10) may be regarded as a proxy for output Y (and the
other factors included within Z, e.g., costs C). Hence the coefficient on
the wage variable in (3.10) should be interpreted as an output-constant
wage elasticity that doe.. not incorporate output (or "scale") effects.
Second, note that the coefficient on log W, in (3.12), r(j).-- 1, is the same

1 0 i
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for all jobs i belonging to the same group j. In the analyses of chapters 4
and 5. I have put jobs into three groups. according to the sex composi-
tion of their employment: predominantly female jobs arc in one group,
predominantly male jobs are in a second group, and all other jobs are in
the third group. Finally, in keeping with the interpretation of (3.10) as a
labor demand function, the samples used to estimate (3.10) are limited
to jobs with positive employment (N) over the entire period of analysis:
jobs with zero employment at some date are inframarginal (at least at

that date) and so observations for that date are not on the relevant
demand function.

There are two obvious potential bias problems connected with estima-
tion of (3.10). The first is that, in a hierarchical organization, high-paid
jobs (e.g.. senior clerk, police chief) usually have relatively few incum-
bents at any given date. whereas low-paid jobs (e.g., file clerk, police
officer) usually have relatively many. Thus a negative coefficient on W in
(3.10) may indicate only that employment is indeed hierarchical, rather
than that wage increases reduce employment in a given job. I address
this problem by estimating (3.10) using fixed-effects regression; to the
extent that a job's position in the employment hierarchy is fixed. this
provides a means of abstracting from the hieratihy-induced negative
relation as of any given date between jobs' pay rates and their employ-
ment levels."

The second problem is that, as noted above. I exclude jobs with zero
employment at any point during the period of analysis. It is possible that
this generates a tbrin of selection bias. To the extent that a job's having
zero employment at some point is a consequence of attributes that are
essentially fixed, however, fixed-effects regression provides a means of
obtaining consistent estimates of the parameters of (3.10). The alter-
native, including jobs even when they are not on the demand curve,
seems much less appealing.

Employment effects

The final step in the analysis is to use estimates of the comparable
worth effect on wages. derived from (3.7). and of the relation between

I. 0.7
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wages and employment, derived from (3.10). to work out the effect of
comparable worth on employment. Since the analyses use log-log
specifications, the wage effect in (3.7) is expressed as a percentage and
the effect of wages on employment in (3. 10) is expressed as an elasticity.
Thus, the effect of the comparable worth wage adjustments may he
derived by multiplying the wage effect times the employment elasticity.

As indicated in subsequent chapters. these employment effects are
usually negative. It should therefore be emphasized at the outset that
these are ceteris paribus effects that abstract from the effects of other
factors. That is, to say that the employment effect of comparable worth
was negative is not to say that adoption of comparable worth actually
reduced employment relative to the level that prevailed prior to adop-
tion. Rather. it means that. in the absence of comparable worth, employ-
ment would have been higher than it actually was or, more or less
equivalently, that adoption of comparable worth reduced growth in
employment. Indeed, as documented in the following chapters. adop-
tion of comparable worth in the "test sites- considered here did not cause
anyone to lose his or her job." Rather, the employment effects were
more subtle: the wage increases resulting from adoption were large
enough to reduce employment growth, but were not so large as to cause
complete stagnation of employment, much less actual declines. Thus.
the evidence in the following chapters suggests that. in general. the real
losers from the comparable worth wage adjustments were persons who
were seeking jobs but were unable to get them (rather than people who
already had jobs but lost them) because of adoption of comparable
worth.

Appendix to Chapter 3:

Selection Bias Induced by Use of Grouped-Data Regression

To see the potential selection bias problem that may he induced by use
of grouped-data regression methods, consider the t011owing simple
example ofa sex-neutral eompany employing workers in only t svo jobs,
A and B. Pay of individual i depends on his or her observed charac-
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teristics, X, and on unobserved characteristics, e. but does not depend
on sex, Al. Thus, in terms of (3.1), d= 0: equivalently, pay is now given
by

Y, bX, + e,. (A3.1)

Next, suppose the job actually held by i depends on the index function

h.X, + u, (A3.2)

where u, denotes unobserved characteristics of/ that affect whether he or
she is in job A or B, and where individuals for whom I is positive
(nonpositive) are selected to hold job A (B).34 Thus, by (A3.2),

> " individual i is in job A (A3.3.1)

(hX,) individual i is in job B (A3.3.2)

By (A3. I )-( A3.2). the mean of Y given I is

Yif),,b.1/7X+elhA. u)=E(wIr) (A3.4)

where bX+e and 1-=11X--f.u. To simplify, suppose that the X of
(A3.1)--(A3.2) is a single variable, normally distributed, with meaniex
and variance ox', and independent of both e and u: and that e and u are
jointly normally distributed mean-zero random variables with finite
variances a,2 and a . respectively, and covariance ac.. Then w and r are
also jointly normally distributed random variables with finite variances
a 2 and a,.2, respectively, and covariance

Now consider estimating (A3.1) by 01,S using data aggregated by
job, as in comparable worth analyses (instead of data for individual
workers, as in conventional economic analyses), while fallowing con-
ventional economic methodology in all other respects. (Thus, as in the
previous two cases, nix aspect of comparable worth analyses is consid-
ered in isolation from the others: see note 10 in the text.) Equations
(A3.1)-(A3.4) and familiar results on selection bias (e.g., Heckman
1979) yield the following expressions for rage pay, skill level, etc.,
within the high-paid job A:

.+[(7 / (A3.5.1)
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Etell >0) =-1

X4= Fall >0)= Ax+lo o

Y4 bX, e

(A3.5.2)

(A3.5.3)

(A3.5.4)

where 1,,,,---f(htevIcr,.)1[1 f is the standard normal
probability density function and F is the standard normal cumulative
density function. Note that LA is positive-valued and monotonically
increasing in its argument (Heckman 1979). Similarly, equations (A3.1)
-(A3.4) and conventional selection bias analysis yield the following
expressions for average pay, skill level. etc., within the low-paid job B:

Yu=1:(111.!5.0)=1,tix How,. ,11.,9 (A3.6.1)

E(e11.0)=/a,.,10,11.0 (A3.6.2)

XR=E(XllS0)=:' +[(3 x,.la jL8 (A3.6.3)

/An (A3.6.4)

where f(hANIo,.)1F(h Nlat.): note that Lu is negative-valued
and decreasing in its argument.

If e and u are uncorrelated, then a 0 and the error term A or
b, ha.. zero expectation. In this case, regression of Y, on X, where both
variables are job averages, as in a comparable worth regression. should
yield (I) an unbiased estimate of b and (2) a zero (in statistical terms)
coefficient for M,, the proportion male in job/. unless men are in fact
paid mor: than women with the same X. Here, that is, aggregating over
jobs does not induce a selection bias in estimates of the male salary
advantage.

On the other hand. if u and e are positively correlated if unobserved
factors (e.g.. "motivation") that enhance one's chances of getting a high-
paid job, u, are positively correlated with unobserved factors that raise
pay. c then aggregating over jobs induces a selection bias that creates
the appearance of a male salary advantage even if none exists,

"Iii `4Cre this, consider equations (A3.5)-(A3.6). In the "true" salary
relation. (A3.1). pay Y depends (only) on skill X and unobserved
characteristics e, where average e is assumed to be zero at all levels of
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skill, In the high-paid job A. the average skill level is X.4 . However, by
(A3.5.2) and (A3.5.4), average pay of persons in A. IA. exceeds the
average pay of persons with skill level X, by an amount eA--17.:(ell>0)
,...10,,,./(7,.1LA >0. That is because selection into A depends not only on
measured skill X but also on unmeasured attributes, u, that are (by
assumption) positively correlated with unmeasured factors that affect
pay, e: thus, persons in A enjoy high pay, on average, not only because
they have high X but also because they have high e. Similarly, in the low-
paid job B. the average skill level is Xfi but. by (A3.6.2) and (A3,6.4),
average pay of persons in B, YR, is less than the averag .! pay of persons
with skill level XB by an amount e8=---E(elf 0) < 0. Selec-
tion into B also depends on both measured skill X and unmeasured
attributes. u, that are :by assumption) positively correlated with un-
measured factors that affect e; thus, persons in B receive low pay
because they not only have low X but also, on average. have low e.

What does this imply about regression using within-job means, as in a
comparable worth analysis'? By (A3.5.4) and (A3.6.4). the relation
between pay and skill across jobs is ;en by

--A. B. (A3.I')

By (A3.5.2)- (A3,5.4) and (A3,6.2)-( A3.6.4). e, is positively corre-
lated with X,: on average, jobs that "score high" (or low) in terms of X
also so in terms of e. In effect. (A3T) sutlers from an omitted
variables problem: the nature of the job selection process induces a

positive correlation between average within-job measured skill X, and
the within-job error term e,. Note also that if, for any reason (e.g..
supply factors). men have more measured skill X than women. on
average, then e, in (A3, l`) will also be positively correlated with M,. the
"maleness- of jobs.

The consequences for comparable worth pay analyses are now appar-
ent. Consider the prototype comparable worth regression equation:

Y, = qi. j=,A B. (A3.7)

If men have a higher average skill level (p,v) than women. then. for
entirely nondiscriminatory reasons. ( I) men will be overrepresented in
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the high-X job and underrepresented in the low-X job: (2) the e, of
(A3. I') will he positively correlated with the "maleness" of jobs: and (3)
the expression dA1,+q, in (A3:7) is therefore essentially the equivalfmt
of the e /of (A3 .I' f; and so (4., the Lstimate oft/. the coefficient on in

( \3.7). will be positive.

NOTES

Niqk die X liras include a vector ot ones. I e.. an intercept Fxamples of variable.
typically included a111011 X are total wars of work experience. tenure (years of service with
current employer. age. Int:animal attarnnient, field of educational attainment. and the like.
proponent and critics of die conventional el'Ononuc approach snnetimes ! pose!) refer to such
;if lahleS as -human lables ants or to equations like t 3 11 as a "Inmn capital earnings

function" lfor exam-ler sec Smith 1977. pp 3S .4(1, and Treiman and Hartmann. its 1981, pp.
17-24). Such reterences 'a human capital may stmplv he intended to i ate that expressions li
13.11 may have been inspired in par t the seminal work of Fi.cker 11963, and Mincer (1974) on
human capital models of earnings. It should he noted. however. that !realities. of their original
inspiration. 13.11 and similar expressions well be entirely consistent w ith other moylels of
earnings, even ones v. hose underlying assumptions differ radically horn those of human capital
[pock's. I-or example. screening nrtndels tit earnings (sur.eyed I.ty Riley 19741 reiect the "human
capital" notion that Out, at ion ancels earnings by alleeting productivity. hill they nevertheless imply
that the "human capital vanahle-of educational attainmri xx ill have a sigr.ilicant independent effect
on earnings. and thus that it belongs rn expressions su.ch as OA 1.

Following Uasaca (1973i, who first isopulanied the approach in cconon»cs. many inycstiga-
fors estimah- sepaiiste equations for men and women rather than a single equation (with sex
indicator !unable if) suet, as 1 i. 11 for both sexes combined. -The single-equation approach
crohodici1 in O. 1 ) in effect aSrtnes that the mal and female pay structures differ by a constant
amount regardless of- other characteristics ache hereas the two-equation approach allows for
the l ssihllity that the fla)Ons to 111d1 dual Lliaracierisno, (the Xi Jitter it} sex: see Cam (19S61 for
tur:nct discussion. However. in Inv ow.. experience. the two approaches have yin) similar
Auantitanve a-The:Mons regarding the overall average .,ex difference in pax :or persons with the
same characteristics (winch rs not surprising. since the single-equation approach pros ides chat
arlIOLMIS to a matrix- xinghted average of the ellecis yielded hs the two-equation approach). As a
practical matter. rho drilercnces hety..een the single- and IN o-eqUalum apprOaelle% are mor n the
nature of Ma, tuning rather than important methodological differences w ith significant implications
flit .."trin;stIng sex diflerences iii pay.

' N.rte that writil um in earnings among me ; and the male tent Ile /Ws- .1:1117 are two rot
different things: the former refers to iNerratto about the rtrean among men. whereas (Inc lane) refers
to a different e err mean.% beitseen men and women Coinparmg the tvvo Ini1l1 Ilk 10 comparingring apples
and ohmges. It is ,:eretot inappropriate to refer, as RObaCk appateltill tines. that hreatise the
traction of earnmcst varant. urn among men that is -unexplained." NI percent. is larger than the
fraction of the par ,itup hvtiscn men and YY omen that is -unexplained." 13 to 34 percent tatxortling
to Rob:k1). inclusion of unlit:..' s,nahies might explain all at the latter. As a simple example, due
to Fisher r I'152). imagine a company in which all employees are identical and at V.
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salaries are R) times the figure dieted by spinning a roulette wheel phis either S(r0) lin the ease ot
women) or S1 00 tai the case of inern. Among both men and yx omen, much of the yartation in
carting. \\Jails! be "unexplained" t that is. R: for an earnings regression wooed he re lati tiny lot% I. but
the pay gap of $500 would cleat l he discriminatory. and xyoufd persist es en eta yariable measuring

each emploce's roulette Yi heel number wire added to the analysis. thetchy making It plissible 1,1
explain tlertectly all in the variation in pay.

The last sentence in discussion, quoted above, suggests that -intangthle qualities-
omitted variables mat x ell Iv correlated NA tth s arlahlcs that are It plcally included in anal% se. in
the pas gap g.. years of %York experience, years out of the Yorktorce .11i the extent

that this is so, omission of Yariables denoting the intangibl, qualities O'Neill mentions ss It not bias
the estimated pay gap at all. For further discussion of the omitted s:irlahles wait', see Bloom and

I9821.

1-or example, Nee and AMVIalS t M4(1). li,ung in.i , isr Part IV. and 19841:
Stackhous: 198t11. Counctl on the Feonoinie Status of Women. State of Minnesota t 19821:
('onimission on the Status of Women, State it Illinois (i L)83): and 1.1vban Research ('inter t 19871_
Sever al of these studies ha% e not ravolved the use in formal statistical analysis: for example. Remick
r I p rites that the original 1, tills studs for Washington State 1 19741 Yas based ait on
regression but rather on "echalling- the illation between pax and esaluation points,

Instead of Miming a 'single regression is ith a sit composition variable, some analysts g

Sorensen 198(0 lit mo regre.ssiin s. for predominantly llatale and predominantly male ,robs
considered separately. The pay difterenee disfavoring the -teinale- robs is then calculated its the
difference NetYkeen actual mean pay in those lobs and -predicted- pas. calculated using the mean

level of job evaluation points among the female 'ob. and the regression coefficients derived for the
-male- robs. IThe pay ditletence /ult rim predominantly mile pills can he derl\ IT1 .I ,1mjlar
mariner I This procedure is analogous to the ty+o-equation approach adopted in mans conYentIOnal

1.:'Orti11111$: atiatWs nit pal (recall note 2). hr general. 1\w-equation comparable worth analy sc., like

their counterparts in conientional economic analyses. }veld implications regarding overall sex
ditlerences in pat that are quantum i very similar to those y tided ht the SInFle'eqttatlIM
approach.

' Since Pierslm, No/Lira and Johannesson 14841 Old not haw job OalUalion point se sires. they
took this approac h in their stud Oct a single pro,ate, sector employer. Lacking -tormal rating. in lob
yy Mil on and Nest Mail 1 I 9S9 p analyiedlobs in the ('alitor nia civil service timt4!
outlive (1) %eclors L1(11111111 %al-I:1111es denoting detailed state cis 11 sirs ice job families or (2,
:triable. denoting minimum requirements (education, stork esper tenet'. etc.' established lot !ohs.

s For example. see NeVi mean 1197N and Ness man and Vonhot t 1981 i Ness mail stns counsel to
the plaintills in ,11S( t/rE v Stale 01 hins:torr, . discussed in chapter i. and has been a leading
advchsate f' the concept of comparahte iiorth. Indeed. Bergmann i988. p I ((n) calls Nei, man one
of the originators 01 comparable worth, New Man and VOnhOt (1981. p 322.) content! that "pay
equity, the so tailed els it rights issue it the Ws,' is nothing more than a simple garden sartett %%age

rate inequity 1st( J %% Inch the industrial relations world has historically .; rest led is'Ith and resolied
Newman(1 970, p. 205i argues that e.u.qiiiv laNk.s are adequate to address this problem, and presents

data kg an industrial plant showing unequal rates of pas tor vbs w rth similar evaluation point
scores to support his contention that. at the plant in t {uestittri, vi,(1111CI1VCre:Itk %ett treated rela1rse
in men in terms ot unequal access to better paid \York as Weil as 1mcqual pay lor identical work.

This appeals to he the case in all of the comparable worth all;11) se% prepared tor aiiiimirs
tratIve hodies or legal proceedings. e.g the Willis (1974, I9761 %futile. .r sidiplifs. the
discussion here assumes that the iliac !Line anges- it e the dollar dinerenie

G b'
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between the maximum and minimum tor different joh classifications clues not vary systematically
with salary ietv/v te.g,. the midpoint of the salary range or the -verage actual salary). The
argument. however. can readily he adapted to an alternative case in which the pr,Ipartionate
magnitude of salary ranges does not vary r Mt salary levels ,:n which case the absolute magnitude
of salary ranges will he wider at higher salary levels). The former approach amounts to an
assumption that the appropriate dependent variable (1) is the dollar amount of salary ; the kilter, to
an assumption that the appropriate dependent variable is the logarithm of salary.

consequences of other dillerenees between the conventional economic analysis and
comparable worth analysis of }ray use of joh rather than individual characteristics. use of jobs
rather than individuals as the unit of analysis- are temporarily igrired: the discussion here refers
only to the effect of using an adminis!rative pay construct instead of actual pay.

'l For example. suppose a firm has two jobs. rr h xs nth minimum salary rates If men enjoy
favored treatment in hiring and, (1,1- ;M.01110111)11 into the better-paid Joh. then. tin average and other

things ( job preferences and quaidieations..V) being equal. women will typically he in the tosser
paid joll and will have been there for a long time, w !ideas men yx ill typically be in the higher-paid
joh and will have been there for less time Thus. pat ncularly w hen pay in excess of the lin nimum 1.1 r
one's joh depends on lime inroh- g.. lime in rank or time in grade). the amount of pa: receivAl
in excess of the minimum for one's job. i. yy III be greater among women than among men. (Of
course, this does not mean that the firm t:o.iirs 5511men: since women are denied equal access to the
better-paying joh. they w ill he concentrated in the joh with the tower minimum salary and w ill he
earning a lower -total- salary. A + ee. relanYe to otherwise similar men, )

The same arguments apply w hen A is the salary midpoint for employees jobs (so that a can be
either positive. i.e.. pay in excess of the midpoint. or negative. i.e.. pay below the midpoint).
Unequal pay for equal work would mean that. at given X. women's 0 55ill tend to he n4ative and
merA a will tend to he positive, thus. a, given A. unequal pay for equal work entails a positive
correlation between Aland a. and a negative correlation between Ai and both -a and r', resulting in
a downward bias in the estimate of J. i.e.. to understatement of the male salary advantage and
female salary. disadvantage On the other hand. to the extent that there is uneyrial access to better
work via differential promotion rates, so that 1% (1111Cfl "111A Ole at liWer paid jobs more often than

do men with the same X. women's (men's) 0 will tend to he positive megatiYei This induces an
upward bias in the %innate of 1.

" Because the company' is assumed to he sex-blind, the .unit- dividing line. , separates
persons working In Joh!. A and B regardless of sex. For either sex. as erage skill within Joh R 1.4) rs
simply the mean of the skill distribution to the right deft) of Xi*. The mean skill levels within johi
( -4 or HI for sex y f = m or f). X. are shown in figure 3.1. For each joh j. X X. reflecting the
assumption that the skill distribution of men has a higher mean than that of women,

" To distinguish between the two concepts. imagine a company with 1,1)1)1) employees die ided
into 100 jobs tyy ith employ ment in sonic jobs greater, and in others loss. than the overall average of
10 employees per jot)). A conventional economic analysis would run a re,tression for indiy idual
workers, and would thus have a sample site of 1.000 A grouped-data equiyalent would he to
compute the mean, urchin each uJ the /OH jiii%, of each of the yaruibles considered in the
conventional approach and to run a regression using the w thin -lob mean values lit all variables.
This grouped-data regression would have a sample sife lit 100_ The johs in such as regression can he
weighed according to employment in each ioh: this ensures that ohs yy oh man\ employees rcerYe
a greater statistical weight in the calculations than der ohs with only a toy employees. Most
comparahle worth analyses. how evei. have used unweighted rather than weighted data.

See the appendix to this chapter for a formai dmonstr in In the context in a simple model uir

a firm with two johs,

10a
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A simple evample may be helpful here. Several yeais as direetor of the Rutgers graduate
program in economic's.] advocated a suahle raise for the graduate program's secretary. Rutgers has
a highly hureaucrawed rn 11 Set-OCT-NI), le jtql ArtICRIIC. kk uh Oh descriptions. salary
ranges. etc.. so, to support the raise. it vsas necessary to argue that the secretary's job should he
reekisiljekl. \:IN. and ,he raise dulv took effect. Why did she rceeise the rais! The institutionalist
answer might he, because hci position in the Job structure changed. From a conventional economic
perspective, however. that does nut answer the question. but merely reforniulates it ss hy did her
position in the loh structure change..' The conventional economic answer to this fundamental
question seems natural. because of het productis it which is a function of both "measured'
characteristics X e.g.. education. pi for service) and -unmeasused- characteristics e ic.g.. moti-
vation. intelligence).

'' Presumably. working conditions 'arc essential!) the sank In all departments. as are responsi-
hilt!) and effort. Depending on what enters into the evaluation. "skill- might gars from uric
department to another. although it ssould Scent like') that individual., at the same academic rank
(full professor. associate protesstir, etc. i sssiuld he assessed as having the .attic -skill- even it niey
are in different department,. Note the similarity lmsseen this hs pathetical situation and the
translators LA:imply discussed in chapter 2.

ik if`luti weir defined as a department rank cointunatiiin. it would. hos; ever. be necessary to
include a variable measuring the difference in assessed %1/411i th of the different academic ranks.
Afternatnefy, one could simply include a set of indicator variables that denoted each lob's academic
rank, The farmer approach is :h.' equivinent cif a bias -tree oh es aluation, sierras the latter is
equivalent to a policy capturing. approach to pit, evaluation Isee chapter 21

1" Oho ern ilnaginc e'panding the regression to include measures of the average char:me:Nies
possessed 1)) the individuals in each lob each department or each department-rank comhina.
non:. For ovample, if one were detining -Joh.- to he department rank combinations. one might add

ariables measuring the proportion of persons in each 1oh \chi> have a Ph.D.. the average sears
hers ice of ixrsons in each lob. etc. Again. hkissever, one would not include art indicator for the field
of each lab 'e.g., social ssiqk ur SiallstjeO because the lobs swept al read) base heen determined to
he comparable.

:" Discrimination h) the 0111%erNII apinst women engineers in /:(fuse' ssould cet tam!) contrib-
ute to a !legal Ve relation N.ilkkeen "fLinlakineNN- discipli:ic and pa) :Inning faculty (milli ?led hy the
unisersitv . hut neither conventional economic nor comparable \korai anal) si, of p i is concerned
with discrimination In hiring.

Note that se \ discrimination by ducational institutions in pros iding scholarship, and
research grants. evaluating student,. making admissions decision,. etc . contribute to over
representation of ss onion in loss pa) 'Pr held,. Thus, the discussion in the tent shoutd not he taken to
mean that "choice- of academic discipline is ernirelv soluntar), or that discriminator) behavior oil
the part of urns ersities is in no was responsible tor rrnderrepresentatiin of women in high paying
tie Mik'h engineering. Hos\ es er. v-,..n it come, to empio:. mew e..;211 a sex blind
universit), must take the sc. CI)111pLINMOR at Intil% Idnals qualified for each discipline as a given.

'1 he nursine lahot Mai KO is literally a lesthook evample 01 a monopsomied labor market
(Ehrenberg and Smith 1952. pp (15 (16i. Des me i 19(19. p 542t and ss anes .cs at congressional
hearings it' ti Coupes,. House I p. 7() bane described collusive wage hying agreement,
adopted h'. hospital :idinimstrators (then ss ;messy, hale deserihed similar arrangements adopted
bv employer, at clerical stir kers in Sari Francisco and Boston Congress, House 19K pp
tit1 961.

,rket and Bresnahan t I9S5t, hose toi anal) ling %%nther k.ollusio
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firms affects Product prices is clearly Vp:1,:killit! to questions about whether employvrs' collusion
affects wage rates. Note that it may he particularly difficult to analyze systematic underpayment of
pr..-Jorninantly female (relative to predominantly male) jobs based on shortages and surpluses w hen

the employer e.g.. a state government pays ahose-market rates t r essentially all johs. albeit to a

greater extent li'r mostly male than mostly female jobs. In that case. there will be excess at plicants
for essentially all jobs. albeit to a greater extent for mostly male than mostly female jobs.

" For example. see Treiman and liartmann. eds. t 1981, esp. chapter 4) and Sorensen I 1986).
Ehrenberg. (1989) provides a comprehensive review of such studies.

" A job that is p, percent female is already I -p, percent male. so adding p,ar to its pay is

equivalent to making it for pay purposes. at least!) an all-male joh. Although comparable vrth
need not require n/iving pay of predommantlyferna/e, jcbs an alternative would he to reauct pay in

predominantly male jobs all discussions of comparable worth that 1 have seen ca!) for pay
increases, not pay decreases (recall the discussion in chapter 2).

" For example, suppose that joh A is targeted for a comparable worth wage increase effective
January 1. 1986. and that joh B is not targeted for any such increase. Under the first definition. C.'
would equal zero both for joh B nor persons in rob B) at all dates r and tor: oh A (or persons injoh
at dates prior to 198h. and would equal unity for .joh A (or persons in )oh .4 ) at all dates on or after

198h. Under the second definition. C' would equal /cm for all observations (all individuals or jobs)

before 1986. and world equal unity for all observations on or after 1986.

" Similar remarks apply to a telated definition: defining C as the amount of the comparable
worth wage increase accorded (persons in) the job, and set at /env for ail (persons lobs not

targeted tor such increases.

" The analogy here is to traditional studies of the union -nonunion pay differential. which
estimate the pay erg, NINA cen unionists and nonunionists but do not estimate the or iov.v in pay

for either group relative to w hat would have prevailed in the absence of unionism.

'4 For example. in Minnesota. most of the state's comparable worth wage adjustment. were
targeted to jobs held by employees represented by the American Federation of State, Ci,unty and
Municipal Employees ( AFSCM Er. Evans and Nelson (1989, pp. 9h- 102, note that after these
adjustments, a rival union. the Minnesota Association of Professional Employees t MAPY..). fought
the resulting compression in pay differenhals traditionally enjoyed by its members. If successful.
MAPE's initiative would effectively have meant comparable worth-induced pay adjustments even
for sonic nontargeted )obs. honically. is some of their subsequent discussion. Evans and Nelson
(1989, esp. p. 9i)i treat the states comparable worth pay adjustments as pure add-ons to existing

salary levels. Likewise. Or tern and Mattila (1989. esp. p. 182) analyte the wage effects of
proposed compa.,:,e worth adjustments in Iowa by simply recomputing each employees salary as

if the ad)istments were pure add (ins: salary of any empliivee in it nontargeted job is kept at the same

level. salary employee in a targeted job is increased by the amount specified by the proposed

comparable worth adjustments

linen and Cunningham (19)ton amity /v. the wage effects of Washington State!. 1984

and 198f) comparable worth wage adjustments Iry inn cross section rgresstons tor state employees!
pay in 1980. 198.; and 1987 They find that the sex differential ir pay narrowed during 141{3 -87.
However. they also find that 11 t during 1983- 57 the sex differ-v.1MA in pay but nonstatc '.corkers also
narrowed, and 121 the differential for stale workers narrowed daring 1980 81 as well as 1983 57

Since they do not explienly control for env nor mental variables kind discussed in the text

(indeed, they are precluded from doing so because they hay e only three years it data). toes are

illirif4stk' unable to quantily the wage click is of the comparable worth ;1111 Ulint,111S prr

For e:1111p1C. ni the 01%g: Of NI InneOlif env it I 111111C111411 yarr,rhlcs in hide in addition to
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current and lagged values of the Consumer Price Index) a set of measures of total employment and
average monthly earnings in the private sector ii, both the Minneapolis-St. Paul Metropolitan
Statistical Area and in the stine as a whole. derived from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics*
ES-202 data tile. Thc ES 202 data tile is described in further detail in chapter 4.

'1 Note that fixedeffects estimation can he thought of as roughly equivalent to first-differencing
the data, and thus to analyzing whether changes in wages are associated with chcorges in employ-
ment levels. Although the hierarchical nature of organizations may induce a relation between wage
changes and empl,syment changes that has nothing to do with factor demands, this seems much less

plausible than the notion that hierarchy induces a relation between wage tere/:. and employment

" Strictly speaking. comparable worth did not lead to net job losses. i.e.. net decreases in
employment relative to prior levels. It may have led to sonic gross reductions in employment.
However. long-run trends, cyclical factors. etc., induced enough new accessions to offset any such
gross reductions in employment. On balance. employment was higher after adoption of compara-
He worth than it was before adoption.

" One could think of 7 as a "score" w hose value is affected by observed characteristics of the
individual. X (which in general though not in the case considered here tnight well include sex).
and hi. unobserved characteristics. u. such that a sufficiently high score causes the individual to he
placed in job A. See Bloom and KtIlingsworth 119821101 further discussion.

;
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Comparable Worth in Minnesota State
Government Employment

In this chapter. 1 discuss Minnesota's experience with comparable
worth. A series of studies and reports on the status of women state
government employees ultimately led to a state Pay Equity Act adopted
in 1982.1 Since then, state government employees have received three
sets of comparable worth pay adjustments. Minnesota's Commission on
the Economic Status of Women (1985, p. 1) has said that the state is

in the forefront of pay equity efforts in the nation . the first state]
to implement pay equity legislation for its employees Min-
nesota's experience shows that pay equity can he implemented
smoothly and at a reasonable cast.

How has the state's comparable worth legislation affected the female/
male differential in pay. and employment of women and men, in state
government?

4.1 Background

Minnesota employs over 30,0()0 workers in about 1800 job categories
(-this: es- or "classifications-). About 90 percent arc covered by collec-
tive bargaining agreements and are divided into 16 bargaining units,
more or less according to occupation, represented by 11 unions, the
most important of which is the American Federation of State, County,
and Municipal Employees (AFSCME). (The Minnesota State Univer-

I thank Ronald Ehrenherp.. Cordelia Reimers:Ind part it. pants in scininors ' Bureau ot

ahor Statistics. the t ;rnorsity of Mar) land and Rutgers l'niN ersitt for mane helptul comment% on
previous versions of this chaptei
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sity System is autonomous in pay and other matters, and is not consid-
ered in this chapter.)

The period before adoption of the 1982 comparable worth statute saw
considerable discussion of the status of women in state government
employment.' In 1975. AFSCME and the state agreed to study issues
about pay and promotion discrimination against women. but no funds
were appropriated tbr this purpose. In October 1976. the Twin Cities
branch of the National Organization tor Women published a report on
women's status in state government employment. That same year, the
state legislature established a Council (later renamed the Commission)
on the Economic Status of Women (CESW), consisting of state legisla-
tors and public members. The commission promptly held hearings on
women in state employment, and, in 1977, published a report on the
subject. The next year, the state's Legislative Audit Commission (LAC)
reported on its year-long study of the state personnel commission, which
included analyses of the relative status of female and male state employ-
ees. LACs report documented sizable sex differences in occupational
status and earnings in state government employment, as did a May 1979
report by CESW.

As these studies and discussions took place, the state began a compre-
hensive Public Employment Study (PES). As part of the PES, the state
retained Hay Associates to conduct an evaluation of 762 job classifica-
tions, based mainly on job descriptions (most of the jobs not evaluated
were either managerial or else had fewer than 10 incumbents: see CESW
1982, p. 19). The evaluations were carried out by three separate com-
mittees of state employees, trained by Hay Associates in its factor-point
job evaluation methodology.' Each committee consisted of a Depart-
ment of Personnel Representative and seven state employees from other
departments.4 The committees evaluated the state's jobs using the Hay
system. which considers "know-how." "problem-solving." "accountabil-
ity" and working conditions ( Minnesota Department of Finance 1979a.
p. 18): "market factors" (e.g. , wages paid in the private sector) were not
considered.'

According to Hay Associates. the evaluations showed only a "slight
tendency" for predominantly male occupations to receive higher pay

I 1
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than predominantly female occupations (Minnesota Department of Fi-
nance, 1979a, p. 72). Furthermore, the PES said, predominantly
female office and clerical jobs (in which the great majority of women
were employed) were typically "paid about the same as arc most other
classes [i.e.. jobs] at similar levels of complexity" (Minnesota Depart-
ment of Finance 1979h. p. 1-19).

"Although the contract with Hay Associates was not undertaken for
the purpose of conducting a comparable worth study, or even as a basis
for compensation" (Rothchild 1985. p. 107). and although neither Hay
Associates nor the PES suggested much reason to adjust pay for pre-
dominantly female job classes, in October 1981 the CESW set up a pay
equity task force to analyze pay differences between male and female
jobs. Task force members included state legislators. public members,
union representatives and representatives from the Department of Em-
ployee Relations. The Task Force's report directly contradicted the
relatively benign conclusions of Hay Associates (CESW 1982. p. 21:
emphasis original):

In almost every case, the pay for women's.jobs is lower than the pay
for comparable male jobs. In most cases the pay for women's jobs is
lower than the pay for men's jobs with frwer [job evaluation] points.

Overall, the Task Force found. the gap in pay between predominantly
female and predominantly male jobs was about 20 percent.6 Accord-
ingly, it recommended that "comparable worth, as measured by skill.
effort, responsibility and working conditions, shall he the primary
consideration in establishing salaries for those jobs which are at least 70
percent female." and that there he a "pay equity set-aside to target job
classes which are at least 70 percent female to be brought up to salaries
for other jobs with comparable value" (CESW 1982, p. 25).

The legislature acted quickly in its 1982 session to put the Task Force
recommendations into law. The policy statement for the legislation
(Minnesota Statutes, chapter 43A. 1. subdivision 3) reads:

It is the polic of this state to attempt to establish equitable compen-
sation relatio,ships between female-dominated, male-dominated.

1 -
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and balanced classes of employees in the executive branch. Com-
pensation relationships are equitable within the meaning of this
subdivision when the primary consideration in negotiating. estab-
lishing. recommending, and approving total compensation is com-
parability of the value of the work in relationship to other positions
in the executive branch.

The law requires the Commissioner of Employee Relations to list, by
January 1 of odd numbered years, predominantly female classes that are
paid less than other classes with the same number of Hay points, and to
estimate the cost of equalizing pay for classes with the same Hay
points.' The Legislative Commission on Employee Lciations must then
recommend an amount to be appropriated for special pay comparability
adjustments. Funds for such adjustments, appropriated through the
usual legislative process, are earmarked for "salary equalization" for the
job classes on the Commissioner's list. These funds are allocated to
different bargaining units according to their share of the total estimated
cost of pay equalization: actual distribution of salary adjustments is
determined by collective bargaining (CESW 1985. p. 14).

The first two sets of comparable worth pay adjustments. adopted in
1983, were imolemented in July 1983 and July 1984 at a total cost
(including fringes and other nonwage items) of S21.7 million. About
8225 employees in 151 job classes received pay adjustments of about
51,600 over the two-year period. A third set of adjustments. costing a
total of $1 1.7 million, was adopted by the 1985 legislature and imple-
mented in July 1985. The cost of the three acki:stments represented
about 2.4 pcxent t 1983-4) and 1.3 percent (1985) of the state's payroll.
By the end of the adjustments, individual annual -pay equity" salary
increase; averaged about $2.200; all clerical workers and about half of
the states health care workers received some increases: about ten per-
cent of the beneficiaries were men. (See CESW 1985, pp. 14-15:
Rothchild n.d., p. 4; and Rothchild 1984. pp. 124-125.)

According to CESW (1985. p. 15). the two waves of salary adjust-
ments enacted under the state's comparable worth law "will allow fin- full
implementation of pay equity for Minnesota state employees by . . June
30. 1987." Specifically, according to a Commission newsletter ( 1986, p.

111;
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2), effeclive June 30, 1987. the average maximum monthly salary for
female jobs xas to be the same as the average maximum monthly salary
for male jobs with similar Hay job evaluation point values.

Adoption and implementation of the comparable worth pay aUjast-
ments for state employees proceeded quite smoothly (although in 1985
police and firefighter unions in St. Paul broke with other unions and
opposed that city's job evaluation, conducted as part of the extension of
comparable worth to local government). Private-sector employer
groups were largely quiescent, although some expressed tears which,
thus far, have not materialized that -the next step is the private sector"
(Wall Street Journal 1985b).

4.2 Data

The data used in this chapter's analyses of pay and employment in
Minnesota state government both before and after the comparable worth
pay adjustments described above are contained in a set of computerized
quarterly "slice files." Each of these files has information on each state
employee present and active during the relevant quarter from October
1981 to April 1986 inclusive:8 the employee's sex, ethnicity. birth date.
date of entry into state employment, job classification, date of entry into
current job classification, handicap status, veteran status and other
characteristics. Since each employee has a unique identifying number,
the files can be linked over time to form a longitudinal database.9 A
companion "class file." providing thc title (e.g., 'Engineering Aide")
and Haypoint score (e.g., 178) tbr job classifications, can be merged
with the slice files for analyses of relationships among pay. Haypoints
and other factors for individual state employees. An obvious advantage
of the slice files (especially once they have been merged with the class
file) is that they permit analysis at both the level of the job (Le.. class). as
in comparable worth studies, and at the level of individuals. as in
conventional economic studies of pay.

Table 4.1 lists the variables used in the first set of analyses, of pay.
reported below and also provides descriptive statistics for individual
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employees. This indicates that as of October 1981 the state's worktOrce
was about 44 percent female, was almost entirely white, had an average
age of about 40 years, and had been it state employment for an average
of almost nine years.'" No Haypoint rating ( job evaluation score) is
available for about 15 percent of the individuals: for the most part, rates
of pay for the jobs these individuals held were well above average.
Overall (including both Hay-rated and unrated jobs), the average hourly
rate of pay (as of October 1981) is about $8,23 (or about $17,122 for a
2,080-hour year), although hourly rates vary from the minimum wage,
$3.35, to a maximum of over $26. In the following analyses, pay and
some other variables mentioned later are measured in units of natural
logarithms (I use in," the customary abbreviation, to refer to natural
logarithms), so that coefficients on variables measured this way may be
interpreted as percentage effects.

As noted in section 3.4, analyses of wage and employment changes
over time in the presence of comparable worth may depend critically on
one's ability to control for the counterfactual, i.e., for changes that
would have occurred (even) in the absence of comparable worth. In the
longitudinal analyses discussed in sections 4.4-5 below, I have therefore
included regressors pertaining to (h) consumer prices and (2) the pri-
vate-sector economy in both the Minneapolis-St. Paul Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA) and in the state of Minnesota as a whole. The
basic data for the private-sector economy are contained in the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics' ES-202 data tile, which is derived from state
employment security agency reports on employment and wage pay-
ments of employers covered by state unemployment insurance pro-
grams (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics n.d. ). These data provide direct
measures of total persons employed for each month and total dollar
earnings per quarter (including payments not subject to unemployment
insurance tax). Quarterly employment is derived by summing monthly
employment figures for the relevant quarter. Monthly wage Oata i.e..
earnings per employed person per month -are derived by dividing total
quarterly earnings by quarterly employment.

1 L)
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Table 4.1 Definitions and Descriptive Statistics
for N'ariables Used in the Pay Analyses

Ihtinition

(1;01.111, sage rate)

Dummies (for sex and ethnicity)
FEMALE._
BLACK
INDIAN__
HISPAN IC
.ASIAN____

indicator:
indicator:
indicator:
indicator:
indicator:

sex is female
race is black
race is American IIhItan
race is fts, .nic
race is Asian

Percent (for sex /ethnic makeup of job class)
PCTFEMAL
PC1'BL AC K

PCTINDIA
PCTHISPA
PCIASIAN

on job class: (..,;, female

own job class: black
own job class: American Indian
own job class: '7 Hispanic
own job class: r.,:; Asian

Ilaypoint Variables
HAY__MISS

HAYPOINT
HAY POI SQ

indicator: Havprn it rating is unkntmn
Haypoint rating 0) it unknown)
HAYPOINT squared x(1.001

Standard Regressors
AGE__

SVC_FRST
SVC__F_SQ
SVC MREC
SVC__M_SQ

AGESVC
AGESVC_NI
HANDICAP
VET_VIET
vERIFHER

age at end )1 quarter
squared x 0.001

service with State trtnn earliest entr date
SVC_ FRST squared x0.001
service with State from most recent entry date
SVC__MREC squared x0.001
AGE * SVC_FRST
AGE_ .* SVC._MREC
indicator: handicapped
indicator: Vietnam-era veteran
indicator: Other elerah

Nlean for
Employees

at 10/81

2.108

0,435
0.014
0.008
0.11()(3

0,005

0.435
0.014
0.005
0.000
0.005

0.149
182.028
52.643

39.739
1.734
8.741
0.139
8,741*
0.139*
0.40'
0.402*
0.054
0.078

It onstf titnull. SVC N11<F(' S1'(' 1- RS1 the firq date u1 OW 1):111Ci hit,h-C1" 195) 1 Ft
IMO I.3,1\011;11)Le \\ 11) 1.1111V1' (1T11\ 11 an 1,',.11\1dual 101 Mid then rvturnvd til
crop ti ment clurnn.: the !wriild ,,nereci h the panel (C Jefoller 11/S1 Apnt Igtiti
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4.3 Cross-Sect; qn Analyses: Sex Differentials in Hourly Pay.
1981 and 1986

I begin by presenting c; oss-section regression analyses of pay using
the October 19C1 and April 1986 slice files. First. I use individuals as
the unit of analysis, as i conventional economic studies of pay; then. I
use classes jobs), as in comparable worth studies of pay. These cross-
section analyses provide nt'ormation on numerous issues discussed in
chapter 3, including the following: 10 what extent do methodological
differences he; :en comparable worth an conventional economic anal-
yses of pay lead to different results regarding the s,A differential in pay?
To what extent did cross-section sex differentials in hourly t les of pay
change during 1981-86. when the state's comparable worth pay adjust-
ments were being implemented?

Individual-level results

Tillie 4 1 summarizes icsults for conventional ordinary least squares
(01,S) cross-section regressions in which the unit W analysis is Inc
individual employee (the full results appear in appendix tables A4.1. for
October 1981. and A4.2. for April 1986). There are four specifications:
"raw differentials,- in which the only regressors are variables denoting
employees' sex and ethnicity: "raw differentials with Haypoints.- in
which the regressors consist of Haypoint variables pertaining to em-
ployee classes (i.e., jobs)" as well as sex and ethnicity variables:
"standard regressors...in which the regressors are measures of employee
characteristics like those conventionally used by economists analyzing
pay differentials e.g., age. years of service and sex/ethnicity: and
"standard regressors with Haypoints.- i.e.. the standard regressors with
Haypoint variables added. Table 4.1 lists all variables by type (e.g..
Haypoint variables).

For each of these four specifications. I use three different versions of
the sex and ethnicity variables: indicators Cdunun:es-): measures of the
proportion female. black, etc.. in employees job classes ("percent"):
and both indicators and proportion variables (-damn' & **), The first

)



Table 4.2 Summar of Indhidual-Level Rt:gressions
(dep. van LOG_HRIN; t 1n parentheses)

Aaw Differentials Raw Diffs. with Ilaypoints

It;

Variable

October 1981:

Dummies Percent Dumm & eic Dummies Percent Duntm & (Yr

FEMALE -0.2867 -0.0151 -0.1493 --0,0152
(92.148) 0.531) (M.347) (4.781)

PCTFEM A. -0.4814 0.4(103 -0.2707 -(1.2555
031 740) (82.759) (88.220) (57.7741

April 1986:

FEMALE__ -0.2158 -0.0136 --( .0(81
((7.797) (3.(151) (33 40()) (4.752)

PCTFEMAL -d.379(") -0.305-9 -0.1217 -0.1081
(93 720) (60.565) (42,468) (26.687)

Variable

Standard

Dummies

Regressors Stand. Regs. with Ilaypoints

Percent Durnr: ..1z Dummies Percent Dumm & c'r

October 1981:

FEMALE. 0 0208 -0.11.35 -0.0192
(74.244) (5.328) (5( 01 7)

PCTFEMAL I) 3932 -(1 3740 0.2260 0.2088
(109.49-4) (73.447) (75.535) (53.408)

Aprn 1986:

1-EMALE -- 0.1636 175 (1.0435 -0.0104
(51.292) (4 )(-)) (22 3101 14.06:1)

PCITEMAL 0,2974 o 2514 0,0511 0 0719
173, ',IS()) (51 419) (30.193) (20.309)

(dunutlies) version is the one typically used by economists. The second
(percent) has been popularized by proponents of comparable worth.
The third version simply combines the first and second. Although the
third ma:: at first seem a rather strange hybrid, the percent variables
used here arc analogous to the "percent organized.' variables sometimes
used in studies of union wage effects. In the present setting, coefficients
on the percent variables derived using the second (percent) approach
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indicate the extent to which pay for individuals in all female jobs differs
from that of individuals in all-male jobs. when the other things in the
analysis (e.g.. Haypoints, age. etc.) arc held constant. '1 Likewise, in
the third (duini & ) version, coefficients on the percent variables
indicate the extent to which, ceteris paribus. pay for individuals of the
.same sett differs depending on whether they are in (virtually) all-male or
(virtually) all-female jobs: whereas coefficients on the dummy variable
for sex indicate how much. ceteris paribus, pay for individuals in classes
with the same sex coripositio differs depending on whether they are
male or female." Accordingl', i refer to the coefficient on the "female
sex- inc;icatol. FEMALE_, as the "sex differ ilia!: and to the coeffi-
cient on the "proportion o the class that is female- variable,
PCTFEMAL, as the "class composition differential

Several patterns are apparent in table 4.2. First, for any given specifi-
cation (e.g.. standard regressors). the sum of the sex and class composi-
tion differentials in the dumm & (.4. version is usually very close to the
class composition differential in the percent version: the dumm & %
version ( which explicitly takes account of the sex of individual employ-
ees) effectively subdivides the class composition effect of the percent
version (which ignores individual' sex) into a class-composition-
constant sex effect and a sex constant class-compositik..-: effect. More or
less equivalently. for any given specification, the dumm & % version
almost exactly partit;ons the sex differential in the dummies version
(which ignores class compositin) into a sex effect and a class composi-
tion effect ( Welch, 1988): interaction between the effects of sex and class
comnr, ition is minimal in these data.

to see this, note that, in the dummies version. a "change in sex"
amounts to a change in both (a) sex per se and (b) the sex composition of
one's job. In the dumm & `;'( version. the overall change in (the In of) pay
associated with changing sex from male to female is therethred In Y= t 7 1.
+.1),:i.(e4FI.-`, I'm). where bE and are the coefficients on
FEMALE_ .._ and PCTFEM AI_ respectively, obtained in the dumm &
`:%; version. and `.'; F., is the mean of PCTFEMAL for sex s (----- men or
women). In October 1981. :.; 2,; FA, equals about 0.7648-M.1816
==0.5832: in April 1986 it equals about 0.759 '-0.2057-0.5531.
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Evaluated at these values for the relevant year. the magnitude old In Yin
the dumm & % version is usually very similar to the magnitude of the
coefficient on FEMALE_ in the corresponding dummies version of the
same specification (e.g.. standard regressors) fix- the same year.14

A second feature of the results is that controlling for Haypoints
reduces both the sex and class composition differentials considerably.
Controlling for the standard regressors also reduces these differentials,
but to a lesser extent." To some degree, then, Haypoints do indeed
serve as an index of employees jobs (i.e., classes), as suggested in
section 3.3.

The most noteworthy aspect of these tables. however, is the consider-
able reduction in both the sex differential and, in particular. the class
composition differential between October 1981 and April 1986. when
the state's comparable worth pay adjustments took place. (In the dumm
& % specification, virtually all of the reduction has been in the class-
composition differential. i.e., in the coefficient on PCTFEMAL rather
than in the coefficient on FEMALE. Since actual implementation of
comparable worth focuses on class-composition differentials rather than
on sex differentials per se. the relative magnitude of the changes in these
two differentials is about what one would expect.) This suggests that
CESW\ enthusiasm for Minnesota\ comparable worth pay adjustments
may not he not misplaced.

Class-level results

As noted in chapter 3 (sec particularly the discussion of the prototype
compara e worth equation (3.6)). comparable worth proponents usu-
ally do not undertake individual-level analyses of the kind summarized
in table 4.2. Rather, comparable worth analyses usually (I) take jobs
(classes) rather than individual employees as the unit of analysis: (2) use
an administrative pay construct (the A of chapter 3), usually either the
maximum or the minimum rate of pay within each job. rather than the
actual rate of pay as the dependent variable: and (3) use class composi-
tion measures and job evaluation scores (e.g.. PCTFEMAL and Hay-
point variables) rather than individual employee characteristics (e.g..

f) ei
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age and years of service) as independent variables. Typically, compara-
ble worth analyses arc not weighted to reflect the numbers of persons in
each job (although some jobs are often simply excluded from the
analyses on the basis of an arbitrary size cutoff. e.g.. having fewer than
10 incumbents). In such analyses, the coefficient on the class composi-
tion variable (e.g., PCTFEMAL) is taken as the sex differential in pay.

Table .1:.3 summarizes class-level analyses of the Minnesota data for
October 1981 and April 1986. For these analyses. the unit of observa-
tion is the class. As the dependent variable. I use, in turn, three different
versions of the administrati,,e pay construct A of comparable worth
analyses: the maximum. mean and minimum of the (In of the) hourly
wage rates within each job c "ss (")max pay." "mean pay" and "min pay."
respectively). All regressors are within-class means: for example,
AGE now denotes the mean age of persons within each class.
(Note that the Haypoint variables- -e.g., number of Hay evaluation
points awarded to a class -depend exclusively on the job and are the
same for all persons in the same class.) Of course. the mean of the
FEMALE_ dummy variable within each class is simply its class
composition i.e., the proportion of workers in the class who are
female (PCTFEMAL)- and similarly for the ethnicity dummies, so
there are no sex or ethnicity dummies as such in these analyses: rather.
the only sex and race variables in the class-level studies are percent
variables (e.g.. PCTFEMAL. the complement of the M or proportion
nude variable in the prototype comparable worth equation (3.6)). The
first two rows of table 4.3 summarize unweighted analyses (the full
results appear in appendix tables A4.3-4): the third and fourth rows of
table 4.3 summarize analyses in which each class is weighted according
to the number t/f persons employed in it (see appendix tables A4.5-6 for
the full results).

First consider the unweighted results. Here, as in table 4.2. the most
noteworthy aspect of the results is the substantial change in the class
composition differential (i.e.. the coefficient on PCTFEMAL. the pro-
portion female in the class) between October 1981 and April 1986. For
the specifications corresponding most closely to the one favored by
comparable worth proponents- raw differentials with Haypoints, with



Table 4.3 Summary of Class-Level Pa) Regressions
(dep. var.= log of class max./mean/min. pay; t in parentheses)
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Raw Differentials Raw Diffs. With Ila points

Variable Max. Pa,, Mean 1'av Min. Pa) Max. P; Mean Pa) Min. Pa,

October 1981 (unweighted):

PCTFEMAL -0,3381 0,3718 0.4(X)2 --0.1765 -0.2028 -0.2218
(16.133) (17.223) (17.299) (10.890) (12,464) (12,754)

April 1986 (unweighled):

PCTFEMAL -0.2328 -0.2618 -0.2918 -0.0589 0.0780 0.0955
(12.258) (13.270) (13.696) (4.332) (5.662) (6_397)

October 1981 (weighted):

PCTFEMAL 0.3732 0.4822 0.4951 -0.1618 -0.2718 0.3135
04.5461 (137.555) (149.957) (47.0587 (95.666) (111.507)

April 1986 (weighted):

PCTFEMAL -0.2803 0.382' 0.4317 0.0193 0.1273 0.2115
(66.054) (98.245) (108.053) (6.5(13) (48_895) (65.181)

Standard Regressors Stand. Rcgs. with }lay points

Variable Max. Pay Mean Pay Min. Pay Max. Pay Mean Pay Min. Pay

October 1981 (unweighted):

PCTFEMAL. ,2673 0.2850 0.3062 0.1648 0.1788 -0.1926
(12.500) (13.215) (13.144) (9,654) (10,675) (10.690'

April 1986 (unweighted):

PCTFEMAL 0.1558 (1.1704 0.1941 -0.0407 0.050`) -0.0664
(8.139) 8.792) 0).234) (2.820) (3.5857 (4,3017

October 1981 (weighted):

PCTFEMAL 0.3003 (1.3646 - 3734 0.1562 -.0.2349 -0,2674
(59.865) (91.359) (93.994) (36.437) (76.060) (80.129)

April 1986 (weighted):

PCTFFMAL -1) 2979 0.3203 - 3829 0.0382 0.1114 0.2112
(51.323) (69.483) (74.966) 115) (35.487) (48.950)
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either maximum or minimum (In of) pay as the dependent variable the
PCTFEMAL coefficient falls in absolute value during this period by
over 10 percentage points in all cases.

Other aspects of the unweighted results in table 4.3 are also of
interest. First, choice of dependent variable can have a considerable
effect on the results. In absolute value, the smallest class composition
differential (PCTFEMAL coefficient) is derived when the dependent
variable is the maximum (In of the) wage rate; using the minimum (In)
wage rate produces a differential that is larger sometimes much
larger in absolute value: using the mean (In) wage produces intermedi-
ate results: The variance of maximum (In) wage rates is smaller than the
variance of mean or minimum (In) wage rates. so sex and class composi-
tion differentials with respect to the former are smaller than they are with
either of the latter two measures of pay (note also that values of R2 in the
regressions for maximum (In) wage rates are larger than they are in the
regressions for the other two measures of pay ). As in the individual-level
analyses shown in table 4.2, controlling for Haypoints in these class-
level analyses reduces the absolute magnitude of the class composition
(PCTFEMAL) coefficient considerably, whereas controlling for the
standard regressors (age. years of service. etc.) does so to a lesser
extent.

As noted in section 3.3. class- level analyses may be viewed as
grouped-data studies of the underlying microdata on individual employ-
ees. in which case in the absence of the microdata themselves -it

would seem natural to use econometric techniques derived for grouped
data. Accordingly, the third and fburth rows of table 4.3 summarize
analyses that are identical to those in the first two rows except in one
respect: unlike those anal VSCS, the ones summarized in the last two rows
are based on regressions in which each class is weighted according to the
number of persons employed in it. The main difference between the first
(unweighted) and second (weighted) sets of results in table 4.3 is that the
class composition (PCTFEMAL) differentials in the latter are generally
higher than those in the former, except when Haypoint variables are
included as regressors and the dependent variable is the maximum (In)
pay rate. (This exception may be related to the fact, noted earlier, that
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the variance of:the maximum (In) pay rate is smaller than the variance of
either the mean or the minimum (In) pay rate.) However, both sets of
results imply a considerable reduction in the differential over time.

Individual-level vs. class-level analyses

In view of the discussion in section 3.3, differences between the class-
and individual-level analyses are of particular inti-re!l. Comparison of
tables 4.2 and 4.3 highlights some of the main differences; I focus on
class-level analyses in which the dependent variable is the mean of the
(In of the) actual pay rates of persons in each job, since these may he
regarded as grouped-data equivalents of the corresponding individual
level analyses.

When the dependent variable is the mean (in of) actual pay, the
coefficients on the class composition variable, PCTFEMAL, in the
weighted class-level analyses (last two rows, table 4.3) are all reasona-
bly close to those obtained for PCTFEMAL in the percent version of the
same specification in the individual-level analyses (table 4.2). For
example, in the standard regressors specification, the coefficient for
PCTFEMAL for 1981 (1986) in the percent individual-level results is
0.3932 ( 0.2974), vs. 0.3646 (-- 0.3263) for the weighted Jesuits.
Second. the PCITEMAI. coefficients in the class-level analyses are
always higher in absolute valuesometimes substantially so, particu-
larly in the weighted resultsthan the coefficients on FEMALE_
obtained in individual-level ana!yses using the dummies version of the
same specification. For example. for the standard regressors specifica-
tion, the individual-level dum.nics version yields a FEMALE__
coefficient for 1981 (1986) of 0.2255 ( 0.1636), vs. a PCTFEMAL
coefficient in the corresponding weighted class-level analysis (with
mean In of pay as the dependent variable) of 0.3646 ( 0.3263).

The second of these two stylized facts is particularly noteworthy.
Class-level analyses (especially weighted ones) like those in table 4.3
are grouped-data equivalents of the dummies version of individual-level
analyses like those in table 4.2. Thus. particularly when classes Lyn
weighted accord;ng to the number of employees in them. coefficients on

t
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the class composition variable PCTFEMAL in class-level analyses
should be interpreted in the same way as are coefficients on the sex
indicator variable FEMALE._ in conventional individual-level analy-
ses that otherwise use the same specification: as measures of the sex
differential in pay. However, as noted in section 3.3, a key assumption
implicit in conventional grouped-data estimation (that the variable de-
termining the grouping is independent of the individual-level error term
for pay) may not hold when individuals are grouped by class (i.e., job).
indeed, tables 4.2-3 indicate that, other things being equal. the
grouped-data regression approach implicit in comparable worth analy-
ses overstates the absolute magnitude of sex differences in pay relative to
what is obtained in a micro-level dummies version of the same specifica-
tion (e.g. standard regressors), even if weighting is not used.

These comparisons highlight the effect of aggregating by class in-
stead of using individuals as the unit of analysis, while keeping the
specification (dependent and independent variables) the same. Although
this is one major difference between comparable worth and conventional
economic analyses of pay, there are two others: comparable worth
analyses also use an administrative pay construct instead of actual salary
as the dependent variable. and use Haypoints or other measures of job
characteristics instead of measures of employee characteristics as inde-
pendent variables. As noted in section 3.3, the net effect of all three
differences in methodology on estimated pay differentials is difficult to
determine a priori. Here, too, the results in tables 4.2-3 are of interest.
They indicate that using all three main components of the comparable
worth approach (raw differentials with Haypoints, applied to class-level
data) yields pay gap estimates that are. lower, in absolute value, than
those derived using the kind of conventional economic analysis (stan-
dard regressors with dummies, applied to individual-level data) that can
be performed with the relatively limited set of variables (e.g.. age and
years- of service) available in these data. For example, for 1981, the
conventional estimate is 0.2255 (standard regressors with dummies,
table 4.2), vs. comparable worth estimates (raw differentials with Hay-
points using max pay, table 4.3) of 0.1765 ( unweighted ) and 0.1618
(weighted). For 1986, the estimates are 0.1636 (table 4.2) vs.
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0.0589 (table 4.3, unweighted) and 0.0193 (table 4.3, weighted).
respectively.

These patterns are even clearer when one compares individual-level
conventional economic analyses with class-level analyses that mimic
almost exactly the procedures used by comparable worth proponents,
including Minnesota's CESW. of this kind are summarized in
table 4.4. The conventional economic analyses are reproduced from
table 4.2: these use data on individual employees, actual (In of) pay as
the dependent variable and the standard regressors (including dummies,
i.e., sex and race indicators) as independent variables. In contrast, the
comparable worth :analyses summarized in table 4,4 adopt the CESW's
conventions (see, e.g.. CESW )82, p. 28: 1985, pp. I. 15: 1986, p. 2):
they use class-level data without weighting according to class size (i.e.,
number of employees in each class): the dependent variable is the
maximum (In of) pay within each class: and there arc only two indepen-
dent variables: HAYPOINT and PCTFEMAL. (See appendix table
A4.7 for the full results. ) In all cases, the class-level analyses exclude
"unrated classes" (i.e., jobs with no Haypoint job evaluation score): as
noted in table 4.4, some of the class-lewl analyses consider all classes
with Haypoint scores, whereas others consider only classes that not only
have Haypoint scores but also have at least ten incumbents.

The results summarized in table 4.4 are striking. Both for October
1981 and April 1986. the comparable worth analyses imply sex differen-
tials (coefficients on PCTFEMAL) that are clearly lower in absolute
value than the differentials (coefficients on FEMALE_ ) obtained in
conventional economic analyses. Indeed, when -lasses with less than
ten incumbents are excluded from the comparable worth analyses, the
implied sex differential for April 1986 is both small, about 2.8
percent. and not statistically significant at the conventional 5 percent
level (its t-statistic is only 1.61). In this somewhat limited sense."' the
evidence supports CESW's claims (1985, pp. 1. 15: 1986, p. 2), quoted
earlier, that Minnesota has achieved "pay equity" in state government
employment.

In view of these results, it is tempting to conclude that the meth-
odological differences between conventional economic and comparable
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Table 4.4 Sex Differentials in Pay Implied by Conventional Economic
and Comparable Vorth Pay Regressions, October 1981 and April 1986

(t in parentheses)

Model

Sex Differential

October 1981

in Pay

April 1986--
Conventional Economic 0.2255 0.1636

(dep. var. ---LOG_HRLY) (74.244) (51.292)
# of observations: 30.027 31.368

Comparable Worth (unweighted):
(dep. var.,--In of max. hourly wage rate)

all jobs with Haypoint rating 0.1574 :1.0631

(12.380) (5.264)
# of observations: 981 1.174

all jobs with Haypoint rating 0.1350 0.02g2
and at least 10 incumbents (7.801) (1.665)
# of observations: 379 403

NOTES:

Model in con -entional ccorwmic arta lvx ses: 1= + 141.t. Nnt- e. v. here F= LOG._ HRLY.
1= indicator for -sex is ten de." X= -standard reressors." and c ,s -in en or term. Unit of analysis
is the individual employee. Entries in table refer to estimates of for the indicated date.

Model in comparahle to,rth analyses.. -A + Pp Hir u, v here A = maximum (In of) rate

in class. proportion of emplox meat in class that is female. ff == Hay points for class. and u is an

error term. Unit of analysis as the class tiol». Entries in table refer to estimates ut p for the indicated

date.

worth analyses mean that, on balance, comparable worth analyses will
yield estimates of the sex differential in pay that are smaller in absolute
value i.e.. more conservative- -than those derived using the conven-
tional economic approach. However, it should be noted that the conven-
tional economic ana!yses summarized here control for only a limited set
of employee characteristics (e.g.. age and years of service in state
government) and, because of missing data, do not control for many
other characteristics (e.g., education and total years of' prior work
experience). Thus, it is not possible to say whether sex differentials in
pay derived from a more fully specified co.Aentional analysis would he
higher or lower than those derived from comparable worth analyses.
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4.4 Longitudinal Analyses: Changes in the Sex Differential in Pay,
1981-86

Although the different estimators used yield rather different results,
the estimates summarized in tables 4.2-4 suggest that the sex differen-
tial in pay narrowed during 1981-.1986. How did this happen. and to
what extent are the state's comparable worth wage adjustments
responsible?

To highlight some of the issues involved, it is useful to start with a
seeming paradox. On the one hand, as just noted, the comparable worth
analyses in tables 4.3-4 yield estimates of the absolute magnitude of the
sex differential in pay that are smaller than those obtained in the
conventional economic analyses in table 4.2. On the other hand, the
change over time in that differential is larger in the comparable worth
analyses than it is in the conventional economic analyses. For example,
the change in the FEMALE_ coefficient between October 1981 and
April 1986 in the conventional economic results (standard regressors
with dummies, table 4.2) is ( -0.1636) -( 0.2255)=0.0619. In con-
trast, the change in the PCTFEMAL coefficient during the same period
in the class-level results using the comparable worth approach (raw
differentials with Haypoints with max pay, table 4.3) is between

0,0589)- ( 0.1176 (unweighted) and ( 0.0193)-
( -0.1618) -= 0.1425 (weignted). Similar patterns are evident in
table 4.4.

This apparent paradox smaller absolute magnitude.s. of, but larger
absolute changes in, the sex differential in comparable worth analyses
relative to conventional economic analyses- can readily be explained,
however, and the explanation highlights an important point. Conven-
tional economic analyses of cross-section pay differences by sex at
different dates may be sensitive to differences in employee charac-
teristics (particularly, ones not included in the analyses) at those differ-
ent dates. Since th 2 characteristics of state employees change over time.
estimated pay differences by sex obtained in conventional economic
analyses may change over time purely as a result of changes in the
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characteristics of state employees rather than (or in addition to) changes
in the state's pay practices.

For example. sex differences in pay generally rise with age: young
persons of either sex usually have relatively little prior work experience,
whereas ol-',!r men usually have more prior experience than do older
women. Thus, even if the state's pay practices do not change at all, an
influx into state employment of young women with little prior work
experience could produce the appearance of a reduction in the absolute
magnitude in the sex differential in pay in conventional economic
analyses of successive cross-sections like the ones in this chapter that do
not include an explicit measure of prior work experience because of lack
of data. Likewise. suppose that sex differentials in pay widen with years
of service in state employment (due. e.g.. to differential rates of promo-
tion) and that the state reduces its hiring of new employees (who. by
definition, have zero years of state service and whose pay rates, by
assumption, would therefore differ less by sex than would pay rates of
employees with many years of service). In conventional economic
analyses of successive cross-sections. this could produce the ap-
pearance of an increase in the absolute magnitude of the sex differential
in pay even if the state simultaneously began to reduce the pay differen-
tial between men and women with many years of state service.

In sum, the pay differential in conventional economic analyses at a
given date may be an unbiased estimate of the overall average difference
in pay between men and women with given characteristics as of that
date. It may not he the same. however, as the overall average pay
difference between men and women with dUIC,rent given characteristics
as of a di(frrent date. even in the absence of changes in pay practices of
the employer. More generally. when the composition of state employ-
ment is changing, changes in the sex differential in pay obtained in
conventional economic studies of successive cross-sections do not nec-
essarily indicate how the sex difference in pay for a givo; set of
employees a "fixed basket of goods," so to speak has changed.

In contrast, comparable worth analyses are concerned with classes
t jobs) rather than with individual employees. As noted in chapter
they may fail to yield an unbiased estimate of the overall average

3 f)
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difference in pay between men and women with given characteristics as
of any given date. It' the class (i.e., job) composition of state employ-
ment remains essentially the same over time, howc:er, successive com-
parable worth analyses of pay may amount to analyses of the same
"basket of goods.- and so may yield an unbiased estimate of how the sex
difference i^ pay for a given set of employees has changed over time.

To address this question in greater detail. 1 selected random samples
of 1.01)0 white men and 1.000 white women who were present and active
in state employment during the entire period (October 1981-April
1986) covered by the data. The nature of these data permits one to
abstract from changes in characteristics of the state's work force over
time that are an inherent feature of analyses of successive cross-
sections. I then analyzed whether. holding constant (changes in) per-
sonal characteristics and other (e.g.. environmental) influences, pay
rose by more or less fir women than for men after the state's comparable
worth wage adjustments.

In these analyses. the state's comparable worth wage adjustments of
July 1983, July 1984 and July 1985 are denoted by three indicator
variables. AFTER783. AFTER784 and AFTER/ 85. respectively.
These variables identify observations falling after each of these dates.17
and operationalize the notion of the "comparable worth" variable C of
equation (3,7). Also, since the data refer to different dates, I attempt to
abstract from cyclical and secular effects by including (in addition to
variables pertaining to consumer prices) time trend terms and /or mea-
sures of private-sector wages in both Minnesota as a whole and in the
Minneapolis-St.Paul MSA during the relevant quarter: these embody
the environmental variables discussed in connection with equation
(3.7). The time trend terms are TIM ETR ND and TIMETRSQ. TIME-
TRND is defined as the number of years (and fractions of years) klapsed
as of the current date since January 1. 1960, and thus increases by one
unit per year; TIMETRSQ is the square of TIMETRND (divided by
100, to facilitate finmatting of the tables). I The private sector wage
variables, LNWGMINP and LNWGMSAR are the (In of) private-
sector monthly wage rates in the state of Minnesota and in the Min-
neapolis-St. Paul MSA. respectively: as of the relevant quarter. (For

t)
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discussion of the bask data underlying these variables. see section 4.2. )
The price variables. CPINDEX 1 --CPINDEX4. give the value of the
Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers ( "C PI -U'') in the
month immediately preceding the monti- referenced by the data
(CPINDEX1) or three. six or nine months prior to that. For example.
for observations pertaining to October. CPINDEX I is the September
CPI-U value, and CPINDEX2-CPINDEX4 are the CPI-U values for
June, March and the previous December. respectively.)

Pooled OLS estimates

The first Net of analyses of this question uses pooled OLS: I simply
pool observations in the random sample for each sex for ail 19 quarters
(makin 19,000 total observations tier each sex) and estimate the models
described earlier (with or without percent variables. Haypoint variables
and standard regressors). Since ta Iese analyses are concerned
samples of whites and are restricted to women (or men). they do not
include any race or s, indicator variables.

The results are summarized in table 4.5. for women, and table 4.6.
for men (the full results appear in appendix tables A4.8 and A4.9.
respectively). In all three models with time trend terms only; with
private-sector wage variables only; or with both time trend and wage
variables), estimated comparable worth effects as measured by the sum
of the coefficients on the AFTER78I. i 3 4 or 5 are about the same:
roughly 9 to 12 percent for women. bow. 1.0 to 2.0 percont for men.
The AFTER78i coefficients are significant at conventional test levels for
women. but not for men. In models with both time trend and wage
variables (1) the wage variables usually are not themselves significant
at reasonable levels: and (2) the estimated comparable worth effects are
similar to those obtained in analogous models with time trend variables
only,'`' In view of this. I focus on the "time trend- results (i.e.. those in
which the time trend but nor the private-sector wage variables are used).

The time trend results for women in table 4.5 are essentially the same
regardless of which regressors are used: relative to what would have
been predicted on the basis of time trends and (changes in) their own
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characteristio, women's pay rose by roughly 3 percentage points after
July 1983 (the date of the first set of comparable worth wage adjust-
ments), by roughly 4.7 more percentage points after July 1984 (the date
of the second set), and by about 3.7 additional percentage points after
July 1985 (when the third set occurred). Thus, the pooled OLS estimates
in table 4.5 imply that the cumulative effect of the adjustments on pay for
women was an increase of roughly 11.4 percentage points relative to
what would have been expected on the basis of trends and (changes in)
characteristics such as accumulated seniority of the women them-
selves. These AFTER78i effects are significant at conventional test
levels.

The pooled OLS time trend estimates for men in table 4.6 are also
very similar regardless of which sets of regressors are used, but are very
different from those derived for women. The estimates suggest that,
among men, pay (1) was essentially unchanged after the first set of
adjustments. (2) rose by no more than roughly 0.5 ofa percentage point
after the second set and (3) rose by roughly 1.0 further percentage
points after the third set. for a cumulative increase ofno more than about
1.5 percentage points relative to what would have been expected on the
basis of st trends and (changes in) individual characteristics. More-
over of the AFTER78i coefficients for men is significant at
conventional test levels: in the statistical sense, the pay adjustments'
effect on pay of men was negligible.

Fixed-effeets estimates

Persons who were present during the entire period covered by the data
may not he typical of all state employees, so inferences based on simple
pooled OLS analyses of such persons may not readily generalize to the
state's total employee population. To address this potential problem. I re-
estimated the OLS analyses allowing for person-specific fixed effects;
note that all regressors that either are time-invariant or increase one-for-
one with time (c.g., years since first entry date) now drop out of the
analyses.

Table 4.7 summarizes these fixed-effects analyses (the full results
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Table 4.7 summary of Fixed-Efforts IA lige Regressions
for Random Samples of Whites

(dep. var. =LOG_HRLY; t in parentheses)

Time `11.end Pvt.-Sector Wage
Variables Only Variables Only

Roth Time Trend &
Pvt.-Sector %%ages

'Variable Females Males Females Males Females NIales

A FIER783 0.0344 0.0023 0.0581 0.0230 0.0282 -0.0022

(2.395) (0.138) (6.820) (2.253) (1.811) (0.118)

A FTER784 0.0482 0.0061 0.0417 0.0037 0.0430 0.0;7'1
(5.5_24) (0.586) (4 558) (0.336) (2.962) (0.116)

AFTER785 0.0345 0.0096 0.0262 0.0026 0.0328 0.0081

( 3.336) (0.779) (3.794) (0.319) (2.346) (0.487)

AnTR78i Coefficients:

Sum 0.1171 0,0180 0.1260 0.0167
F.-NI din.. 991 0.1093 0.0961

0.1040 0.0079

appear in appendix table A4.10). The estimates here are very similar to
the pooled OLS estimates.'" implying (for time trend models)
cumulative increases up to April 1986 of slightly more than 11.7
percentage points in women's wages and of about 1.8 percentage points
in men's wages. (Again, the effects for women are significant at conven-
tional test levels, whereas the ones for men are not.) The net gain for
wolen was thus about 9.9 percentage points. It is interesting to note that
this is larger than the size of the reduction (roughly 6.2 percentage
points) in the FEMALE_ coefficient in individual-level analyses with
standard regressors (table 4.2), but smaller than the reductions (about
11.8 percentage points unweighted. 14.3 percentage points weighted) in
the PCTFEMAL coefficient for class-level analyses using the raw
differentials with Haypoints specification with max pay (table 4.3).
Thus, at least as regards wage effects of comparable worth, the cross-
section conventional economic and comparable worth results bracket
the fixed-effects results: and the results implied by the unweighted
comparable worth analyses are quite close to the fixed effects results.

In sum. the bottom -line numbers for women and men are cumulative
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wage gains of about 11.7 and 1.8 percentage points, respectively, after
the comparable worth wage adjustments; the former effects are statis-
tically significant, whereas the latter arc not.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that both the state adminis-
tration and the union representing most of the potential beneficiaries of
the adjustments wanted to make "comparable worth raises . . . an addi-
tion to rather than a competitor with general salary increases, [with] no
job classification [having] its salary lowered" (Evans and Nelson 1989,
p. 94). Formulation and implementation of the adjustments were struc-
tured in a way that enhanced their add-on character. For example, both
collective bargaining over and appropriations ior the adjustments
treated them as a special item, distinct from other pay changes (Evans
and Nelson 1989, pp. 92-103). The evidence from the analyses of this
chapter suggests that the objective of add-on adjustments was largely
fulfilled: oversimplifying only slightly. one can say that the actual effect
of the comparable worth wage increases was a net addition to women's
pay and no change in men's pay, relative to the levels that would
otherwise have prevailed.

As implied in section 3.4, however, this need not have been the case,
despite the intentions of the major participants. The state ultimately
determines what all jobs (and workers) will be paid, and the notion that it
determines what one job (or worker) will be paid in isolation from other
jobs (or workers) is implausible. Whatever it may say explicitly, the
state might implicitly have chosen to finance larger wage increases for
some jobs (or workers) by making smaller increases for others, by
scaling down the size of cost-of-living increases, etc. Also, at least in
principle, men as well as women might benefit. On the one hand, Ow so-
called female-dominated jobs that were targeted for comparable worth
wage adjustments were not all 100 percent female; rather, men as well as
women were working in these job: 21 On the other hand. unions repre-
senting workers in predominantly male jobs might resist the narrowing
of traditional pay differentials implicit in comparable worth (and, in
Minnesota, actually attempted to do so: recall note 29, chapter 3). Pay
increases for predominantly female jobs need not preclude pay in-
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creases for male Ityrkers, even though that was essentially the end result
of the adjustments that were actually adopted.

4.5 Longitudinal Analyses of changes in Employment, 1981-86

Was employment affected by the state's comparable worth wage
adjustments? As noted in section 3.4, 1 address this question in two
stages. First, t estimate the employment demand function (3.10) to
obtain measures of the effect of wages on employment, other things
(e.g., prices, time trend terms and variables denoting the state of the
private-sector labor market) being equal. Then, I use the estimated wage
elasticity of employment and estimates of the wage increase attributable
to comparable worth (as derived in section 4.4) to measure the actual
effect on employment.

Employment demand function estimates

The dependent variable in the employment demand analyses is al-
ways the natural logarithm of class employment. As the wage variable
(the W of (3.10)), 1 use, in turn. either the maximum, the mean or the
minimum (In of the) within-class hourly wage rate. The simple used in
estimation consists of all classes with positive employment over the
entire period covered by the data.22 Estimates are presented separately
for "mixed" and predominantly female and male classes, where pre-
dominance refers to the proportion female in a class as of October 1981:
classes in which under 30 percent (at least 70 percent) of the incumbents
as of that date were female are called predominantly (fe)male. whereas
the rest are called "mixed." The analyses control for prices, time trend
terms and/or private-sector patterns, where the latter are measured by
the (In of) private-sector employment in Minnesota and the Minneapolis
-St. Paul MSA (LNEMMINP and LNEMMSAP, respectively) as of the
relevant quarter."

The results-derived using either pooled OLS or fixed effects -are
summarized in table 4.8 (see appendix table A4. I I for the complete

14
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Table 4.8 Summary of Regressions fir lass Employment Levels
by Type of Class

(dep. var. =In of class employment; indep var. =maximum/
mean/minimum In of wage rate within class; t in parentheses)

Pooled OLS Estimates Fixed-Effects Estimates

Model, Class taximum Mean Minimum Maximum Mean Minimum

Time rfrend Variables Only:

Predom.. female 2.4999
(31.293)

Mixed 0.1730
(2.367)

Predom. male 1.8014
(54,781)

3.1108
(44.816)
-1.0122
(13.328)

2.1028
(69.654)

3.17(}4

(55.539)
1.7845

(24.832)
-2.3512
(89.986)

Private-Sector Employment Variables Only:

Predom. female

Mixed

Predom. male

-2.4983
(31.277)
-0.1"/34
(2.375)

-1.7999
(54.753)

-3.1089
(44.789)

.1.0119
(13.330)

2.1009
(69.612)

-3.1693
(55.515)
-1.7829
(24.825)

2.3492
(89.930)

0.6963
(7.779)
1.6262

(14.508)
0.5929
(14.633)

0.7086
(7.936)
1.6380

(14.709)
0.5851
,4.560)

Both Time Trend and Private-Sector Employment Variables:

Predom. female -2.5004
(31.289)

Mixed -0.1730
(2.367)

Predom. male 1.8014
(54.778)

3.1113
(44.810)

1.0123
(13.325)
-2.1028
(69.649)

3. 1708
(55.530)
-1.7846
(24.826)

2,3512
(89.980)

0.7059
(7.820)
1.6693

(14.840)
0.6006

(14.730)

0.3987
(3.730)

-.1.3188
(9.542)

-0.6349
(14.039)

-0.3713
(3.492)

- 1.2646
(9.168)
0.6185

(13.786)

0.4131
(3.816)

-1.3025
(9,326)
0.6459

(14.160)

1.0536
(13.016)
-1.8270
(20.279)

1.1818
(36.778)

-1.0378
(12.830)
-1.7944
(19.941)

1.1665
(36.490)

1.0679
(13.121)

1.8242
(20.139,

1.1954
(37.006)

results). Both in the pooled OLS and fixed-effects results, the wage
elasticity for a given group is essentially the same regardless of which
set of regressors is used (time trend terms only; private-sector employ-
ment variables only: or both time trend and priva*:..-sector employment
variables).24 In the interest of brevity, the following discussion tbcuses
on the time trend results (i.e.. those with time trend but not private-
sector employment variahlet;).

The first half of table 4.8 presents class employment function esti-
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mates obtained using pooled OLS. The coefficient on the wage variable
is always significantly negative and almost always greater (often, sub-
stantially so) than unity in absolute value. These are hard to accept as
estimates of demand elasticities: as noted in section 3.4. negative wage
coefficients obtained using pooled OLS may reflect only the hierarchical
nature of Minnesota state employment, rather than a negative effect of
wage increases on employment in a given class.

To address this problem, I also estimated employment functions using
fixed effects; these results are summarized in the second half of table
4.8. As one would expect, the wage coefficients here arc lower in
absolute value than those obtained using pooled OLS. Indeed, when the
maximum (log-)wage rate is used as the measure of the cost of labor. the
coefficient is always positive. On a priori grounds, the maximum
(log-)wage is a less appealing measure of the cost of labor than either the
mean or minimum.25 The positive relation between the maximum
(log-)wage and employment warrants further study, however.

This result apart, the fixed-effects results for equation (3.10), like the
pooled OLS results, generally imply a significantly negative relation
between pay and the level of employment within job classes. The time
trend fixed-effects estimates (with the Wi, (4(3.10) defined as the mean
In of pay) imply elasticities of employment with respect to wages of
about 0.40. 1.30 and 0.65 for predominantly female, mixed and
predominantly male classes, respectively. Recall that, as noted in sec-
tion 3.4, these are best regarded as output- (or budget-) constant em-
ployment elasticities, exclusive of any employment reductions attributa-
ble to the decline in the purchasing power of the state's personnel budget
due to th_ comparable worth wage increases.

These estimates (particularly for mixed classes) are larger in absolute
value than those derived in previous work on state and local government
employment (see, e.g., Ehrenberg and Smith 1987a; and Ashenfelter
1977). The present research differs from prior studies in at least two
potentially important respects, however. First, most prior work used
either aggregate time-series data (e.g., Ashenfelter 1977) or aggregate
cross-section data (e.g., Ehrenberg and Smith 1987a). whereas this
research of course refers to a single governmental unit. Second, unlike
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the earlier analyses, this research is concerned with a setting in which
there was substantial and (if the participants are to he believed) genu-
inely exozenous variation in wages, variation that was not dictated by
market forces. This does not necessarily mean that the Minnesota
experience is the equivalent of a controlled experiment, but it may mean
that problems of aggregation, imprecision and simultaneity affect the
present study to a lesser extent than was the case in prior work.

Estimated employment effects

Given the cumulative effects of comparable worth on wages, dis-
cussed previously, the employment elasticities just discussed imply that
the cumulative effects of comparable worth on employment were about
-0.40x 11.7 =, -4.7 percent and -0.65 x 1.8= -1.2 percent for pre-
dominantly male and predominantly female jobs, respectively.

Thus, these estimates imply that the cumulative three-year effect of
comparable worth on both women's and men's employment between July
1983 (the date of the first comparable worth pay adjustments) and April
1986 (the end of the period covered by the data) was not much different
from toss of), at most, several years of employment growth. "Ex-
ogenous" employment growth associated with trends (TIMETRND.
TIMETRSQ) and price changes (CPINDEX1-4) between July 1983
April 1986 was about 8.0 percent for predominantly female jobs, 19.0
percent for mixed jobs and 10.1 percent for predominantly male jobs.26
For each type of job, this exogenous employment growth is more than
sufficient to offset the effects of the wage increases that actually occurred
over the same period. For example, between July 1983-April 1986, the
actual mean In wage increased by about 0.178, 0.135 and 0.135 tbr
predominantly female, mixed and predominantly male job classes,
respectively. Evaluated at the appropriate wage elasticity of employment
( -0.40, 1.30 and -0.65, respectively), these changes in (mean In)
wages imply ceteris paribus wage-induced employment reductions of
about 7.1 percent, 17.6 percent and 8.8 percent, respectively less than
the employment increases implied by exogenous factors during the
same period. Note that the actual changes in (mean In) wag include the
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effects of the comparable worth wage adjustments: in the absence of the
adjustments. then, wage changes would have been smaller and the net
growth in employment would have been larger.

In sum, the wage adjustments not only did not reduce the level of
anyone's pay; they also did not actually cause anyone to lose his or her
job. Rather, they meant only that subsequent employment growth was
smaller than would otherwise have been the case. The real losers from
the wage adjustments. if any. were taxpayers and individuals-- particu-
larly women in the private sector (or outside the workforce) seeking a
state job.

4.6 Summary and Conclusions

The results of this chapter may now be summarized briefly. On the
methodological plane. there is little to support the use of class ( job) level
regressions, with or without Haypoints and whether weighted or un-
weighted. to analyze sex differences in pay frinds. On the one hand, the
aggregation of individuals into jobs that is inherent in comparable worth
analyses consistently yields estimated sex differentials in pay that are
noticeably larger. in absolute value, than those obtained in otherwise-
identical specifications using individual-level data. On the other hand.
adopting all three main elements of comparable worth analyses simul-
taneously using jobs rather than individuals as the unit of analysis. an
administrative pay (-instruct rather than actual wages as the dependent
variable, and job evaluation scores instead of employee characteristics
as independent variables yields estimated sex differentials in pay that
are smaller. in absolute value, than the ones obtained in conventional
economic analyses of individual-level data that use the limited set of
employee characteristics variables available in these data.

In contrast, comparable worth cross-section analyses particularly
unweighted ones of pay at different dates yield estimates of the change
in the sex differential in pay that are reasonably close to those obtained in
fixed-effects analyses of individual level data.

On the substantive question of the effects of Minnesota's comparable

1
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worth wage adjustments, the evidence suggests that although the aqiust-
ments certainly did not eradicate the female/male pay gap in Minnesota
stare employment," they did reduce it. Women clearly received wage
gains, relative to what their pay would otherwise have been: although
the estimates also imply that men enjoyed some wage gains as well.
these are very small and statistically insignificant. Relative to what
would have been observed in the absence of the liage adjustments.
employment in female jobs fell. However, relative to prior years, em-
ployment in female jobs rose: that is wage increases (Lnd induced gross
reductions in employment) thr female .jobs were offset by other forces.
leaving a net increase in employment, on balance. relative to prior
years. The efIcets on pay were of fairly moderate size: not surprisingly.
so were the resulting effects on employment.

NOTES

' In 1484. the legislature required local goyernments to mike payment (1:7 the basis of
"comparable w(,rk :due- a "primary .onsideiation- in municipal employee comperisation cieei-
sions. Sec Local (Iovernment Pax 17:(1,1ty Ak7t (Minnesota Statutes, chapter 471,991, staid:\ ;shin
5).

Most of the h.11oy% ing discussion is based on Council on the Leononne Status nt 14'tmren
t 14821. Evans and Nelson (1986. 1989) and Rothchild t 1484a. 148-4h. 1985).

' Has Assoc-iates led the committees in their evaluation of the first 230 lohs the Department or
Personnel representatives then led the colinniuces m evaluating the next 2U) jobs. the remaining
jobs were evaluated by the Department of Personnel representatives Y+ith input from the other
committee members as needed. Ha) A s soda 1 es evaluated "'key managerial. personnel. and particu-
larly seer sitic.. classes- 11v1rnnesota Department nt Finance 19714a. p 151

For example, Committee "(7 included a human resources specialist, a senior clerk-ste-
nographer, an agricultural field inspector. a principal flight), a) technician, the personnel director in
the Department of Adnunistiation. a natural resources technician. an executive m the 1.)(.paitinent
of Public Safety. and a Department of Personnel representative. Sec Minnesota Department of
Finance (1979a, p. 171.

Exert before the states computable v\orth p.0 adjustments. pay tor relatively low-le1e1

occupations in Minnesota state government exceeded that in the private sector t Minnesota Depart
ment of Finance. 1474. esp. pp 1-43- I-441. For example. " . even before we started our pay equity
program. our 4102 and clerical Vorkers %%ere paid 15 percent ahme the preYailing wages-
(Rothchild 1484b, p. 751,

^ The task force\ study oar hittrted tostate lobs that (It had Ikea assigned Hay point score:, i2)
had at leasi 10 menu:bents and 3 r "%etc predominantly male a c_ jobs in v( filch at least 70 percent
or the incumbents were intifelor predominantly female use , at least 80 percent of the incumbents

A
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were female). About 88 percent of nonacademic state employment was in tob y.lassitteations
meeting these criteria. (Sec Rothchild 1985. p. 108.)

' In Minnesota slate employment, jobs are usually referred to as "classes" or "elassificat ions

The available slice tiles cover October 1981. January and April 1980. and the months of
January. April. July and October for each of the years 1982 -1985 inclusive. making a total of 19
quarters. Each slice file contains data on about 30.000 employees; in total, the 19 slice tiles contain
over 580,(X10 records,

The unique identifier is the employee's scrambled Social Security. number. I thank James Ice
and the late Paul Roberts of the Minnesota Department of Employee Relations tOr preparing the
slice tiles. and Jan Anderson. Florence Buggert and James Lee for answering queries about their
contents,

1" About 7 percent of the individuals in the slice tiles have state employment entry dates that
change over time (usually, because they leave and then re-enter state employment). I extracted both
the earliest and "most reeenr(as of the end (tithe roles ant quarter) entry date for each pet son. Also.

for some individuals, certain mlormatton (concerning. for example, birth date or sex) is missing in
the initial record but is available in later records. 1 extra, ted such information and appended it to all

records for each such person.

" As shown in table 4.1. 1 use a quadratic form for jobs' Hay-point scores. i.e.. include both the
actual Haypoint score HAYPOINT) and its square (HANTOISQ). This allows for the possibility
that pay rises with Ilaypoints at a decreasing rate. In the jargon of joh evaluation practitioners. this
quadratic relation between pay and evaluation points- rising. but flattening out at higher evaluation
point salues- isa -dogleg-pattern (see. e.g., Farnquist et al. 1983, p 362). This quadratic relation
is in fact observed in Minnesota (see. e g., appendix tables A4.1-6). in San Jose (see chapter 5 and
Stackhouse 198(1) ails; elsewhere (see, e.g.. Willis and associates 1974. 197N.

1' That is. the 'percent female" variable varies between zero for all-male jobs) and unity (for
all -female jobo, so that the coefficient on this variable indicates the change in pay' when "percent
female" changes front zero to unity. other things being equal. (Similarly. the coefficient can he
multiplied b 0.5 to yield the eflect of changing front an all-male job to one that is 5)) percent
female.) No,te that, in the second (percent) sersion, neither sex nor ethnicity is among the "other
things" being held constant.

Analogously, studies of union wage effects might ask (a) how pay for workers differs
depending on whether they are in l(X) percent or O percent organised firms. (h I) how pay for
workers (q- given union .rates differs depending on whether they are in 100 percent or O percent
organized firms. and or (h-2) how pay for workers /t/prmy than ore oretuweil to the can r deerre
differs dcperiin their union status. Addressing question (a) would entail a specification
analogous io the percent version used here: addressing questions t hi would entail a specification
analogoi.s to the dumm & version used here. with answers to I h- I ) der ived front the coefficient

on a "p:rcent organii id- variable and answers to (11-2i derived from the coefficient on an "is a union

member" dummy variable,

" For example. for the standard regressors specification for October 1981 (see table 4.2). c/ In

for the dumm & version is -0.0208+ -0.3740 ,q) 5812 -- 0.2389. vs. a coefficient in the
dummies version of -0 2255

1' Controlling for Hay points or the standard regressors reduces the class composition effect
the PC"FFEMAL coefficient) substantially. but reduces the sex effect per se (Lc.. the

FEMALE_ coefficient] by only a small amount, in the dumm & (:; version relative to the percent
version.

1" Note that the anal), sis under lying the 2.8 p ercent differential excludes classes that either (I)
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are unrated (do not have Havpomt values) or (2) have less than 10 meumbents. Roth kinds of classes

are predominantly n ale and generally entail rates of pay that are well above average: their exclusion
clearly reduces the differential relative to w hat would be obtained were they not excluded.

17 Thus, these indicators are cumulative: for example. an observation dated September 1981

will have AFTER783= I and AFTER784 AFTER785 =0. but one for September 1984 will have
AFTER787.- AFTER784 - 1 and AFTER785 0.

'" Unemployment rates for both men and women n Minnesota and the Minneapolis-St. Paul
MSA rose early in the 19800 with the onset of the 1980-81 recession but fell during the mid. 1980s.
so a quadratic in time seems much more appropriate than a simple linear time trend. (TIMETRSQ
is generally significant at conventional test levels in both the pooled OLS analyses of tables 4.5-6
and the fixed-effects analyses of table 4.7. discussed presently.)

Also. the results are not sensitive to inclusion of higher-order terms in private-sector wages
(e.g.. the square of LNWOMSAPI .ndOr terms in private-sector employment levels.

'" In contrast with the pooled ()LS results. in the fixed-effects results the private-sector wage
variables are often statistically significant at comentio0a1 test levels. The fixed-effects estimates of
comparable worth effects (the A f:TER 78i vo.efficients) are very similar regardless of which sets of
regressors are used. however. Thus, in the interest of bre% ay. the discussion of fixed-elects results
in the text focuses on the time trend models.

'' As noted earlier. the state estimated that about 10 percent of the beneficiaries of the
adjustments were men (see. e.g.. Rothchild p. 4).

Jobs with zero employment at sonic point are. at least at that point. inframarginal and so are
not on the relevant demand function ( recall section 3_4). Jobs w nth positive employ nient throug/wat

the period of analysis may he atypical. but later on I address this potential problem using
effects.

"; Like the private-sector wage variables. these private-sector employment variables are de
rived from the ES-202 file, discussed in section 4.2.

Also. the results are not sensitise to inclusi-in of higher-order terms in prisat-sector
employment (e.g., the square of LNI....!SMSAP) andor terms in private- sector wages.

The maxitmim does not appear to he a very meaningful measure of the cost of labors the
proportion of employees actually paid the maximum wage rate for their class is never more than 31
percent in any quarter covered by the data (in most quarters. the proportion is between 22 and 29
percent). The proportion of persons actually receiving the maximum changes in a cyclical fashion
because of the manner in which pay charges are implemented: between July of any given year
(when new pay rates usually take effect, and the following April. the proportion receiving the
maximum increases steadily. and then falls in the following July as new pay rates take effect. Also.
recall from section 3.3's discussion of the class-level results for pay that the variance of maximum
dm wage rates is smaller than the variance of mean or numinum (In) Wage rates: using maxima
instead of means or minima in effect tends to ove : the similarity of jobs' pay rate,

These figures are derived by multiplying the fixed- effects time trend coefficient estimates
shown in the "mean" column appendix table A3.1 I for TIMETRNI). TIMFTRSQ and
CPINDEX1 -4 for each type of ioh by the changes in these variables Nasky), it July 1983 April
98b.

'' Contrary to the rattle: sell-k origratuliaory ornments of CESW 11985, pp. I . 198(1. p.

quoted earlier in this chapter. As show n nn table .4, even the approach than is apparently preferred

by comparable worth proponents y fields a sex chtlerential in rd, that is not statistically significant at
the conventional 5 percent level only it one excludes all robs that either do not base a Hay point
rating or else have fewer than ten incumbents
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Append iN Table A4.1(1) individual Pay Regressions, October 1981
(dep. var.= LOG JIRLY; t in parentheses)

FEMALE _._

BLACK

INDIAN

Raw Differentials

Dumm & tr'r

Raw Dills. with Ha,

Percents

points

Dumm &Dummies Percents Dummies

-0.1493
ttl-i 347)
0 0204
(2.913)

-0 0180

-0.2867
(92 148)

-0.0284
(2.194)
0.0825

-0.0151
(3.531)

0 0008(,
(0.501 t

-0.0100

- 0.0152
(4.781)

0.00413
(0.454)

-0.01(6
(4.909) )1.040) 11.580) (1.448)

HISPANIC 0,0715 -0.0107 0.0490 0.0105
(3.821) (0 0211 (3 747) (0.819)
0 1319 0 0160 -(C 0111 0.0169
(0 051 (0.838) (0.751) ( 1 149)

perEENIAL -0 4814 -0,4603 -0.2707 -0.2555
(131 740) (82.759) 188.220) (57.774)

PCTR1.ACK 0.1211 0.1282 -0.0452 0.0410
(3.438) (3 435) (1 722) (1.479)

PCTIND1A 11085 1 0924 0.1714 - 0 1548
([S 391) (17 502) i 3.794 ) 13.322)

PCFHISPA -0 7045 -0 0937 -0 5077 -.0 4972
(10 507) (10.019) (10.174) (9.650)

PCTAS1A N 1 4527 1 4692 0.1097 0.1805
123.1(17) (22 5201 t 3 5991 (3.777)

AGE__

A61.1.,.__...SQ

SVC. MST

SVC_F.,SQ

SV(.. MK ITC

SVC 5(fl)

AGF:SVC_M

HANDICAP

VET__ VILE

VETOTHER

HAY_ MISS 0 0142 0 5106 0 5.100
(120.387) (111.277) (111.318)

HAY POIVI 0 00249 000210 0.00210
(98.921 ) 184.385,[ (84 4(4)

H AY POIsQ (C .01)114 -0 0g8184 , 0_00084
1900!36. (28.3421 (28 3501

Intcrcpt 2 2144 2 .3.2 ;; 1 .;2;; I OS?? 1.8)08 1.8108
(1077,741; (1(04.4451 (1034 015) )39() 0091 {1X7 274; 1387 417)

It, 0 2221 0 1824 0 3817 0 0198 0 0591 0.0594

1 4 )
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Appendix 'fable A4.1(2) Individual Pay Regressions, October 1981
(dep. %lir.= LOG .HRLY; t in parentheses)

Standard Regressors Stand. Rugs. uith lia)points

Duntmies Percents Dumm & 'r

0.0208

Dummies Percents )umm &

FEMALE_ -0.2255 -0.1238 -0.0192
i 74,244 1 (5.328) (56.0171 (6.685)

BLACK__ 0 00946 0 00132 0.00005 0.00344
108381 (0.122) (0.007) (0.432)

INDIAN. ((.0348 -0.00126 0,00350 -0.00199
t 3.(168) (0.(192) (0 3481 10,1981

HISPANIC 0.0237 0.00571 00165 0.00510
(1 458! (0.375) (1.449) (0 4551

ASIAN_-_._- 0.1552 0.0136 (1.0107 -0.11101
i8 ,i,{9) 0) 7741 (2.374) (0.784)

PCITEM Al, -I ) 3432 -0 3740 0.2266 -0.2088
(109.4941 (73 4471 (78.835) (53.408)

PCTI-31.ACK 0 2784 0.2766 -(1 (1797 -().0760
18.897) (8 3661 (3.457) (1.121)

PCTIND1A 0.8078 0.8058 -0 0449 -0 0423
05.1211 114,627! (1,115) (1.037)

PCTHISPA 0.4165 0.4238 0,3357 (1,3420
(7.017) (6.917) 17.6741 17 579)

PCTASIAN 1.6316 1 6524 0.4966 0.5037
(29.8021 (28.621) (11.957) (11.600)1

AGE. 0 0373 0 0'69 0.0770 0 0165 0.0153 o 0154
(35249) (12.261) (32.155) (25.522) (24.751) (- 2 .,879)

AGE__ SQ 0 3421 -0.2780 0.2790 0.1541 -0 1399 - 0,1407
128.9110 (25.865! (25 432, (18.412 C(7,527) (17.615)

SVC_ 1S1' 0 11241 0 0232 0.0231 0 0241 0 0237 0.0237
(23010) (24 325) (24 2321 (32.7211 (13 790) (33_684)

SVC_ F. SQ -0.1140 -0.1944 -0.2959 -(1,3899 -0.3(Q7 -0,309
(14.539! (14.125! (14 1981 (24 7171 ('3.605) (73.6961

SVC_N1REC

SVC_ M. SQ

AGESVC .1- -0.0848 o 1226 O 1209 13.31 u. 1535 0.1521
(3 1891 15 085( (5 014! 17 2051 t8 (150) (8 5711

AGES M

HANDICAP 0.0484 003.38 0(!.149 0.0194 -0.0188 0.0198
04 1021 (8 0881 (8.241) (4 643) (4 713) t4.969)

vr- v11-,1 0.009r (1(1165 -0 0209 0.00345 -(1 00070 -0.40481
(1.745) (1 475) (4 348) ((1.927) 0) 201 (1.3551

VETOTHER -0 023:' 0(1224 0.0268 I, losc, -00180 0.0221
:4.4()71 (5 417! (6 366) 30) (5 9141 (7.123

HAY.. MISS 0,5568 0 4953 0.4951
(129.6151 (115 887) (115.900)

HAYPOIN1 0 00204 0 00174 0 (X)I 74
(90.146) (77.915) (77,98!)

HAYN)ISQ -0 00079 -0.00057 --(I 188)57
(29.025) (2) 550) (21 570)

Intercept 1 1895 1 5841 1 58 .-1 1_2564 1 3840 1 3835
(84053) (104 175) 1104084) ()()7319) 1121 2331 (121.1771

R: 0 4138 0 5181 0 5186 0 7132 0.7390 0 7344
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Appendix Table A4.2(1) Individual Pay Regressions, April 1986
(dep. var. = LOG_HRIN: t in parentheses)

ITNI A LE

Raw Differentials Raw Diffs.

Dummies

with Ha
-----------

Percents

} points

Dumm & ryeDummies

0 2155

Percents Durum & ci

-00136 -0 00751 0.0136
(07.797! (3.051) (33.406) 74.7521

131. AC 1: . 0 0273 0.0NSS -0 01(x4 0.00504
(2 142! (0 753) 12 125) )0.997)

INDIAN__ -0 0720 -0.0117 -0 01S0 0.0105
(4.397) (0.725) I 1 794/ t 1.025;

HISPANIC 0,0557 0,00085 0 00210 0,00051
(3.153) (0 047) to 1911 (0.0701

ASIAN....... . 0 0451 -t) 00752 0407 -I) 00595
(2 3755! (0.379) (37451 (0.70x)

PCTFENIAL -0 3796 - 0.305%) -0.1217 0 1081
(93 7201 (6{7.565) (42.4657 (20.087)
00219 0.0318 0 (73727 -0.0295
(0.550) (0.797) (1 5t 1171051

PCT1ND1A 1 0592 1.0474 0.1875 -0.1772
777 7751 (10.960) (4.9001 (4 465)

PCTH1SPA 05775 -0 5757 0.0450 (7 1442
(5,545) (75 208) (7.0397 (0 980)

PCIASIAN 0 7991 0 5(7,09 - 0.1781 -0.3691
(12.342! (11 930! (9.052) (5.470)

AGE__

AGE... St)

SVC. FRsT

SVC_. SQ

SVC NIRIA'

SVC_ NI.. S( .)

1.

AGESAlf. \l

HA N DKA

T.T.

V ED 1111

HAY. MISS 0 5101 0 1514 0.7514
(175 1N51 164.422) (164 4701

HAYPOINI 0 00904 0 00291 t/ 00291
( I 35 0200 (127 3071 11 27 3471

HAY P01:;) (7 00)04 -00015,4 -0.00154
15x 47547 (55 0281 (55.045)

."7 500 i 2 Rs v, 2 'W 1 5.360 1 5975 1 75975

11144 0597 710)3 5001 (1))13 651) (412, 225, (43x 5007 (435 940)
1290 0.2371 0 2310 0755 (I 0503 0.0500
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Appendi Table A4.2(2) ludiidual Pay' Regressions. April 1986
(dep. var.=1,0G_HRIY: t in parentheses)

-

Standard Regressors Stand. Regs. w ith Hay points

Dumm & (4.Dummies Percents Dumm & % Dummies Percents

FEMALE_ 0.1636 -00178 -0.0438 0.0104
151.2921 (4.3 Hu (22.310) (4.0631

BLACK.___. 0 0105 0.00277 0.0122 0.00262
(1.478) (0.248) (I.838) (0.370)

1N1)1AN. -00464 0.0021 -0.00304 0.0(8)97
(3.20-4) Win 5? (0.352) (0.109)

HISPANIC -0.0268 0.0102 ((.0)48 0.0100
(1.644) (0.037) (1.522) (1.002)

ASIAN_ 0.0824 -0.0105 -0(8)608 0.00019
(4.631) (0.938) (0.571) (0.504)

P(1 14FMAL 0.2974 0.2814 0.0812 -0.0719
(73.989) (51 419) (30.193) (20 309)

PC T HE ACK 0.2450 0.2424 0.1184 0.1162
(7.275) (0.820) 15.652/ (5.245)

PCT1NDIA 0.8593 0 8584 -0_1201 -0.1264
(10.2 If) (15.636) (3,803) (3.083)

PCTII I S PA 0_4077 0.4174 0.0961 0.0803
(0.791) (6.717) (2 563) (2.224)

PCTASIAN 1.1799 1.1929 (1.0)62 0.0206
(20.435) (19.807) 10.4471 ((1.543)

AGE_ 0.0390 0.0353 0.0354 0 0164 0.0143 0 (043
(37.4-12) 135 t,051 (35,665) (23.272) (22.526) (22.575)

AGE SQ -0.4142 --0.39,,'5 -0.1082 -0.1299 -0.1246 -0.1249
(30.881) (28.70,8) (28.805) (10.04-4) (15487) (15.5101

SVC_FRST 0.0127 00147 0.0148 0.0106 0.0111 (1.0112
(3.147) (3 845) (3.868) (4.420) (4.673) (4.090)

SVC, F., SQ -0.0265 0.00009 0.00313 0 2562 0.2606 0.2586
(0.243( (0.001) (0.030) (3.9311 (4.025) (3.995)

SVC. !ARR. 0.00001 0.00517 000501 0.0120 0.0110 0.0115
11.003) (1.308) (1.327) (5.100) (4.90(1) (4.922)

SVC_ M_ SQ - -0 3535 -(11654 0 3636 -0.6463 0.6446 0.0433
(3 254) (3.540) (3.522) 19.976) (10.017) 19 999)

AGESVC. F -0.0983 -0.1574 0.1581 (1,2614 0.2754 -0.2758
(0 985) (1.65S) (1.661) .194) (4416(1) (4.668)

AGF.SVC, M 0.1460 0.1570 0.1001 0.1595 0.1031 0.1044
( 1 .505) (!.709) (1.730) (2.758) r2 8)9) t: 802)

HANDICAP 0.0492 0.0419 - 0.0450 (:.011248 . 0.00220 -- 0.00291
(5.397) (7 881t (8 078) (0.71(1) (0.650) 10.838)

VEIT . VI ET -0.0268 -0.0201 0.0308 -0.00054 88511 0.00276
(5 070) (5 329) (6 1451 (0.173) (0.(805) (0883)

VETOTHFR -0 0300 -0.0-407 0 0450 0.(x1489 0,00610 -0 00869
(7.127) (8.651) 19 363) (I 624) 12.108) 2.8,48)

HAY_ MISS 0.7573 0.7374 0.7371
893) )170.605) (170.614)

H a POIN1 (1.00265 (1 0)257 0 00257
(134.177) (127.143) (127.105,

HAYPOISQ -0 (8)115 0181129 0.041129
(55.189) (52.702) (52 72(1)

Itocrixot I 4825 I 0241 1 6239 1 1183 1.4571 1 4572
(75 4901 l.1. 4b51 00.120, 021 2x4 1 (1.I.1 471( (1'3 4251

304 0 .z950 0 Upz.4 (1 7624 0 76Sis 0 7051
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Appendix Table A4.3(1) Class-Level Pay Regressions, (Mawr 1981
(umteighted; dep. var. --=log of class max./mean/min. pay;

t in parentheses)

Max. Pay.

Raw Differentials Raw Dill's. with Hay points

Nlean Pay Min. Pay Max. Pay Mean Pay Min. Pay

PCTFEMAL -0.338! --0. 37 1 S -0.4002 -0.17(15 -0.2028 -0.2218
(1(.133) (17.223) d7.299) (10.890) (12.4E14) (12.754)

PCTBLACK 0.0464 0.0558 (' ,785 --0.0118 -0.00892 0.00584
(0.735) (0,858) ( 1 . 1 2 7 ) (0.253) (0.190) 0 1 . ! l

PCTINDIA -0.0528 -0.0778 -0.092f, 0.0195 -0.0471 0.0652
W.434) (0.62 I (0.690) (0.217) (0.522) (01)75)

PCTH ISPA 0.0940 0.0958 -0.0890 0.1212 0 .1268 -0.1248
0).770) (0.7b1) (0.661) (1.341) d.398 (1.287)

PCIASI A N 0.05f,f) 0.(452 0.1470 0.0185 0.0763 0.1696
(0.327) 01254) (0 770) (0.145) (0.594 ! 0.235)

AC1E

AGE__ SQ

SVC_ FRsT

SVC_MREC

SVC._ M_. SQ

AOESVC_F

AGESVC__

HANDICAP

VET VIET

V ETOTH ER

HAY MISS o 7607 0 7972 0.8440
(28 933) (3)) .2()9) (29.916)

HAY P01 NT 0.00203 (1 00203 0.0()203
(19 487) (1) 405) (18.194)

HAY POISQ 0.00087, -0 00078 -0.00073
(9.65-7 (9.0861 (7.931)

Inten:ept .54)2 2.5114 2 464s 1.8-185 1 7888 1 7137
;268 126) (256 465) (234.867) (70 985) (6g.430) (61.323)

R' 0 1354 0 1518 0.1536 0 5275 0 5597 0.562X

1 r{
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Appendix Table A4.3(2) Class-Level Pay Regressions. October 1981
(umieighted; dep. var.= log of class max./mean/min. pay;

t in parentheses)

Standard Regressors

Min. Pay

Stand. Rugs. kith Haypnints

Max. Pay Mean Pay Max. Pay Mean Pay Min. Pay

PC -I-I ENIAL -0.2671 -0.2850 -0.3002 -0.1048 -0.178'S (1.1926
(12.500) (13215) (13.144) (9.654) (10,675) (10.69())

PCIBLACK 0.(10587 0.00317 0.0241 -0.0407 -0.0353 0.0193
(0.103) (0.(155) (0.340) (0.919) (0.813) (0.414)

PCTINDIA -0.0491 -0,0724 -0.0864 0.0166 -0.0442 -0.0615
(0.450) (0.058) (0.727) (0.196) (0.529) (0.685)

PCTHISPA -0.05'.16 -0.0501 -0.0384 -0.0998 -0.0935 -0.0866
(0.545) (0.454) 0323) (1,170) 0.1181 (0.962)

PCTASIAN 0.0883 -0.00059 -0.1018 ().0561 -0.0200 -0.1040
((.1.5671 (0.(804) (0.600) (0.462) 00.1681 10.850)

AGE 0.1170 0.1264 0.1122 0.0619 0.0692 (1.0709
(14.454) (15.481) (14.990) (9.4119) (10.781) (10.269)

AGE SQ 1.2039 1.2959 -1.3549 0.6058 -0.6753 -0.6908
(12.029) ( 12.8371 (12.427) (7.551) (8.579) (8.160)

SVC_FRST -0.00220 0.00020 0.00141 0.00979 0.0134 0.0134
(0.297) (0.035) (0.170) (1.639) (2.299) (2.125)

SVC_F_SQ 0.2939 0 2519 0.1747 0.2036 (1. If 00 0.1574
(1.949) (1.6561 (1.6721 (1.731) ( 1 299) ( [208)

SVC_MREC

SVC.. NI. SQ

AGESVC.. F .0 1133 -(1 12'4 0.1046 0.3138 0.3432 -0 343'
(1) 5841 (I) 026) (0.4951 (2 139) (2.31 1 ) (2 148)

AGESVC. NI

HANDICAP -0.1100 0.113o -0 111.2 0 0865 0.0843 0.0811
(2 91S) (2.835) (2.570) (2.790) (2.772 12 479(

VET_ v -0.1439 - 0.14/5 0.1478 0.(1997 -0.0936 -0.0925
(4.087) (4 0121 (3.854) 13.6251 (3.4061 13.184)

vETOTHFR 0739 0.0761 0.0708 -0 0196 0.0406 -0.0329
(2.944) t3 0081 (2,592) (2.022) (2.114) (1.592)

HAY MISS 0.6577 06781 0 7216
125 4861 (26.785) (26.497)

HAY POINT 0.18)170 0.00164 0.00164
(16.896) (16.613) (15.389)

H POISQ -- 000006 -0.00058 000053
(S 078 (7.300) (6.118)

intercept 0 0593 0.3375 (1.5)46 0.5191 ((.2785 (1.1606
(0.3781 (2 1;6) 11 (1121 (4 1911 )2.292) (1.229)

K' 0_3137 035-44 ( ) 3457 (1.5835 (1.6293 0 6274
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Appendix Table A4.4(1) Class-Level Pay Regressions, April 1986
(unweighted; dep. Ian =log of class max./mean/min. pay;

t in parentheses)

MIA. Pa)

Raw Differentials Raw Dills. with Hay points

Mean Pa' Min. Pa) Max, Pa) Mean Pa) Min. Pay

PCTFEMAL -0.2328 -0.2618 -0.2918 -0.0589 -0.0780 -0.0955
(12.258) (13.270) (13.696) (4.332) (51412) (6.3971

PCIBLACK 0.1041 0.1035 0.1127 0.0592 0.0550 0.0584
(1.621) 0.551/ (1.564) (1.342) (1.229) (1.206)

PCT1NDIA -0.1852 -0 1872 -0.1796 -0.1263 -0,1261 -0.1173
(1.859) ( ( 809) (1.607) (1.847) (1.819) tI 563)

PCM1SPA -0,0642 -0,0435 -00222 -0,1,586 -0.1442 -0.1322
(0.611) (0.399) (0.189) (2.19n) ( 1.969) (1.668)

PCFASIAN 0.1054 0.0859 0.0893 0.0148 -0.00730 -0.00631
(0.882) (0.691) (0666) (0.181) 10.088) (0.070)

AGE__ SQ

SVC_FRST

SVC._ F_ SQ

SVC_ Mita'

SVC_ M_ SQ

AGESVC_

AGESVC_ M

HANDICAP

VET. VIE]

VETOTHER

HAY...M1SS 0.8675 0.9110 0.9682
(37.942) (39.30{)) (38.565)

I1AYPO1 0.00241 0.00247 0.00252
(26.893) (27.2(- (25.555)

HAYPOISQ 00117 0.001 0.00113
(15.405) ( IS 143) ((3.553)

Intovept 2 8214 2.7892 1.7439 2.0260 1.9598 1.8758
101 :86 7981 )261 238) )90_1531 (86 o211 (76.016)
U 0791 U 0905 0.0952 0.5670 0.5925 0,5923

A. t



Appendix Table A4.4(2) Class-Level Pay Regressions, April 1986
(unweighted; dep. var. =log of class max./mean/min. pay;

t in parentheses)

145

Standard Regressors Stand. kegs. with Hay points

Max. Pay Mean Pay Min. Pay Max. Pay Mean Pay Min. Pay-

PCTFEMAL -0.1558 --0.1704 -( .1941 -0.(407 -0.0509 -0.0664
(8.139) (8.792) 19.234) (2.820) (3.585) (4.301)

PC TBLACK 0.0183 0.0)33 0.0153 0.0236 0.0179 0.0189
(0.322) (0.231) (0.245) (0.560) (0.433) (0.420)

PCTINDI A --0.1645 -0.1580 -0,1476 -0.1155 -0.1085 -0.0910
(1.875) (1.779) (1.532) (1.783) 11.702) (1.4(X))

PCTHISPA --0.00826 0.0261 0.0514 --0.1117 -0.0824 -0.0665
IC 089) (0.279) (0.505) (1.6321 (1.223) a) .909)

PCTAS1AN 0.1(185 0.0991 0.1014 0.0327 0.0237 0.0260
(1.032) (0.930) (0.878) (0.421) (0.310) (0.314)

AGE 0.1349 0.1459 0.1548 0 0620 0.0704 0.074)
((6607) (17.745) (17.352) (9.859) (11.364) (11.015)

AGE_ SQ -1.1)67 1.4153 1.4959 -0.5707 0.6430 -0.6728
(13.525) (14.360) (13.988) (7.654) (8.764) (8.440)

SVC_FRST 0.0913 0.0972 0.1061 0.0554 0.0610 0.0689
(2.212) (2.327) (2.340) (1.8)7) (2.033) (2.1(3)

SVC___E_SQ 0.9986 0.9796 0.9958 0.7117 0.7195 0.7779
(1.353) (1.311) (1.228) (1.305) (1.341) (1.334)

SVC_M R EC - ((.0961 -0.0974 0.1069 0.0452 --0.0456 -0.0529
(2.344) (2.348) (2.373) (1.492) (1.530) (1.631)

SVC._114__SQ -0.7661 0.7M5 -0 7303 -0.6088 0.6531 -0.6932
(1 035) (1.020) (0.898) (1.112) (1.212) (1.184)

AGESVC_F -2.1193 -2.2097 1,3937 1.4062 -1.5063 1.6970
(2.091, (2.153) (2.150) (1.877) (2.043) (2.118)

AGESVC_M 2.0352 2.0625 2.2211 1.1169 1.1552 (.3(99
(2 021( (2.023) (2.(08) (1.499) (1.576) (1.657)

HANDICAP 0.10)1 -0.1011 -.0.1071 -0.0398 -0.0396 -0.0430
(2.746) (2,740) (2676) (1.477) (1.493) (1.490)

VET_V1ET -0.055) -0 0594 -0.0638 0.0387 _0.0430 _ 0.0473
1 1 . 8 7 7 ) ( 1 . 9 9 9 ) ( 1 . 9 8 0 ) I 1 787) (2.019, 12.044)

VETOTHER -0.0658 0.0656 -0.0695 -0,0118 - 0_00973 0.0101
12.486) (2.4401 (2.39)) (0.603) >0.504, (0.484)

HAY_MISS 0.75.'0 0.7772 0,8257
(32.8041 (34.410) (33.648)

H AY POI NT 0 00205 0.00204 0.00206
(23.188) (23.513) (21,8011

HAY PO1SQ 0.00097 -0.00093 -(1 .110088
(13 198) (12.880r (11.218,

Intercept - 0..3698 ((.7037 - 0.9665 0.5896 0 3024 0.1258
(2.243) (4 215r (5 315, (4 7461 (2 474, (0.947)

R2 ((.3011) 0.3441 0,3414 0.6198 ((.6629 (1 6606
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Appendix A4.5(1) Class-Level Pay Regressions, October 1981
(weighted; dep. Ian =log of class max./mean/min. pay;

t in parentheses)

Ran Differentials Raw Diffs. with fay points

Max. Pay Mean Pay Min. Pay Max. Pay Mean Pay Min. Pay

PCTFEMAI. -0.3732 -0.4822 -0.4951 -0.1618 -0.2718 -0.3135
(94.546) (117.555) (149.957) (47.058) (95.666) (111.507)

PCTIK ACK 0.2624 0.1193 0.2388 0.0703 -0.0471 0.0909
(6.875) (3.522) (7.484) (2.385) (1.936) (3.774)

PCTINDIA -0,9720 - 1.1138 -0.8922 -0.0251 -0.1741 0.0718
(14.918) (19.254) (16.3751 (0.497) (4.159) (1.733)

PCTHISPA 0.3938 -0.7098 -0.5704 0.2390 -0.5118 0.4059
(5.434) (11.030) (9.411) (4.270) (11.069) (8.870)

PCTASIAN 1.7567 1.4502 1.1109 0.5413 0.1706 -0.0371
(26.140) (24.303) (19.766) (10.235) (3.905) (0860)

AGE

AGE_ SQ

SVC_FRST

SVC_F_SQ

SVC_MREC

SVC_ M... SQ

AGESVC__F

AGESVC_M

HANDICAP

VET_ VIET

VETOTHER

HAY_ MISS 0.5709 0.5368 0 4360
(105.773) (120.393) (98.821)

HAVPOINT 0.00196 0.00210 0.00167
(70.034) (90 982) (72_937)

HAYPOISQ 0.(X)066 "0.(88)84 0.00045
(19.831) 130524) (16.522)

Inter:LT( 2 3951 2,2122 1 8941 1.8117 1.78(1',

008(1 89C) ( 0178 491) f 1089 91) t 361.235) (418 3291 (416.85; )
12: 0.2485 ((.4025 0.4382 0.5533 M27 0,6810
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Appendix Table A4.5(2) Class -Lc.e! Pay Regressions, October 1981
(weighted; dep. %ar. = log o! class max./mean/min. pay;

t in parentheses)

Standard Regres.ors Stand.

Max. Pa)

kegs. with Hai points

Ma\ Mean Pa) Pa). Mean Pay !slim Pay

PCITENIAL -0 3003 -0.3646 -0.3734 -0.1562 -0.2349 -0.2674
(59.865) (91.359) (93,444) (36.437) (76.060) (80.124)

PCTBLACK 0.1678 0.1577 0.2701 0.0184 ((.0222 0.1472
( ?.179) (6 118) (10.526) >0.700 (1.1741 (7,177)

PCTINDIA -0.7673 -0.7448 0.6007 -0.1130 -0.1301 -0.0784
(13.896) (16.956) (13 742) 12.501) (3.097) (2.229)

PC l'HISPA -0.3465 -0.4693 - 0.3406 -0.2930 -0.411)8 0.3145
(5.664) (4.645 ) (7.220) (5.893) (11.470) (8 -12h)

PCTASIAN 1.4002 1.2982 0.9892 0.5670 0.4583 0.2332
(24.482) (28.5351 (21.847) (11.911C (13.346) 16.284)

AGE_ 0 1873 01672 0.155' 0,1083 0.0920 0 0916
(76 3761 (85.758) (79.446) (50.757 ) (59.8771 (55.19(9

AGE__ SQ -2.0/54 1.8119 1.7420 1.0558 -0.8871 0.9643
(63_4551 (71,369) ((8.938) (38.187) (44.544) (44.809)

SVC.. FRST -0.0506 -0.0260 ((.0478 0.00179 0.0221 -0.00593
117.820) (11.503) (21.265) (0.766) (13 085) (3.2501

SVC_F_SQ 1.2876 0.6011 0 4782 0 7852 2322 0.0472
(22 782) (15 373) (10 087) (17.0(19) (6.984) (1.315)

SVC NIKE('

SVC__ M._ SQ

AG ESVC F 0,1396 0.1453 0 7334 6037 06200 0.0745
II 844, (2.412) .12.235) (11 2081 (14 123) (1.547)

AGESVC, M

HANDICAP 0.4071 0.3672 0 3574 0.2226 0 1088 -0.2219
(2 -, 1271781 126.583 ) (16.003( (19.847) (20.496)

VF.T_VIET 0.3298 -0,577 -0 1662 -0 1304 0.0821 -0.0187
(20.181) (10,8261 (12,8481 (0.7-s.') (8.5081 (1.7901

VETOTHER -0 1539 - 0 1019 0.1142 0.10 "J -0.1257 0.0892
(11.902( ( is 39( (13033) (11_338) (19.225) (12.626)

HAY.. MISS 0.4670 0 4244 0.3313
(90.890 (114.67.3) (82 8481

HAY POI NT 0.00(37 0,00135 0.00098
(5(1.311) (69.084) (36.490)

HAYPOIsQ 0,00024 -0.00028 -0.00005
(7 757 ) (12.7(S)) (2.089)

intercept 1 915 1.1050 (.889_2 0 2904 - (1 1432 -1) o539
(30 500( (31.7)(9) (10 512) (8 1 101 (5.574) (1 '141)

R' 0 4710 0.6625 o 0450 ((. 6512 0.8175 0.7741
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Appendix Table A4.6(1) Class-1,oel Pay Regressions, April 1986
(weighted; dep. var.---log of class max./mean/min. pay;

I in parentheses)

Max. Pay

Raw Differentials Raw Diffs. with Ilaypoints

Max. Pay Mean Pay Min. Pa)

-0.2115
015.181}
0.0534
(1.946)

0.0125
(0.289)

0.1642
(3,338)

-0.4025
()4.492)

NIvan Pay Min. Pay

POI-TM Al,

PCTBEACK

PCT1N1)IA

PCTH I SPA

PCTASIAN

-0.2803
(66.054)
-0.1097

(2.7661
1.193s

(19.10(1)
--0.8004
(11 2)43)

1.2809
( IS )07)

- 0,3827
(48.245)
0.00431

01.118)
1.0788
(18.804)

-0.5)476
(9.025)

0.7808
(12.523)

-0.4317
(108.053)

0.1025
(2,745)

-0.7522
(12.7)46)
-0.3111

(5.409)
0.6323

(9.890)

-0.0193
(6.563)

-0.2373
(9.519)

-0.2837
(7.198)

-0.1445
(3,137)
0.1674
(3 s931

-0.1273
(48.895)

-0.0614
(2.788)

-0.1948
(5.588)
0.0516
(1.308)

-0.3763
(9.893)

AGE.

AGE. sQ

SVC_FRST

SVC_F. SO

SvCKEr

SVC_ NI SQ

MiEsvc._

AGE

HANDICAP

VET_ VII 1

vElOTHER

HAY_. MISS 9(1t,3 11.7795 0.6141
(187.1H [NI 9941 ( I 16.01(1)

HAY POINT 0.00180 0.00289 0.00232
( 118.892) (139 0381 (89.505)

HAY FN)1SQ 00149 0.0(015.; 0.00097
(51.531) 159.9521 (3)) .(132)

1 2 (,o77 2 5no5 2 1s16 1.91;41 1.9031 1.9130
(1499 3t)! )055 7(1 5 44 101)) 140 535 (190 04r2r

0.144o 74 76 0 2770 0.n(0-; 0 7253 0.b103



Appendix Table A4.6(2) Class-Level Pay Regressions, April 1986
(weighted; dep. var. =log of class max./mean/min. pay;

t in parentheses)

149

Standard Regressors Stand. kegs. with Hay

Max. Pay Mean Pay

pnints

Max. Pay Mean Pay Min. Pay Min. Pay

PCITEMAI.. 0.2979 -0.3263 0.3829 .0382 -0.1114 -0.2112
(51.323) (64.483) (74.966) (9.1)5) (35.487) (48.90)

PCIBL ACK 0.0105 0.2386 0.3024 -0.1568 0.1271 0.2120
(0.309) (8.638) (10.067) (6.724) (7.283) (8.837)

PC-1'NDIA -0.9412 -0.753) -0.4799 -0.2855 -0.1601 0.0102
(17.565) (17.370) (10.178) (7.761) (5 816) (0.271)

PCTH1SPA -0.5426 -0.2640 -0.0938 -0.1527 r 0.1737
(8.989) (5.40(') (1.766) (3.696) (2.79)) 14,086)

PCTAS I AN 1.2536 1.0522 (1,8451 0.3504 0.115( 0.00483
(21.440) (22.241) (16.426) (8.635) (1.806) (0.1 16)

AGE__ 0.2075 0.21)13 0179i 0.0639 0.061(5 0.0688
(73.171) (87.976) (71.967) (29.988) (42.978) (31.400)

AGE_ SQ 2.3148 2.2102 1.9159 -0.5554 -0.5767 -0.5598
(61.207) (72.231) (57.569) (19.7181 (27.355) (19.3211

SVCJ-7RST 0.0851 0.061)) 0.1267 0.1073 0586 0.1199
) (3.705) (7.174) (7.816) (5.704) (8.494)

SVC_ F SQ 3.4941 2.5615 1.2831 6.6662 4,4002 2.4483
(9.789) 01.869! (4.085) (27.157) (24.277) (9.697)

SVC IMRE(' 0.1768 0.12 0.1855 - 0.104.1 -0.036) -0.1083
008)2) (7.580) ( I() 614) (7.672) (3.548) (7.750)

SVC_M_ SQ --3.2388 2.6658 1.4444 6.3606 -4.461(1 5382
(9.269) (9.430) (4.698) (2(.439) (24.775) ( 257)

AGESVC.. 3.8686 -1.3919 -.2.9781 -6.0027 3.4598 3.6071
( 7.964 ) (6 089) (6 9671 (18036) 113.8891 (10.5371

AGE M 5.5059 1.76" 4 2678 5.6122 2.9723 3.3450
(11.574) (9.774) (10195) 117.201) (12.172) (9.968)

HANDICAP -0.4799 0,3741 0,3385 0893 _ (1.0501) 0.0852
(27.573) (26 574) (22.1010 (7.397) (5 530) i6.862)

VIET 0.4237 0,33,5 0.2480 -11.1054 -0.0642 0.0263
(25.892 t (25.116) 117 222, (9.33)) (7.598) (2.271

VETOTHFR 0.4722 0 4259 -(1 4293 0.1194 0.153(1 -0.2149
t33 6701 137.530) (34.785 (12.199) (20.887) (21.342)

HAN', MISS (1.8247 0.6700 0.5034
1165 494, ( 9.628 (98.204)

HAY POINT 0.00235 (I 00223 0.00170
(9(.915) (122 960) (('8.331)

?MT( MSc) 0(8)117 (1.00107 0.18)057
/41.5901 (50.89i c I9.66.41

I ntervept I 3917 1 5883 1.3072 0.5927 (1.2713 0.2646
(27 9441 ( 9 4I h) (2ir s,7x) 116 371) if o ni31 17 105

R: 0. ;1(54 0 5799 0 5459 (1 -7135 8324 0.71 os

.1, jI
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.Appendix Table A4.7 "Comparable INOrth" Pay Regressions,
October 1981 and April 1986

turmeighted; dep. var.= log of class max. pay; t in parentheses)

Variable

October 1981

Sample: A Sample: B

April 1986

Sample: A Sample: B

pc-Ft:EN1AI -0.1574 -0.1350 -0,0631 0.0282
(12.380) 7.8011 (5.264) (1.605)

HAY POINT 0.0010 0.0016 0.0011 0.0018
(55.(173) (39.634) (56._;911 (40.956)

Intercept 2.0315 1.8861 2.2903 2.0765
( 203. S99 ) (121.724) (224 511) (126,247)

R2 8011 0.8464 7619 0 8261

"S.IMPIC 6111,1q.., .t11 1th a IL it.Lht.ttR 011

Littikaq if .01 1111 C1.1111011011 .1h: 111:11 ,tko Ii.iti at Ic;ist Irn
it1L11111hellt%

k-
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Appendix Table A4.8(1) Time 11-end" Pooled OLS Wage Regressions
for Random Sample of 1,000 White Women Present Continuously

During October 1981-April 1986
(dep. %an = LOG _HRIN; in parentht ses)

Variable

Raw Differentials Raw Duffs. w/Haypoint

Basic Percent Basic Percent

PCTFEMA --0.3265 0.0052
(52.142) (1.324)

PCTI3LACK 0.0948 0.0088
(1.782) (0.290)

PCT1N DIA 2.0986 0.0177
(16.474) (0.242)

PCTHISPA 2.9787 0.3807
.604) (4.505)

PCTASIAN 1.7601 0,2989
(19.021) (5.595)

AGE

AGE SQ

SVC ,FRST

SQ

SVCIVIREC

SV C _SQ

AG ESVC_F

AGESVC._ tvl

HANDICAP

VET_VIET

VETOTH ER
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Appendix Table A4.8(1) (continued)

Raw Differentials Rim Dills. %%/
Hi. point -,

Variable Basic Percent Bask Percent

HAY_MISS 0.7652 0.7711
(179.680) (161.257)

HAY POINT 0.0030 0.0030
(154.261) (138.228)

H AY POISQ -0.0014 -0.0015
(59.557) (58.186)

A FTER783 0.0322 0.0338 0.0291 0.0289
(2.216) (2.600) 25) (3.898)

Al:TER784 0.0471 0.0482 0.0482 0.0479

(5.344) (6.120) (10.732) (10.674)
AFTER785 0.0374 0.0374 0.0364 0.0360

(3.476) (3.895) (6.635) (6.570)
TIN1ETR ND 0.4760 0.4872 0.4836 0.4838

(2.551) (2.922) (5.080) (5.090)
TIMTRSQ 0.886) -0.8986 0.9040 -0.9046

(2.647) (3.004) (5.293) (5.304)
CPINDEX I 0.3217 0.2733 0,3428 0.3547

(0.814) (0.774) (1.699) (1.761)
CPINI)EX2 0.0307 -0.0891 -0.0356 -0.0315

(0.077) (0.251) (0.176) (0.156)
CPINDEX3 0.1675 -0.1765 -0.1274 -0.1365

(0349) (0.412) (0.521) (0.558)
CPINDEX4 0.1769 0.1441 0.0426 0.0422

(0.589) (0.537) (0.278) (0.276)

Intercept -5.5636 -4.7973 5.8013 -5.8457
(3.379) (3.261) (6.905) (6.969)

R' 0.2377 0.3917 0.8012 0.8023
Sum of AFTER? 0.1167 0.1194 0.1137 0.1128
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Variable

Appendix Table

Standard

Basic

A4.8(1) (continued)

Regressors
Standard Regressors

with liaypoint

Bvsic PercentPercent

PCTFEMA1. -0.3176 0.(X)66
(54.087) (1.801)

PCTR I ACK 0.2083 0.0722
(4.183) (2.549)

PCTINDIA -1.8760 0.0670
(15.738) (0.981)

PCTH I SPA -2.7861 0.2865
(20,627) (3.650)

I'CTASIAN 1.7097 0.3211
(19.781) (6.466)

AGE-- 0.0338 0.0294 )055 0.0057
(28.919) (28.235) (9.151) (9.435)

AGE __SQ -0.4355 -0.3663 -0,0542 0.0561
(28.605) (26.980) (6.890) (7.140)

SVC FRS I. -0.0074 0.0206 0.0209 0.0204
(0.945) (2.921) (5.230) (5.097)

SVC F. SQ - 1.0632 0.7647 0.4359 -0.4361
(6.493) (5.249) (5.261) (5.270)

SVC NIREC 0.0163 -0.0078 0.(X44 0.0036
(2.077) (1.121) (1.103) (0.921)

SVC_ SQ 0,4925 0.2436 0.1579 0.1597
(3.021) (1.680) (1.915) (1.939)

AGESVC_F 0.0)07 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001
(4.861 ) (0.343) (1.531) (1.391)

AGESVC M 0.0004 )001 )000 0.0000
( 2. 6801 (1.260) (0.869) (0.680)

HANDICAP 0.0216 0.0334 0.0046 0.0041
(2.448) (4.242 (1.029) (0.917)

V LT_VII_T -0,0943 1).0462 :).0066 0.0041
(1.917) (1.057) (0 269) (0.165

V ETOTHER 0.0614 0.0530 0.0058 0.0028
(3 .s42) (3.382) r(. 652) (0.324)

HAY_ MISS 0.7428 0.7417
(183.819 (163.410)

C
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Appendix

Variable

Table A4.8(1) (continued)

Regressors
pointStandard

Bask

Regressors
Standard

with Hat

Percent Basic Percent

HAYPOINT

HAY POI SQ

0.0029
(155.667)
--00014
(59.532)

0.0029
(137.964)
-0.0014
(57.241)

AFTER783 0.(1323 0.0337 0.0292 0.0291

(2.370) (2.783) (4.246) (4.233)

AFTER784 0.0469 0.0478 (1.0482 0.0479

(5.686) (6.519) (11.558) (11.501)

AFTER785 0.0373 0.0374 0.0364 0.0361

(3.703) (4.181) (7.158) (7.103)

TIMETRND 0.4272 0.4375 0.4580 0.4571

(2.445) (2.817) (5.187) (5.187)

TIMTRSQ -0.8167 -0.8267 -0,8709 0.8694
(2.605) (2.967) (5.497) (5.499

CPINDEX 1 0.3285 0.2826 0.3443 0.3551

(0.887) (0.859) (1.840) (1.902)
CPINDEX2 -0.0268 -0.0782 -0.0367 -0.0301

(0.072 ) (0.237) (0.195) (0.161)

CPINDEX3 -0.1651 -0.1773 --0.1272 -0.1348

(0.368) (0.444) (0.560) (0,595)

CPINDEX4 0.1821 0.1486 0.0421 0.0433

(0.(- 17) (0.594) (0.2%) ((1.306)

Intercept --5.6317 --4.8305 -5.5831 -5.6209

(3.652) (3.524) (7.164

12 0.3320 0.4724 0.8294 0.830'

Sum 01 AI:n.1278/ : 0.1165 0.1189 0.1138 0.1131
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Appendix Table A4.8(2) "Private-Sector Wages" Pooled 01.4 Wage
Regressions for Random Sample of 1,000 White %men Present

Continuously During October 1981-April 1986
(dep. var. = LOG_HRLY; I in parentheses)

Variable

Raw Differentials Raw Diffs. winapoint

Basic Percent Basic Percent

PCTFIEMAL 0.3266 0.0052
(52.138) (1.320)

PCTBLACK 0.0948 0.0088
(1.782) (0.289)

PCTINDIA 2.0963 0.0200
(16.453) (0.272)

PCTHISPA 2.9784 0.3810
(20.598) (4.507)

PCTASIAN 1.7594 0.2983
(19_(X)9) (5.580)

AG F._

AG SQ

SVC_FRST

SVC__F_SQ

SVC_MREC

SVC_M_SQ

AG ES V C.__F

AGESVC_ M

HANDICAP

VELV I ET

V FTOTHER
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Appendix Table A4.8(2) (continued)

Variable

HAY...MISS

H AY POINT

H AY POI SQ

Raw Differentials

Basic

Raw Dills.
Ha :$ point

Percent

0.7712
(1(,1.174)

0.()030
(138.180)
-0.0015
(58.19(J)

Percent

0.7653
(179.584)

0,0030
(154.206)
-0.0014
(59.561)
-0.5476

(2-397)

Basic

AFTER783 0.0528 0.0560 0.0492 0.0489
(6.219) (7.378) (11.356) (11.308)

AFTER784 0.0341 0.0364 0.0339 0.0336
(3.655) (4.359) (7.118) (7.062)

AFTER785 (1.0181 0.0193 0.0160 0.0156
(2.693) (3.212) (4.673) (4.551)

LNWGMSAP - 0.440() -0.4298 0.5476 -0.5505
(0.483) (1.075) (2.397) (2.413)

LNWGMINP 0.2989 0.3072 0.3945 0,3990
(0.691) W.795) (1.788; (1.811)

CPINDEX1 0.5431 0.5298 0.5587 0.5710
(1.546) r 1.688) (3.116) (3.189)

CPINI)EX2 0 4587 0,4028 0.4573 0.4590
(1.175) (1.155) (2.294) (2.306)

C'PINI)EX3 0.2409 0.2661 0.2603 0.2484
(0.595) ((1.735) r 1 .25,, ) r 1.203)

s131NDEX4 0.5352 0.5105 0.4372 0.4398
(1.678) (1.792) (2.686) (2.706)

Intercept 4.9988 -4,5405 -5.1225 -5.1658
(6.823) (6.935) (13.696) (13.831)

R' 0.2375 0.3915 0.8014 0.8021

Sum (If Al TFR78i 0.1050 0,1110 0.0991 0.0981
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Appendix Table

Standard

Basic

A4.8(2) (continued)

Regressors
point

PercentVariable

Regressors

Percent

Standard
with Hay

Basic

PCTFEMA L -0.3 176 -0.0066
(54.083) (1,804)

PCTBLACK 0.2083 0.0723
(4.183) (2.550)

PCTINDIA 1.8742 0.0689
(15.720) (1.009)

PCTH ISPA -2.7860 0.2865
(20.623) (3.648)

PCTASIAN 1.709 i 0.3206
(19.771) (6.452)

AGE_ 0.0338 0.0294 0.0055 0.0057
(28.919) 28.234) (9.155) (9.437)

AGE_____SQ 0.4355 -0.3663 -0.0542 0.0561
(28.603) (26.977) (6.891) (7.140)

SVC FRST --(A1075 0.02()5 0.0209 0.0203
).949) (2.914) (5.216) (5.084)

SVC_F_SQ 1.0633 0.7648 0.4360 0.4362
(6.493) (5.249) (5.259) (5.268)

SVC_MRF.0 0.0164 0.0078 0.(X)43 0.0036
(2.084) (1.112) (1.087) (0.905)

SVC_M_SQ 0.4924 0.2434 0.1577 0.1595
(3.019) (1.678) (1.911) (1.936)

AGESVC_F 0.0007 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001
(4.865) (0.350) (1.518) (1.378)

AGES VC_ M .0.0004 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
(2.686) (1 251) (0.853) (0.665)

HANDICAP 0,0217 0.0336 0.0045 0.0040
(2.458) (4.254) (1.006) (0.892)

VET_VIET 0.0943 0.0462 0.0067 -0.0041
(1.916) (1.056) (0.269) (0.165)

V ETOTH ER 0.0624 0.0530 0.0058 - 0.0029
(3.541) (3.380, (0.655) (0.326)

H AY__ Nil I SS 0.7428 0.7417
(183.714 ) (163.317)

1 C
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Variable

Appendix Table A4.8(2) (continued)

Standard Regressors
Standard

with Hay
Regressors

point

PercentBasic Percent Basic

NAY POI NT

HAYPOISQ

AFTER783

AFTER784

AFTER785

LNWGIVISAP

LNWGN11"

CPINDE%

CP1NDEX2

CPINDEX3

CPINDFA4

Intcrcept

R2

Sum of AF1 78i:

0.0473
(5.957)
0.0312

(3.571)
0.0158

(2.5091
0.5503

(1.313)
0.3771

(0.931 )
0.4568

(1.389)
0.4129

(1.129)
0.1078

(0.284)
0.5483

(1.836)
-4.3447

(6.323)
0.3318
0.0943

0.0505
(7.142)
0.0335

(4.308)
0.0173

( 3.089)
0.5337

(1.4321
0.3818

(1.061)
0.4487

(1.534)
0.3622

(1.1141
0.132()

(0.391)
0.5214

(1.964)
-3,8863
(6.362)
0.4722
0.1013

0.0029
(155.605)
-0.0014
(59.534)

0.0459
(11.428)

0.0318
(7.205)
0.0143
(4.485)
0.6252
(2.950)
0.448()
(2.189)
0.5009
(3.011)
0.4311
(2.332)
0.1767
(0.921)
0.4460
( 2.954 )

-4.4087
(12.689)

0.8292
0.0920

0.0029
(137.909)
-0.0014
(57.242)
0.0457

(11.384)
0.0315
(7.149)
0.0139
(4.378)
0.6281
(2.970)
0.4528
(2 .216 )
0.5107
( 3.077)
0.4335
(2.350
0.1640
(0.856)
0.4500
(2.986)
4.4400

(12.804)
0.8300
0 091 1

1 r,
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Appendix Table A4.8(3) "Time 'fend and Private-Sector Wages"
Pooled OLS Wage Regressions for Random Sample of 1,000

White Women Present Continuously During October 1981-April 1986
(dep. var. ---.LOG_HRLY; t in parentheses)

Variable

Raw Differentials Raw Diffs. w/Haypoint

Bask Percent Basic Percent

PCTFEMAL -0.3265 0.0052
(52.139) (1.327)

PCTBLACK 0.0946 0.0086
(1.779) (0.284)

PCTINDIA -2.0983 0.0181
(16.471) (0.247)

PCTHISPA -2.9791 0.380o
(20.606) (4.501)

PCTASIAN 1.7606 0.2994
(19.024) (5.604)

AGE

AGE___SQ

SVC_FRST

SVC_F_SQ

SVC_MREC

SVC_M_SQ

AGESVC.. F

AGESVC_M

HANDICAP

VET_VIET

VETOTHER

t
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Appendix Table A4.8(3) (continued)

Variable

Raw Differentials

Percent

Diffs. 1/
flay point

Bask Basic

0.7652

Percent

0.7711HAY_MISS
(179.690) (161.266)

HAYPOINT 0.0030 0.0030
(154.265 (138.230)

HAY POISQ -0.0014 -0.0015
(59.556) (58.185)

AFTER783 0.0285 0.0296 0.0242 0.0240
(1.829) (2.126) (3.045) (3.018)

AFTER784 0.0438 0,0446 0.0433 0.0432
(2.997) (3.418) (5.815) (5.801)

AFTER785 0.0350 0.0349 0.0328 0.0326
(2.391) (2.668) (4.392) (4.363)

TIMETRND 0.4882 0.5020 0.4963 0.4977
(2.503) (2.881) (4.987) (5.009)

TIMTRSQ -0.8950 -0.9111 0.9076 -0.9108
(2.474) (2.819) (4.917) (4.942)

1..NWCIMSAP -0.3501 -0.3926 -0.4691 -0.4680
(0.617) (0.775) (1.621) (1.620)

LNWGMINP 0.3376 0.3817 0.4420 0.4442
(0.697) .882) (1.788) (1.800)

CP1NDEX1 0.2862 0.2350 0.2905 0.3040
(0.692) (0.636) (1.377) (1.443)

CPINDEX2 0.0853 -0.1544 -0.0951 0.0952
(0.191) (0.387) (0.417) (0.418)

CPINDEX3 -0,3010 -0.3283 -0.2992 -0.3101
(0.584) (0.713) (1.137) (1.180)

CP1NDEX4 0.2971 0.2804 0.1985 0.1994
(0.861) (0.909) (1.128) (1.134)

Intercept -5.2040 -4.4141 -5.1529 -5.3195
(2,323) (2,205) (4.596) (4.661)

R' 0.2377 0.3918 0.8016 0.8023
Sum of AFTER78i: 0.1073 0.1091 0.1(X)3 0.0998

17 0
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Appendix Table A4.8(3) (continued)

Variable

Standard Regressors

Basic Percent

-0.3176
(54,084)

0.2081
(4.180)
1.8758

(15.735)

Standard Regressors
with Ha, poic

Basic I .!rcent

0.0066
(1.798)
0.0720
(2.543)
0.0674
(0.987)

PCTFEMA1.

PCTBLACK

PCT1N NA

PCTHISPA -2.7864 0.2861
(20.629) (3.(x45)

PCTASIAN 1.7011 0.3216
(19.786) (6.476)

AGE _ _ 0.0338 0.0294 0.0055 0.0057
(28.918) (28.234) (9.150 (9.434)

AGE__ SQ 0.4355 0.3663 -0.0541 -0.0561
(28.604) (26.979) (6.890) (7.139)

SVC_FRST -0.0074 0.0206 0.0209 0.0204
«).944) (2,921) (5.132) (5.100)

SVC_F.__SQ 1.0629 0.7644 0.4355 0.4357
(6.491) (5.247) (5.257) (5.266)

SVC_NIREC 0.0163 0.0078 -0.0044 -0.0036
(2.077) (1.122) (1.105) (0.924)

SVC_NA__SQ 0.4922 0.2433 0.1575 0.1593
(3.019) (1.678) (1.910) ( 1.935)

AGESVC_ F 0.0007 0.0000 0,0001 -0.0001
(4.859) (0.341) (1.536) (1.396)

AGESVC NI 0.0004 0.0001 0.00(. 0.0000
(2.678) (1.262) (0.87- (0.685)

HANDICAP 0.0216 0.0334 0.(X)4:, 0.0041
(2.447) (4.241) (1.030) (0.918)

VET_VIET 0.0943 0.0462 0.0066 -0,0040
(1.916) (1.056) (0,269) (0.165)

VETOTHER 0.0624 0.0530 0.0058 -0.0028
(3.542) (3.382) (0.651) (0.323)

HAY _ MISS 0.7428 0.7417
(183.832) (163.421)

t",
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Appendix

Variable

Table A4.8(3) (continued)

Regressors
pointStandard

Basic

Regressors

Percent

Standard
with Hay

Basic Percent

H AYPOI NT

HAYPOISQ

0.0029
(155.673)
-0.0014
(59.532)

0.0029
(137.968)
-0.0014
(57.240)

AFTER7S3 0.0286 0.0296 0.0243 0.0242
(1.960) (2.279) (3.297) (3.285)

AFTER784 0.0436 0.0443 0,0433 0.0432
(3.190) (3.648) (6.262) (6.257)

AFTER785 0.0350 0.0350 0.0329 0.0327
(2.550) (2.872) (4.738) (4.724)

T1METRND 0.4394 0.4527 0.4707 0.4711
(2.406) (2.788) (5.099) (5.114)

TIMTRSQ -0.8258 -0.8402 -0.8744 -0.8761
(2.437) (2.790) (5.107) (5.127)

INWGINISAP 0.3469 0.3871 -0.4685 0.4655
(0.653) (0,820) (1.746) (1.738)

1.NWC1MINP 0.3348 0.3779 0.4413 0.4424
(0.738) (0.937) (1.924) (1.933)

CPINDEX1 0.2935 0.2455 0.2920 0.3049
(0.758) (0.713) (1.492) (1.561)

CPINDEX2 -0.0813 -0.1446 -0.0960 -0.0942
(0.194) (0.389) (0.454) (0.447)

CPINDEX3 -0.2976 0.3280 -0.2986 -0.3079
(0.6'6) (0.764) (1.2.'.4) (1.264)

CPINDEX4 0.3013 0.2838 0.1978 0.1999
(0.932) (0.988) (1.211; (1.227)

Intercept 5 . 2773 -4.4623 -5.0342 ---5.1012

(2.515) (2.393) (4.748) (4.821)
R= 0.3320 0.4724 0,8294 0.8302
Sum of AFTER78i: 0.1072 0.1089 0.1005 0.1001
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Appendix Table A4.9(1) "Time '11-end" Pooled 01.4 Wage Regressions
for Random Sample of 1M00 White Men Present Continuously

During October 1981-April 1986
(dep. Ian =LO(_HRLY; t in parentheses)

Variable

Raw Differentials Raw 1)iffs. /1-laypoint

Bask Percent Bask Percent

PCTEEMAI, -0.4194 -0.2502
(51.340) (49,405)

PCIBLAC7K 0.4161 0.2090
(6.947) (5.731)

PCTINDIA -3.3538 0.0805
(30.231) (1,149)

PCTHISPA -2.6597 0.3878
(17.342) (4.081)

PCTASIAN 1.6484 0.1123
(12.354) (1.357)

AGE

SVC_FRST

SV.

SVC_N1REC

SVCALSQ

AGESVC,F

AGESVC7_11

HANDICAP

VET_VIEF

VETOTHER
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Appendix Table A4.9(1) (continued)

Percent

Raw Mfrs. w/
Haypoint

Variable

Raw Differentials

Basic Basic Percent

HAY...MISS

HAYPOINT

H AY POISE)

0.8165
(150.685)

0.0026
(109.651)
-0.0013
(50.404)

0.7843
(144.869)

0.0025

(105.733)
-0.0012
(50.012)

AFTER7S3 0.0016 -0.0036 0.0(X)2 --0.0008
(0.093) (0.232) 0.028) (0.088)

AFTER784 0.0057 0.0025 0.0050 0.0043

(0.544) (0.268) (0.824) (0.754)
AFTER785 0.0106 (1.01 i 5 0.0105 0.0108

(0,827) (0.989) (1.405) (1.523)

TIMETRND 0.4150 0.4639 0.3897 0.4070
(1.861) (2.297) (2.98)) (3.311)

TIMTRSQ 0.8095 0.8768 -0,7725 -0.7972

(2.023) (2.419) (3.293) (3.615)

CPINDEN] 0,4715 0.4159 0.5065 0.4728
(0.997) (0.972) (1.828) (1.815)

CPINDEX2 0.1735 0.0857 0.2358 0.2206
(0.365) (0.199) (0.847) (0.843)

CPINDEX3 0.0920 -0.2799 -0.0860 -0,1555
(0.160) (0.539) (0.256) (0.492)

CP1NDEX4 0.4299 0.4)96 0.4325 0.4403
(1.196) (1.289) (2.053) (2.223)

Intercept 7.3716 -6.4883 -8.0770 -7.7770
(3.745) (3.640) (7.000) (7.169)

R= 0.1086 0.2693 0.6938 0.7295
Sum 01 A FTER78i : 0.0179 0.0104 0.0157 0.0135
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Appendix Table A4.9(1) (cant( it'd)

Variable

Standard

Basic

Regressors

Percent

Standard Regressors
with Hay point

Bask Percent

PCIFEMAL 0.3243 0.1905
(40.224) (39.476)

pcniu-cK 0.4711 0.2533
(8.336) (7,566)

PCTINDIA -2.9725 0.0558
(28.2-4) (0.866)

PCTH1SPA -26712 0.2038
(18.462) (2.338)

PCT,AS1AN 1.7643 0.3243
(13.969) (4,256)

AGE_____ 0.0465 0.0383 0.0154 0.0130
(26.0(19) (22.979) (14.920) (13.031)

AGE _SCE -0.4764 -0.3809 -0.1031 ..0.0774
(21.563) (18.483) (8.064) (6.290)

SVC_1 RST -0.0668 -0.0721 -0.0330 -0.0367
(6.996) (8.122) (6.041) (h.979)

SVC__F_SQ 0.903() -0.8442 -0.8303 -0.8366
(7.737) (7.791) ( 2,397) (12.999)

SVC__MREC.' 0.0754 0.0807 0.0550 0.0573
(7.916) (9.127) (10.093) (10.929)

SVC _N1__SQ 0.6891 0.6548 0.5946 0.6393
(5.91(1) (6.046) (8.894) (9.950)

AGESVC_F 0.0024 0.0024 0.0014 0.0015
(12.038) (12.809) (12.506) (13.503)

AGESVC.. NI 0.0024 -0.0024 -0.0017 -0.0017
(11.761) (12.903) (14.614) 15.866)

HANDICAP --0.0943 -0.0835 -0.0151 -0.0137
(13.691) (13.039) (3.823) (3.611)

VELVIET -0.0220 -0.0328 0.0098 -0.0173
(4,244) (6.776) (3.294) (6.023)

VETOTHER -0.0532 0.0486 -0.0267 -0 0251
(10.244) (10.064) (8.981) (8.766)

HAY_MISS 0.7861 0.7661
(159.065) (152.388)
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Appendix Table A4.9(I) (cont:

Standard Regressors

ed)

Standard Regressors
with ilaypoint

Variable Bask Percent Bask Percent

II AY P01 NT 0.0025 0.0024
(116.266) (112.047)

H AY P01SQ 0.0013 -0.0012
(54,826) (53.948)

AFTER-783 0.0010 0.0035 0.0001 0.0008
((l .064) (0.241) (0.011) (0.094)

AFTER784 0.0073 0.0044 0.0057 0.0051
(0.761) (0.49S) (1.044) (0.978)

AFTER785 0.0109 0.0117 0.0106 0.0109
(0.926) (1.076) (1.584) (1.688)

TIMETRNI) 0.3861 0.4346 0.3653 0.383!
(1.888) (2.289) (3.122) (3.4(18)

TIMTRSQ 0.7692 0.8345 0.7366 0.7620
(2.0%) (2.450) (3.509) (3.778)

CPINDEN1 0.4583 0.4148 0.4908 0.4640
(1.057) (1.031) (1.980) (1.948)

PINDEX2 0.1144 0.0416 0.2038 0.1941
(0.263) (0.103) (0.818) (0.811)

CPINDEN3 -0.0987 0.2542 -0.0971 -0.1505
((1.18) 0.521) (0.323) (0.521)

CPINDEN4 0.4205 0.4 0.4279 0.4363
(1.276) (1.3441 (2.270) (2.409)

Intercept 7.6616 6.8769 7.9280 7.7166
(4,244) (4,103) (7.678) (7.778)

R' 0.2511 0_3858 0.7550 0.7740
Sum of Al TFR7S1: 0.01q2 0.0126 0.0164 0.0152
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Appendix Table A4.9(2) "Prhate-Sector %ages" Pooled OLS %iage
Regressions for Random Sample of 1,000 White Men Present

Continuousb During October 1981-April 1986
(dep. %an t in parentheses)

Variabl:

Raw Differentials

Basic Percent

Rau Dills. wilia point

Basic Percent

PCTFEMAL -0.4194 -0.2501
(51.328) (49.382)

PCIBLACK 0.4156 0.2085
(6,''37) (5.714)

PCTIN DI A -3.3544 0.0811
(30.233) (1.158)

PCTHISPA -2.6577 0.3897
(17.327) (4.1(X))

PCTASIAN 1.6483 0.1120
(12.352) (1.353)

AGE__

AGE s()

SVC_FRST

SVC_F_SQ

SVC_NIREC

SVc...1V1_8(,)

AGESVCM

HANDICAP

VET_VIET

V ETOTH ER
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Appendix Table A4.9(2) (continued)

%aria:*

Raw Differentials

Percent

Rim Dills. w/
Hay point

Basic Basic Percent

HAY_M1SS

li AY POIN T

HAY PO1SQ

0.8165
(150.654)

0.0026
(109..37)
-0.0013
(50.402)

0.7843
(144.838)

0.0025
(105.718)
-0.0012
(50.010)

AFTER783 0.0137 0.0143 0.0099 0.0106
(1.356) (1.561) (1.669) (1.895)

AFTER784 0.0126 -0.0124 -0.0147 -0.0143
(1.132) (1,234) (2.256) (2.334)

AFTER785 -0,0133 -0.0098 -0.0144 -0.0134
(1.661) (1.347) (3.052) (3.028)

LNWGMSAP -0.6523 -0.5106 -0.6839 0.6546
(1.219) (1.054) (2.180) (2.219)

LNWGNIINP 0.4458 0.3449 0.4498 0.4398
(0.862) (0.737) (1.485) (1.544)

CPINDEX I 0.5431 0.5880 0.5299 0.5303
(1.293) (1.546) (2.152) (2.291)

CP1NDEX2 0.606() 0.5638 0.6623 0.6522
(1.298) (1.334) (2.420) (2.535)

CPINDFX3 0.1075 0.0627 0.0675 0.0328
(0.221) (0. ! 43) (0.238) (0.123)

CPINDEX4 0,8160 0.7921 0.8010 0.8179
(2.141) (1.294) (3.584) (3.892)

Intercept 5.5383 -5.4537 -5.8901 -5.8461
(6.323) (6.875) (11.471) (12.110)

R2 0.1085 0.2691 0,6937 0,7293

Sum of AFTER78i: 0.0122 -0.0079 0.0192 -00171



Appendix Table A4.9(2) (continued)

169

Variable

Standard Regressors
Standard Regressors

with Ila point

Basic Percent Bask Percent

PCTFEMAL

PCTI31.ACK

-0.3242
(40.213)

0.4706

-0.1905
(39,457)
0 2527

(8.326) (7.548)
PCTINDIA -.1.9731 0.0549

(28.278) (0.853)
PCTH IS PA 2.6693 0.2056

(18.447) (2.358)
PCTASI A N 1,7642 0,3240

(13.967) (4.250)
AGE 0.0465 0.0383 0.0154 0.0130

(26.011) (22.980) (14.923) (13.033)
AGE __SQ -0.4764 0.3809 -0.1032 --0.0775

(21.564) (18.484) (8,067) (('.293)
svc_FRsT 0.0668 -0.0720 0.0330 -0.0366

(6.986) (8.110) (6.026) (6.960)
SVC_F_SQ -0.9035 -0.8448 -0.8308 -0.8371

(7.741) (7.794) (12.402) 13.;)04)
SVC_MREC 0.0753 0.0806 0.0550 0.0572

(7,908) (9.116) (10,079) (10.912)
SVC_M_SQ 0.6895 0.6551 0.5949 0.6397

(5.913) (6.048) (8.898) (9.953)
AG ESV C_F 0.0024 0.0024 0.0014 0.0015

(12.031) (12.799) (12.494) (13.488)
AG ESV C_M 0.0024 0.0024 -0.0017 --0.0017

(11.754) (12.894) (14.603) (15.852)

HANDICAP -0.0943 -0,0836 -0.0152 -0.0138
(13.695) (13.044) (3.831) (3.621)

V ET_V LET 0.0220 -0.0328 0.0098 -0.0173
(4.249) (6.779) (3.303) (6.030)

VERT]. HER -0.0531 0.0485 -0.0267 -0.0251
(10.232) (10.050) (8.962) (8.T

HAY_ MISS 0.7861 0.71
(159.027) (1522-

7D
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Appendix Table A4.9(2) (continued)

Variable

Standard Regressors

Bask Percent

Standard Regressors
with Haypoint

Basic Percent

HAYPOINT

HAYPOISQ

0.0125
(116.247)
--0.0013
(54.821)

0.0024
(112.027)
-0.0012
(53.942)

AFTF.R783 0.(X)98 0.0112 0.0072 0.0081
(1.059) (1.3(36) (1.354) (1.595)

AFTER784 -0.012'-) 0.0122 -0.0153 -0.0147
(1.262) (1.291) (2.616) (2.621)

AFTER785 -0.0145 0.0108 -0.0152 -0.0141
(1.975) (1.574) (3.597) (3.479)

LNWGMSAP 0.7199 -O.:1740 -0.7346 -0.7041
(1.467) (1.260) (2.617) (2.611)

LNWGMINP 0.4867 0.3841 0.4843 0.4732
(1.027) (0.873) (1.786) (1.817)

CPINDEX1 0.4710 0.5318 0.4713 0.4801
(1.223) (1.488) (2.139) (2.268)

CPINDEX2 0.5259 0.4983 0.6088 0.6056
(1.229) (1.254) (2.486) (2.574)

CPINDEX3 0.0252 0.0172 -(3.0033 -0.0190
(0.057 ) (0.042) (0.013 ) (0.078)

CPINDEX4 0.8057 0.7813 0.7965 0.8132
(2.305) (2.407) (3.983) (4.233)

Intercept 5.3675 --5.4270 --5.4239 5.4828
(6.673) (7.268) (11.788) (12.402)

R2 0.2510 0.3546 0.7549 0.7738
Sum of AFTER78i: -0.0176 0.0108 0.0233 -0.0207

1E 1-1
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Appendix Table A4.9(3) "Time 'trend and Private-Sector Wages"
Pooled 014S Wage Regressions for Random Sample of 1,000 White Men

Present Continuously During October 1981-April 1986
(dep. var. = LOG_HRLY; t in parentheses)

Variable

Raw Differentials Raw Diffs. w/Haypoint

Basic Percent Basic Percent

PCTFEMAL -0.4194 -0.2502
(51.339) 49.405)

PCTBLACK 0.4162 0.2091
(6.947) 5.732)

PCTINDIA -3.3535 -0.0802
(30.227) (1.!15)

PCTHISPA -2.6598 0.3877
(17.342) (4.079)

PCTASIAN 1.6485 0.1124
(12.354) (1.358)

AGE

AGE _SQ

SVC_FRST

SVC_F_SQ

SVC_MREC

SVC_M_SQ

AGESVC_F

AGESVC_M

HANDICAP

VET_VIET

vErarHER
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Appendix Table A4.9(3) (continued)

Variable

Raw Differentials Raw Diffs. w/
Haypoint

Basic Percent Basic Percent

HAY_MISS

HAY POINT

H AY POI SQ

0.8165
(150.680)

0.0026
(109.647)

0.0013
(50.402)

0.7843
(144.866)

0.0025
(105.730)
-0.0012
(50.010)

AFTER783 0.0022 -0.0072 -0,(X)35 -0.0046
(0.121) (0.429) (0.324) (0.452)

A FTER784 0.0019 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002

(0.110) (0.036) (0.021) (0.027)
AFTER785 0.0079 0.0093 0.0068 0.0077

(0.450) (0,588) (0.665) (0.802)

TIM ETRND 0.4258 0.4767 0.3922 0.4147
(1.826) (2.257) (2.869) (3.227)

TIMTR-) -0.8139 -0.8873 -0.7581 -0.7951
(1.882) (2.265) (2.990) (3.336)

LNWGMSAP -0.3721 -0.3412 -0.3747 -0.3672
(0.549) (0.556) (0.943) (0.983)

LNWGMINP 0.3525 0.3313 0,3317 0.3399
(0.608) (0.631) (0.977) (1.065)

CPINDEX I 0.4308 0.3824 0.4549 0.4290
(0.871) (0.854) (1.569) (1.575)

CPINDEX2 0.1238 0.0295 0.2162 0.1820
(0.232) (0.061) (0.690) (0.618)

CPINDEX3 -0.2295 -0.41 16 0.2085 -0.2857
(0.372) (0.737) (0.577) (0.841)

CPINDEX4 0.5545 0.5379 0.5465 0.5594
(1.344) (1.439) (2.259) (2.460)

Intercept -6.9489 -6.1526 -7.5016 -7.3082
(2.594) (2.537) (4.779) (4.952)

R2 0.1087 0.2693 0.6939 0.7295
Sum of AFTER78i: 0.0076 0,0016 0.0035 0.0033
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Appendix Table A4.9(3) (continued)

Variable

Standard Regressors
Standard Regressors

w'th Ha, point

Basic Percent Basic Percent

PCTFEMAL -0.3243 -0.1905
(40,223) (39,476)

PCTBLACK 0.4711 0.2533
(8.336) (7.567)

PCTINDIA -2.9723 0.0560
(28.270) (0.870)

PCTHISPA -2.6713 0.2037
(18.462) (2.337)

PCTASIAN 1.7643 0.3244
( 13.969) (4.256)

AGE 0.0465 0.0383 0,0154 0.0130
(26.008) (22.978) (14.920) (13.031)

AGE_ _SO -0.4764 0.3809 -0,1031 -0.0774
(21.562) (18.482) (8.064) (6.290)

SVC__ERST -0.0668 -0.0721 0.0330 -0.0367
(6.995) (8.121) (6.041) (6.978)

SVC_F_SQ -0.9032 0.8444 0.8305 -0.8367
(7.738) (7.792) (12.400) (13.002)

SVC_MREC 0.0754 0.0807 0.0550 0.0573
(7,915) (9.126) (10.093) (10.928)

SVC_M_SQ 0.6893 0.6550 0.5947 0.6395
(5.911) (6.048) (8.896) (9.953)

AGESVC_F 0.0024 0.0024 0.0014 0.0015
(12.037) (12,808) (12.506) (13.503)

AGESVC_M -0.0024 -0.0024 0.0017 -0.0017
(11.760) (12.902) (14.614) (15.865)

HANDICAP -0.0943 0.0835 0.0151 -0.0137
(13.690) (13.037) (3.822) (3.610)

V E.T... V I ET -0.0 -0.0328 -0.0098 -0.0 I 73
(4.245) (6.776) (3.295) (6.024)

V ETOTH ER 0.0532 -0.0486 -0.0267 -0.0251
(10.243) (10.064) (8.981) (8.766)

HAY_MISS 0.7861 0.7661
(159-062) (152.385)
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Appendix Table A4.9(3) (continued)

Regressors
point

Variable

Standard Regressors
Standard

with Hay

Bask Percent Basic Percent---
H AY POINT

H AY POI SQ

0.0025
(116.263)

-0.0013
(54.825)

0.0024
(112.045)

0.0012
(53.947)

AFTER783 -0.0029 0.0072 0.0037 -0.0047
(0.170) (0.457) (0.388) (0.504)

AFTER784 0.0029 0.0006 0.0005 0.0006
(0.186) (0.045) (0.060) (0.073)

AFTER785 0.0076 0.0090 0.0066 0.0075
(0.476) (0.604) (0.722) (0.850)

TIMETRND 0.3933 0.4436 0.3661 0.3888

(1.839) (2.235) (2.993) (3.309)
TIMTRSQ 0.7650 0.8351 -0.7180 -0.7545

(1.929) (2.270) (3.165) (3.462)
LNWGMSAP -0.3808 0.3552 -0.3838 -0.3797

(0.613) (0.616) (1.079) (1.112)

LNWGMINP 0.3501 0.3330 0..3349 0.3449
(0.659) (0.675) (1.102) (1.182)

CPINDEX I 0.4118 0.3744 0.4357 0..2156

(0.908) (0.889) (1.680) (1.568)
CPINDEX2 0M775 -0.0011 0.1900 0.1628

(0.158) (0.003) (0.678) (0.605)

CPINDEX3 -0.2322 -0.3831 0.2193 0.2807
(0.411) (0.730) (0.678) (0.904)

CPINDEX4 0.5428 0.5284 0.5424 0.5562
(1.435) (1.504) (2.506) (2.675)

Intercept 7.1600 6.4504 7.3074 7.1897

(2.915) (2.829) (5.202) (5.327)
R2 0.2511 0.3548 0.7551 0.7740
Sum of AFTER78/: 0.0076 0.0024 0.0034 0.0034



Appendix Table A4.10 Fixed-Effects Wage Regressions
for Random Samples of Whites Continuously Present

During October 1981-April 1986
(dep. var.=-1,0G_HRIN; I in parentheses)

175

Variable

Time Tend Only Pet. Wages Only Time & Pvt. Wages

F1 males Males Females Males Females Males

A FTER783 0.0344 (1.0023 0.0581 0.0230 0.0282 -0.0022
(2.395) 10.138) (6.8201 (2.253) (1.811) (0.118)

AFTER784 0,0482 0.0061 0.0417 -0.0037 0.0430 0.0020
(5.: 24) (0.586) (4.558) (0336) (2.962) (0.116)

APIER785 0.0345 0.0096 0.0262 0.(8)26 0.0328 0_0081
(3.336) (0.779) 13.7941 (0319) (2.346) W.487)

TIMETRNI) 0.3940 0.3911 0.4475 0.4290
(2.276) (1.890) (2.387) (1.914)

TIMETRSQ -0.6899 -0.7064 -0.7724 -0.7635
(2.247) (1.925) (2.249) (1.860)

I.NWGMSAP i( 2063 -0.2156 -0.4784 0.3571
0).490) (0.428) (0.939) (0.586)

LNWGMINP 0.1574 0.1130 0.4589 0.3382
(0.4081 (02451 (1.085) (0668)

CPINDFX I 0.2179 0.4353 0,6640 0.7942 0.2251 0.4379
(0.5721 (0.955) (1.974) (1.973) (05:18) (0.925)

CPINDEX2 0.09()9 0.2161 0 -1354 0.5864 -0.0467 0.1200
(0.240) (0.478) (1.116) (1.258) ((I 1061 (0.227)

CPINDFX 3 (1.3877 -0.1685 0.3759 0.5204 -0.4471 -0.2120
(1."12) (0.331) (14)0) (Low (.043) (0.413,

CPINDEX4 0.4.38 0.5335 0.4748 0.5335 0.4745 0.5335
(1313.348) (1234.292) (1313.179) (1234.188) (1313_390) (1234,307)

SV_F_. SQ 0.4425 -0.1302 0.4539 0.1404 -0.4425 -0.1302
( ' .959} (0742) (3.037) (0.803) (2.959) (0.742)

AGESVC_ -0.1975 -0.4403 0.1827 0.4290 -0.1975 -0.4403
t 1.705 ) 12.607) (1.591) (2.573) (1.7051 (2.607)

AFTER7Si Coefficients:

Sum 0.1171 0,0150 0.1260 0.0167 01040 0.0079
F-M 1)1ff. 0.0991 0.1093 0.0961

. ___ __............._ ._ ..

1 S 5
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Appendix Table A4.11(1) Regressions for Employment Levels
in Predominantly ( 70%) Female Classes

(dep. oar. - In of class employment; indep. rar. = maximum/mean/
minimum In of wage rate within class; : in parentheses)

Model,
Variable

Time lind Variables

Pooled 01.5 Estimates

Minimum

Fixed-Effects Estimates

MinimumMaximum Mean Maximum Mean

Only:

ha age) - 2.4999 -3.1108 -1.1704 0.6963 0.3987 1.0536

(31.293) (44.810) 155.5391 17.7791 (3..;3(1) (13.016)

TlivniTRN I) 1.1951 1.5155 1.3235 0,0070 0.4261 0.6174

a1.933) (1.303) (1.2381 (0.035) (2.)03) (3.150)

TIMETRSQ -2.'197 - 2.7682 -- 2.4595 '- 0.0791 -0.8304 1 ISIS

10.9780 (1.344) (1.2991 (0.223) (2.314) (3.402)

CPINDEX i 3.4628 3.7743 4.0843 -0.0245 1.1242 1.8474

(0.6151 (0.7381 01.869) (0.028) (1.2821 (2.154)

CP1N1)EX2 0.7146 -0.5351 0.1628 - 0.9498 -0.8516 0.6535

(018) ((1.105) (0.035) (1.105) (0.985) 10.771)

CPINDEX3 -0.2528 0.8285 0,2423 0.7899 0.3837 0.4553
(0.042) (0.151) (0.0481 (0.852) 0).411) (0.498)

CP1NDEX4 0 .0036 0,0373 -0.6017 0 0345 0.0280 - 0.2017
(0.001) i (1.010 ) (0.185) (0.052) (0 042) 10.310)

Intercept 19.2781 22.i306 24.4863
(0.8481 (1.082) (1.2911

R7 0.2,130 -.3431 0.4450

Private-Sector Employment Variables 00:

Inf %Nage / -2.4983 3.1089 - 3.1693 0.7080 0.3713 -1,0378
(31,277) (44.7891 155,513) (7.9361 (3.492) (12.830)

I.NWGMSAP 1.0521 -1.3679 - 1.9510 0.1040 0.7026 -- 1.1887

(1) 253) 10.4(x) (0.359) (0 232) (0.986) 1 1.706 )

I.,NWGMINP 1.2017 1.9465 1.4649 0.3459 (1.8523 1.4892

(0.185) (0,329) (0.270) (1.221) (2.190)
CPINDEX 1 3.9383 4,8090 4,5966 0.0180 (1.4754 0.8311

((1.941) (1.265) (1.316) (0 015) (0.408) (0.727)

CPINDEX2 0.1160 0.1532 0.4701 0.9437 1.2653 - 1.3063
(((.020) ((1.029) (0.096) (1.065) (1.419) (1.494)

CPINDEX3 0.2580 0.1733 0.7683 0,0974 1 2732 2 1196

(0.041) ((1.032) 01.1541 (0.084) (1.0971 (1.804)

CP1ND1'. X4 2.0856 2.7483 1.7130 0.0118 0.7098 0 8126
(0.451) (0.654) 01.443) (0.013) (0.783) ((1.917)

Intercept 16 9059 22.0868 .-- 21.8242

(3.9811 (5.7271 (6.170)

R. (1.2028 0 3428 0.4448
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Pooled ()LS Estimates Fixed-Effects Estimates
Model.

Variable Maximum Mean NI illilllt,111 Maximum Mean Minimum

Both Time 11.end and Private :Sector Employment Variables;

In(wage)

TIMETP.ND

- 2.5004
(31,289)

1.3178

-3.1113
(44.810)

1.6557

-3,1708
(55.530)

1.4570

0.7059
(7,820)
0,0349

0.4131
(3.816)
0.4194

1.0679
(13.121)

0.5880
(1.(X)1) ( 1 385) 0.327) (0.173) (2.(46) (2.959)

TIMETRSQ 2.3675 -2.9312 2.6188 0.1460 0,8256 -1.1304
( 1.0281 (1.401) (I.362) (0.4011 (2.239) (3.160)

LNWOMSAP 1.6589 2.5176 1.9537 0.5958 -0.0408 -0.3695
(0,248) (0.415) (0.351) (0.7511 (0_051) (0.472)

LNWGMINP 0.9143 1.6705 1.1441 -0.6638 0.3233 0.8089
(0.139) (0.280) (0.209) (0.894) (0.431) (1.107)

CPINDEX I 2.1893 2.2147 2.6731 0.3822 0.3215 r) .1769

(0.345) (0,385) ((1.505) (0.309) (0.2581 ,0.391)
CPINDEX2 -0.1631 0.0216 0.42(X) -0.6691 - 1.0836 1.1313

(0.028) (0.(04) (0.086) (0.729) (1.174) (1.251)
CPINDEX3 -0.1554 0.8532 0.3162 0.1233 0.8068 1.4177

(0,025) (0.150) (0.061) (0.104( (0.677) (1.214)
1'PINDEX4 0.2517 0.5850 -0.3229 0.0694 0.4775 0.4190

(0.050) (0.127) (0076) (0 076) (0.516) (0.462)
Intercept -14.1001 16.1497 - 18.7862

(0.549) (0 092) (0.876)
R' 0.2031 0.3431 0.4451
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Appendix Table A4.11(2) Regressions for Employment Levels
in Mixed (70% > % Female?: 30%) Classes

(dep. var. .=-- In of class employment; indep. var.=maximum/rnean/
minimum It of wage rate within class; t in parentheses)

Model.
Variable

Pooled ()LS Estimates Fixed-I:N.0s

Maximum

Estimates
-

Maximum Mean Minimum Mean Mialmum

Time 11-end Variables Only :

In(wage) -0.1730 -1.0122 1.7845 1.6262 -1.3188 -1,8270
(2.367) (13.328) (24.832) (14.508) (9.5421 (20.279)

TIM ET RN D 0.0020 0.1613 0.3686 0.3761 0_2207 0.3782

(0.002) ((1.163) (0.393) (1.575) (0.909) (1.625)

TIMEIRSQ 0.0623 -0.3176 -0.7973 0.9445 -0.4584 -0.8198
(0.035) (0.181) (0.480) (2.225) (1.(161) (1.983)

CPINDEX1 1.8671 2.2252 2.2819 0.6193 2.3694 2.2942

(0 420) ((1.512) (0.554) (0.591) (2.2? 1) (2.250)

CP1NDEX2 -0.9983 0.3126 0.5233 -2.0160 -0.0751 0.5624

(0.226) (0.072) (0.128) (1.939) (0.070) (0.553)

CPINDEX3 1.2392 1.4758 1.5456 0.2878 1,5741 1.5541

(0.261) (0.317) (0.350) (0.257) (1.385) (1.424)

CP1NDEX4 2.4416 1.8559 1.1051 -3.1202 1.6584 1.0713

(0.722) (0.561) (0.352) (3.920) (2.0421 (1.375)

llitercop( 3.6546 -4.5326 -12 9114
(0.204) (0.258) 10 775

R= 0.0019 0.0456 I

Private-Sector Employ ment Variables Only:

In( wage) --0.1734 -1.0119 -1,7829 1.6380 1.2646 1.7944

(2 375) (13.330) (24.82f) (14.709) (9.168) (19.941)

LNWGMSAP 0,5139 -0.9461 -1.2417 4.5764 0.4122 -0.6388
(0.10(0 (0.188) (0.260) (5.312) (0.465) ((1.7541

LNWGIOINP 0.6273 1_0253 1.2945 3.8(15 0.0205 0.8238

(0.122) 01.2041 (0.272) (4,54 h (,023) (1.009)

CP1NDEX1 2.4213 2.1475 1.5351 (1.7-0,4 1.),9080 0.9254

(0.733) (0.665) (0.501) (0.546) (0.6%) t0.678)

CP1NDEX2 0.9819 0.5232 0.0599 --11,6N I 0.4383 0,1205

(0.213) (0.116) (0.014) (0.570) i 0.403 ) (0.115)

CPINDEX3 1.3317 1.1974 0.8764 2.7125 1.4 48 2.0555

(0.282) (0.259) (0.200) (1.946) (1.024) (1.513)

CP1NDEX4 -2.3647 1.1678 0.2452 -1.2660 0.453() -0.1857
(0,647) (0.327) (0,072) (1.(11r (0.4111 (0.175)

Intercept -0.1265 3.5358 6.4837
(0.038) (1.083) (2.09.50

R2 0.0019 0.0456 0.1414
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Appendix Table A4.11(2) (continued)

Ponied OLS Estimates Fixed-Effects Estimates

Variable Maximum 1lean Minimum Maximum Nlean Minimum

Both Time 11-end and Private-Sector Emplo meat Var;ables:

lmwagel -0.1730 - 1.0123 -1.7846 1.6693 1.3025 1.8242
(2.367) (13 325) (24.826) ()4.840) 19.326) (20.139)

T1MEFRN1) -ft(X)5 0.1495 0.3441 -0,2135 0.2510 0.3833
(0.18 )1 ) 0).147) (0,357) (0.924) (1.020) (1.623)

TINIEFRSQ 0.0730 0.2934 -0 7569 0.5385 - 0.5625 -(1 .8550
It) .(40) (1) 165) (0.449) (1.234) (1.2.66) (2.008)

LNWGMSAP -0.7477 -0.8663 - 0.7928 3.7698 1.1044 0_4370
(0.142) (0.168) (0.162) 0.9331 (1.1271 (0.466)

LNWGMINP 0.7680 0.944' 0.9484 -3.1855 -0_5557 -0.0153
10 1481 (0.186) (0.197) (3.5611 ((,607) ().017)

CPINDEX1 1 7625 2 1758 2.3479 0.3520 1.2213 1.2618
(0.352) (0.445) (0.506r (0.2361 (0.805)

CP1NDEX2 1. 1023 0.4869 0.2803 - 1.0422 - 0,0866 0,4(324
(0237) (0.107) (0.005) (0.93 (0.077) (0.372)

CP1NDEX3 1.0661 1.2420 1.2803 2.5- 6 1.2590 1.7133
t0.2161 (0.258) (0.2801 (1.79-.1 (0.862) (1.227)

CP1NI)EX4 2.1'50 1.4584 0.6935 - I :631 -0 5062 -0.2809
10,531) 03.3721 (0 187) 1 1 141) (0,449) (0 259)

Intercqt 3,8780 -4.5967 13.4702
(0 1911 0).2321 (0.716)

R' 0.0010 0.0456 0 1415
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Appendix Table A4.11(3) Regressions for Employment Levels
in Predominantly Male ( <30% Female) Classes

(dep. var. = In of class employment; indep. var. T maximum/mean/
minimum In of wage rate within class; 1 in parentheses)

Model,
Variable

Pooled ()I ti Estimates ixed-Effects

!Maximum

0,5970
(14.6331

0.1032

Estimates

Maximum Mean

-2 1028
(69.(,54)

0.9010

Minimum

-2.351'
(89'986)

0.9083

Mean

-0.6349
(14.039)

0 3455

Minimum

1.1818
136.778)

0.5540

Time rl'rend Variables Onl:

In(«age) - 1.8014
(54 7811

"I1METRNI) 0.7377
( 1.480) (1.802) (2.247) 1 1.2661 (4.207) (7,043)

T1METRSQ 1.3080 1.7238 1.9312 0.2853 -06122 1.0360
(1 583) (2.(41) (2.454) (1.907) (4.183) (7.400)

CTINDEX 1 1.4146 1.3833 1.3915 -0.3928 0.4558 0.7266
(0.646) 04060) (0.713) (1.109) (1.2873 (2.124)

Cl1NDE.X2 0.3033 0.5081 0-7867 -0 5263 -0.0703 (1.2301

(0.139) 0) 244) 01.4061 ( 1 .500 ) (0.200, (0.695)

CPINDEX3 0.0678 -0.0141 -0.1173 0.0504 0 0150 -0.0453
(0.(120) (0.006) (0.050) 01.1571 04039) (0.1244

CPINDEX4 0,2357 0.1492 0.0041 -0 7112 0.4591 0.2475
(0 141) (0.004) (0.003) (2.647 ) (1 708) ((1-951)

Intercept 9 0372 12.6901 15,7301

(1.122) (1.5(0) (40331

R7 0,1520 0 2258 0.3274

Private-Sector Emploment Variables Only:

ItusA(t1!e) 1 7999 - 2 1000 2 3402 0 5851 0 6158 -1.1065
(54 753) (09.012) (89.0301 (14 560) (13.786) (36.400)

1..NNVGN SAP 0.0107 0.1744 -0 3008 0.0715 -(40615 1.5646

(0.0(4) ((4072) 0) 173) 13 3311 (2 252) (5.550)

1..NWGMI NI) 0.0081 0.1898 o 3724 -0 8404 0 0705 1.5024

04(03) 040751 (().1051 1 2 988 ) (2 ..;52) (5 487)

CPINDEX1 1 7132 . 6165 1 4300 (40861 0.7018 0.0785
( I 052) (1,038) 00 085) 0) 1821 11.074) (2.140)

CPINIThX2 143105 (14430 0.6702 0.06 . -9).14140 -(1 1368

04141) 103041 (0.334) (0.185) (04001 (0.391)

CPINDEX3 0.0093 0.0356 -0.2382 .0.4480 0 0704 1 6925
(0.0041 04010) (4115) 0) 952) (205(0 (3 717)

CPIN1)E.X4 0.9()60 4 3626 1.8866 0.5254 - (43( NI -0.1670
10.5031 01.7911 (1.1'74) (1.430) 1(1.844) ((1,473)

Interckin 7,3339 8.728( 9.0,005
14.'56) 15 551) (5 558)

IC 0 1527 0.2250 ((.3272



Appendix Table A4.1 1(3) (continued)

Pooled (U.S Estimates Fised-Eftects Estimates
Model, -

Variable Nlaximurn Nican Minimum Maximum Mean Nlinimum

181

Roth Time Trend and Private-Set:tor Empin, merit Variables:

1))4wttgc) 1.S014
154.7781

2.102S
to9 649)

-2.3512
(89 450)

0.6tXR)

414.730)
0.(459

(14.1N/4
I .1954

437.0001
TIMETRNI) U 75(}8 U in Oh 1.0100 0.0811 0.3220 0..5031

II 4on1 t 1 8591 12;213 1 (0.983) t3.8837 (6.314)
IlMETRSQ 1 417; -1 7373 -1 L(471 41.2196 -(15537 -0.9075

1'. 5g11 42 027) 42.-417) t 1.541) (3.642) 46.316)
I.NWGNISAP 0 .41),44 0 1500 0.0353 0.5173 0.5059 1.1791

(41 0801 40 0611 40.1115) 41.5931 41.7371 0.75-1)
1.NW(1M1N1) 0 2597 ,112070 0 14)72 05072 0 5546 1.1458

01.113) (0.0(5) 1(1,047t (1.674) 11 .825) 43.9101
CPINDIA I 1.3439 1 3353

1 3024 0 2322 0 2.815 U 3848
(41.545) 40.560) 40 5934 411.454) 4(1 557) (0.788)

(P1NI)EX,2 0.4072 0.5NOS 0.8019 0 337S 0.'748 -0.1)449
40 17St 411.2651 (4 422) ((1.903) (4) 7141 (0.5111

CP4IN1)FX3 0 0200 0.41526 0.065S 0 4262 0 5402 1.0473
40.011) 10 41234 0).030) (0 8821 I 1 128) (2.24))

CPINDE \-1 (1 3007 0 2425 0 0340 0 5098 0.0137 -11.5805
((I .11q(' ) It.) 129) (0.022) t 1 52th (1 037) (1.618)

Inick. crt 9 545S 12 4247 14.8288
(0954) t 1 24,/) 41.6641

R-' 0 1579 () 1..tss 0.1.274
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Comparable Worth in San Jose
Municipal Government Employment

In this chapter. 1 discuss the experience of San Jose, California, with
comparable worth. As part of the two-year cOnIract that settled a

1981 municipal employees' strike, the city agreed to adjust pay for
certain predominantly female city jobs along the lines suggested by a

Hay Associates job evaluation. Subsequent contracts included addi-
tional adjustments. The workers union. Local 101 of the American
Federation of State. County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME),
maintained that the 1981-83 contract did not provide equal pay for jobs
of comparable worth in all respects (Bureau of National .Affairs 1981,
asps p. 35). There do appear to have been significant changes in pay
along comparable worth lines, however.

5.1 Background

San Jose. the seat of Santa Clara Couniv. is located to the south of San
Francisco. With a population ()rover 650,000, it is the fourth largest city
in California and the fourteenth largest in the United States. San Jose is
the unofficial capital of the "Silicon Valley,- the heartland of the com-
puter industry (San Jose Chamber of Commerce 1983).

San Jose's municipal employment runs the gamut of occupational

I in ven grateful to Russell P Straushatigh ri the San Jn.c Pei sonnel Department for supplying me
ith documents pertaining to San .11 rsCs e rth I Mrtal ahie %%orth 1 including. in

particular. the class listings that form the hasis for the empirical studies described here!. and to
Shulamit Kahn kit suppling additional iiiiinuents and tor helpful discussion. I than! Paid
Ih..cker, Ronald G Ehrenberg. NI Anne Hill, Cordelia Reimers and participants in seminars at
Indiana 1..'Imersit, Johns Hopkins t!ni% er sit) ,old inceltin Unt,er,it lor niati helpful comments
on previous versions of this chapter.
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184 The Economics of Comparable Worth

categories: from painter and police officer to aircraft refueler and
architect: from secretary and stock clerk to senior plant mechanic and
senior planner. Roughly 1500 city workers are uniformed firefighters or
police; 500 are blue -: llar workers represented by various craft unions
and the Operating Engineers., approximately 2800 are represented by
AFSCME Local 101; there are about 400 nonunion managerial
employees.

Various factors led up to the 1981 strike and subsequent comparable
worth pay adjustments to the city's compensation structure., At the time
of the strike, seven of the eleven City Council members were women,
including the mayor, Janet Gray Hayes, who described in Jose as the
"feminist capital of the world." Local 101 drew many of its leaders from
workers in predominantly female jobs (e.g., the city's librarians, cler-
ical workers and recreation specialists). who had long been concerned
with women's issues, including comparable worth. In 1977, a group of
female city employees, City Women for Advancement, presented a
report to the City Council that advocated (among other things) paying
women's jobs on the basis of an "equity standard" rather than their
"normal value in the market place" (Farnquist et al. 1983, p. 359). The
following year, Local 101's contract proposal included a request for a
study of sex differences in pay in the city's workforce.

As collective bargaining began '9 197S, however, the city government
"had no desire to explore the . . . comparable worth concept" (Farnquist
et al. 1983, p. 359): and in June 1978 California voters approved
Proposition 13. Proposition 13, and "bail-out" legislation passed to
implement it, set stringent limits on spending by California munici-
palities. Bargaining in San Jose ground to a halt. In April 1979, however,
the California State Supreme Court struck down some of the key parts of
the bail-out legislation. Bargaining in San Jose resumed, but not to the
satisfaction of comparable worth proponents. Local 101 pointed out that
the new city manager. James Alloway, had commissioned Hay Associ-
ates to conduct a study of management positions in order to establish an
equitable management compensation syqem. Local 101 insisted on a
similar study of nonmanagement positions. Alloway resisted, telling the
City Council that It was his professional opinion that the Hay system of
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job evaluation was not appropriate for setting salaries for [nonmanage-
ment] employees, and that salaries for (such] employees should be set
through the traditional collective bargaining process" (Farnquist et al.
1983, p. 360).

Local 101 was not slow to respond. In the words of Maxine Jenkins,
the union's business agent at the time, in April 1979

we pulled a wildcat sickout of the women in City Hall. And I
refused to sign a contract until we got the city manager to agree in
writing that he would conduct an outside scientific study (of non-
management employees] in which we would have the right to par-
ticipate. And he agreed to that, in writing. (Hutner 1986. p. 72.)

Eventually, the parties agreed that Hay Associates would he retained to
perform such a study.

Agreement on how the study would be conducted was at least as
important as agreement on whether it would be conducted: and here,
too, the union ultimately prevailed on two crucial points. First, the
union insisted on having a strong voice on the committx charged with
actually assigning points to the jobs being evaluated. In the words of
Local 101 president Mike Ferrero:

Personnel and management resisted that with everything they had.
But we fought it on a political level and the council eventually said.
"If we're going to do this, this has got to be fair.- And so an
evaluation committee was put together with one person from per
sonnel, who would have a vote, and the rest of the voting members
were employees who were chosen jointly by management and the
unions involved there were a number of othc r unions. but
AFSCME was much the largest. So we had a lot of input on that
evaluation committee. ( Hutner 1983. p. 84.

The resulting evaluation committee consisted of one management em-
ployee and nine nonmanagement employees "chosen in a manner to
maximit.e their representativeness across departments and employee
groups" (Farnquist et al. 1983, p. 361).

Second, the union also insisted that the study he concerned only with
internal pay equity, with no dollar valuation of Haypoints tr jobs by

9
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relating them to the external market, and no written recommendations
from the consultants (Butner 1983. p. 84). Again, the union prevailed:
each job was evaluated according to four "evaluation factors" know-
how, problem solving, accountability and working conditions with
points assigned to each. These point scores were then summed to arrive
at a total "Haypoint" score, representing an "overall measure of the job's
value to the c .ganization and to allow for direct comparisons of different
jobs relative organizational worth" (Farnquist et al. 1983. p. 361): pay
rates prevailing in other jurisdictions were not considered in the evalua-
tion. In the words of the Hay Associates "Client Briefing" (Hay Associ-
ates 1981, p. 2) on the study:

The City of San Jose as an employer, and the AFSCME local
representing employees, each agreed to establish a "leading edge"
posture on the issue of comparable worth . . . The Hay Guide
Chart - Profile Method of job measurement ... the appropriate
methodology to rank lobs within the city organization without
reference to the particular incumbents. external markets or how the

results might be interpreted.

As sou, as it was released in December 1980, the study set of a furor.
According to Prudence Slaathaug, a business agent tor Local 101 at the

time:

. . it was. in fact. absolute dynamite. People had it Xeroxed and
routed through the city in about five minutes i1 was the topic of

conversation. And, of course. they found the incr''dihle inequities
that had been reported all over the country. (Hutner 1983. p. 83.)

In the words of three San Jose personnel officials:

Individual comparisons between specific male and female-
dominated Ljohl classes, particularly in the media. became a popu-
lar and often emotional pastime, Should, for instance, a female
dominated class like Senior Librarian . . (with] 493 points and $9(X)

[biweekly salary] . . he paid the same as a mixed class like S.:nior
Chemist (493 'points] and SI 1(X) 'biweekly salary]) with the same
rating value? Or should a female-dominated Typist Clerk 11 ( 140
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points, $550 [biweekly salary!) class be paid the same as the equally
valued but male-dominated Aircraft Refueler (140 points. $729
[biweekly salary!) or Autmuotive Equipment Inspector (140 points.
$827 [biweekly salary I)? (Farnquist et al. 1983, p. 363.)

Nor were these merely isolated examples. As discussed below, the
study documented a pervasive pattern of "underpayment" of predomi-
nantly female jobs relative to predominantly male jobs with similar
Haypoint scores. Union officials argued that this pointed to the presence
of -discrimination. pure and simple," in the city's pay structure; city
administrators argued that "the study did not take into account other
productivity-related sex differences and sex-linked personal tastes fir
certain kinds of jobs" (Farnquist et al. 1983. p. 363). After several
months of debate along these lines, the city administration and Local
1.01 began formal negotations on the study in May 1981.

In principle, the parties could have agreed to assign pay to each job
exclusively on the basis of its Haypoint score. That, however, would
have entailed substantial cuts in pay fin- some jobs. most of them
predominantly male jobs with pay rates in excess of the figure implied
by the overall "trend line" linking pay and Haypoints: and neither side
"considered for a minute the notion of cutting anyone's pay, since by
doing so the city would have placed itself in a noncompetitive position"
(Farnquist et al. 1983, p. 364). The union instead argued tbr raising the
pay of all jobs below the trend line and preserving the pay of jobs at or
above the trend line: whereas the city offered special -salary equity
adjustments" for predominantly-female .jobs that would have narrowed
the disparities identified by the Hay study.

On June 12, 1981. the U.S. Supreme Court issued its decision in
aunty of 13ashington, Oregan, et al. 1: Gunther el al. (452 U.S. 967

(1981)). Although the Court stressed that it was not judging the merits of
comparable worth, its decision appeared to open the door to comparable
worth lawsuits under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. Frustrated by
what it considered to be lack of progress in their negotiations with the
city, on June 18 AFSCME tiled a complaint against the city with the
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), alleging
that although both the city and the union accepted the results of the Hay
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study. the city continued to pay "discriminatory" salaries. The city
administration accused the union of bargaining in had faith; negotiations
bogged down. Finally, on July 5, the union went out on strike.

It was hardly a conventional strike. In the words of the business agent
for Local 101 at the time, Bill Callahan. it was "the first strike on the
issue of sex-based wage discrimination," which made it a "media event."
attracting reporters from as far away as Canada and England (Hutner
1983. p. 91). Sally Reed. deputy city manager during the strike, noted
that officials at the California and local chambers of commerce. business
groups, and other municipalities were putting "a lot of pressure" on the
city administration to resist the union (Hutner 1983, p. 90).

The major obstacle to an agreement was apparently question of
how to pay for the comparable worth pay adjustments so'!ght by da.,
union. According to Local 101 president Ferrero (quoted in i !tuner

1986, p. 92), the city attempted to play the union's mile and female
member:, off against each other:

They would give us comparable worth but they were going to make
us pay tor it out of the general salary increases of all the other
members in our units. And they couldn't understand why we didn't
think that was fair. You don't give pay equity on one hand and then
take it away on the other. in a general wage increase.

Eventually, in time-honored fashion, the parties struck a compro-
mise. one "that had little to do with an objective, systematic job evalua-
tion system" (Farnquist et al. 1983, p. 365). The 1981 -83 contract
agreed to on July 14, 1981 provided for general salary increases of 7.5
rerecnt during the first year of the contract and 8.0 percent during the
second: and for two sets of "special equity adjustments," effective July
1981 and August 1982. for female-dominated .jobs farthest below the
salary-Haypoint trend line.

As part of the 1981 settlement. the city agreed to bargain over further
comparable worth pay adjustments in subsequent contracts. The
1983-84 contract provided tier two further adjustments, in July 1983
and January 1984: the 1984,-86 contract included one additional adjust-
ment. in July 1984.= Fin:illy. the 1986--89 contract provided for two
more small adjustments. effective June 1986 and June 1987.
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in what follows. I consider the effects of these changes in the city's pay
structure. Did they alter the relation between pay and Haypoints'? Did
they erase, or at least reduce, the sex differential in pay between female
and male jobs with similar Haypoint values'? Did they affect male and
female job pay differently'? Did they affect employment in female or
male .jobs'?

5.2 Data

This chapter's analyses of wage and employment effects of an Jose's
experience with comparable worth are based on two kind;; of data.
Unfortunately, eaci. provides only hulked information and covers only a
limited time period. First, the Hay study of nonmanagement jobs
(Stackhouse 1980) provides data on Haypoints ("job grade points"), the
maximum biweekly salary rate, working conditions ratings and sex
composition of 229 full-time job classifications as of November 14,
1980. Nine "class listings" computer printouts, prepared tor internal
administrative purposes, showing the maximum biweekly salary rate of
each job classification for distinct dates during 1980-88 are a second
source of information. Eight of these class listings also indicate. fOr
each job classification, the number o;. positions authorized and filled as
of the relevant date.' Since all data refer to jobs ("classifications"), the
analyses of this chapter arc similar to the class-level analyses presented
in chapter 4.

Many of the 229 jobs evaluated in the 1980 Hay study were not filled
at any point during the period 1981-88. The studies in this chapter arc
concerned only with the 160 jobs that not only (1) were evaluated in the
1980 Hay study but also (2) had at least one incumbent throughout
1981-88.4 One other aspect of the data on j9bs worth noting at the outset
is that in some cases the same job appears in the class listings in several
different places., in these cases. I have combined all incumbents into one
job.'

Tables 5.1-2 give definitions and summary statistics, respectively. ftw
the variables derived from these sources used in the analyses of this

I 9
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chapter. The data do not indicate the actual proportion of employees in
each classification job) who were of either sex. Instead, each classifica-
tion is categorized as either "predominantly female." "predominantly
male" or "heterosexual" (i.e., neither predominantly female nor pre-
dominantly male); 1 refer to these as "female," "male" or "mixed." Of the
160 classifications considered in the analyses. 101 (about 63 percent)
were male and 41 (about 26 percent) were female. About 39 percent of
the male jobs are assessed as having relatively adverse working condi-
tions (i.e.. had WRKCON3 or WRKCON4 equal to unity), whereas
none of the female jobs are. Also, the average Haypoint rating is
somewhat higher for the male jobs (about 218 Haypoints) than for the
female jobs (about 202 Haypoints).

The last part of table 5.2 also summarizes the even comparable

worth wage adjustments. as given in the collective bargaining agree-
ments between the city and Local 101. The contracts express the pay
adjustments made for the different jobs in terms of "salary range move-
ments." where one salary range movement is equivalent to a pay in-
crease of about 0.5 percent' A small number of predominantly male
jobs received increases in the sixth and seventh set of adjustments (none

received increases in any of the first five adjustments). hut, not surpris-
ingly. most of the adjustments were made to predominantly female .jobs.

The first and second adjustments made relatively large changes on a
relatively large scale. For example. the first set of adjustments made
changes to the pay of over three-tOurths of the female jobs: those
receiving an 1:djustment were moved an average of about 9.6 salary
ranges (so that, overall including job, that received no adjustment
pay of female jobs changed by about 7.24 salary ranges. on average).
The remaining adjustments were smaller in magnitude and less wide-
spread. For example, the final set of adjustments changed pay of about
56 percent of the female jobs by an average of about 2.8 salary ranges
(entailing an overall average change, among all female jobs, of about

1.6 salary ranges).
Finally, in the longitudinal analyses discussed in sections 5.4-5

below, I have used variables pertaining to the state of the private-sector

economy in the San Jose Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). These
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Table 5.1 Definition of Variables Used

Variable Definition

he Analyses

MAN...SAL maximum biweekly salary rate of job
LMAXSAL natural logarithm of N1AX_SAL
NUNIF11.1. number of incumbents in job
LNUNIFIL natural logarithm of LNUNIFILL

Sex Composition Dummies
JOHNIALE indicator: joh is preLionunantly male
JOB_FENI indicator: job is predominant') female
JOB_,MIX indicator: job is "mixed"
JOB_UNK indicator: sex ...omposit ion cumhents in joh is unknown

INOrtiing Conditions Dummies
WRKCONO indicator: job's working conditions least unpleasant
WRKCON 1 indicator: job's working conditions second-least unpleasant
WRKCON2 indicator: ioh's working conditions third-least unpleasant
WRKCON3 indicator: job's working conditions fourth -least unpleasant
WRKCON4 indicator: itib's working conditions most unpleasant

Haypoint Vuriab les
HAY _ Haypoint rating (evaluation its) of job x 0.01
HAYPISQ square of HAV_PTS (Haypoint rating. squared. times 0.0uo

Environmental Variables
TINIEVAR time trend lc, M tincreases h) one unit per ye;II 0 as of I 'I bit)
TIMEVSQ square of TI MI
LNAVWGP In of private-sector wages. San Jost.; N-SA
LNWGPSQ square of LNAVWGP
LN__EN1IPP In of private-sector employment. San Jost' N1SA
LNEMPSQ square of LN_ENIPP

Comparable Orth Variables
AFTRCW I indicator: date is on tit: after 7.19/81 !first comparable worth pa)

adjustinents)
FTIMEAF 0 if before 7/19/81: 1 if after 6:2887 i last comparable worth pay

adjustments): otherwise. - fraction of time between tit st and last
comparable worth pa) adjustments elapsed between 7 19181 and
current date

FT! FSQ square of FTIMEAF
ADJCHGa number or salar range movements given to joh pursuant to ath

comparable worth %age adjustments. a 1 7, through current date
(dates of comparable worth wage ad Astments: 7/19 81: 8/15'82:
713183; 111;84: 711184: 6129/86: 6 .:8,187)

AI 'UM cumulative number of salary range movements given to job through
current date (sum of A1)JCHG1-ADJCHG7 as of current date,
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Table S.2 Means and Standard Deviations of Variables
Used in the Analyses

MI Jobs tn=,1(N0)

Variable N1van

Time-Invariant Variables:

SW. Do.

Few le Jobs tn = 41) Mule Jobs to =101)

Mean SW. 1h_ _ . .....

'Mean
____

Std. Do.
___ .

JOIIM A 11:. 0 6112 0 4839 0 0000 (1 0000 I 0000 0.0000
1013Ft:M 0'562 04379 1.0000 0.000 0.0(XX) 0.0000
JOB_ MIX 0.0S12 0.2740 0 0000 0 MOO 0.0000
3013_ LINK 0.0312 0.1745 UMW (1 0000 0 0000 0.0000

WRKCON0 0.4250 0,4958 0 8292 0.31(00 0 2277 0 4214
WR1CON1 0.1187 0.3245 0.1463 0.3578 0.0093 0.2552
WRI:CON2 0.2000 0.4012 0.0243 0.1501 0.3069 0.4135
WRI<CON3 0.1500 0.3581 0.00L0 0.000 0.2370 0.4277
WRKCON4 0 1002 0 3091 (1 1000 0,0000 0.1584 0.3060

HAY_ PIS 2 1941 0 832s 2 (051 0 8038 2 1771 0.8108
HAYPTSQ 5.5035 4 2502 4.0911 4.3077 5 3908 4.0485

Tinte-Vaing Variables:

July 25, 1v,140

NUMMI.
I.NUMPIL
MAX_SA1 773.620 107 5075 6'1 5024 113 0507 814 8514 172 9035
1_MANSAI. 0.0202 0 2474 0.4100 0.1700 0 6804 0.2141
1IM1:VAR 19.370 0 (MXX) 19 5783 00000 14.5783 0 0000
LNAVW(IP 7.2189 0.0000 7 2189 0.0000 7.2189 0.(XXX)
1..N_1:MPP 14.3899 14.3899 0 (1000 14_3899 (1 0000
A ETRCW 1 0 000 0 0000 0.0000 0 0000 0.0(X)0
FrIMFAF 0 000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Ocrnber /7, /48/
NUM111.1. 12 1312 17 2434 in 8536 22 3187 11.7128 15.8090
1,NUME11. 1 7604 1.2205 2 1170 1 2639 1 7444 1 2.1()0
MAX._ SAI_ 921; 3575 220 0059 771.0034 1 35.0299 970.9425 220.0800
LMAXSAI. n 8056 0.2344 0 0333 0 1702 6 8594 0.2223
TIMEVAR 21.7932 0000 21.7932 0.0000 21 7932 0,0000
1.NAVW(±P 7.3014 0.(0 (X) 7 3014 7 3014 0.0000
1..N. EMPP 14 4505 1) 0000 !.1 4505 0.0000 14...005 (1 0000
AFIRCW 1 1 (1)00 0.001x1 1 (1)00 0000 1.00(X) 0.0000
FTIMEAF 0.0414 0.0000 0.0414 0.00(4) 0.0000 0((00)

Ocr.,ber 22. 14116'.

NUMF11.1_ 14 (w.25 19,4(181 21 4878 27. )000 12 7524 10.0057
LNUMI'l1. 1 8808 1.2537 2 2410 1.4361 1.8819 1.1750
MAX_ SA1. 1338.59'5 318 9573 1161.218X1 211 0815 1388 0237 310.7562
1.MAXSA1. 7.1715 0 2368 71(4)3 0.1799 7 2089 0 2337
T1M1:VAN 28 8t170 I) 000 28 8070 (1 MX/ 28.8070 00000
I.NAV %VG!' 7 7954 0 0000 7 7954 0,0000 7.7954 00000
IN ,.EMPP 14 606t1 0.0000 14.0000 0 (MMX) 14.0060 0 0000
AFFRCW1 1.0()00 0.00(X1 1,0000 00000 1.0000 .; 0000
FTIMEAF 1.0000 0 0000 1 (XXX) I) WOO 1 NM 0 MOO

20i
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'able 5.2 (continued)

Variable

Comparable
ARIC1101
A1/1(1011
A1)1,11+11'1

Alum), (n

Mean Std. Des.

Female Jobs In - -411

Mean Std. Do.

7 24. 5 562,2

0 7560 it 4347
I) 5800 4 1565

Male Jobs in 111)

?Iran Std. !)t

0 OtI00 0 0000
0.0000 (I 00(g0

North Pa) Adjustments:
2 (1375 4.1767
(1 2125 0 3101
9 ss8N 4'076

ADJC11(12 ) 4 . 29 St, 7 .12 lk) 5,457' t 0.00 0 0000
ADJGOT2 0.' '5 0.4103 0 7560 0.4147 0.0000 0.0000
A DM mT2 0.4117 3.1422 t 4193 4.2172

.41).1C'H(;3 0 3561 0 9990 1 2410 1 60911 0 0000
A D.1(;01'3 0,1500 0 1581 0 5121 05060 0.0000 0 WOO
ALIJA tsi I-1 '.3750 1.3771 2 4255 1 4657

A DICH64 0.4812 1 2151 1.6585 1.8249 0 (n100 0.0000
ADRiar I 0 1625 0.3700 115(,(14 0.5024 0.0000 0.0000
AMAM1-4 2.9615 1 1410 ' 9565 1 4295

ADJUH(i5 it 7150 ) .77 '.6585 2 5749 0.0000 0,0000
ADJGOT5 0 1625 0_1700 0.5551 0.4057 0,0000 0.0000
A WA MT5 4 4015 I (004 4 5410 1.0145

A1)1CVIti0 0.5,)^7,1 1 lq 11 1.71173 1.0709 0.1155 0.S879
AAR-A710 0.1750 0 IS 1 I 0 56(1+) 0.5024 (1 0196 It 1059
ARIA Ni'16 0.56i)6 1 0414 0.9252 1 10)00 0 0000

Al).1(.1iG7 0.4512 1.0987 i 50 19 1.5117 0 5450
'1)111017
F.. ,JAMT7

0 I 7S0
2.7.500

o 381)

0.79(-0
0,.,04)t,

2 7820
0.5014
0.8504

0.11340
2 7500

0.1950
0 5()00

.1'011: ic:Jris tifr AniCliGti. ,4 I 7. po.c Ow mean numhcr at ...alat rangy inoctilcrTh.mAar Ai
To lob. tali iiiiiirix iilh,, that ii:,:eiwkintifILICITICY11 1111tie I the 17th t:oliipal able v or 01 nay adjusunent.
?Iran tot A; ...1(.3( Tfa, a I 7, gle the proporttori ot J,th,, ri..cciving a .afar) rank' 1111:n:ownt
incur ihc ,7th ;11.111Istnictit Mean, tat AI)JAMTa. a ... I 7. 121%.... till: mean nunItyr of salar rang
increments av,artlek( It, ),115 that lo1/4-1:1cd an mcrenicril (t'taiudini; il'h,.. that 0...,.eiNctl mri incivilient)
under OI: ,ith adltiquIcnt

were derived from the Bureau of Labor Statistics ES-202 data tile in the
same way as were the analogous variables for private sector wages and
employment used in the analyses of chapter 4 (see section 4.2 and
section 3.4 for further discussion).

Since this chapter is concerned with comparable worth-induced
changes in wages and employment. it is useful to begin by noting what
the simple descriptive statistics in table 5.2 imply about trends in these
variables for male and female jobs. In October 1.81 (the first date for

2 0
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which employment data are available), the mean maximum biweekly
salary rates in the 101 male and 41 female jobs were about $977 and
$771, respectively, whereas trean employment levels per job were about
11.7 and 16 9, respectivei). In contrast. as of October 1988. mean
salaries were about $1388 and $1161 and mean employment levels were
about 12.8 and 21.5 in the 101 male and 41 female jobs, respectively.
Thus, between October 1981 and October 1988, mean pay grew by
about 42.1 percent and 50.6 percent when:a:, employment grew by
about 8.9 percent and 27.5 percent, respectively, for male and female
jobs: even though womelii jobs enjoyed faster wage growth. they also
enjoyed faster erployment growth.

5.3 Cross-Section Analyses: Sex Differentials I:, Pay,
1981 and 1988

1 begin with cross-section .:nalyses of pay using the data for July 25,
1980, and October 22, 1988. These two dates are respectively the first
and last dines tor which wage data arc available: the first precedes the
first of the strike-induced comparable worth pay djustments, whereas
the last comes after the final comparable worth adjastments, made in the
1986-- contract. The dependent variable is the natural logarithm of a
job's maximum biweekly salary rate. LMAXSAL: the independent
variables refer to the sex composi!ion of the incumbents in the job (JOB_
BEM, JOILMIX, JOBJINK), working conditions on the job
(WRKCONI-WRKCON4). and Haypoint variables for the job (sec
table 5.1 for further de:ails).

The !.;ex composition variables implicitly take male jobs as a refer-
ence: the working conditions variables implicitly use jobs with the immi
pleasant (leas: unpleasant) working conditions those with WRKCON()
= I as a reference. (In both cases, choice of the reference category is
arbitrary and not affect the results.) Finally. the ;analyses enter each
job's Hayponits in quadratic form to allow fOr the possibility that pay
rises with Hay points at a decreasing rate (see note 11 in chapter 4).

The iesults of those analyses appear in table 5.3. The first pair of

23,3
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columns refers to all 160 jobs; the second, to the 101 male jobs; the
third. to the 41 female jobs. The first column in each pair gives results
for July 1980; the second, for October 1988. The regressions alternately

exclude and then include the Haypoint variables (HAY_PTS and HAY,
PTSQ).. I focus on the results obtained when these variables are in-
cluded.

Estimates for all jobs

First, consider the results for all jobs as of July 1980. These indicate
that, in general. less pleasant working conditions (as measured by the
Hay study) are associated with higher pay, although the relation is weak:
only the coefficient on WRKCON3 approaches significance at conven-
tional levels. There is a very strong relation between pay and Haypoints:

other things being equal, the higher a job's Haypoint rating. the higher
its pay.'

Also, and of particular interest here, the results indicate that as of July
1980, before San Jose's comparable worth pay adjustments. predomi-
nantly female jobs were paid appreciably (about 20.2 percent) and
statistically significantly (1=6.65) less than predominantly male jobs
with the same working conditions and Haypoint score. For "mixed"
jobs, the figure is smaller but still sizeable in absolute terms (implying
about 7.4 percent lower pay for such jobs. on average, relative to
predominantly male .jo:Is with the same working conditions Pnd Hay-
points) and close to significance at conventional levels 1.78). As
noted above, the city and the Local 101 debated about whether these
differences arc attributable to "discrimination, pure and simple"; but
there is clearly no room for argument over whether they are substantial.

The second column in table 5.3 repeats the analysis for all 160 jobs
for October 22. 1988. after all of the comparable worth adjustments had
taken effect. The differential between "mixed" and predominantly male
jobs as of October 1988 was about -6.3 percent (1,-1.71). a relatively
small decline from the 1980 figure. On the other hand. by 1988, the
differential between predominantly female and predominantly male jobs

was only about -10.2 percent (most of the reduction had occurred by
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Table 5.3 Cross-Section Wage Regressions, 1980 and 1988
(dep. ar. =-I.MAXSA1.; t-statistics in varentheses)

MI Jobs (n= 1t)0) Male Jobs (n =101) Female Jobs (n =41)

Variab!e 07/25/80 10/22/88 07/25/80 10/22/88 07/25/80 10/22/88

Without Haypoiut
JOB ..FEM

JOB MI X

-0,3444
(7.310)

-0.042i
(0.624)

-0.2612
(5.342)

-0.0283
(0.4041

JORA1NK 0 2202 0.1(176
(2.308) (1.08151

WRKCONI -0.2092 -0.2453 -0.2070 -0.2564 0.1538 0.1718
(3.861) (4.356) (2.3341 (2.701) (2,078) (2.252)

WRKCON2 0. 1435 -0.1510 -0.1451 -M.1687 -0.2635 0.1521
(2.812) (2.847) (2.566) (2.789) (1.553) (0.869)

WRKCON3 0.1119 -0.1504 0.1175 0.1686
(2.009) (2.599) (1.960) 12.6281

WRKCON4 0.1871 -0.2153 -0.2120 -0.2634
(3,079) (3.410) t3.169) (3.680)

Intercept 6.7952 7.3421 6.8008 7.3603 6.4456 7.0702
(180.188) (187.369) (158.719) (16(1.542) (224.831) (239.204 )

Adj. R' 0.341 0.223 0.081 0.115 0.098 0.083

With Hay point Variables:
JOB_FEM 0.202l ( .1W 7

(6.654) (3.761)
JOB_ NI I .0738 0.0632

(1.780) (1.712)
.1013_UNK 0.1239 0.0002

(2.112) (0.004)
WRKCON I 0.0185 -0.0329 0.0237 0.0093 0.0331 -0,0184

(0.524) (1.(143) W.445) (0. 163) (0.667) (08611
WRKCON2 0.0005 0.0107 0.0180 O.0O50 0.1693 0.0349

(0.017) (0.366) (0.494) M. 130) (1.628) (0.780)
1VF:RCON3 0,0763 0.0608 0.0907 0.0534

(2.080) 1.862) (2.260) (1.249)
WRKCON4 0.0106 0.0064 0.019 -0.0161

(0.268) (0.183) ((1.118) (0.343)
0.5010 0.5516 0 5621 0.6085 0.3768 0.4876
(7.873) (9.737) (6.660) (6.764 (4.140) (12.429)

HAYPisQ -0.0585 0.0637 0.0690 -0.0753 -0.0409 0.0548
(4.734) (5.784) (3.987) (4.082) (2.445) (7.612)

I inctiept 5.8865 6.3347 5.7967 6.2789 5.8580 6.3194
(72.694) (87.868) (59 317) (61) 298) (51.809) (129.672)

Adj. R' 0.753 0.786 0.718) 0.714 0.665 0.941

ti
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1983). Although this is sizable and statistically significant ( =3.76). it
is only about half of the 1980 figure. Interestingly, the relation between
Haypoint score and pay in these results for 1988 is about the same as it is
in the 1980 results."

Estimates for male and female .jobs

The second and third pairs of columns in table 5.3 present analogous
results for male and female jobs, respectively. Here the most noteworthy
differences between 1980 and 1988 have to do with the regression
intercepts and implied effects of (greater) Haypoints. Both intercepts
rose, but the diffrrence in intercepts changed very little: the male
intercept rose by 0.48 (from about 5.80 to about 6.28). whereas the
female intercept rose by 0.46 from about 5.86 to about 6.32). In
contrast, whereas for male jobs the pay gain associated with 10 extra
Haypoints changed only slightly from about 2.52 percent in 1980 to
about 2.71 percent in 1988the gain for female jobs rose from about
1.94 percent to about 2.42 percent between 1980 and 1988.' Thus.
although San Jose's pay adjustments did not result in exactly equal pay
for jobs of "comparable worth,- these cross-section analyses do raise the
question of whether the adjustments did at least reduce substantially the
sex differentials in pay among jobs with similar Haypoint values e.g. ,

by taking the pay gain associated with Haypoints among female jobs to
move it closer to the gain prevailing among male jobs.

Although these analyses refer to a 'fixed market basket' (i.e., the
same set of jobs) over time, however, simply taking the difference
between the sex differentials in pay at successive dates does not neces-
sarily disentangle comparable worth effects from other changes that
went on during the same period. For example. the change in the JOB_..
FEM coefficient between 1980 and 19E8 in table 5.3's results for all jobs
is not necessarily due exclusively to San Jose's comparable worth pay
adjustments: some of the change may have been the result of local labor
market conditions. e.g., growing demand (and hence higher wages) for
predominantly female jobs such as clerical positions.

20-.
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5.4 I.,ongitudinal Analyses: Changes in the Sex Differential in Pay,
1980-88

To analyze how pay rates changed as a result of the comparable worth
pay adjustments. I now use estimates that exploit the longitudinal nature
of the data. Data with information on wages arc available for 10 dates
(from July 14. 1980. to October 22, 1988: see section 5.2); thus the
fixed effects analyses of wages have 101 x 10 = 1010 observations and 41
x 10 410 observations for the 101 male and 41 female jobs. respec-
tively. Unlike the cross-section analyses of the previous section. the
longitudinal analyses of wages include three other kinds of variables.

First. to embody the environmental variables discussed in connection
with equation (3.7). I use price variables (CPINDX1-4 ). time trend
terms (TIM FA/AR and its square, IIMEVSQ) and/or measures of
private-sector wages in the San Jose Metropolitan Statistical Area
(MSA) as of the relevant date (LNAVWGP and its square. 1_,NWGPSQ).
As in chapter 4, the price variables give the value of the Consumer Price
Index for All Urban Consumers ("CPI-U") in tie month immediately
preceding the month referenced by the data (CPINDXI) or three. six or
nine months prior to that. Like the T1METR ND variable of chapter 4.
TimEvAR measures the number o, years elapsed since January 1,

1960. and increases by one unit per year I,NAVWGP is analogous to the
private-sector wage variables LNWGMSAP and LNWGMINP of

4. and is derived in the same way from the ES-202 data. Second. as
noted below. I include alternative specifications of the comparable worth
variable Cr of equation (3.7).

Comparable north variables

A review of section 5.2 indicates some of the difficulties inherent in
disentangling changes in pay induced by comparable worth from
changes in pay that would have occurred even in the absence of the
comparable worth wage adjustments. The first problem is that. as a
source of before-and-after comparisons, the data arc quite limited: data
are available for only ten dates during 1980-88; only two of these ten

2C,
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dates come before the city's first comparable worth adjustment of July
19, 1981: and only two more fall after June 28, 1987 (when the last such
adjustment occurred). The second problem is that the variables in the
data do not vary both cross-sectionally and over time (except those,
discussed below, referring to the comparable worth pay adjustments
themselves). On the one hand. as noted in table 5.2. the available
information on jobs' working conditions, Ilaypoint ratings and (initial)
sex composition is time-invariant, thus these variables drop out of a
fixed-effects analysis. and in any case can shed no light on changes over
time. On the other hand, the environmental variables (the time trend and
private-sector wage and employment variables) vary over time but not
cross-sectionally. In a setting of this kind. identifying two separate
phenomena occurring over time- comparable worth effects and other
effectsusing data for a small number of dates will inevitably prove

These limitations ki i....tate very simple specifications of the comparable
worth variable As noted in chapter 3. the specifications are of two
kinds: in the first, (, is a function of time alone, and simply indicates
whether comparable worth was in force- as of time t and thus able to
affect pay of any job in the second, varies cross-sectionally as well
as over time. and indicates whether and to what extent) each job 1 was
targeted fir a comp, rabic worth pay adjustment as of time r. f°

as a flinch:on of time alone. The first version of C,, treats the
comparable worth effect on wages as a function of time alone, as
embodied by two different specifications. In the first or "dummy- speci-
fication. Cr. is a simple indicator variable AFTRCW1. equal to unity fbr
all dates after the first set of comparable worth wage adjustments (July
19. 1981) and zero otherwise. This treats the comparable worth adjust-
ments as equivalent to a once-and-for-all change in the level of wages.

A second or "quadratic- specification uses not only Al- FRCW1 but
also two continuous variables. FTIMEAF and FTIM ESQ. As shown in
figure 5.1 (which. for purposes of illustration, abstracts from all other
factors that might Feet wages. e.g., secular and cyclical effects). this
provides a quadratic approximation to the pattern of comparable worth

2'
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pay adjustments that occurred during July 19. 1981-June 28, 1987.
Specifically. FTIMEAF is equal to zero for the two dates (July 25, 1980,
and November 14. 1980) prior to the first set of wage adjustments (July
19. 1981): is equal to unity for the two dates (August 1, 1987, and

October 22, 1988) after the last set of wijustm,:nts (which occurred on
June 28, 1987); and, for the remaining six intermediate dates, is equal to
the time elapsed between the current date and the first set of adjustments
(July 19. 1981) as a fraction of the entire period of adjustments (July 19,
1981-June 28, 1987). FTIMESQ is simply the square of FTIMEAE "
Thus. in this quadratic specification, the coefficient on AFTRCW1 (the
b() of figure 5.1) reflects the initial shift in pay rates that occurred with
the first set of wage adjustments: whereas the coefficients on FTIMEAF
and FTIMESQ (the b1 and h, of figure 5.1, respectively) represent the
effects of subsequent adjustments through the end of the period consid-
ered. Since both FTIMEAF and FTIMESQ equal unity as of the end of
the period of pay adjustments, the final or cumulative effect of the
adjustments is given by the sum of the coefficients on AFTRCW
FTIMEAF and FTIMESQ.

C us a fimetion ref targeting. The second version of the comparable
worth variable indicates the extent to which each job was targeted for a
comparable worth wage increase as of time t, based on the number of
salary range movements provided tOr each job under the comparable
worth wage adjustments. Thus, this second version of the comparable
worth variable vanes not only over time but also cross-sectionally.

In the wage analyses described below. I use two specifications of this
version of In the first. C,, fir each job as of a given date is
rep,-esented by seven variables. ADJCHG ADJCHG7, where
ADJCHGa. a -= 1-7. is the number of salary range movements given to
that job pursuant to the ath comparable worth wage adjustment as of the
relevant date. '2 The second specification of this version of C ADJ_
CUM. denotes the cumulative number of salary range movements given
to each job as of the relevant date: i.e.. the sum of the ADJCHGa,
a-- 1-7 . as of the same date."

There arc obvious limitations to each t 'these specifications. As noted

9 1 =
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Figure 5.1 "Quadratic" Specification of Comparable IVorth Effects
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in chapter 3, specifying as a function of targeting may entail prob-
lems of endogeneity (for example. C defined in this way may not he
independent of the regression error term). Fixed-effects estimation may
avoid this problem to the extent that jobs are targeted for comparable
worth wage increases because they are "chronically underpaid. pro-
vided being "chronically underpaid" can reasonably he regarded as a
fixed effect. However, specifying C as a function of targeting also raises
a conceptual issue: even in the absence of the endogeneity problem,
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adopting this specification of C,, means that one can estimate only the
effect of comparable worth on targeted jobs relative to nontargeted jobs.

In contrast, as noted in chapter 3. specifying as a function of time
alone permits one at least in principle to estimate the average effect
of comparable worth on pay relative to what pay would have been in the
absence of comparable worth. It will 500 1 become clear, however, that,
given the limited number of dates for whi,-11 data are available. dis-
tinguishing comparable worth effects per se from other influences on
wages using a "time alone- version of is not feasible here.

Fixed-effects estimates

With this as background. I now discuss fixed-effects wage regressions
tor female and male jobs as set out in table 5.4." For each type of job,
the results appear in groups. Columns (I )-(3) use the first or "dummy"
specification of the "time alone" version of C: columns (4)-(5) use the
second or "quadratic" specification. Columns (6)-(8) use the seven-
variable (ADJCHG1-ADJCHG7) specification of the targeting version
of C., columns (9)-(11) use the cumulative ( A DLCUM) specification.

C as a jiinct ion ( . The most striking feature of the results
for both female and male jobs when C,, is specified as a function of time
alone is their extreme variation. For example. I'm female jobs, the
dummy specification with time-trend variables (column ( )) yields an
implied comparable worth wage effect of 0.0505, whereas the quadratic
specification with the same time-trend variables (column (4)) yields an
effect of 1.4882! Similarly, the quadratic specification with private-
sector wag, variables (column (5)) implies a cumulative comparable
worth wag( gain of about 7.64 percent for Men and a comparable worth
wage loss about 8.13 percent for women! Note also (recall note 14 )
that, since the available data refer to only ten dates, it is not feasible to
include loore than nine time-varying (but cross-sectionally invariant)
regressors. This means, for example, that it is not possible to include
both time trend and private-sector wage variables in the quadratic



Table 5.4 Fixed-Effects %%age Regressions, 1980-88
idep. var. = LMAXSAL; t-statistics in parentheses)
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N.:friable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

hula le Jobs:
AF1RCW I 0.11505 00442 -0,3653 -0A 0 0,1645

(1.8041 (1.3051 (0,4851 12.009 ) (0.8291
F111111/11: -2.3311 -0.5530

(1.141S) (1.313)
rulkIFSQ 0.4)237 0. \072

(2.775) (4.62`')
CPINDX1 0.1945 0.4431 2.6270 -3.7910 -1.5105

(05541 (1.2231 (3.513) (1.161) (0.955)
CPINI)X2 1.3104 1.124(1 14,4221 1.7555 -2.3530

(2.2801 41.713) (0.777) , I .:15) (0.5291
CPINDX3 1.3150 (1.5525 0.1355 2.1075 -0 A6I1

(3.156) (1.0941 1(1,9451 it 594) (0.(190)
CPINDX4 0.9978 0.5))03 -- 9.0075 1.1751 3 0305

(3.253) (3 394) (0.753) (1.501) (1.971)
TIMEVAR 0.0299 7 ,3243 1 98x6

(061151 (0 8081 (1.621)
TIMEVSQ 0.0012 0.0257 0 032-1

(1.341) 00.7311 (1 ,6061
USAVVCOP 4.1797 _26(1.7419 24 0688

(1.095) 0(1 905) 10.5791
LNWUPSQ 0.3153 17.5642 1.7048

01.1741 (0.903) (0 59'
Implicd ):11).%1 of (, mparablc
wrth or) 4,.,,, 0 s )5 (1.0442 0..3653 1.4552 11.0513

Nlale Jobs:
A FTRCW I o (2r,2 0.0133 -0 7599 0 0755 - I) 0315

tl 4541 1 1 531) (1.5251 (2 5301 0) 238)
FTIMEM: 0.7020 - 0.0494

10.5441 (0.176)
F-FINIESQ 0.3922 0 1573

(1 7391 (3 5551
CP1NDX 1 0 0551 1 155' 1 1294 0,32'3 I 0216

(2.3011 (4 )h41 (2. 2(,7) 10.1731 (0 949)
CPINDX2 1.7530 1 7911 21,2251 0 41 15 0 5695

(4 N2) (4, '35) (1 7171 10.5131 t() 301)
PIN1)X3 1,0295 0.5500 5 2(.2 0.4179 -0.1727

(35351 11.6961 (1 909) 1 0.474 ) )(I 354)
CPIN1)X4 0 7415 0.7175 14.9340 1..3590 1.0437

(3 751) (4 "061 (1.7551 (24,05) ( 1 019)
HMINA14 (10015 .3.5142 0.5)(79

(0 12(1) (1.835) (0,6211
II M INSQ I (11X13 03462 0 0059

(I) 6431 I I .7631 (0.7(0)
1NAVWGP 4 O990 367.(5)2 13.2015

(1 (031 (1.()191 10.4701
1.NWlipS( 0 29r2 c, '5.'2'0 0 5595

t I 7201 (I 914i (04031
Imrlied (Ace( 01 L.ompar:(hIc
v.,(n-th on )A4(.....: (I 0262 0 0333 0.7599 (I 1556 0.0764
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'Fable 5.4 (continued)

(7) (8) (9)

Female Jobs;

(10) (11)(IS)

A1).L.r.,71.N1 0.00-11 0 0040 ((.(0141

119.831) (18.894) 23 407)
ADJCHG1 (1.(11155 0.0)52 0.(037

(7.043) (6.2521 (4.886)
ARICHri2 0.0022 00026 0.0040

(2.913) 13.2941 (.5.542)
AIM:11(11 0,0083 0.01(N O 0055

13.1221 (3.991) (2.323)
AD.1(11G1 0.(0)3() -0.(003 0.0001

(1.752) 10.174) 13.138(
ADICH(15 0-0023 0.(0026 00016

12.1°7) (2.401( (3.950)
ADJCIICA, 0.0017 0.0056 0.0004

(0.819) (2.408)
ADiCHG7 0.0096 0,0063 . I

(, ;.587) 12.174) (1.984)
CPINDX1 -0 0733 0.7690 2.5421 0.3836 .0514 1292

10.216) (2.494) (6.743( (1.514) (4.2`A)) (6.339)
CPINDX2 -1.5837 1.2642 5.4309 1.0777 -1.3270 4.8236

(3.613) (2.512) (7.373) (4.432) (3.248) (7.184)
C.TINI)X3 1.653(1 I .0771 8522 1.4741 0.8663 -2.7338

15.5560 (2.446) (5.789) (5.499) (2.438) (6.341)
CPIND X4 0.9255 0 2702 -4 0(37 0.9435 0.3502 -3.5666

13 493) (1 329) (6 988) (4.451) (2.052) 17.3621

TIME VAR 0.1055 0.9510 -0.1260 0.8515
2.778) (8 071) (3,689) 18.252)

TIM INS() 0 0023 -0 0091 0.0025 -0,0081
(3.34() (1) 4 1 3 I (4 103) 16.5171

l.N WO P 1 1131 115 7828 123.6500
11) 5971 (10.423) (10.801)

1..NWCiPSQ (1,092 9 2496 0 8.4160
(0 7511 (1(1 .194 ) ;0. 1661 (10.774)

11111111(M (AM of willivardwe
v,o1.11) (Tn %lap:\ 0 05/7 O 0580 U 0561 (1.0583 0 1509 0.0583

Talc Jobs:

AM CUM 11 (0120 0.(028 0.10117
(1 027 ) 11.120) 10.702)

(PIMA I 0.0551 1.2706 0.5833
4.070) (5.769) (1.638)

C 1'1N DV. 1.6021 1.4740 2.3691
(4.384) (4.(08) (3.3281

CPINDM 0.8812 0,4708 I 6821

13 558) (I 470) (3 681)
CPINI)X4 0.7743 0.7197 1.9801

(3 940) (4.714) 13.854)
TIM I'.VAI 00034 0.3941

10 109, 15 431)
.1.1 ME V tic 0002 0 0062

(0 490) (4.742)
1, NAV \V( 0 7465 75 4419

to 573( (6,20(
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(0.7411 th 198)

000I 0.0001 0 0001
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un) t)I pt ()ducts nt toct1ments on Al)11-1CHI and man, ot AI}CliGa
((1 1- , tAI)J( I{Ga-- range increase ft:L.01% Cti In ath comparable %%mil)

pa adjustment. Includiq Joh!, rt.t.cel% me no inclea.et
product of nil. ie Al)] CIA! anJ mean of At),1. CUM t sun) of
Ineansig ADICHGa (u" 1 711

specification ( AFTRCW 1. FTIMEAF. FTIMESQ) of comparable
worth wage effects.

It seems clear, then, that the small number of data points and the
absence of variables that vary cross-sectionally as well as over time
make it very difficult to distinguish, in a reliable way, between wage
increases attributable to comparable worth and wage increases attributa-
ble to other (e.g.. cyclical or secular) factors.

as a jancilon I. targeting. With this in mind. consider estimates
derived using the targeting version of C, shown in columns (6)-( I 1) of
table 5.4. Rather than ask about the difference between pay in the
presence of comparable worth relative to what pay would have been in
the absence of comparable worth, these are concerned with a potentially
more modest question: the effect of comparable worth on pay of targeted
relative to other jobs. (The answers to these two questions will be the
same only if comparable worth had no effects. even indirect ones. on
pay of non-targeted --e.g., predominantly male jobs.) As n: 'd above.
to the extent that jobs were targeted fin. comparable worth wage adjust-
ments because they were "chronically underpaid." and to the extent that
being "chronically underpaid" ir,y be treated as a fixed effect. fixed-
effects estimation ivoids the endoge.ieity bias (due to a correlation
between the regression error term e and the targeting version of the
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comparable worth variable () that may arise if OLS is used. Moreover,
since the targeting version of varies cross-sectionally as well as over
time, it turns out that questions about the effect of comparable worth on
pay of targeted relative to other jobs can he answered rather precisely.

Columns (6)-(8) of table 5 4 present estimates for female jobs using
the seven-varii.ble specification of the targeting version of C,.,. (Only a
few male jobs were targeted for comparable worth wage changes. and
then only in the last two sets of adjustments, so no results for this
specification are shown ter male jobs.) Regardless of which set of
"environmental variables" is used. the implied effect of the comparable
worth wage adjustments on i. male jobs is rather stable, ranging be-
tween about 5.6 and 5.9 percent.

Columns (9)--( ) present results obtained for both female and male
jobs when one collapses the seven ARICEIGa variables into a single
cumulative variable, A DLCUM. Again, the implied effect of compara-
ble worth en wages in female jobs is highly statistically significant and
essentially the same (between about 5.7 and 5.8 percent) regardless of
which set of environmental variables is used. In contrast, the implied
effect on male jobs' wages is negligible in terms of both magnitude and
statistical significance.

In sum, the city's comparable worth wage adjustments do appear to
have led to genuine changes in pay for predominantly female jobs: even
after one takes into account environmental terces tits measured by
prices, time trend and/or private-sector wage variable:0 that may have
affected wages over the same period, the comparable worth wage
adjustments appear to have raised pay in targeted. predominantly
female jobs relative to other jobs. To the extent that it is legitimate to
assume that the comparable worth wage adjustments did not 'affect (even
indirectly) pay in nontargeted jobs, the comparable worth wage effects
shown for regressions (6)-( I 1 ) are also estimates of the effect of com-
parable worth on the cost of female jobs relative to the cost that would
have prevailed in the absence of the adjustments.

01 course, in a naive view. it is not necessary to use a statistical
analysis to distinguish between wage changes attributable to compara-
ble worth and wage changes that would have occurred even in the
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absence of comparable worth: could it not he argued that the city's
contracts with Local 101 and reports by city personnel officials docu-
ment all of the pay increases awarded to jobs targeted for the special
,ty equity" adjustments? The difficulty with this vim is that some or

even all of these pay changes might have occurred in any case (due, e.g.,
to changes in the cost of living or local labor market conditions): there is
potentially an important difference between (1) pay changes identified
by city or union officials as a con:.,equence a comparable worth and (2)
pay changes that would not have taken place, tiller things being equal. in
the absence of comparable worth. Furtherlore, neither the city nor the
union has attempted to specify what, if anything, co-nparable worth did
to pay for jobs other than those targeted for comparable worth pay
adjustments. For example the city may in effect have tried to tinanci.
some of tile comparable worth adjustments by keeping a lid on pay for
other jobs. (Indeed, as noted earlier, at one point during the 1981 strike
the city threatened to do precisely this. ) Alternatively, the union may
have tried to increase support for the comparable worth adjustments by
having male jobs (and thus, p-c;;;;:nably. male workers) share in the
gains. In eititer case, then, it is desirable to attempt to separate observed
wage gains into components attributable to comparable worth and to
other factors. Indeed, ignoring the underlying environment (as proxied
by price. time trend and/or private sector wage variables) overstates the
wage changes attributable to compnable worth as such: simple fixed
effects regression of LMAXSAL on A DLCUM without any environ-
mental variables yields coefficients of 0.0164 ?.533) and 0.0539
(t- 4.513) for female and male jbN. respectively: these are much larger
than any of the coefficients on ADJ_CUM shown in columns (9).-t I 1) of
table 5.4.

5.5 Longitudinal Analyses: Changes in Employment, 1981-88

1 now consider the extent to which the comparable worth ,,wage

increases affected employment. As in chapter 4. the basic approach
consists of two stages. First. I estimate the employment demand tune-
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Lion (3.10) to obtain measures of the effect of wages on employment,
coeds paribus. Then, I use these wq,ge elasticities and the estimates (or
guesstimates?) of the wage changes attributable to comparable worth
noted in section 5,4 t ) estimate the actual effect on employment of the
-pay equity- adjustments.

Lnployment demand function estimates

As in chapter 4, the unit of observatio.. in the employment demand
analyses is a job (classification), and the dependent variable is always
the natural logarithm of employment in the .job. The wage variable (the
14,' of (3. 10)) is the In of the) maximum of the range of pay rates for
each job (1_,MAXSAL)," Estimates are presented separately for female
and male classifications. As in charter 4. 1 present estimates controlling
for prices. time trend terms and/or private-sector patterns, where the
latter are now measured by the (In of) private-sector employment in the
San Joie MSA as of the relevant quartet. lisLEMPP

As noted in sections 3.4 and 4.5, pooled 01.S estini..ies of employ-
ment demand functions, e,g,, (3,10). are implausible oil a priori
grounds: they may merely reflect the hierarchical nature of employ-
ment.'6 Accordingly. I turn directly to fixed-effects estimates for San
Jose. which appear in tables 5.5 and 5.6 for female and male jobs.
respectively. Data with infOrmation on employment are available for
eight dates (from October 17. 1981, to October 22, 1988: sec section
5.2): thus the fixed-effects analyses have 101 X 8 808 observations and
41 x 8 328 observations for the 101 male and 41 female jobs,
respectively.

The implied wage elasticity is always at least about 0.77 (in absolute
value) for female jobs; it is smaller in absolute value (at least about 0.34)
for male jobs, The male wage-elasticity of employment is usually
significant at reasonable levels; the female elasticity is much less pre-
cisely estimated, possibly because of the relatively low sample size for
the female jobs (since fixed-effects estimation requires one degree of
freedom for each cross-section unit. the effective sample sizes in the
analyses for male and female jobs are 808-101 707 and 328-41



Table 5.5 Fixed-Effects Employment Regressions.
Female Jobs, 1981-88

(wage variable= LMAXSA,I.; t-statistics in parentheses)
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Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

1n(wage) 1.0536 1.1423 -0.7662 -1.1476
(1.107) (1.187) (0.890) (1.188)

CPINDX1 -2.4428 2.6952 0.4573
(0.471) (0.518) (0.131)

CPINDX2 0.2405 1,5568 0.3942
(0.041) (0.254) (0.065)

CPINDX1 0,5303 1.7969 0.1751
(0.106) (0.334) (0.035)

CP1NDX4 2.1015 144723 1.4688
(0,731) (0.484) (0.480)

T1MEVAR 0.0933 0.3964
(0,628) (0.803)

TIMEVSQ .(X)52

(0.643)
LN___EM PP 0 ,1403

(0.101)
DUMMY82 0.1699

(1.313)
DUMMY83 0.2489

(1.401)
DU MMYS4 0.2806

(1.515)
DUMM Y85 0.3664

(1.555)
DUMM Y86 0,4857

(1.528)
DUMMY87 0.5516

(1.519)
DUMMY 0.5927

(1.483)

NOTE I)11N1MYS1 1)1.'NIN1Y1iN drc indkatt.7. Lienotilig %+hcchur oh.cratin rcriattp. ftl
rivet) L,alc ,1 8 2 S;, ; 17 4 2' 7.7 S(N. S": 1(I 2: KX, ic.pvitRel alicr
the firq daft. cocrctlt):, daia (11) 17 Si
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Table 5.6 Fixed-Effects Employment Regressions,
Male Jobs, 1981-88

(mage variable =1.MAXSAL: 1-statistics in parentheses)

Variable (1) (2) (1) (4)

1n(wage) -0.4707 0.5210 -0.3387 0.52, )8
(1,971) (2.184) (1.438) (2.18 . )

CPINDX1 1.8143 -1.9155 3.3553

().862) (0.914) (2.112)
CPINDX2 -4.7577 -2 5634 5.5300

(1.860) (0.955) (2.015)
CPINDX3 3.584() 1.4694 4.3720

(1.636) (0.631) (2.003)
CPINDX4 -0.3209 1,6803 -0.7251

(0.290) (1,380) (0.600)
M EVA R 0.1642. 0.7043

(2.811) (3.280)
TIMEVSQ 0.0095

(2.617 )
LN_ENIP1 -0.3888

W.655)

DIJMNIY82 0.0460
(1.300)

M Y83 0.0835
(1.875)

DUNINIY84 0.1285
(2.793)

DU NI NI Y85 0.2052
(3,620)

DU NINIY86 0.305()
(4,352)

DUMMY 87 0.3374
(4.249)

MM Y88 0.3195
(3.598)

Ana. 1)('N1N1YX2 1)L1111'86 ;ire indk;ilors deitoulw hetlict ;in ohser\ ;own pertaltr, ti a

vi\ 2.: x.i, s xi. 3 sa, 3 ,77 ! ' 7 sr,. X I S.. .7-." 55. ; atter

the ttrsd date L'owled !he data 1 10 I ;
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-287. respectively). In absolute value. the lowest elasticity estimate for
both male and female .jobs occurs when 71_,N_EMPP but not time trend
terms is used (column (3), tables 5.5-6): however, L11..EMPP is not
itself significant at reasonable test levels in either regression. Of the four
estimates in these tables. the ones in column (4) arc the most plausible.°
These imply w...ge elasticities of employment for female and male jobs
of about .15 and .0.52, respectively. Recall that, as noted in section

.4, the elasticity estimates in tables 5.5-6 are most reasonably inter-
preted as output- (or budget-) constant employment elasticities, ex-
clusive of any employment reductions attributable to the decline in the
purchasing power of San Jose's personnel budget due to the comparable
worth wage inci eases.

Thus, these estimates, like those obtained in chapter 4, are generally
larger in absolute value than those obtained in previous work on state
and local government employment. Again. the special nature of the
situation considered here -analysis of a single employer that adopted
what seem to he genuinely exogenous changes in its wage rates may
help explain why the results here differ from those in previous work.

Estimated employment effects

Given the fixed-effects wage elasticities just noted, calculation
eirect of San Jose's comparable worth pay adjustments on municipal
employment is straightforward provided suitable estimates of the wage
effects of the adjustments are available. As noted previously. the esti-
mated wage effects indicate the impact of comparable worth on targeted
relative to nontargeted jobs. If they also indicate the effect on pay
relative to the levels that wouki have prevailed in the absence ofcom-
parable worth -which is possible. but by no means certain- then the
longituJinal wage analyses of section 5.4 suggest that comparable worth
may have changed wages by between about 5.7 percent and 5.8 percent
for female jobs and had essentially no effect on pay for male jobs. Since
the wage elasticity of employment is about 1.15 for female jobs. the
wage effect for female iobs translates into a cetcris piribus employment
effect that is between about 6.55 percent and 6.67 percent. In

9
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contrast, 'since the wage analyses imply that comparable worth had
negligible effects on pay in male jobs, the employment effect on these
jobs was likewise negligible.

Of course. tietual employment in female jobs MSe between October
1981 and October 1988. because other forces in addition to comparable
worth wage increases wo:e at work. In particular. the fixed-efic..cis
analyses in tables 5.5-6 imply exogenous employment growth of over
10 percent per year for women's .lobs.'s Thus. to say that the employ-
ment effects of comparable worth were (no more than) about 6.67
percent for female jets is not to say that, due to comparable worth,
employment in 1988 was lower by these amounts for these jobs than was
the case in 1981. Rather, it means that, in the absence of comparable
worth, employment in 1988 worth/ n'e been about 6.67 percent higher
than it actucily m/s. In other words. implementation of six year
comparable worth wage adjustments in San Jose was roughly the eq.
alent of somewhat less than a `'car of lost .growth for female iobs.

5.6 Summary and Conclusions

Because of the limitations inherent in the available Jata, conclusions
about the effects on wages of San Jose's comparable worth wage adjust-
ments are problematic. If they can properly he regarded as measures of
the effect on wages relative to levels that would otherwise have pre-
vailed. then the estimates indicate that San Jose's comparable worth pay
adjustments may have raised wages by between 5.7 percent and 5.8
percent in female jobs. and had negligible effects on pay in trial: jobs.
As a result, the six 'ears of comparable worth wage adjustments in San
Jose had a negligib:c effect on employment in male jobs. and may have
reduced employment in female jobs by between 6.55 percent to 6.67
percent roughly the equivalent of somewhat less than a year of lost
employment growth. In terms of employment, then. the real losers
from the comparable worth pa adjustments in San Jose as in Min-
nesota are likely to have been person', ( particularly women) in the
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private sector or not in the labor t rc.e who were seeking public-sector
jobs.

N(YFES

' Much of the disitussion in this sectIon is based on l'Ia111111:111 NSW, Ranier (198n1 ;111(1
V:111114111sl et al. t

Aecorifing to a Pei simnel Deptirtinent memorandum ( rnquist. 1984). the total eosi of !he
rive adjustments mad: during 1981 54 was approYnnately Styli may he compared
with a total pay and benefit cost. in 1981, i)lapprosimately tilt) inilliont During the first two years.
the special adiust mews averaged about 5800- 5000 per employee. or about 4.5- 5 percent of annual
pay. subsequent adjustments Were smaller.

The sits listine , i have used ale dated July 25. 1980, October 17, 1981..lanuar 22. 19/0:
August 25. 1953: March 17, 1984. April 27. 19s5. July 7. 1986, August 1. 1987: and October 22.
1988. The listings for October 17. i98 and later dates include data on positions filled as the
relevant date, si hercas the ones prior to October I 7. 1981. do not. Other listings are available (e.g..
for July I , 1450), but the solar s figures in them are the same as the one:. in those just listed (e.g., tor
Jul). 25. 1951)1 San Jost' also maintains compute tiles an the pti:rsonnel histories and charae-
rervdics of radii. employees. Such data, however. arc not available for )ears prior to 1982
(recall that the lust set alt eomparable wt,rth pay 0.1j1.1q111('Ilis hkil. effect in July 1981)

1 he results are not sensitio to this r,:scluslan. essentially the same estimates are obtained
Vihen all 229 rohs tinalyied. Ili addition. results ohttuned h)r robs with passive numbers of
incumbents when observations on a itib are weighted by the number of incumbents in that job are
essentially the same as vi hen unweighted ohsere.itutni s ate used, so only the unweighted tesults are
presented here t

F+)) esarapie, some incumbents in a job are designated ntidential" when they work iiith
semor managers, and bilingual incumbents in a job sometimes have the designation "specialist"
appended to their rob title. In determining the total number ot incumbents in such jobs. I have
included persons st. ub "ionhdelltlar ur -srlC(Tallt-

" iYampie. lAlithn II ("Pay Equity Adiustments"tal the 1981 ri ; contrail between the city
and Local 101 Teethes, among other things. that lob class no 1116 Principal Clerk t still nos e 13
salary limp:s ellectiv c Jul) 19. 1981. and is III move a 11.11111a 12 ranges illeetive August IS, 1952_

The salarti Hai point relation flattens out tor "li(TiCIIN at higher Ha1,point salues, pay

increases ith Has points, but at a delleil,,1111.! rate Evaluated at the approximate (+serail average
1,:i1 point -.dui; r2ii) paints). an additional 1(111a) points arc CratiC and other things
being equal. with rough!). 2 39 petitent higher salary.

" Haluated at the LIppril 1111:aC flIV:111 \ ( till all tal,ra together) of 219 points. the
1985 results imply that an increase of 10 Has Non. .:1.0..r.,!A, on ;Jvcrape and other things being
equal. ssith an inere.i.e in pay of about 2 On percent about 2 39 percent in the results for July
19501 .

in cacti ass, these percentage iigures iepie sent the change in the natural logarithm of salary
:0,0N:1;0f:11V. 0.(1 intjease in it:1\ pointstrom 219 Me elan mean 1-iav point ).:clue) to 229 iinphcct
hy the regression eoetficients for the relevant ear (either 1980 or 1958)

'" Sec note 2h 01 chapter 3 tor further discussian at this dist railion.

2 9 2



214 The EeotiontiCs of Comparable Worth

" For example. the value of FTIM LA 1: for data as of Ntirch 17, 1984. is about 0.445 tso that
FTIMESQ is slightly over 0.201. *To see this. note that the period of wage adjustments (1981-87r
coveted hs the data is approvimatel .is Sears long and that as of \larch 1 7 . 1984. about tw y ears

and eight months had elapsed since the first adjustments of July 19. 1981

For example. a job that received a pay ad instinct-it of live salary ranges enc.. iv e as of the last
of the comparable worth changes (June 28. 19871 %%0111114ive ('HO I A Di (.110, equal to tent
for all dates: would have ADJCHG7 equal to zero tot all dates prior to June 28. 1987: and would
have ADJCHG7 equal to five for all dates alter June 27. 1987. Similarly, a job that never reeeived a
pay equity adjustment would hove zero values for each of the ARICHGa variables as of all dates.
(Values show n in table 5.2 for the Al1CIIG,r are the "final- values. i.e.. relevant Io dates at ter June
27. 1987.1

For example. consider a lob that recessed an increase of live salary as part of the first

adjustments Jul(y 19. 1981), a further increase of four ranges under the second adjustments
(August 15. 19821, and none in any of the subsequent adjustments. -1 hen. for this joh. MCIACAV

equals zero prior to July 19. 1951, equals tire for dates hetweenJuly 19. 1981 and August 14, 1952:
and equals nine for dates on or after August 15. 1952. The entries fOr ADLCU NI in table 5.2 are
the -final- values. ire . those relevant to dates at ter June 27. 1957.

" Recall that this chapter's wage analyses refer exclusively to Johs. All of the variables -the
comparable worth and en .c . nme-trend and private wage I variables- included m the
fixed-effects regressions of table 5.4 cInho only tune-series variation. noire 01 them vanes cross-
sectional ly as well as over time. (In contrast. chapter 4's aridly yes tit wages In Minnesota were based
on data for individual employees rather than !ohs. and thus included variables that cars cross
sectionally as well as over time. I This has several implieations for the wage analyses of this chapter.
First. Nino: the data cuter only ten dates. it is feasible to include no more than nine time-varying
(hut cross-secuonall, invariant ) regressors in the lived eflects regressrons Second. in the :IhSeileC
of variables that %Ar) itOss'Ncolorull, pooled 01.5 regresstons w Ith the saute .:Irlahle. used m the

regressions of table 5.4 y reld eoeflick.mt estimates that are identical to the filed effects
estimates. so I do not present or disoiss pooled (11.5 results corresponding to the hved.efle,:ts
results in table 5 4.

'` The :toss listings for Octobv.1 1981 and later dates- i.e . for the dates considered ni these
analyses of employ ment show the minimum as win! its the Mil \ IMUM of the salary range for each
classihcation: hence. to measure the cost of workers in each classification for these analy ses, one
can use the IIn lit I 111111111111111 t * nla\inninr salary. or the IIn of the) midpoint between the nhoonium
and the minimum The results. however. are s ritually identical regardless of w halt of these three
wally variables is used

" In ti nutshell. the diner ence helvveL ;it{ riMit'd 01.S Cs11(11:th'S employ 111ent

functions for San Jose Is essenhall% the same as the ditieren, e lor (see particularly table
4. Sr in San Jose as in Minnesota. pooled ( )l ..S estimates of st age CLISTICItles of employ rnent are
considerably lugher rn aharhite ,;lire than ti sett oleos t-aimates derived tone the same set of
dime sar lug!, variables

fourth column of tables S h Ales the most gencral poss;hle Tee:Oh:to it ?It 1)1 ens non-

mental variables: set ill dummies, ,me tor each period represented in the data beyond the fit st.
which I, OW, tileie110: L .1tqol'A NOIC that dilleren, es hetw reffikr ruts im the

successive dummy variables in this fourth column measure exogenous employ merit th from
one date to the next. I In iihsr 'lute v ;due. the wage elast 'ewes this speolicani in ate either
about the same as or larger than those der red using any of the otha sanalnts. I he general dummy

variable speetheauon is leasihle In thr. . ment anal y se. because the --wage- variable in these

2
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analyses varies cross-sectionally as well as over time. In contrast. in most of the analyses of wages
reported in table 5.4. there are no variables that vary cross-sectionally. and so in those analyses a
fully general dummy variable specification of the kind used in tahles 5.5 Is not possible.

IN In particular. note the results in column (41 of cacti table and recall the discussion in note 17.
above.

Note. however. that these employment effects are based on output- thudget-1 constant
elasticities. and so may have been magnified at least to some extent by te.g.) expenditure cuts
undertaken to help pay for the wage incrc:iNe%
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Comparable Worth in Australia

This chapter is concerned with Australia's version of comparable worth:
a policy. first adopted in 1972, of "equal pay tier work of equal value."
Several countries have adopted pay policies that contain at least some
elements of the comparable worth principle (Bellace 1980), and a

number of observers have argued that Australia's implementation of
"equal pay for work of equal value" has fallen far short of perfection.
Nevertheless, it appears that Australia, to a greater extent than most if
not all other countries, has adopted and even implemented pay-setting
practices that can reasonably he characterized as akin to comparable
worth. How have these policies affected wages and employment of
women and men?

6.1 Background

To the U.S. observer, the idea that comparable worth of any kind
would find a home in Australia might at first seem puzzling. Compara-
ble worth in Australia, the land of Crocodile Dundee, Ned Kelly, the
Outback, and Rupert Murdoch'?

Perhaps the most important factor contributing to comparable worth
in Australia is that lglovernment intervention in the labour market in
Australia is almost as old as white settlement" (Decry and Plowman

I thank J, ury Aklon. pairma Apps. Sheila Si. Ro men. Clare Button. Da% id Card. Bruce
Chapman. R C Duncan. Bob (iregor)., Paul Miller. Martin ParkiiI011. Christopher Pissaridcs.
Margaret PMA Cr. Si'll Rrrhardson, Ji{1111.% R0h111S011, Stephanie Sheean. Christine Short. Margate'
Thornton. Pail Volker, and parft ipants in seminars at the Australian National University. Prince
ton I fliversity. the litil%ersit c,t N ,.Illourne. the Um .rsit) of No% South Wales. and the University
of Western Australia for roam helpful discussions. let% rs. and cimunents on previous %ersions of
this chapter
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1985. p. 107). A major result of such intervention is that wage determin-
ation is probably more centralized in Australia than in any other country
in the developed capitalist world. For much of Australia's history. state
intervention was consciously used to keep women out of "male jobs.-
Under the right circumstances, however, intervention could be used for
quite different objectives. By the 1960s. an elaborate institutional struc-
ture based on state intervention in wage-setting was firmly in place. It
was only a matter of time before someone would see its potential for
altering sex differences in wages along lines suggested by comparable
worth principles.

Government regulation of labor markets began in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries, when much of the workforce consisted
of convicts resettled from England. Australia's colonial governors felt it
necessary to take at least some steps to regulate the terms and conditions
of convict employment. The scarcity of labor led to a system of pay-
ment, even for some convict workers, and thus to additional regulations.

Between the gold rushes of the 1850s and the 1890s, government
continued to intervene in labor relations, setting a "pattern of part-
nership between go mment and private institutions'. (Butlin 1959. p.
38). Government itself was a major employer, concerned with building
infrastructure for the young colony. In the 1890s. Australia went through
a series of strikes and lockouts "of a scale and bitterness which threat-
ened the whole fabric of the state" (Decry and Plowman I985. p. 125),
and was sharply divided on the question of tariff protection. Eventually,
there developed a kind of social contract, based on tariffs and wage
regulation: avoid industrial conflict by relying on government tribunals
to conciliate and arbitrate disputes over wages, working conditions and
the like; grant employers tariff protection against imports. but make
sure they paid fair wages to their workers once they had such protection.

Accordingly. Australia began to move towards a system of concilia-
tion and arbitration of industrial disputes.' In 1894. South Australia
became the first state to adopt a compulsory arbitration law. The 1900
federal constitution authorized the national parliament to pass laws for
"canciliation and arbitration fo,. the prevent;on and settlement of indus-
trial disputes extending beyond the limits of any one state."' which led to

n 1-
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passage of the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act (1904).
This established a Federal Court of Conciliation and Arbitration for
settlement of industrial disputes, At first. the Court attracted relatively
little attention, but in 1906 the Excise Tariff Act sealed the second half of
Australia's budding social bargain: employers could apply for certifi-
cates of exemption that would grant them tariff protection, but granting
of such certificates depended on their paying their employees a fair and
reasonable wage.

Since the Harvester case of 1907. the Court has been a powerful force
in national wage determination, and an ever-increasing fraction of the
workforce has bLen brought into the conciliation and arbitration system.
At present, almost 90 percent of employees are covered by tribunal
awards of some kind. Almost 40 percent are covered by awards issued
by federal as opposed to state or other awards. (This understates the true
influence of federal awards. however. since state and other tribunals
often follow the federal lead.)

In recent years, the Court called the Conciliation and Arbitration
Commission during 1956-89" has consisted of "presidential mem-
bers" (a president and 13 deputy presidents) and 28 commissioners. The
president must be a lawyer: most of the deputy presidents are lawyers
(although there is no requirement that they be lawyers). Of the commis-
sioners appointed between 1956 and 1980. 43 percent were previously
unionists, 33 percent came from managerial backgrounds and 20 per-
cent were formerly in government (Dabscheek and Niland 1981, p.
243). All members are appointed by the government of the day and may
serve until the age of 65.

The Commission's primary responsibility is to resolve industrial
disputes by conciliation or if attempts at conciliation fail by binding
arbitration of the claims of the parties.4 All that is necessary for a

-dispute" to exist is that one party, usually the employer. reject sonic
demand made by another party: usually a union" (Deery and Plowman
1985, pp. 134-5), Although other parties ("intervenors." e.g., the
federal and state governments and other parties, such as advocacy
groups) may participate in Commission hearings on a dispute. in gen-
eral the parties consist of one or more unions. on one hand. and one or

2 A"
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more employers, on the other.- Particular disputes are referred to
individual commissioners: d.sputes regarding industries are heard by
individual deputy presidents or. more usually, panels consisting of two to
four members of the Commission. Disputes of national economic im-
portance -c the standard workweek. the minimum wage. etc. -are
decided by a "Full Bench" consisting of at least three members, two of
whom must be presidential members.

Commission decisions, called awards, have the full force of law. Such
awards cover specified employers and unions (a given award usually
covers several employers or even an entire industry rather than just one
firm): they tend to f011ow occupational (and to a lesser extent industrial)
boundaries. "Roping-in" awards apply previous awards to employers
newly discovered to be operating in the relevant industry.

Although the federal Commission is by far the most important tri-
bunal with the power to affect wages and other terms of employment.
individual state tribunals also issue decisions on such issues. The Com-
mission is ultimately responsible for determining whether it or a state
tribunal has. jurisdiction in a given case. Federal government employees
are automatically subject to federal jurisdiction, as are workers in
industries that involve 'Apployers operating in more than one state:
interstate unionism typically leads to federal jurisdiction. In some
areas- notably. state public services (including teaching, nursing and
social welfare) workers are represented by unions within individual
states: here. state tribunals typically have jurisdictior.

For present purposes. one of the most important aspects of the
Commission and the state tribunals is that their pay awards determine

/mum. rather than maximum, wage rates. Labor and management
are therefbre free to negotiate rates (called overaward payments) in
excess of these minima. ( Although rare until the late I 960s, overaward
payments have become important since that time.) In determining pay
awards. the Commission (or a state tribunal) is able to exercise consider-
able discretion. Section 40(c) of the law establishing the arbitration
system specifies that the Commission is to "act according to equity. good
conscience and the substantial merits of the case without regard to
technicalities and legal form." The Commission may receive formal

3
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statements and documents from the contending parties, may hear sworn
testimony from witnesses offered by the parties. and may conduct on-
site interviews and job inspections. Use of legal counsel is not required,''
and neither is legal formalism although some parties. notably union-
ists. have complained about excessive legalism in the Commission's
manner of operation.

Not ,orprisingly. questions about pay rates have historically been
amon). the most contentious issues considered by the Commission (and
its predecessor. the Court). Whatever may he the degree of legalism in
other aspects of is operations, the Commission's wage awards do
resemble court decisions in two important respects. First, if only to
avoid inconsistency and charges of unfair treatment. essentially the
same principles tend to he applied to claims involving different indus-
tries. in much the same way as a court would apply a given statute to
different cases. Second. principles adopted in previous decisions tend to
be applied to subsequent cases. in much the same way as courts follow
the principle of stare deisis (reliance on past precedent).

The principles adopted in wage decisions have shifted over time hut.
in one form or another, most of them can be viewed as attempts to base
wages on supply-side and/or demand-side considerations: workers'
needs. employers ability to pl)v changes in the cost of living, and
government policy at the micro (efficiency. equity) and macro (stabiliza-
tion) levels have all played some role in the wage-setting process. The
issues addressed in wage-fixing may conveniently he divided into two
parts: questions about the aggregate level of wages, addressed in so-
called national Wage cases; and questions about wage differentials.
addressed in so-called industry cases.

The aggregate level ges

In one of the earliest cases. the 1907 Harvester Judgment (2 Common-
wealth Arbitration Reports (hereafter. CARL p. 1). Henry Bournes
Higgins, president of the Court. adopted seven shillings per day (for a
six-day workweek) as a fair and reasonable minimum wage for unskilled
labor. Relying in part on testimony offered by a butcher. a landlord's
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agent and nine laborer's wives, Higgins held that this sum was in line
with the budget of the average male laborer with a wife and three
children, and was necessary to satisfy the -normal needs of the average
employee regarded as a human being livint; in a civilized community."
The sum determined on the basis of this "needs- standard became known
as the "basic wage,- the wage payable for essentially unskilled labor.
Higgins later introduced the concept of adjustments in the basic wage
for changes in the cost of living.

The Harvester decision also recognized the need to add margins to the
basic wage to allow for differentials in skill, effort. responsibility and
working conditions, thereby yielding the "secondLiy wage.- As Higgins
late; exp:ained (1922. pp. 6-7, footnotes omitted.):

The secondary wage is remuneration for any exceptional gifts or
qualifications. not of employee. but gifts or qualifica-
tion. necessary for the performance of the function. e.g.. skill as a
tradesnon, exceptional heart and physique. as in the case of a
shearer. excepriory:l responsibility, e.g., for human life as in the
6ise of winding or locomotive engine drivers.

The job of titter in the Metal Trades was the first classification for which
a secondary wage was determined: soon. fitters and Metal Trades
awards generally --became an important benchmark for other
decisions.

. because fitters were employed ide range of and

because it could be extended to tithe, classifications %k hick required

the same degree of skill and trainihg: millers. borers. shiners. gear
eutters. cutting bar drillers. lappers. precision grinders. brass
finishers, turners. boiler-makers and metal moulders. In other in-
dustries the titter's rate was applied to tradesmen such as carpenters.

coopers. tailors. printing compositors. butchers, and so on. Mem-
bers of the Court argued that those trades required periods of
apprenticeship and training and a degree of manual skill similar to
that Of titter. The establishment of a tradesman's rate in any award

in turn provided a benchmark by which the marginal relativities
I i.e.. differentials in "secondary wage rate:'] of other classifications

2
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within that award could he fixed. (Decry and Plowman 1985. p.
336.)

In time. wage cases I'Cr the Metal Trades became national test eases,
important both fOr adjustment of the basic wage and via operation of
the principle of "comparative wage justice" for fixing the general level
of the margin, i.e., the secondary wage. t)r the economy as a whole.
"Comparative wage justice (in simple terms) requires the continuance of
pre-existing relativities Le., wage differentials': so ati to ensure that
one group does not fall l',ehind another (Hancock 1984, p. 190). Al-
though relative award rates can and do change. comparative wage
justice tends to preserve them:

tinder the operation of the principle of comparative wage justice,
the interlocking relationship between award classifications made the
wage structure rigid .. 1W1hen the Metal Trades Award varied.
pressures mounted for variations to both dependent and related
awards. If one award varied. related ClaSSitiCatiOns in other awards
would also seek a variation. on the grounds of comparative wage
justice with the award already varied. Classifications within awards
had then to he varied by the sank! proportions. Thus comparative
wage ji.istice became an important way of transmitting wage gains
from one award to another_ (Decry and Plowman 1985. pp. 336-7.)

In the 1930s. the Great Depression led the arbitiation court to con-
skier the demand side of the market. cutting nominal wage awnds
(relative to earlier level,.) on the grounds that the capacity of the econ-
omy to pay high wages was severely undermined. A "workers' needs"
standard gave way to an "employers ability to pay" standard. Subse-
quent decisions reaffirmed the primacy of this "ability to pay" criterion
and allowed. e.g,, for a "prosperity loadir_ during periods when
economic conditions were favorable. The "needs" standard was never
completely abandoned. but it was certainly dcemphasii.cd. For exam-
ple. although changes in the price level were still considered, they were
deemed relevant not so much as indicators of changing worker "needs"
but rather as a reflection of changes in employers; "ability to pay. In

1953. the court announced that it would rely on a set of macroeconomic
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indicators investment. production and productivity. overseas trade and
the overseas balance, retail trade indicators. etc. in determining the
national "ability to pay- There f011owed a number of changes and
amendments to wage-setting policy that gave priority to macroeconomic
concerns.

In 1967. the C'ourt's successor. the Conciliation and Arbitration
Commission. decided that it would focus on the "total wage." i.e., the
sum of the basic wage and the secondary wage (Employers' Ina! Wage
Case, 1 I () (:AR. p. 196). This reflected increasing preoccupation with
macroeconomic stabilitation. During the 1970s and I 980s. wage deci-
sions came to he viewed as an important tool of incomes policy. and the
Commission devoted much time and attention to questions about the
macroeconomic consequences of its decisions and the degree to which
wage awards would he linked to inflation and productivity (Braun 1974:
Decry and Plowman 1985). There was growing concern about reducing
or preventing "flow-on" the potential for awards in one industry to lead
to demands. and thus wage increases, in many other industries. In 1983,
the Commission decided that increases in pay rates outside the "national
wage adjustment" framework (i.e., for reasons other than productivity
gro- inflation adjustment) were to he strictly Innited. Changes in a
lol . ail. effort, responsibility or working conditions could prompt
wage adjustments, but only if such "work value- changes were "such a
significant net addition to w it-k requirements as to warrant the creation
of a new classification," Anomalies and inequities8 were to he brought
before an Anomalies Conference, which could adjust award rates in
response to inequities only if the change ( was justified on the merits.
(2) had "no likelihood of flow. on ( ) would entail "negligible" eco-
nomic cost aiid (4) w(iuld he a "once -only matter- (National Wage Case
1983, MD Print 1:2900. pp. 51-2).

Wage differentials

'16 sum up at the risk of further o y ) the discussion thus
far. Commission decisions on the total wage (or. earlier, on the basic
wage and margins, i.e., the secondary wage) set the general level of
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wages; and comparative wage justice then passes these basic decisions
through the structure of the economy, essentially preserving existing
wage differentials ( "relativities"). But how are wage differentials deter-
mined in the first instance'?

The main concept underlying the initial determination of differentials
is called "work value." Determination of work value involves "the
detailed identification of job characteristics and the attachment of
money values to the total package" (Hancock 1984, p. 190). One
authoritative survey of awards has identified no less than 55 factors that
have figured in work value assessments (Hutson 1971, pp. 163-4). For
the most part. these factors may be grouped Rider four main headings
that sound (and are) very much like those advocated by U. S. proponents
of comparable worth: skill, effort, responsElity and working condi-
tions.9 As noted earlier, changes in these four factors are now the only
circumstances that can lead to a change in work value (National Wage
Case 1983. MD Print F2900, p. 50).

As Hancock (1984. p. 190) has put it. "The processes of cerebration
which converted years of training or on-the-job responsibility into
money have never been described." Work value determination has often
been somewhat rough-and-ready. In the Marine Cooks' Case of 1906 (2
CAR p. 55 ff.), Mr. Justice Higgins compared the work of marine cooks
and butchers with that of butchers' assistants, whose wages had been
determined by the Victoria wages board; similarly, in the Boot Trades
Case of 1909 he awarded footwear industry operatives the same rate as
that given to metal machinists on the grounds that "there is much general
resemblance between the character of the work of such machinists and
the work of factory bootmakers" (4 CAR. p. 1). As noted earlier, in time
the Metz:' Trades awards were used to determine pay rates in a variety of
industries; thus. for example. tin solderers in the Food Preservation
industry were compared with canister makers in the Metal Trades (Food
Preservers Case, 45 CAR. p. 343). In general, there has been little or no
use of formal job evaluations of the kind described in chapter 1: rather,
work value determination in Australia has usually been relatively infor-
mal, and certainly much less systematic than (e.g.) the Hay point-factor
method.'"

9
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Once an occupation's work value has been determined, it is reassessed
from first principles only rarely, and the relativity or wage differential
between a given job and others tends to be preserved via the principle of
comparative wage justice: at present. changes in wage differentials are
lilowed only if there is a demonstration that there have been important
changes in work value. The burden of proof that work value has
changed. which lies squarely on the unions making the claim, can be
onerous. For example, in the 1961 Professional Engineers' case (97
CAR, p. 233), professional engineers in the Federal Public Service
argued against the historic practice of assessing their work and pay in
relation to that of members of the administrative and clerical divisions of
the service. Instead, they argued, their work should be compared with
that of professionals in the higher reaches of the professional officer
salary scale (e.g.. lawyers, architects, dentists and doctors). After 180
days of proceedings spread over three and one-half years involving 26
lawyers (including 8 Queen's Counsels and the Commonwealth Crown
Solicitor), during which the Commission heard about 180 witnesses,
received over 600 exhibits (including several motion pictures) and
conducted several on-site inspections, the Commission eventually
agreed with many of the engineers claims. Ironically, the wages of
clerical and administrative officers were eventually restored to their
previous relationship with those of the professional engineers (Mol-
huysen 1962: Decry and Plowman 1985, pp. 342-4).

Female/male differentials

Unlike other wage different' cils, the arbitration system paid relatively
little attention to the sex differential in pay until the 1970s. Moreover,
until the 1970s, the arbitration system had effectively institutionalized a
sizable differential in awards between men and women.

The Rural Workers Cast. of 1912 (6 CAR, p. 61) was the first case to
consider questions of sex differences in wages. Although the agri-
cultural workers unions were asking for -equal pay for equal work.- Mr.
Justice Higgins noted that this request was ambiguous, and that what the
unions were seeking might better be described as equal pay for -work of
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the same character. with fruit picking. fruit pitting and fruit packing all
to be treated as c.omparable. This Higgins was not willing to agree to.
All the work was unskilled. and so it might be argued that it should all he
paid at the same minimum (bask) wage. Higgins pointed out, however.
that the minimum wage established in the Harvester case was the sum
necessary to

meet the normal needs of an average employee, one of his normal
needs being the need for domestic life. If he has a wife and children.
he is under an obligationeven a legal obligation to maintain
them. How is such a minimum applicable to the case of a woman
picker'? She is not. unless perhaps in very exceptional circum-
stances. under any such obligation. The minimum eanot he based on
exceptional cases. (6 CAR. p. 71 .

This distinction quickly hardened into precedent. In the Theatrical Case
(11 CAR. p. 133) five years later. Mr. Justice Powers, Deputy President
of the Court, established the basic terms of 50 years of subsequent
decisions as follows (11 CAR. p. 146):

This Court allows to men a living wage based on the assumption
that the average man has to keep a wife and family of three children
whatever the value of the work he does may he.

.11e Court allows a living wage to a woman as a single woman.
The single man often gets more than his work is worth. but if

single men are paid less than married men the cheap( r labour would
he employed and they could not make the neeessa, y provision for
marriage.

There remained th, question of differences in pay for occupations
whose sex composition was difkrent. In his Rural Workers deci:;ion.
Higgins applied the "needs" criterion to this issue with an interesting
twist. Pay for predominantly male jobs such as blacksmiths "must be
such as recognises that blacksmiths arc usually men" (6 (/S. p. 72).
i.e., should he sufficient to support a flunily: for predominantly female
jobs such as fruit packing and pitting, the wage "should he that suitable
for a single woman supporting herself only" ( 13 CAR. p. 692, Clothing
Trades Case 1919. summarizing Rural Workers Case 1912). Fruit
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picking was a different story, for it was done by substantial numbers of
both men and women (albeit with men in the majority).

There has been observed for a long time a tendency to substitute
women tOr men in industries. even in occupations which are more
suited tOr men; and in such occupations it is often the result of
women being paid lower wages than men. Fortunately for society.
however, the greater number of bread winners still are men . . As a

result. I come to the conclusion that in the case of the pickers. men
and women. being on a substantial level, should he paid on the same
level of wages; and the employer will then he at liberty freely to
select whichever sex and whichever person he prefers for the work,

(6 CAR. p. 72.)

This would have several desirable consequences, Higgins suggested.
First, setting the same wage for male and female pickers would lead to
"true and healthy competition not competition as in a Dutch auction by
taking lower remuneration. but competition by making oneself more
useful to the employer" (6 CAR, p. 72.) The other benefit, implied rather
than stated. was that setting the same wage regardless of sex would tend
to keep women out of picking work. Accordingly. Higgins awarded
adult pitters (most of whom were female) and adult female packers a
wage of nine pence per hour. and awarded adult male packers and all
adult pickers (men or women) a wage of twelve pence per hour (6 CAR,
pp. 80. I ).

In the Clothing Trades Case 1919 (13 C4R, p. 647). Higgins adopted
the same approach but was still more explicit:

In the case of tailoring. there is no doubt that men and women are in
competition; but that the competition is weighted in favour of the
women by the practice of paying women lower rates. Mr. Scowl!,
who appears for many employers before me and who conducts a
workshop himself, said very frankly that if he had to choose between
men and women as employees in all the operations of the industry, at
equal rates, other things being equal. he would always choose men.
I find the lower rates habitual for women are the cause of the gradual
disappearance of mcn from the industry in all but the most skilled

2 or' ;=.71
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operations. or the operations (such as pressing off) which require
strength. "Women arc equal to men in brains, unequal in muscle." as

one employer graciously admits. I find that the lower rates for
women have driven the men from the making of trousers and vests
and from the making of most of the sac coats. The men are. in effect.

making a last stand at body and dress coats. cutting. trimming.
fitting, pressing. Is it right that this Court should aid the gentle
invaders?

. It is urged here for the employers that I should not now. by
prescribing equal wages. drive the women out of employment: but it

is equally serious to drive men out of employment by prescribing
unequal wages (As' even the [employers] admit( . . [ilf there
are 1,000 jobs vacant. and 1.000 men and 1.000 women want the
jobs. it is better for society if the candidates arc equally qualified

that most of the jobs should go to the men. (13 CAR. pp. 701-2.)

The net result was that women would be paid lower wages than men
except in occupations in which women might displace men --in which
case wages were to he equal for both women and men.

The reaction of female workers to this version of equal pay was
mixed. One female tailor testified in the Clothing Trades case, "If girls
got the same wages, the girls would be employed it' they can do as well as

the average man . The girls want the same rate even at the risk of
losing employment- (13 C iR, p. 704). Other women in similar circum-
stances were less sangui

In Victoria. the commercial Clerks Board on which women were
not represented. deliberately fixed equal pay for women working as

clerks in order to improve the chances of men clerks, and an appeal

was brought by women clerks to the Industrial Appeals Court on the

ground that the Determination of the Board would oust them from
employment. They, therefore. asked for a lower wage to be fixed for

women clerks, and the Court upheld the appeal and granted their
request. (Royal Commission into Industrial Arbitration in New
South Wales. 1914. qiu,tc,l in Scherer 1984, p. 132.)

Such objections notwithstanding. subsequent Court decisions
adopted Higgins framework, setting a lower female wage for most

2 4I 0
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occupations (except those in which women competed with men). The
Clothing Trades Case had fixed the female basic wage at 35 shillings per
week, 54 percent of the male basic weekly wage of 65 shillings-, and it
remained at roughly that ratio in subsequent cases "notwithstanding the
shift from the needs to the capacity to pay approach in fixing the male
basic wage" (Decry and Plowman 1985. p. 309).

During World War II, female wage rate fixing was the job of the
Women's Employment Board, which made awards of between 60 and
100 percent of the relevant male rate (the largest group received 90
percent). In 1944, the Court reassumed jurisdiction over female wages.
In its Basic Wage Inquiry 1949-50 (68 CAR, p, 698), the Court ex-
plicitly rejected union demands for equal rates for males and females as
both undesirable and unsustainable, instead setting the female basic
wage at 75 percent of the male figure (68 CAR, pp. 815-9).

The following year, the International Labour Organization adopted its
Convention No. 100, calling for "equal pay for work of equal value."
and Australian unionists, rebuffed by the federal Court. began pressing
for equal pay either for work of equal value, or, as a second-best, for
equal work at the state level. In 1958, the most populous and most
progressive state, New South Wales, adopted relatively narrow legisla-
tion requiring equal pay for equal work: Queensland (1964). Tasmania
(1966. though only for government employment). South Australia
(1967) and Western Australia (1968) followed. All state governments
began to implement equal pay within the state public services (although
in Victoria, equal pay was confined to teachers).

Prospects for equal pay seemed to he improving. As noted earlier. in
1967 the Conciliation and Arbitration Commission (successor to the
Court) had shifted from the concept of a basic wage and a secondary
wage (ix., a skill margin) to the concept of a total wage, The Commis-
sion observed that this meant that, for the time being, there would be two
total wages, one for men and one for women, creating apparent
anomalies.''

The Commission then appeared to open the door to equal pay an

equal total wage for equal work: it awarded the same increase in wages
to adult males and females, and noted that earlier decisions had affirmed
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the concept of equal margins for men and women doing equal work.
"The extension of that concept to the total wage would involve economic
and industrial sequels and calls for thorough investigation and debate in
which a policy of gradual implementation could be considered," the
Commission's decision said. "We invite the unions, the employers and
the Commonwealth to give careful study to these questions with the
knowledge that the Commission is available to assist by conciliation or
arbitration in the resolution of the problems."''

The Equal Pay decisions. In 1968, as demonstrators marched iutside,
the unions, joined by women's groups, went back into the Commission
to ask for equal pay for equal work. The Commission's decision (Equal
Pay Cases 1969, 127 CAR, p, 1142) agreed that the concept of the
"family wage" used to justify the historic male/female difference in
awards "no longer has the significance, conceptual or economic, which
it once had and is no real bar to a consideration of equal pay for equal
work- (127 CAR, p. 1153). It dismissed employer predictions of eco-
nomic dislocation by specifying that implementation of equal pay for
equal "ork would be phased in over the period 1969-1972.

The Commission, however, limited the scope of equal pay in several
important respects (127 CAR. pp. 1 158 -91." Equal pay was to cover
only jobs performed by both men and women that were ''of the same or a

like nature"; work "essentially or usually performed by females in

which about 80 percent of the female workforce was engaged was
specifically exempted from the decision: the Commission restricted
equal pay -to work performed under the determination or award con-
cerned," thereby prohibiting comparisons between awards, i.e., ones
that would cross industry and occupational boundaries.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the unions and women's groups found this
less than completely satisfactory. In 1972, they returned to the Commis-
sion seeking equal pay for work qf equal value. The Commission's
decision (National Wage and Equal Pay Cases 1972. 147 CAR, p. 172)

opined that "broad changes of significance have occurred since 1969--
including further legislative developments within Australia, in Britain
and New Zealand, and endorsement at Commission hearings of equal
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pay for work of equal value by the Commonwealth Government that
exemplified "a world wide trend towards equal pay for females:" The
Commission declared (147 CAR, p. 177):

in our view the concept of "equal pay for equal work" is too narrow
in todays world and we think the time has come to enlarge the
concept to "equal pay for work of equal value." This means that
award rates for all work should he considered without regard to the
sex of the employee.

In the past. work value determination had disadvantaged women:

Differentiations between male rates in awards of the Commission
have traditionally been founded on work value investigations of
various occupational groups or classifications. The gap between the
level of male and female rates in awards generally is greater than the
gap. if any. in the comparative value of work performed by the two
sexes because rates for female classifications in the same award have
generally been fixed without a comparative evaluation of the work
performed by males and females. (147 CAR, p. 179.)

The Commission now ruled, however, that henceforth "female rates
[shall] be determined by work value comparisons without regard to the
sex of the employees concerned."'s

Rather than revise all work valuations and pay rates, the Commission
contented itself with simply stating the new principle and leaving it up to
individual commissioners to implement it through work value reviews
(i.e., reevaluation of women's jobs) in individual industry cases. The
Commission emphasized that work value meant value in terms of skill,
effort, responsibility and working conditions i.e., the factors tradi-
tionally used in work value reviewsrather than value to the employer
(e.g.. marginal productivity). "The value of the work refers to worth in
terms of award wage or salary fixation, not worth to the employer."'6 As
in its 1969 Equal Pay decision, the Commission's new decision provided
for gradual implementation of the equal pay fir work of equal value
principle, with full compliance to be achieved over two and one-half
years. on June 30, 1975.
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In principle, then, the 1972 "equal pay for work of equal value"
("EPEV") decision had far-reaching implications; but what would it
mean in practice?

Several writers have argued that the full possibilities of the decision
have not been realized (Burton et al. 1987: Power et al. 1985: Short
1986; Thornton 1981). Short (1986) found only 53 Commission awards
in cases brought since 1972 under the equal pay rubric a surprisingly
small number, given the potential ramifications of the 1972 decision. '7
Moreover, only one of these cases involved reassessme.tts of work value
for different job classifications.

That equal pay cases seem to represent a trickle rather than a flood
may in part he due to the fact that the 1972 decision included several
important caveats and qualifications (147 C4R. pp. 179-80). The Com-
mission exempted existing geographic differentials from the equal value
rule. and said that "pre-existing award relativities may be a relevant
factor in appropriate eases: Although it cautioned that "unfamiliar
issues" were likely to arise in valuing work irrespective of sex, the
Commission was vague about how equal value should be determined: it
suggested that "different criteria will continue to apply from case to case
and may vary from one class of work to another" and that implementa-
tion of the equal value principle would require "the exercise of the broad
judgment which has characterised work value inquiries." Thus, rather
than adopt a set of explicit rules on work value determination that would
have facilitated implementation of EPEV. the Commission retained the
fuzzy and manipulable ad hoe approach to work value that had been
used in the past.

The Commission also discouraged work value comparisons across
award boundaries, thereby inhibiting consideration of whether dis-
similar but arguably comparable jobs were in fact of equal value. As a

rule, the Commission said, work value comparisons (and thus relative
pay rates) were to be performed "where possible" by comparing "female
aiid male classifications within the award under consideration." "Where
such comparisons are unavailable or inconclusive, as may be the ease
where the work is performed exclusively by females," the Commission
conceded that it might be necessary to compare a female job and either
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(1) another female job within the same award, or (2) female jobs in other
awards. or (3) male jobs in other awards: but its tone suggested that such
comparisons were to he made as a last resort.

A final impediment to full implementation of EPEV derives fi oni the
centralized nature of the arbitration system. Cases are argued by em-
ployers (or groups of employers) and unions (or groups of' unions).
Individui.' workers or worker groups (e.g.. a women's caucus) or-
dinarily are not able to put their viewpoints directly to the Commission.
Interested outside parties. e.g, women's advocacy groups. may appear
as intervenors. but they will inevitably have less credibility than the
unions directly involved. Thus, the support of individual unions and
union organizations such as the Australian Council of Trade Unions
(ACTU) is important. if not essential, to implementation of EPEV.

Such support has not always been forthcoming. According to Power
et al. (1985. p. 59). some unions "even went on strike to prevent equal
award wages being introduced in their industry or occupation." Even if
the relevant union or group of unions is not overtly hostile to EPEV. it
may be unwilling to support EPEV av,gressively, especially if that would
entail sacrificing other objectives. Although the ACTU has long sup-
ported F.PEV (Australian Council of Trade Unions, 1985), some ob-
servers have suggested that in practice it has been decidedly un-
enthusiastic about implementing the policy."

More generally. critics of Australia's system of arbitration have often
alleged that it has been dominated by a "free-wheeling free masonry of
fixits called the Industrial Relations Club" union and management
officials, civil servants, lawyers and academics who have over the years
acquired tbrmidable expertise in manipulating the system, have a vested
interest in continuing it in its present form. and have over the years
established "a self-perpetuating, closed society making deals in its own
interest, deals which, more often than not. run contrary to the national
interest" (Bowers 1985). In its most extreme form. this view of the
Industrial Relations Club verges on a conspiracy theory. In milder
versions. it resembles the well-known proposition that regulatory bodies
end up being dominated by those whom they are supposed to regulate
(see Stigler 1971, for a classic statement of this view). In either case.
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however, it suggests that, even if they are not consciously excluded by
the "Ins," the "Outs" may find it hard to get the established players in the
regulatory game to consider a new set of demands. In this connection, it
is interesting to note that as of March 1989, only four of the Commis-
sion's 46 members were womer, (Thornton 1989. p. 36).

Several of the obstacles to implementation of EPEV are illustrated by
Thornton's interesting case study (1981, pp. 473-7) of a failed attempt
to make relatively modest comparable worth pay adjustments to the
wages of typists and stenographers at the University of New South
Wales, The Public Service Association (PSA), representing the workers
before the Industrial Commission of New South Wales," noted that the
pay scales of the typist and stenographer jobs (both of which were
overwhelmingly female) started lower and rose to much lower maxima
than did the scale for general clerical officer (clerks) jobs, which were
predominantly male. After the Commission's 1972 EPEV decision. the
University adjusted the pay scales of the stenographers and typists, but
the scales remained below the clerical scale. The PSA charged that this
only partially implemented EPEV, and asked that the three groups' pay
scales be completely integrated.

An individual commissioner rejected the PSA's case, and so did a
three-judge appellate panel. Two elements of the appeal judgment'' arc
of particular interest in the present context. First, the appellate panel
was clearly unimpressed by the PSA's reference to other awards in which
stenographer and typist scales were integrated with those of clerks ("the
persuasive influence of those cases has not been sufficient for us to come
to the conclusion that a complete salaries integration in regard to
relevant employees at the university is .justitied"). The judges gave
greater weight to the university's own practices prior to the 1972 EPF,V
decision in particular. the fact that the university maintained separate
salary schedules for (1) the typists, (2) the stenographers, and (3) two
distinct groups of predominantly male clerical jobs-- as indicating that
there were genuine differences in work value among the different .job
categories.

In principle, this might have been countered by a comprehensive
assessment of the work value of the three groups (typists. stenographers
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and clerks): but tne PSA did not produce one. Rather, as Thornton notes
(1981. p. 475), the PSA's evidence was mostly "individualistic and
unsystematic," based on testimony from individual stenographers and
typists. Indeed, the PSA devoted much of its effort to showing that some
of the work performed by the stenographers and typists was identical to
some of the work performed by the clerks: this was irrelevant to the issue
of equal tattle. andgiven the heterogeneity of the jobs in question
could hardly have supported a conclusion of equal vim*. Although the
appeals judges suggested that "these kinds of situations might properly
engage the attention of the classifications committee which exists at the
university." and asked the PSA and the university to consider whether at
least some pay increase for the stenographers and typists might be
appropriate, they added that "we were not satisfied overall that the work
value of the three groups was so similar that an integration of rates
should in justice take place."

Dissatisfaction with such work value issues reached the national level
in 1983, when, in the National Wage Case, several women's groups
contended that implementation of the 1969 and 1972 equal pay decisions
had been frustrated by the lack of "proper work value exercises" for
predominantly female jobs (a failure to reassess the work value of such
jobs). These groups asked the Commi,, on to provide fOr such revalua-
tions. but the Commission rejected their request. According to the
Commission. "such large scale work value inquiries would elear'y
provide an opportunity for the development of additional tiers of wage
increases. which would he inconsistent with. the centralized system
which we propose for the next two years and would also he kiappropriate
in the current state of unemployment e-pecially among women" (Na-
tional Wage Case 1983, MD Print F2900, p. 29). What the Commission
seemed to have given in 1972 it seemed to have taken away eleven years
later.

The 1986 Nurses C tree. With dissatisfaction about implementation of
EPEV growing. various unionists and women's groups eventually per-
suaded the ACTU to bring a comparable worth "test case." involving
nurses. before the Comn:ission. The objective was to realize (or, per-
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haps more accurately. expand) the full potential of the 1972 Equal Pay
decision by getting the Commission squarely on record in favor of
comparable worth. The Commission's decision, however, neatly side-
stepped the particular issue raised by the casecomparable worth
adjust tents for nursesand was unequivocally negative on the general
principle of comparable worth.2.2

The Commission invoked the National Wage Case 1983, which, as
noted earlier, had rejected demands from women's groups for revalua-
tion of women's jobs. As in 1983. the Commission said it was unwilling
to change ,vages for women's jobs if that was going to conflict with its
policy of wage restraint. In language reminiscent of that used by U.S.
District Judge Fred Winner in rejecting comparable worth claims of
nurses in Denver." the Commission declared (MD Print G2250. p. 11):

There ;ire serious ;cations for (low on of any increases which
might he granted as a result of these applications. Indeed the
applicants and interveners Apporting them made it plain that they
see these proceedings as part of a wider movement to increase
salaries for nurses throughout the country. The applications there-
fore carry great potential for undermining the current centralised
wage fixing system.

Rather than accept "claims for the application of the 1972 Principle in
awards in which it has not been applied." the Commission said. it would
refer them to the Anomalies Conference established in the 1983 Na

Wage Case. where they would be evaluated subject to the strict
guidelines established for wage changes (which included. inter alia. a

re ..iirement that there he no likelihood of flow-on). '4 This appeared to
preclude large-scale reassessments of the work value of women's jobs,
and to rule out an appreciable improvement in the female-male differ-
ential in award rates of pay.

Not only did the Commission materially reduce the practical potential
ofeomparable worth to revalue women's work and raise women's wages;
it also took on the general principle of comparable worth. Rather
disingenuously, it asserted (MD Print G2250. p. 10) that ". .. in the
United States at least. the doctrin of comparable worth refers to the

40
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value of the work in terms of its worth to the employer.- and noted that
this conflicted with the 1972 Equal Pay Case (which had said that equal
value meant "equal in work va. Iue.- 1101 of equal value to the em-
ployer')." In addition, the Commission asserted, valuing substantially
dissimilar jobs on a common bask as in comparable worth-- would
carry the doctrine of work value beyond the boundaries that were
customary and appropriate for Australia (Ml) Print G2250. p. 9):

At its widest. comparable worth is capable of being applied to any
classification regarded as having been improperly valued. without
limitation on the kind of classification to which a is applied, with no

requirement that the work performed is related or similar. It is

capable of tieing applied to work which is essentially or usually
performed by males as well as to work which is essentially or
usually performed by females. Such an approach would strike at the

heart of long accepted methods of wage ti \alum in this country and
would he partieularl, destructive of the present Wage Fixing
Principles.

Further efforts by comparable worth proponents arc in progress. In
1986, nurses in Victoria and South Australia sought and ultimately won
wage increases in state tribunals on the grounds that the 1972 decision
had not previously been applied to them. Anomalies conferences con-
vened in response to the 1986 Nurses Case ultimately led to a 1987 "Full
Bench- decision of the Commission which granted a pay increase 1br
nurses without. however, specifying which components of the increase
were for equal pay "anomaly claiins.- changes in work value or other
factors (Thornton 1989; Women's Bureau 1987. esp. pp. 50-51). It is
also possible that litigation under the Sex Discrimination Act may
eventually yield results more favorable to comparable worth than the
Comiaission's 1986 decision ( lnnes 1986).'h For the moment, however,
substantial extension of the boundaries of the 1972 EPEV decision
e.g., large-scale revaluation .4 women's jobs. c ! adoption of an explicit
comparable v forth standard seems unlikely.

r j
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6.2 Effects of Equal Pay for Work of Equal Value:
Previous Research

Although Australian proponents of comparable worth feel not with-
out reason, as the preceding discussion :indicatesthat Australia's ver-
sion of comparable worth has fallen well short of its potential, it should
be noted that even the relatively mild "equal pay for work of equal value"
(EPEV) policy may have had important effects on both wages and
employment. This section is concerned with previous research on the
effects of EPEV; the next section presents new results on those effects.

Comparable worth and "equal pay for work of equal value"

In view of the comments in the Commission's 1986 Nurses decision,
the first order of business in analyzing the effects of EPEV is to note
that. the Commission's assertions notwithstanding, EPEV, and more
generally the Australian system of work valuation, is indeed a form of
comparable worth. To he sure, work value determinations are generally
conducted within the occupational and industrial boundaries set by
awards; this diverges from the ideal of comparable worth proponents,
but leaves the central principles of comparable worth essentially in-
tact.;' Moreover. comparisons across occupational and industrial
boundaries in Australia, although not the norm, are not unheard of; for
example. journalists and professional engineers have compared their
work to that of professionals covered by other awards. Fina!ly, and
perhaps most important. Australian work value determinations gener-
ally inchide the same factors typically considered in most comparable
worth job evaluations in the U.S. (skill, effort. responsibility and work-
ing conditions) and generally exclude the same factors that are usually
excluded from consideration in comparable Nk .'rth job evaluations in the
U.S. (i.e., market considerations such as the -otitability of individual
employers).

Hence. as many observers have noted. the Australian system of irk
valuation especially after the 1972 EPEV decision may properly he

1 it
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considered a form of comparable worth. In the U.S., both proponents
and opponents have regarded the Australian experience as indicative of
the likely effects of ,atroducing comparable worth in the U.S. 2" As one
U.S. scholar has put it (Mitchell 1984. p. 133). the 1972 EPEV decision
was indeed "roughly equivalent to the 'comparable worth' notion cur-
rently under debate in the United States" (see Aaron and Loup/ 1986.
pp. 40-1. for similar remarks).

Australian observers generally share this view of the similarity of
EPEV and comparable worth. In the words of the AC'L'U (1985. pp. 30.
32), "the essential features of comparable worth or pay equity are
relevant to Australia and can be applied here." for "the 1972 Equal R:y
Decision embraces the concept of comparable worth or pay equity."
Academic observers have generally drawn the same conclusion. For
example. Thornton (1981). who argues that implementation of EPEV
has been unduly restricted, notes that at least in principle it quite

similar to comparable worth as advocated in the U.S.: likewise, Gre-
gory and Ho (1)85). although disagreeing with Thornton as to the
magnitude of the effects of EPEV. treat it as a tOrin of comparable worth
and argue that Australia's experience is indicative of what would happen
if comparable worth were introduced in the U.S. on a large scale.

In sum. there seems to he general agreement in both county;
despite assertions to the contrary in the Commission's 1986 lvarses
decision on the similarity of EPEV and comparable worth. There is
much less agreement. however. on the effect of EPEV in Australia and
on what it implies about the likely consequences of widespread adoption
of comparable worth in the U.S.

Effects on wages

Although EPEV has not fulfilled the expectations of its proponents,
did it nevertheless have an effect on the structure of pay?

Although the female/male differential in award rates changed little
during the 1960s. it fell appreciably after 1969. and especially after
1972. In 1966. female weighted average minimum (award) rates per
week were 71.4 percent of the male figure. and hourly rates were 71,8

, 4.
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percent of the male figure; in 1969, the ratios were 72.1 and 72.7; in
1972, 77.4 and 78.2; in 1975. 91.0 and 91.9; in 1978. 93.1 and 93.9.
Nor does this increase in female relative award rates seem to have been
offset by a decrease in female relative overaward rates. For example. in
1973, female average hourly earnings were 76.5 percent of the male
figure, growing to 82.3 percent by 1975 and 84.0 percent by 1978."
Thus, although neither average female award rates nor average female
hourl) earnings are 100 percent of the male figure, both have certain!
grown substantially, relative to those of males. since 1969 or 197_

Is EPEV responsible for sonic or all of these changes in women's
relative pay? Based on informal inspection of simple time-series plots.
several writers seem to think so (see. e.g., Gregory and Duncan 1981,
p. 411; Haig 1982. p. 2; Miller 1985. p. 10; and Mitchell 1984. p. 134).
This need not necessarily he the case, however; in particular, the
increase in relative award rates and average hourly earnings might
merely he part of a long-term trend. rather than a phenomenon attributa-
ble to EPEV as such.

There appears to be only one fOrmal econometric analysis of wage
changes induced by EPEV (Pissarides 1987). In this study. Pissarides
(1987; see esp. table 1, p. 13) analyzes quarterly data on the real
product wage. iv* (although not explicitly stated. the time period consid-
ered is 1966-86). This wage s. ;es. Iv*. is defined as the natural
logarithm of (1 + T)WIP. where W is the ratio of (i) average weekly
earnings per employed person to (ii; a "centred, I five l-period moving
ave[rlage" of average weekly hours worked; P is the price of domestic
value-added; and T is the rate of employment tax. In the study, is

regressed on several variables (the lagged value of *, the ratio of labor
force to population of working age. the change in inflation. etc.),
including an "equal pay dummy" equal to unity for quarters between
1974Q2-1975Q1 and zero otherwise.

Pissarides' results impiy that EPIN raised the genend /ei/ of Intl
wages (as measured by w*) by a statistically significant amount. but
only for a relatively brief period: "the effect of the policy on the system
wore off quickly after 1975 and by the end of 1976 there were no
significant effects left" (Pissarides 1987, p. 26: see also table 4, p. 25).
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However, the results are less than completely informative about the wage
effects of EPEV. First, the "equal pay dummy" for 1974Q2-1975Q1

covers only part of the period iiaring which EPEV was supposedly being
implemented. This brief period might best be described a period not of
"equal pay" but rather of "wage push." during which the government of
the day hoped to raise wages generally, and to raise wages for low-wage
groups (including not only women, but also other low-income workers)
in particular. Second, whatever they imply about effects on the general
level of pay (as measured by the Iv* of the analyses), the results provide
no evidence on the effect of EPEV on female/male dillerentials in pay.

Thus, although there seems to be general agreement that EPEV
narrowed the female/male differential in both award rates and in earn-
ings. this view is based primarily on simple descriptive statistics (which
arc not adjusted for changes that might have occurred even in the
absence of EPEV) rather than on formal econometric analysis.
Pissarides' results (1987) suggest that EPEV may have raised the general
level of wages albeit only temporarily but provide no evidence on
whether it affected the relative wage of women.

Effects on employment

Most analyses of EPEV have bee -erne(' with its effects on
employment (including. in particular. female/male employment differ-
entials). These have generally assumed that EPEV raised pay (or award
rates) of women relative to men, and then have considered the extent to
which such an (assumed) increase in women's relative pay would affect
their relative employment level.

In general terms, the employment effects of EPEV hinge on whether
labor demand elasticities are negative and relatively large. Most analy-
ses of the Australian labor market obtain negative elasticities, but the
magnitude of the estimates varies. For example, one studs ( Bureau of
Labor Market Research 1983. esp. pp. 1,41-148) considered pooled
annual time-series data (for 1976-81) on employment and earnings.
disaggregated by age and sex. for a cross section of 17 Australian
industries. The estimated own-wage demand elasticities are negative
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and quite large in absolute value: they imply (e.g.) that, with other
things (including output, remaining the same, an increase in the wages
of adult women by 1 percent would reduce their employment by about
2.25 percent. Taken at face value, these estimates would imply that even
modest EPEV-induced increases in the relative pay of women would
have substantial adverse effects on women's relative employment.'"

Bonnell (1987) used the ORANI model (Dixon et al. 1982) to simu-
late the employment effects of EPEV. Although ORANI provides a
wealth c.f industrial and regional detail. it does not permit explicit
disaggregation of employment by sex, so Bonnell was forced to make a

number of aSSIIII ptions in using ORANI to gauge the effects of EPEV on
male and female employment. For most industries, her simulations
imply relatively modest declines of between five and seven percent in
both female and male employment, with the former falling only slightly
more than the latter.

Miller's analysis (1985) is much simpler: he regressed relative em-
ployment (the ratio of female to male employment) on relative pay (the
ratio of female to male wage rates) and a time trend term using annual
data tor 1960-80. Overall (for both public and private sectors com-
bined), his results imply an elasticity of relative employment with
respect to the relative wage that is negligible is size and not statistically
significant. However. this aggregate result conceals important differ-
ences by sector. For the private sector, his results imply an elasticity of
relative employment with respect to the relative wage of 0.39; for the
public sector, the elasticity is positive and equal to about 1.00. Hence.
Miller concludes, "quantity adjustment on the part of public authorities
appears itol have been responsible for the small aggregate disemplov-
ment response to the equal pay legislation.-

Pissarides' more elaborate analysis (1987) of quarterly data for the
aggregate economy for the period 1966-86 obtains a short-run elasticity
or iota! employment (of men and women combined) with respect to the
(overall) real wage of about 0.23 (r 8.05) (he does not present
elasticities for each sex ). Combining this estimate with his results on

wages (discussed above), Pissarides calculates (1987. table 4, p. 25)
that by the second quarter of 1975. MTV had reduced total employ-

2 5 i
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went by about 4.3 percent, but that the effects wore off quickly: his
simulations also imply that, by the fourth quarter of 1976, total employ-
ment was only 0.6 percent less than would have been the case in the
absence of EPEV (or, more precisely, the "wage push" component of
EPEV).

Although all of these studies suggest that employment is negatively
related to wages (particularly in the private sector), none has featured
prominently in discussions of EPEV. The one analysis of EPEV to have
attracted attention in the U.S. suggests, as do these other studies. that
EPEV reduced women's employment (relative to the levels that would
have prevailed in the absence of EPEV). ironically, however, many
discussions of this analysis have generally asserted that it either (1)
provided mixed evidence on EPEV or else (2) actually showed that
EPEV had negligible effects on women's employment.

The research in question, by Gregory and Duncan (1981). presented
two kinds of results: first, simple descriptive statistics showing the raw

or unadjusted time series of women's relative employment g,roNth rates
and relative unemployment rates befOre and after EPEV-. and, second,
regression analyses aimed at isolating the effect of EPEV with other
things (business cycle fluctuations and secular trends) held constant.

The simple time series show that women's employment rose (relative
to male employment) both before and after EPEV. and that the female
unemployment rate fa (relative to the male rate) both before and after
EPEV.'1 Gregory and Duncan put heavy emphasis on these simple
descriptive statistics both in their original work and in subsequent
discussion of their findings, For ,cample, discussing the employment
effects of the Equal Pay Cases. Gregory and Duncan (1981) summa-
rized their work as showing that 1 slubstitution responses to relative
wage changes appear to be very small" (p. 426); that "the level of
measured female unempliyyment also appears to he largely unaffected
by the change in relative wages [induced by the Equal Pay decisions)"
( p. 426): and that. "Islince female employment continued to grow faster
than male employment after the equal pay decisions. and since these
decisions were translated into a large change in relative earnings, there

0.thr
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have been very significant changes in income distribution in favor of
working females- (p. 427).

Similarly, testifying before a U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission hearing on comparable worth, Gregory summarized the
implications of his research with Duncan'.' as follows (Gregory 1980,
pp. 613-4):

In response to such a change in the wages of females, relative to
males. [as was induced by the Equal Pay eases,' one would expect
some employment consequences.... In fact, our history has been,
since 1969, up until the last 12 months at least, that employment of
females in the market place has continued to grow faster than male
employment.

Furthermore. we have found that the unemployment of females
relative to males has continued to fall, as it had been doing right
throughout the sixties and seventies.

Likewise, in a paper prepared for a 1983 conference, Gregory et al.
(1985, p. 5306) asserted: "The Australian experience suggests that
governments might implement equal pay provisions without serious
relative employment effects for women, at least over a period of a decade
or so.- (See also Gregory et al. 1989; and Hutner 1986. pp. 34-41.
quoting a talk given by Duncan on the Gregory-Duncan research.)

Numerous U.S. observers both proponents of comparable worth.
and researchersapparently found these conclusions, and the simple
descriptive statistics on which they were based, to he quite convincing.
For example, the National Academy of Sciences/National Research
Council report on comparable worth (Treiman and Hartmann, eds.
1981. p. 67. note 10) characterised the Gregory Duncan findings as
follows:

Gregory and Duncan (198 investigated the relevance of labor
market segmentation theory to Australia's recent efforts to increase
the wages of occupations tilled mainly by women. They suggest that
the wage increases did not negatively ailed the number of women
employed, in part because many employers of women were sutli-
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eiently insulated from competitive market threes to absorb the
higher costs.

Similarly, Eleanor Holmes Norton, thriller head of the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (who chaired the 1980 hearings
at which Gregory testified), described the Australian experience in these
terms (U.S. Congress. House 1983, p. 44):

During a 5-year period beginning in 1%9. Australia removed ex-
plicit differentials for pay based on sex. Using a combination of first
equal pay and then comparable pay principles, Australia reduced
the pay gap between full-time male and female workers from 58
percent to 77 percent.

There are differences between wage setting in the U.S. and
Australia. including wage minimun-s for all occupations in Aus-
tralia. But precisely because the Australian action affected the entire
economy, it should he studied to see why dislocation and other
disruptive economic changes regularly predicted when this subject
is discussed here. did not occur theft.

(For similar remarks from another U.S. proponent of comparable
worth. see Ratner 1980.) The reaction of some researchers in the U.S.
was similar. For example. Mitchell (1984, p. 134) summarized the
Gregory-Duncan tindings'" for a Brookings Institution survey of the
Australian economy as follows:

Economists are prone to believe that sigrtittcant changes in relative
prices or wages will lead to important changes in resource alloca-
tion, and they have struggled to find symptoms of such effects after
the equal pay decisions. Yet the gross numbers show that the propor
Lion of women in Australia's labor force and in total employment
kept rising in the late 1970's. and that the ratio between unemploy-
ment rats for women and those for men did not rise (it fell).

Researchers have had to "tease the data to come up with any signs
that the demand for women relative to men was reduced.

Some have mned, for example. that the ratio of female employee
to total employees rose about 1.9 percent a year iron] 1966 to 1970.
and that if that rate had been maintained. the ratio should have

6r t
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reached a little over 40 percent by 1982. Instead it reached only 36../
percent [footnote citing Gregory et al. (1985)1. Was the shortfall due
to the relative wage effect. or was it due to other factors that slowed
down the growth in employment rates for women'? . . . Whatever the
reasons for the slowdown [in women's relative employment] in
Australia. economists no doubt were surprised (disappointed?) that
it was not larger.

Some attribute the employment pattern in Australia to change in
industrial structure . . . Others point to the segmented labor mar-
kets. arguing that, since men and women are not highly substitutable

under current institutional arrangements. changes in their relative
wage levels have little impact on their relative rates of employment
:1.()otnote citing Eccles (1980) and Gregory and Duncan (1981)1. In
any case, the episode is likely to draw considerable foreign interest
as word of it spreads.

Unfortunately. however. the simple descriptive evidence presented by
Gregory and Duncan (1981) --on which all of these remarks are based
is essentially irrelevant to the question of whether EPEV adversely
affected the employment or unemployment of women. By their nature,
simple time series trends do not abstract from (rather. they incorporate)
the host of other factors that might have affected female employment and

unemployment. e.g.. secular trends and business cycle fluctuations. For
example. like most other developed countries. Australia has seen a
substa:itial secular rise in female labor force participation. Thus it
would hardly be surprising if female representation in the labor force
and in employment continued to rise after EPEV. That this did in fact
happen means only that, as a result ofall the things that occurred during
the relevant time period not only EPEV. but everything else. including
cyclical fluctuations and long-run trends female employment was
higher after 1972 than before 1972. relative to male employment.
Clearly, however, such simple descriptive statistics are not meaningful
evidence on the effects of EPEV per se.14

However. Gregory and Duncan not only presented simple descriptive
statistics of this sort: they also provided a second kind of evidence on
employment and unemployment effects. in the form of a set of regres-
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sion analyses for the Australian economy and various sectors thereof
(e.g., manufacturing). In these analyses, the effects of other factors
affecting female employment and unemployment trendsbusiness cy-
cle fluctuations and secular trends were ex ly taken into account.
The results of these analyses present a picture is quite different from
the one suggested by the simple time series. Inl,articular, these analyses
indicate that, other things being equal, EPEV reduced women's relative
employment growth and increased the fc:o.ale unemployment rate by
sizeable amounts.

The first of the Gregory-Duncan regression analyses considered the
relative growth of female employment (i.e., the difference between the
rates of growth of female and male employment), abstracting from
cyclical fluctuations (as proxied by the current and the one-year-lagged
value of the adult male unemployment rate) and secular trends (a time
trend variable) using annual data for 1948-78. This showed that, other
things being equal, an increase in female ( relative, to malt) award rates
had negative, statistically significant and rather large effects on female
relative employment growth.-" Only fir public authorities and commu-
nity services was the effect negligible. Gregory and Duncan (1981, pp.
420-1) summarized the implications of their regression results as
follows:

We estimate that Over the six yea7s during which equal pay was
introduced t 1973-781 and the average growth rate 1.71. female
employment was about 3 percentage points greater than 'ale em-
pf Nyment, the change in relative wages reduced the growth rate of
female employment compared to male employment by 1.5 percent
per annum.

In other words, the regression results indicate that the increase in
relative award rates associated with EPEV reduced the relative growth
rate of female employment from 4.5 percent per annum to 3.0 percent
per annum. i.e.. by one-third of the figure that would have otherwise
obtained.

Gregory and Duncan also performed a regression analysis of the
female unemployment rate (1981. pp. 424.-51 using quarterly data for
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1964-1979. Its implications are essentially similar to those of their
analyses of relative employment growth: the increase in relative award
rates associated with EPEV raised the unemployment rate of women by
about 0.5 of a percentage point (the actual female unemployment rate in
August 1976 was 6.2 percent).

In sum. the Gregory-Duncan regression findings indicate that EPP./
adversely affected both the rate of relative employment growth for
women and the female unemployment ratethat, in the absence of the
rise in female award rates (relative to male award rates) associated with
the 1972 Equal Pay decision. women's employment would have grown
faster relative to men's employment. and female unemployment would
have been lower. than was actually the case. Moreover, although these
effects were not cataclysmic. they were also far from trivial: a one-third
reduction in the female relative employment growth rate, and a one-half
of 1 percentage point increase in the female unemployment rate.36

A few writers (for example Ehrenberg 1989. and Killingsworth 1985,
pp. 105-7) have noted that the implications of the Gregory-Duncan
regression analyses are adverse. However, a surprising number of com-
mentators have continued to misinterpret the Gregory-Duncan analyses
as indicating only minimal employment consequences of EPEV. For
example. Hartmann et al. (1985, p. 14) assert. ". . . some (Ratner 1980:
Gregory and Duncan 1981) argue that the policy had no deleterious
effects. while others ( Killingsworth, 119851) argue that institution of the
policy increased unemployment and decreased job growth for women.
Similarly. Dex (1986. p. 897) refers to "disagreement between authors
about whether the employment effects lof the Australian experience) arc
negligible or significant."

A recent paper for the Brookings Institution by Aaron and Lougy
(1986. pp. 40-1) exemplifies the widespread failure to interpret the
Gregory-Duncan findings correctly. They first quote another Brookings
author, Mitchell (1984, p. 134 ). who relied exclusively on Gregory and
Duncan in reaching his conclusion that EPEV had only negligible
effects ( recall note 33). They then declare (Aaron and Lougy 1986, p.

41): "In contrast, Robert Gregory and Robert Duncan estimated that the
Australian experiment with pay equalization had a perceptible impact on

25';'
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the growth of female employment and on the female unemployment
rate."

6.3 Effects of Equal Pay for Ilbrk of Equal Villue: New Results

I now present new estimates of the wage and employment effects of
EPEV. The framework used in the analyses is similar to that used in
chapters 4 (for Minnesota) and 5 (for San Jose): I first analyze the effect
of EPEV on wages, and then consider the relation between wages and
employment.

Idcal:y, one would proceed by considering, first, the impact of EPEV
on award rates (since it is award rates, not actual wage rates, that the
Commission affects directly): then, the relation between award rates and
actual wage rates (which are affected by overaward payments as well as
awards per se): and, finally, relation between wage rates and employ-
ment, Unfortunately. the avai' 'Ile data do not permit a three-part analy-
sis of this kind: quarterly da: m actual wage rates by sex are available
only frau the mid-1970s onwad. i. e.. after adoption of both EPEV and
EPEW. Wage data by sex are available on an annual basis for a longer
period. but using annual data (and moving the start of the analysis back
to, e.g.. the 1950s) would reduce sample sizes and raise questions
(essentially unresolveable with annual data) about whether relationships
prevailing in much earlier periods c!ti reasonably be assumed to have
continued through the 1970s and 1980s. Accordingly, the analyses
discussed below use quarterly data, and consist of two rather than three
steps: I first consider the relation between EPEV (and EPEW) and
award rates, and then consider the relation between award rates and
employment. In effect, the second of these is a reduced-form version of
the latter two steps of the three-step analysis outlined above.

The data considered in chapters 4-5 were microeconomic panel data:
in contrast, the data analyzed in this chapter consist of conventional
macroeconomic time-series. Developing a formal model of the Aus-
tralian macroeconomv is well beyond the scope of this chapter. Instead.
I adopt the A RM A (autoregressive and moving average) approach used

few Ld
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by many other researchers. As Ashenfelter and Card (1982, esp. pp.
761-762) note, numerous alternative models of the labor market gener-
ate ARMA representations of the data, and relatively low-order ARMA
specifications seem capable of representing most of the dynamics of
macroeconomic labor markets in a satisfactory but parsimonious
manner,

One feature of the ARMA process is particulat ly important in what
follows. lb illustrate, consider a simple ARMA process with no moving
average ("MA") component, an AR(?) or second-order autoregression:

y,-=.1)1y, 4-172r :+e, (6.1)

where visa variable of interest. the b are coefficients. e is a random term
uncorrelated with the v or its own prior values ('white noise), and I

subscripts index time. Let y, , I for t 3 and (to simplify )e,,0
for all r. Then, by (6.1), the value of v "today" (1=7,3) is bi).
Likewise. by (6.1) and the assumption that for all 1. nest period's
value of y, y3, is given by

y4 -17 fl , (6.2)

That is. today's value of y. y,. becomes tomorrow's lagged value of v.

which in part determines tomorrow's value of v, y4.

Data

Table 6.1 summarizes the variables used in the analyses, and indicates
the sotir,:e for each In brief, the analyses use quarterly data starting in
August 1%7 and ending in August 1982. Employment data refer lo
February, May. August and November of each year. and so I use award
rate data for the same months. My choice of starting date is dictated by
the fact that August 1967 is the first date for -vhich monthly data for
women's award rates are :available. The series for award rates for both
men and women were riweighted after Aurust 1982, so that is the last
date covered by the analyses." It :.hould be noted that the award rates
series includes not only Commission awards as such, but also so-called

9
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"consent awards' negotiated by unions and employers to which the
Commission consents at the behest of the parties.

As indicated in table 6.1. the award rates of pay used in these analyses
are weekly award rates in current Australian dollars, i.e. , weighted
average minimum weekly rates payable for a full weeks work (exclud-
ing overtime). The labor demanded at these award rates might most
appropriately be measured by employment of full-time, private-sector
wage and salary employees, but published data for this do not appear to
he available. Instead, I consider two different series on employment: ( )

total full-time employment (including government employment): and
(2) private-sector (i.e.. nongovcrnment) wage ind salary employment
(exclusive of employers. the self-employed and household employees,
but including part-time workers).

The effect of EPEV on relative award rates

'fable 6.2 presents the results on relative award rates. For present
purposes. the analysis of relative award rates (LNRWAGE) is primarily
concerned with whether the Commission's 1969 equal pay for equal
work (EPEE) and/or 1972 equal pay for work of equal value (EPEV)
decisions had an independent effect on relative award rates, over and
heyond what might have been expected on the basis of secular trends.
cyclical and seasonal factors, etc. In effect, the task here is to model the
Commission's behavior.

As shown in table 6,2. the model of relative award rates is a simple
one: LNRWAGE as of quarter t is specified as a fourth-order autoregres-
sion (AR(4 )) with additional variables: a quadratic in time. seasonal
dummies, and several "policy variables.- In addition to equal pay
variables (described presently ). these policy variables include dummies
for two periods: one during 1975 Q2-1980 Q4, when the Commission
attempted to increase award rates in line with changes in consumer
prices. WGINDEX: and the other during 1981 Q1-1982 Q4. when "all
attempts to restrain wage growth were abandoned" ( Pissarides 1987. p.
20). WG_FREE,

Similarly. 111Se dummy variables to represent the F.:PEW and ITEV

r, t
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DEQUA1NA
EQUALVAL
POSTEV
DEQUALPA
EQUALPAY
WG1NDEN

li_FREE

\VAGE,

Table 6.1 Variables Used in the Anal) ses

Description

EPEV Jununv. 1 during 02/73- 05, 75
EPEV dummy. = 1 on or alter 02,73
'ATV dummy. = I on or after 11/75
EPEW clunnnv. I during 11/09-02.72
EPEW dunliny. 1 on or after I I i'n9

..wage indexation- donon. I during
05'75 11/80
"no wage restraint- dummy. - 1 during
02/51-11/82
Vicighted average minimum YNeekl award rate
payable tor a toll week's work icxeluding
overtime). all industry groups_ sex group A (A

f or m. for female or male,. in current
Australian dollars (source: see Not 2 below)

female:
male:
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%alai: as of

02/73 02/79

1 0
1

1

I) 0

1)

O

52.83
nti. 72

O

O

140.10
160 90

I. NRWAGE
ENIPI.

log of (WA(i1-.1:V+ACIF,1

employed persons of sex ( fur
female or male). in thousands A t tic('

Note 4 below )
r41,5:( /"N 01/7/t

0.2030

1251.6
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1314.5
111:1k- 2201.9 2135.4

all ( 1357.6 1426,0

I.NREMPI. log ol &AWL,/ NIPEii
3679.4 3713.4

privaie ,V11(111 Oirner,s: 0.5049 0.456-4

LNQRAT1 log of `1i)htlfs q ratio (yource: Reserc Bank
(1.9752 0.9598

LNPENPO
Australia 195(,. table 1 )

log of implicit price deflator 11079-S(1 100 )

fur exports of goods and sere ices (you'( e:

0.1059 0.4403

Australian Bureau of Statistics. 1057a. table

I_Nr_61)1'
7; 1987h. table 41)

log of implicit price deflator f I979 SO= 100I
lor gross dottiest ie pi% Kith. t f Nrgo., (. Austral Lip

3.7635 4.4224

Bureau of Statistics 1057a. table 17, 19871).
table 44; 3.8022 4.5 111

REA ,gross domes le product at average 1979 5(1
prices I 9,lerce: Australian Bureau if Statistics
I987a. table 7: 1987h. table 36) 2438s 297(14
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Table 6.1 (continued)

Name Description

Value as of

02/7902/73

DEVI..RGD residual from regression of log of REA L61)13

TIMEVAR
on a quadratic in time. 01.4:66- 1 I S4

time trend t increases 11. 1.0 per year-.
0.0179 -O 0148

01 i70 ()) 3,0833 9.0833
INIE_sv
NIONTH02

square of TIMEVAR
seasonal dummy: = I if ring February

9.5067 52.5063

MONT1-105

(reference November)
seaskmal if during Mat

1 1

I reference November) 0 0

MONHOS Neasonal dumm% : I if durum. August
( reference = No%ember) 1)

/1-S'.

I Numeric .uftr.xea tatr 1.NR
DEVI.R(II) denote lag .teit unable', I.NRWA(lh.3 tcnotc., the thivc-

ctuarter-litqed aitte ot 1..!.;f2 \\AGE).

2. Figures for WAGE 1.NRWAtili.1.1M1,1 and (.Nkl:N11)1, are for Fehrthit. N1:t..11111. ,Nontst

anti Noemher Itt ruin e:tr.11Ttlie.1,1t 1.N11R NI-I. 1. NPFXR) (11)P. RliA1.(1)1' dnd

1)EV1.1ifil.)..tred%ailahleor:. tor 13R-1)..fune. SerctIlhor and >c;tr. the are
treated its figure, lor tfhrwir, Ma Aqu.1 and No% eitihet Of the siinte ar, re.pitiel.
Source. tor WAGE:
08157 lli hS. om,nomo:1111) Bureau CLM SLili hide 1C1 j/0// 1V65

h, /9n.s' Rd. Nn. 6
(1.s ei,s (15 (.'oillniorme:tIth R.Jrc

h/./artc h 311

72 -(l,5 7*() Austrolidn iiwydu t,I St.itistics, Rai ,;tra Lizirrzlio 197()iRL't No.

it

.11 Statistl. Rare'. 111.,(1011 INtik'N Cat. No.
(t;12 0)

4. Soul, e.
prmar 1%,11,,c sal,,r ea, :Visit:than Bure.tti Shitt.11L.. srvaita.

.lilt 1479. i(ls 67 115 701 'CAI WI3
frilitrim bote.rs. hurc,til 01 St:tti,..ttt., //h. Lahore? 1,,r(
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Table 6.2 Regressions for Full-time Relative Award Rate
(dep. %ar.=1,NRWAC.E: t in parentheses)

[)EQUAL

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

0.0214 0.0167 0.0175 0 (11)74
(3.425) (2.372) (1.853) 0).757)

EQUALVAI (40205 I) 0115
(2.219' (1.1(11)

POS'IEV 0.004)0 0.0216
01 5541 (1.332)

DEQUAITA 0.00173 0.(032 0 0017 --0.0050
10.15(1) 10.519) (0.'87) (0,802)

EQ11A1PA1' 0 0073 (1,0101
(0 6591 (0938 )
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1,.N1'.. (;1)P1 0.1787 0. I h4.11) 0.2301
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decisions. These dummy variables are of two kinds. One set of dummy
variables, DEQUALPA and DEQUALVA, respectively, equals unity
during dates when the relevant policy was being implemented. Thus,
DEQUALPA (the dummy for EPEW) equals unity between November
1969 and February 1972. and zero otherwise: whereas DEQUALVA
(the dummy for EPEV) equals unity between February 1973 and August
1975, and zero otherwise.-" Note that these dummy variables in e,feet
specify that the equal pay policies were shocks to the system whose
immediate effects led directly to changes in relative award rates but
whose effects at later dates, given the assumption of an AR(4) process.
operated indirectly, through effects on lagged relative award rates.

The second set of dummy variables. EQUALPAY and EQUAT VAL,
respectively, equals unity for all dates during or after inception of the
relevant policy. Thus, EQUALPAY (for EPEW) equals unity on or after
November 1969 and zero otherwise: whereas EQUAINAL (for EPEV)
equals unit.' or 1r after February 1973 and zero otherwise. Given the
assumpti, AR(4) process for relative award rates, use of this
second se, mmy variables amounts to an assumption that the equal
pay policies not only acted as direct shocks to the system at all dates, but
also operated indirectly (at dates subsequent to the policies' inception),
via effects on lagged relative award rates.

By how much did EPEW and EPEV affect relative award rates'? The
first two columns of table 6.2 present results obtained using the first set
of equal pay dummy variables, DEQUALPA and DEQUALVA.!`' Re-
gression (I) excludes. whereas regression (2) includes, lagged variables
for the price level: the price level variables are not themselves statis-
tically significant, and so, not surprisingly, including them dc's not
materially affect the results. (Similarly, in other regressions, not re-
ported here, none of four lags in the "output fluctuations- variable
DEVI.RGD is significant when added to regressions like (2). and their
inclusion does not change the coefficient on DEQUALVA.) The coeffi-
cient on DEQUALVA in regressions (1)-(2) is positive (between about
0.021 and 0.017) and statistically sinificant at conventional test levels.
In contrast, the coefficient on DEQUALPA in regressions ) -(2) is
much smaller and is not significant at any reasonable test level. Thus, the
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results suggest that EPE.V, though not EPEW. did in tact raise women's
award rates of pay relative to those of men.

As noted previously, however, the coefficients for DEQUALVA tell
only part of the story. They indicate the direct effect on the current
relative award rate with /aggc,! relative award rates (LNRWAG01-
LN:ZWACT04) constant. But since today's relative award rate is tomor-
row's lagged relative award rate, and since this is an AR(4) process.
"turning on" EPEV also affects future relative award rates indirectly, via
lagged award rates: the coefficient on DEQUALVA is only the initial
effect of EPEV. To determine the long-run effect of EPEV, one must
carry the calculations forward into subsequent years.

The column of table 6.3 headed DEQUALVA presents simulations for
the effect of EPEV derived using the coefficients for regression (1) of
table 6.2. Entries in this column are logarithmic differences (multiplied
times 1()f) for ease of reading) in relative award rates simulated with and
then 'ithetit the EPEV coefficient, DEQUALVA. Since February 1973
is taken as. the first date on which EPEV was operative, and since all
lagged relative award rates as of that date were (by assumption) un-
affected by EPEV, the entry in the DEQUALVA column of table 6.3 for
February 1973 implies an initial increase in relative pay of 2.14 percent
attributable to EPEV ( -the coefficient on DEQUALVA in regression (I)
of table 6.2, 0.0214, times 100). As just noted, however, at all subse-
quent dates, at least some (and eventually all) lagged relative award rates
are affected by EPEV. Hence, entries in the DEQUALVA column of table
6.3 for dates after February 1973 show the logarithmic difference
between (I) relative award rates including not only the initial EPEV
effect the coefficient on DEQUALVA but also :Is longer-run effect. to
the extent that it shows up in lagged relative award rates: and (2) relative
award rates calculated without any initial or longer-run EPEV effect.

The DEQUALVA column of table 6.3 indicates that the eventual effect
of EPEV on relative award rates differed from its initial effect as given
by the coefficient on DEQUALVA in regression (1). table 6.2). Between
February 1973 and August 1975, EPEV ra.iso,i women's award rates
relative to men's by about 9.9 percentage points. However, this effect
wore off rapidly: the estimates imply that, by the end of the period
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Table 6.3 Simulations of Award Rate Effects of EPEV

Year 11onth DEQUAINA EQUAIAAI,

73 , 1.14224 2.05505

73 5 3.08412 3.02695

73 8 4.78344 4.60276
73 11 6 13840 5.81216
74 1 7.10043 6.53021

74 5 8.18753 7.15638
74 8 5.79377 7.28384
74 11 9.30978 7.26190
75 _' 9.62888 7.06396

75 5 9.79740 0.74739

75 8 9.90003 6.44865
75 11 7.7o296 0.14880

70 _' 6.79711 5792004

70 5 5.04426 5.762.96

76 8 3.62211 5.07252

76 I 2.53655 5.65069
77 ,

_ 1 446)9 5,07177
77 5 0.78909 5:72404
77 8 0.23081 5.79168
77 II 0.12095 5.85867
78 ,

_ 0 31237 5.91816

78 5 0.43075 5.96311

78 s -11.44515 5.99141

78 I 1 0 42582 4' .00670

7') 0.37364 0.00831

79 5 -010557 6.00105
79 8 0.23983 5.98835
79 11 -0.17457 5.97'103

SO ,
_ Cl. 1 1998 5.9',947

so 5 -0,07497 5 94 '57

80 8 -0.0399 i 5.93si44)

80 11 --41,4431)4 5 93,465

81 , o 48o223 5.93151

81 5 0.01258 5 93185

81 s 0,01797 5 93388
SI I 0.4) '7') 5 93043

82 2 (1 1)19144 5 . 94i m:

82 .; o (H ft) 5.942'14'

342 8 0.01421 3.94332

r)EQUALVA Illl4datil0i1 Lill 1101 ti1,111 4 1 4. Ian: 0 2

EQUAINIAL: simulation erived from ;4u:1114:Tents for regross.on43). table rl

Each column sh(nx., the ditterenee, mutliplied !HIT. 100. heRxecti (lithe predkicd magnitudeol
LNRWACiF ii. o presence t EPEV its measured h the ci4tttiL-lent ,m either DEQUAINA or
EQUALVAIJ. iiiid 424 prcdieted magnitudi.. xx ithout V. A pifIII C Ilepalie) emu.) sho4Asthe
approximate percentage amount fix %%111,..11 \' raisedireducctill NRVA(if- a. 01 the :nk1k.ated
date. (See It litj )

A .0
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considered (August 1982), the relative award rate was essentially whit it
would have been in the absence of EPEV

Regressions (3) and (4) in table 6.2 use the second set of equal pay
dummies, EQUALPAY and EQUALVAL (and either exclude or include
lagged variables for the price level). Like regressions (1)-(2) in table
6.2, which use the first set of equal pay dummies. regressions (3)-(4)
imply that EPEV, though not EPEW, did in fact raise women's award
rates of pay relative to those of men. However, as shown in the EQUAL
VAL column of table 6.3. simulation usimy, the coefficients for regres-
sion (3) in Table 6.2 implies that EPEV led to a permanent increase in
the relative award rate of about 5.9 percent, relative to what would
otherwise have prevailed.

The contrast between the two sets of results (for DEQUALVA. regres-
sion (1), vs. EQUALVAL, regression (3)) in table 6.3 is stark. Which
describes the data better'? To address this question. consider regressions
(5)-(6) in table 6.2. The difference between the DEQUALVA and
EQUALVAL specifications of regressions (1) and (3) in table 6.2 is that.
in the latter. EPEV is assumed to have a direct effect (in addition to any
indirect impact that may occur via lagged relative award rates) at all
dates after adoption of EPEV: whereas the former specification does not
entail this assumption. To test this, one may simply break up the
EQUALVAL dummy (which equals unity at all dates on or after Febru-
ary 1973) into two parts: DEQUALVA (which equals unity during
February 1973-August 1975) and POSTEV (which equals unity at all
dates on or after November 1975). As indicated by the 1-ratios for
POSTEV in regressions (5) and (6) in table 6.2. the ient on
POSTEV is not statistically significant at conventional lo -re is no
direct EPEV effect on relative award rates after August

In sum, the results in tables 6.2-3 indicate that although had a
sizeable initial effect on relative award rates-as much as 9.9 percent,
by August 1975 -this initial effect wore off fairly quickly. By August
1982, the relative award rate differed little from the level it would have
attained in the absence of EPEV. The basic reason for this is implicit in
the results for regression (5) of table 6.2; there is no indication that
EPEV continued to exert an independent or direct effect on relative

2
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award rates after August 1975.4" Beyond that date. EPEV had only an
indirect effect (via lagged values of award rates); and these indirect
effects ultimately died out.'"

These results do not mean that EPEV had no effect at all: although the
relative award rate eventually ended up at abo:.t the same level it would
have attained in the absence of EPEV. EPEV did help it get there sooner
tnan it otherwise would have. On the other hand, the .esults do not
support the notion that EPEV induced a permanent increase in the
relative iiv rd rate. Note the similarity between these results on the
absence of any long-run EPEV effect on the relative kmale/male award
rare and Pissarides (1987) findings about the absence of a long-run
effect of EPEV (or. more precisely, of the "wage push" segment of the
longer EPEV period) on the general level of wages.42

The effect of EPEV on relative employment

I now consider EPEV's effect on relative female/male employment.
Table 6.4 presents three vector autoregressions tbr each of the two
employment series I have considered: private wage and salary earners,
and all full-time workers. In the first (regressions ( I ) and (4)). relative
employment (LNREMPL) is specified as an AR(4) process with four
lags in wages (LNRWAGE) and prices (LNPEXPO). The second (re-
gressions (2) and (5)) adds four lags in Thbin's y (LNQRATI). treated as
a measure of the price of capital services. The third (regressions (3) and
(6)) adds four lags in DE VLRGD, used as a measure of fluctuations in
real output.

In several respects. the results for the two employment series are quite
similar. As measure;: by the Ljung-Box statistic (see note 39). one
cannot reject at any i;asonable level the hypothesis that the residuals in
the regressions for either series arc white noise. The autoregressive
component (lagged values of LNREMPL) in both regressions is signifi-
cant. and there is some indication (particularly for private wage and
salary workers) that employment may be less than a fourth order
process. As measured by the sum of the coefficients on LNRWAGE,
relative wage effects on relative employment levels are negative and

k. 4



Table 6.4 Regressions for Re lat Employ merit
(dep. var. = I,NREMPI.; t in parentheses)

_ . .
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Private Wage/Salary

(1) (2)

Earners

(3)

MI Fulltime Workers

(4) (5) (6)

1.NRWAG1:1 -0.1266 -(1.1990 -0.1884 0.2132 0.3110 0.2818
(0.803) (1.078) (() 900) (1.625) (2.189) (2.262)

1..NRWAGE2 0.0146 0.0779 ().0735 0.(X(60 -0.0331 0. i 104
((1.089) (0.442) (0.3(19) (0.039) (0.206) (0.769)

1,NRWAGE3 -0.2020 0.2025 -0.2093 0.0034 0.00145
.317) (1.245i (1.129) (0,024) (0.060) (0.263)

LNRwAGE4 0.0559 - 0,0031 0,0057 0.19(14 0.2305 0.01455
10.419) (0.022) (0.034) (1.580) (1.890) (0.753)

LAREMPLI 0.7995 0.7573 0,7909 ((.4160 0.4078 0.3779
(4.151) (3.629) (3,3841 (2.8091 (2.693) (1.995)

LNREMPL2 -0.1604 -0.1437 0.2058 0.0879 0.1212 0.0176
(0.592) (0.508) (0.627) (0,562) (0.769) (0.12())

LNREMPI,3 0,1662 0.0988 0.0490 -0.3274 -03715 0.4544
(0.609) (0.348) (0.154) (2.020) (2.317) (3.256)

1...NRINPL4 0.1560 0.0246 0,0126 0.0178 170 -0.0222
00.7301 (0.097) (0.041) (0.117) (0.111) (0.152)

LINPEXPO1 -0,0878 -0.0581 0.0710 0.0156 (1.0531 0.0179

(1.0021 (0.605) (0.660) (0.2201 (0.746) (0.286)
1,NPEXP02 0.2140 0.2089 (1.2394 0.0269 0.0530 0.0.108

(1.571) (1.487) ( 1.493) ((1 .236) (0.4751 (0.309)
LNPEX103 0.0340 0.0362 -(10726 -0.0489 0.0629 0.1436

((1.253) (0.257) ( 1.443) (0,463) (0,w)) (1.521)
I.N1 X1)04 (1.1434 0.0739 0.0946 0.1088 0.1347 (1.1783

(0.445) rO 6851 1.762) .394) (1.712) (2.566)

I.NQRAT11 0.0332 0.0361 0.0227 0.0353
)1.030) (0.795) (1.254) (2.0661

U'QRAT12 0.0015 0.0075 0.))..' .. 0.0388
(0.0501 1 73 ) ( 1.966) (1.306)

1..NQRAT13 0,0350 0.0106 0.0043 0.0181
(1.034) ((1,469) 0) 165) (1.(138)

1..N()RAT1.1 0.03'3 0,0215 001-1 0.0073
.(1t)) ) (0.581) (0.069, (0.359)

DEVI,RGD1 0.0458 0.0549
(0.226) ((1.486)

DEVIRGD2 0.1260 0.1360
((1.520) (1.(92)

DEVLR(.11)) 0.1300 0.3372
1.594 (3.25')

13EVERG1)4 0.0246 0.1688
(0.11(1) (1 519)

TIN11:VAR 0.006 0,0098 0.0099 0.0247 0 0065 0 243
( I . 4 5 6 ) ( sqs ) ( 1.093, )80 .4,V1) (4.3671
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Table 6.4 (continued)
_. '

Priv-ate Wage/Salary Earners All Fa Mime Workers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

TIN1E_SQ -0.0005 0,0011 0.0011 0.0011 -0.0(02
(1.1051 (1.725) (1.176) (2.94S) 13.384) 13.671)

N1()NTH02 -0.0161 0.0155 -0.0229 0.(!11447 0.0131 1).0191

(2.607) (2.299) 10.57s1 12.156) )2.615) 11.0071

NIONT1-105 -0.0008 0.00(I6 .(X)88 -0.0069 -0.0091 0.0175
(0_140) (0.0931 (0.20)) (1.325) f I .fiS91 10.745)

MONT1-105 -0.0114 -0 0135 --0 0359 0.0102 0 0127 -0.0440
(1.630) (1.765) ().535) (2.0591 (2.(104)

lritoNiTt 0.9446 1.03155 1,03'4 .3005 1.50q( 1.6057
(2.4541 (2.566) (2 256) (4.201) (4.631) 15.035)

R: 0.9470 0.9525 0.9545 0.9343 0.944) 0.9635
D-W 1.9945 1.8644 1.4(135 2.0905 2.1564 2.2064
t F3 3.43 444 5.119 9; 2.66 4.05

(0.7531 01.(,17) (0.533) (0.5171 (0.551) (0.670)

v large:43 adding variables t LNQRATI. DEVIAGD) raises the
absolute magnitude of the estimated wage effects somewhat.

On the other hand, the results for the two series differ in some
respects. In a nutshell, most effects seem to he "stronger- for full-time
employment: wage effects (as measured by the sum of the coefficients on
LNRWAGE) are larger in absolute magnitude and have higher t-ratios.44
the order of the autoregressive process appears to be longer: and the
relation to both cyclical fluctuations (DEVLRGD) and Tuhin's y tI,N-
QRATI) seems to he stronger. Finally, and perhaps most curious, the
two series appear to he related to given sets of variables in rather
different ways, For example. as measured by t ratios, full-time employ-
ment is relatively strongly related to the one- and four-quarter lagged
relative wage. whereas private ..age and salary employment is related
(at best, rather weakly) to the three-quarter lagged relative wage.
Similarly. for private wage and salary employment. only the one-quarter
lagged value of employment is significant-, whereas. for full-time em-
ployment. the one- and three-quarter lagged values of employment are
significant at conventional levels but neither the two- nor the four-
quarter lagged ".:lees eve. approach significance.

a ).
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Despite these differences. the results for the kvo employment series
have rather similar implications about the effect of EPEV on employ-
ment. This is shown in table 6.5. where I report simulations of the
logarithmic difference (multiplied times 100 for ease of reading) in
relative employment levels with and without EPEV. These simulations
use ( i ) the wage effects of EPEv shown in the DEQUALVA column of
table 6.3; (2) the coefficients on I,NRWAGEn. tr,,,1 4. shown tOr
regtessions (2) and (5) in table 6.4; and because these are AR(4)
processes. in which the current employment level becomes the n-
periodlagged level n periods later (3) the coefficients on
LNREMPLn. n==1 4, for the same regressions.4 As shown in table
6.5. the effects of EPEV on private wage and salary employment and on
all full-thrie omployment were quite similar: a negative (and not insubs-
tantial) initial effect that, however, wore of fairly quickly. The declines
in relative (female/male) employment induced by EPEV were greatest
as of November 1975 (6.9 percent for private wage and salary workers,
5.2 percent tbr all full-time workers) but were negligible by the end of
1977. Note that these results on the rdatie employment etro;:ts of
EPEV resemble Pksaride (1987) results on the effect of (the "wage
push" portion (.t.) EPEV on the level of employment and are about what
one would expect on the basis of the findings shown in table 6.2 for
EPEV's effects on relative wages.

6.4 Summary and conclusions

These results on the Australian experience with equal pay for work of
equal value provide something for everyone. U.S. proponents of cone
parable: worth can take heart from the fact that EPEV had no lasting
effects on female/male relative employment. Opponents can emphasize
that EPEV's initial relative employment effect was adverse and not
insubstantial. The finding that EPEV did not induce a permanent im-
provement in female/male relative award rates will confirm the suspi-
cions of Australian feminists; it may also come as a relief to Australian
employers (and perhaps the Commission), Had EPEV been maintained

27i
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Table 6.5 Simulations of Employment Effects of EPEV

lea

73
73
73

NIon111

5

S

1 I

Employ mertt

Prhale 1Vtige,'Salary All Fu Mime__
-0.6N).17

I 30220
2.022'2

-0 .1,:l117
-0.7o073

1.66720
74 ,
74 5 .1;;55151(114t145

.2; .9549(1

74 5 4.52385 4 21074
74
75

H 55.19:475577

--44.587492(7:5

75 5 ti 35193 -5.03275
75 5 -6.6n4IS 5 15027
75 It 0.501)57 5 23748
76 n 548t12 --4.h0343
7n 5 tt 25355 . 3 900.1.5

70 S 5.35755 -3_20937
70 11 , 4 409n5 13312
77 1 3 37531 -1.50161

5 2 35904 -0 90734
S 1 55937 0.51249

77 I I 0,910w 022721
75 2 0.43525 0.01659
75 3 0 09790 (1.11(15
75 5 0 1'575 0.21550
75 I I (I 245(10 0,25410
79 0.3(1733 0.24935
N s 0 31454 0 218(1
79 5

k1 2'

0 17404
79 1 I (1.5)21130h 0.1301 I
50 (12t493

13SO 5 0 15755 0 0(7519(;)

50 5 1;79 1151
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S I

i I

-

II 07(-0
(I 04h47

1c11/ ?/ .5-41 (12)951 (61.,

5I ; (I 02.154 0 00021
SI 5 0 00724 0 05 (.65
51 I I (1 00361 (1 (5(94I
82 1 0.01005 0,01005
52 5 111.:!.11,1)(;, 53
52 S 0 0091]

hitate itaxe s(Iiiirs ettrpimmenr. Simulation Jerivd I rom k'ot'llick.ni, tot R,)2 rc,...don 12), (able
h 4. mid uttre etkets of El'IN in DEO ,Al.P.A, column id lahlc t1 1
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lure effects of 1-111-:V in DFQIAI..PA kolumn ot.tahle n 3

Each column shmA-.. the dil1renee lot the indicated group. oiultiplied times 100. heno.cen c I; the
ptedicted magnitude of I.NREMPL in the presence i4 El'EV and 121 IN predicted m.irnitude
v.1111nn F0} .v A psiii%e inegaii%e L't10) silo the appro \ 'mate percentage amount 1-t %%Inc h

Ell: \' raised in:duo:kit IARI1\11'1. j of the indk.ated date (Sec iet tor details I
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as a permanent policy, its effects might have been quite different. In the
event, however, its long-run wage effects were negligible and so, too,
were its long-run employment effects.

The Australian experience also provides some ironic lessons for
attempts to implement comparable worth in the U.S. As noted in
chapters 4 and 5. the employment effects of comparable worth in
Minnesota state employment and San Jose municipal employment were
not particularly large, but that was primarily because its wage effects
were also not very large. In long-run terms. the same general remarks
apply to the Australian experience.

N(Yl'ES

' See Hancock (1979a. 1970l» anti Pet Inian i 19541 tul discussion it the first 50 seats'
eprience %; ith the arhitriitiob sv stein

' Section 51i XXV IYAIpuget 1197. p I I: t its. "This tat:II:rapt) the
turn ',Ind alljtr.1114,11 that cress trtlt ttl it I has i>eeii the Cause 1 more litigation than an
single pros ision In the COTINtlItIlltIII ,,old has pros sled the sss Innntttgl pools and kurilpv.an tiolidavs

for generations ut c, institutional lass sets

L the Conciliation and Actlitralion Act has boon iimended numert us times since its :Mont ion in
1904. The haste structure in curet during 195 (,. -89 substannall determined bv anicitiments
adopted in 1956, sshirh divided the then Court of ('instigation and Arbitration into an Industrial
Court and A on,1 Arbitranon The ;Lspon,11)1,. Int
preventing and settling. industrial disputes about pav rates. Atirktng conditions. etc , and for issuing
decisions.- "ANN:Irds- in those disputes The Industrhil Court ..:seoneerned NN nth interpret:ttion tit
the CcIIIIIIIINN)olfs ,INAAW. c nfi,reentcnt And 011t101 Of regulations governing tedcrallv registered
organitations and the like breaches of union r u la.. contested union elections. I. 'flu. chapter
fik uses on the Commission and analogous hoklies At the ,tote lesel. For further descriphon of the
Industrial iclidlons ...tent. see 1)01,s...heck and Niland 1 19811. Deer and !'loss Man 1 19851 and
N'crhury and Isaac (1971). In 198(1, Parliament adopted net+ legislation that (among other things)
created an Australian Industrial Relations Commission Vi hleh lt)ilk user 1110st 01 the limetionsot the
oncihution and Arbitration (.onitiusshtn Since this chapter is concerned %% ith de% elopments up to

1989, relerenes to the Commission" in the tent are concerned is ith the tonciliation and
Arbitrarion Commission rather than its successor

4 The Act is supposed to supplement, not supplant. Itargainiipz2 hetvvven union and inimageniciit
(although etitics it the arbitration sv stem suggest that its modus operandi virtinall ensures that
inan issues %s ill go more or less duel tiv !Lithe Commission is ithout fir it has trig peen the subieet of
serious bargaining). Sections iii the Act allies (mums and emplovers to dross up their ostu
proeedures hit dispute settlement I he Codimission ma% also 111(1110r 1:111/C. h\ sit-called consent
awards and certified :li comen's. settlements voltintaril% reached I s the parties emeriti!! art} and all
matters prey iouslv III dispute i nallv. as noted below the Commission onlv. sets %yap;

27?.
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most pa rates in excess of these minima Coterawaid pa merits") ate decided h the parties.
without Commission intervention.

Employe!' associations such as the ('onlederation of Anstralian industry and umon associa-
tions such as the Australian Council of Trade llnlun, ma also api ear. In major cases, advocates
who mm111.1;111) appear on behalf Of relAtIVel) minor industry or union groups are in tact represent-

ing all empto)ers. through the CAL or all unions. e.g.. through the A(..-11:1 Of course. state
and iedetal gc.ernment agencies are treated as -emploters- nl eases !molt mg gotettiment
workers.

Between the late 195(ls and late I 9Nk the main union ;it ocate was R. J. I. Bob) Haw he

research officer for nand later president ol the Australian Council of Trade lrnions. fia he had
earned a 13 Litt. in social studies as a RilOdes Scholar at the Unit ersity of Oxford the later ieceived
an LL.B.. but never become a member of the hart He is now prime minister of Austral ta.

Seven shillings per day also tut tied 0111 hi be close tow hat "reputable" employers municipal

councils and taihhi: authorities in particular were already paying. and had important emotional
connotations: 1t was a "widel) precatling rate in the 18S0s.- :ibandoned during the depressed and
conflict-ridden I SLJOs. Fy adopting it. Higgins could indicate to workers that he was NN 'thug 111 slntt

the balance of industrial potter tHaneock 1979i-1, p 131 t, Teennicallt. Higgins decision was nut a
wage award but a determinithon of whether line! thmonal Harvester was pax in a "fair- wage and
was thus entitled to an excise tax rebate under the ExciSt: 'thrill Act. (Since Hart ester was paving
less than seven shillings per day. Higgins denied the rebate. ) Although Australia's High Court later
struck dow n the Excise Thrill Apt i Plc kw.t; r.k'cr 1190S). h Griiimomia/Th Ri 'hills 4 1 1.

the liartester decision nevertheless became precedent 1111r awards under the Conciliation and
At hal- AtIOn Act Higgins was .1 inator force behind the Constitution's protision for industrial
conc latit And had d otound intim:m:1: on its dc%cliTinctil: the arbitration s \ stem was trill the
Ellia Doolittle of the antillodcon Henr Higgins. He acquired an international reputation as social
philosopher and innotatot, the /hymn/ Law R,Ticia ulv Ited hire to contrthute several essay s
t reprinted in Higgins I hit h, among other things. tailed for retraining programs anti worker
pal-tit-Talton in industry. Like : S privi,rocssuch as Brandeis. Higgins was det.tply interested in
apply !IT sociological and economic analy ses 10 industrial last lor example. several of his decisions
quote extensitei, 110111 lire winks tit Si:L.1)01mi Rim mice and Beatrice Wehh (11,ncct, it seen!,
tinlikvl !hal thc.c ill11110111liN. 1111S Mr. Wehh. .ouh1 have been entirely pleased st nth all of
Higgins tonclusions, see -Female male difleicnnals.- helow.

" Ea!, of some i1cplot4.-es under state awards might exceed that cif their surcrt isors tt hn were
subject to federal ;markt. an anomaly' Deer, and Plow man p .tt)3). .1 he Commission
dchned an inequity as a situation in which "empl&wees performing stinilat work" amitai
telerence to the nature of the worts, the level of shill and responsihilit ;molted and the conthtions
!irder winch the worn, 1s performed.' anti -truly like V 101 !Ike all relevant matters- were "paid

dissimilar rates of ithout good reason- 1Naatii inal Wage Case 1981. MI) 1'11m 1:2900. p 5I It

" In Indust] eases. the national nand. to a lesset extent, the industry's' "earacit iii pal has

ustiallt been det med role\ ant Howeter. the Court anti its successor. the Commission. hate
tainsistentl refused to considet that is. oh.. indiidwal
hrins- in !making pat rote awards

''' Burton et .11 t I9S7ianalt /c the operation of the Hat st stem at a college in South .Australia.
I he informal attempts .11 wort ;dilation that are more typical of the Australian st stein hate
sometimt produced such an impiession oli commissioncts that the process this quite litrallt come
to a halt lrl tine ..tst.t. .1 UTI1011 ICII1L-s1:11(111 ytTitt ht LICIIIMINtr.tk.' the

dangerotts otntilnon. unriv \chid! IN nrinhvr, ill ii keit li.o,ny lilt -site Inspection atop a

11X r-
rodr
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building t. . construction. Unknown to union oftic:Js. the commissioner conducting the inspec-
tion suffered from acrophobia. "Once up top. he !the commissionerl couldn't move," recalls an
advisor to the union, "and we had to pry him off the girder he was clutching." In another case. this
advisor says, a union sought to dramatize the arduous nature of its members' working conditions.
Uncut the union's more muscular members left his usual duties. went to a stiflingly hot boiler room,
stripped to the waist. covered himself with grease and began hammering away. at a large anvil. In no
time. recalls the advisor. "his torso was glcasnine with sweat." at which point union officials led a
commissioner through the room as part of an inspection tour. "When he got to the room, the
commissioner was awe-struck: like the other 4..ommissione this one simply couldn't move. We
finally had to drag him from the room before our man passed out from the unaccustomed exertion,-

" For sonic members of the Commission. adoption of the total wage was less a cause than a
consequence of the push for equal pay. One commissioner later said that "we needed total wage to
get equal pay." even though many unionists attacked the total wage as likely to lead to greater control
over wage growth (D'Alpugin 1977, p. 2281.

1: The previous year. the Commission's Cattle Station Industry (Northern Ten itory ) Case had
abolished separate rates for Aborigines, declaring. "There must be one industrial law, similarly
applied, to all Australians, Aboriginal or not" (113 CAR. p. 669).

" The Commission's President, Sir Richard Kirby. had been on the bench in the 1966 case on
Aborgines (see note 11) and in the 1967 National Wage Case that called upon the unions. employers
and government to consider the issue of equal pay. Kirby later said he "felt really pugnacious" about
the equal pay issue and "wanted to have it treated in a similar way to the Aboriginal Stockmen .

was particularly keen to be on the case because I knew that my closest buddy in the commission.
Mr. Justice /John' Moore. did not quite think the way I did .. . in the way he looked at the
technicalities of a case .. ." As it turned out. Kirby was unable to take part in the case for health
reasons. A presidential member of the Commission later remarked that. had he been able to take
part, Kirby. "could have persuaded Moore to go along with him." to make a "leap in judgement .

and go straight to the heart of the issue, disregarding technical obfuscations" ( D'Alpugei 1977, pp.
230-1).

" That times had indeed changed is illustrated by a sidelight to the 1969 and 1972 decisions. In
1969, as lead advocate ton employers in his capacity as counsel for the Meat and Allied Trades
Federation. James Robinson had argued against equal pay for equal work. In 1972, as a Deputy
President of the Commission, Robinson concluded with his fellow judges that the 1969 decision
was too narrow and should he enlarged to require equal pay for work of equal value.

In 1974. two further developments put the finishing touches on equal pay for work of equal
value. First. the Commission awarded a single national minimum wage applicable to men and
women alike (the first national minimum wage had been introduced in 1966 as a minimum tor adult
males); see National Wage Case 1974 (157 ('AR. p. 299). Second, Australia ratified 11.0 Conven-
tion No. 1(10, adsocating -equal pay for work of equal value.-

'" As we have seen, neither the distinction nor the Commission's reliance on the former, rather
than the latter, concept in this first 1972 comparable worth decision was in any way novel (recall
note 9). As we shall soon see, however. the Commission was to apply this language in an important
1986 comparable worth decision in a novel way.

" This represents all awards indexed as "equal pay cases" or "female rate', cases.- As
( I 986. pp334.325) notes. the true number of cases invols mg equal pay is undoubtedly la, in
53. because (11 awards that, inter (Ilia. make equal pay adjustments are not always }dent
such, (2) sonic cases that may have raised equal pay issues are still to be decided; and (3
awards that may have made equal pay adjustments. including several cases cited in the 1972 ey, a,
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pay decision itself i!i. have either not yet been published or eke not been properly indexed. On the
other hand, the figure of 53 equal pay assails contains an element of double counting: m xseral
instances. the same ease generated several awards (making technical corn:di/Ms and the like to an
initial award).

IM This view has been c".pressed to me hy numerous academics. cis it sery int. and union
officials, For a published example of this view. see Brereton 198b1. who suggests that the ACTU
may have felt that aggressive pursuit of EPEV would kieNtroy the bargain it had struck with the
government limiting aggregate pay. increases.

Whether the relationships between union and employer adVivialeS and the Comnission's
justices are .o s '-.aster as these remarks suggest. it seems clear that they have been very close. For
example. D'Alpuget (1977. pp. 194-5/ describes the assoeiation between Commission president
Sir Richard Eirby t note 12). union advocate Bob Hawke mote 5) and employer advocate James
Robinson (note 13 t in the follow ing terms: the "intense rivalry: in court 'between Hawke and
Robinson1 was matched by an equal camaraderie outside tt. Which Kirby encouraged. Through a
common interest in sport Kirby was able to create a friendly. often playful, atmosphere for the
proceedings Robinson shared his fancy tor horseracing mid all three men were devoted to cricket.
During the summer, notes concealed in legal books w hich were passed down from the bench to the
bar, apparently containing instructions for advocates, contained the latest news On the fcricket1 test
scores. At other Wiles they were the names of winners at Flemington 1Melhourne's racecourse

This is the state-level equivalent. in New South Wales, of the federal Commission.

Universities (Equal Pay) Case. Industrial Commission of New South Wales. Current Rev. Is
RI 3t) (September 198(h. pp. 528-34.

Barry J. Maddern. who represented the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures before the
Commission in the 1972 Equal Pay. Case. was Commission president and senior member of the
three-judge panel that decided the i986 Nurses ease.

2' Judge Winner. aid that comparable worth was "pregnant with the possibility of disrupting the
entire economic system of the 1U.S. 17 FEp case., at p. 407).

" 'rhos, the Commission allowed recourse to the Anomalies Conference only in cases in which
rates had not already been adjusted pursuant to the 1972 EPEV decision. Unions may. however. he
able to argue that so- called EPEV increases actually awarded to their members were not. in fact.
properly: determined and that further achustments are required under the 1972 decision.

U.S. advocates o' comparable worth often treat "of equal value to the emploer" as syn-
onymous with "of comparable worth." However. as noted in chapter 1. this has simply been a slogan
rather than a definition with operational content' in all situations in the U.S. in which comparable
worth wage adjustments have been attempted or implemented. "worth" has in fact been defined in
terms of skill. etlort. resnonsihilits and working conditions the same basic factors considered in
Australian work Value assessment...

The Act was adopted in 1984. in the same year. the government issued a Green Paper on
Affirmative Action. set up a pilot program on affinnative action and announced that it was
considering further antidiscrimination date. there has not been enough experience

ith the workings of the art tote unit a meaningful assessment of it, but Decry and Plowman (1985.
p. 442) suggest that it has only limited ability to tackle systemic discrimination of the kind ofti'n
addressed in litigation under Title VII of the LS Civil Rights Act.

Recall front chapter 1 that comparable worth advocates have usually urged that all jobs
clerical. managerial. blue-collar, etc. he evaluated wing a common framework. However. w hen
this has not been possible. comparable worth has been implemented piccemeal. for example. in San

2
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Just. comparable worth was based on a Hay piiint evaluation of nonmanagemen jobs only
(nuni1.1011011 jobs had been evaluated, and were kept. on a separate basis),

2" Proponents N ho have emphasized the relevance of the Australian ett.lerience to thecompara-
bit ,north debate in the U.S. include the National Academy of Sciences National Research Council
report on comparable worth (Delman and Hartmann, eus. 1981. p. 67, note It)) and Eleanor
Holmes Norton, former head of thi. U.S. Equal Employment Opp,ortunity Commission (U.S.
Congress, House 1983, p. 44). Opponents include Robert F. Williams and Lorence L. Kessler of
the National Foundation for the Study of Equal Employment Policy. an employer group (Williams
and Kessler 1984. pp. 68-70 t.

" See Short (1986. esp. pp. 320- 3211 tier details. Wilhorn (1986, p. 90) quotes Thornton
t 9SI. p. 466) to the effect that -1iln 1969, when the first equal pay. decision Nas rendered. the
Vomit' ratio of female to male wages was 75 percent. In January. 1981. the actual ratio was 66 5
percent." Wilbc)rn then concludes that FPEV has -proven to he an ineffective response to the
problem" of the lemale,male pay. differential. However. these figures refer to the overall ratio of
female to male weekly earnings not wages), which are not adjusted for differences in hours of
work. They therefore shed no light on how EPEV affected earnings per hour (ywork. and confound
effects on wage rates and effects on hours of work. (However. the figures cited by Wilbotn and
Thornton do highlight an important discrepancy between the behavior of hourly wages and weekly
eaings, which in turn suggests that I 'FV may hate adversely affected female employ meat. For
further discussion of this issue. see the next section. t

"' However. the study did not present estimates of EPEV's effects on employment, because it
was concerned with changes in the labor market for youths rather than with EPEE as such.

" Sec Gregory, and Duncan (1981. figure I . p. 416. on employ (Tient: and figure 2. p. 425. on
unemployment).

2: Gregory's 1980 testimony was concerned with Gregory and Duncan 1981 t. which. although
not published until 1981. was essentially complete by 1979.

" Other than Gregory and Duncan (1981). Mitchell cited only two other research studies in his
discussion: Eccles (1980) and Gregory et al. I P1851. However. neither of these presents any
independent evidence tin the employment and unemployment effects of the Equal Pay &Osumi,:
they merely cite the findings of Gregory and Duncan (1981).

" To put the point differently. the unemployment rate of women in Australia more than doubled
while the 1972 Equal Pay decision was being implemented lit rose from 2.7 percent in 1973 to 6.2
percent in 1976i. On the basis of this simple time-series trend. would it be appropriate to conclude
that Equal Pay had a severely adverse effect on women'? Only if it is appropriate to ignore all the
other factors that might have contributed to the rise in the female unemployment rate.

" See Gregory and Duncan 1 1981, table 3. p. 418i, That is. the elasticity of female relative
employment growth with respect to female relative award rates (the one-year-lagged difference
between the change in female and male award rates) was -0.27 i1 1.97) for t ), "otiaer Ser V Ices"
sector. -0.65 It 3.54) for manufacturing and -0.30 (r= =2.961 for the economy' as a whole. In
addition to the relative award rate variable. the regressors in each case were the current and lagged
adult male unemployment rate and a time trend term. -Employ merit" was defined as wage and
salary earners in civilian employment Land thus did not include employers or household
employees).

2° Because of data limitations. Gregory and Duncan 1981) had to analyze effects in terms of
numbers of employed persons rather than in terms of person-hours. Some researcners te.g..
McGavin I983a. 198M: Snaps 19140) hate argued that this may. hate understated the full effect of
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the 1972 Equal Pay decision on employ went of women. although Gregory and Duncan (1981. p.

421-2: 1983) disagree.

" As indicated in table 6.1, data for private wage and salary earrs are available only for

August 1967 -May 1979. making a total of 48 observations. Data for award rates and full time
employment are available for the entire period (August 1%7-August 19821. making a total of 61

observations for each of these two series_ Since the regressions in table 0.2 (ler the relative award

rate) and those in table 6,4 Mr tull-time employment adopt an AR(4) specification. a total of 61 -4

--,57 observations is used in each of these regressions, with the first referring to August 1965 and
the last to August 1982. The regressions in table 6.4 tor private wage and salary earners also adopt

an AR(4) specification. so here a total of 48 4 --- 44 observations are used. with the first referring to

August 1968 and the last to May 1979,

"` The 1969 Equal Pay Case, decided in June 1969. called for introeduction of EPEE in four

stages. from October 1969 to January 1972 (127 CAR. p. 1159 t. The 1972 Equal Pay Case (decided

in December 19721 called for introduction of EPEV in three stages. front December 1973 to June

I 0751147 CAR, p. 18(1). Thus. construction of DEQUALPA and DEQUALVA (and their counter-
parts. EQUAL .PAY and EQUALVAL, discussed below) in effect assumes a lay, of about one quarter

between the issuance of each decision and the start of its implementation.

" in table 6.2 (and also table 6.4 ). entries for D-W refer to the Durbin-Watson statistic. Entries
fur 1, -B refer to the Ljung-Box or Q) statistic. defined as ACV '4 2) times the sum a it the first K values

of[5,24,V-ii. where A' is the number of observations and A is the ith estimated residual eorrelat ion.

(See Box and Pierce 1970: Elting and Box 1978: and Vandacle 1983. esp. pp. 106- 1(19,1 Under the

hypothesis of noautoem relation of the residuals, the Q statistic is distributed approximately. as Chi-

square with K degrees of freedom and provides a test for whether the data generating the

autocorre! ms are random (w hits noise). Entries for LB in Tables 6.2 and 6.4 give the Ljung-Box

statistic anu. immedlately underneath in parentheses. its marginal significance level for 6, For

-= 6 and also tor higher values, c,g.. = 2 or 24 t. the hypothesis that the residuals for the
regressions in tables 6.2 and 6.4 are white noise can never he rejected at conventional test levels.

4" The results do not. of course. indicate the rea.stm.y why. EPEV ceased to have an independent

effect on relative award rates after about 1975. There are. however. various possibilities' alleged
lack of union enthusiasm for EPEV, preoccupation on the part of the Commission with other issues
such as inflation control, the qualifications and constraints in the 1972 EPEV decision itself, etc.
Note also that the relative award rates series analyzed in the regressions in table 6.2 includes not
only awards made by the Commission on its own initiative, but also consent awards negotiated by
unions and employers and simply consented to by the Commission: since the mid-1970s, unions
and employers may have used consent awards to circumvent EPEV 1 rust as it has been argued that

consent awards have been used to evade the Commission's incomes policies t,

'hi see this in intuitive terms, note from the discussion of equations 01.1) (0.21 that if the
coefficients /7 in an autiqetn.ession are tractions (and sum to a fraction t. then 111'2 absence of tune

trends, innovations such as the c oC (6.1). etc. - later values of a series v will tend to he smaller than

initial values. The coefficients on lagged values of the relative award tate in table 6.2 ate all

fractions (some are actually negative), and the results there also imply no "twos 'ions- in relative
award rates via FPEV atter 1975_ Hence. the initial impact of EPEV eventually wears off,

" In regressions not reported in table 6.2. I tested for a wage push effect during 19741,)2

1975Q1 the period ex:veined by Pissat ides 1987) by adding a dummy variable. DWAGPUSH, to
regressions (1)-(2) and a dummy variable. WAGEPUSH. to regressions ( ;i (4 ) DWAGPUSH was
equal to unity during 197412 1975111 and zero ((thaw i.e. WAGEPUSH was equal to unity during

Ster 1974Q2 and /ero otherwise. In no case did either DWAGPLISII or WAGEPUSH have a r-
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ratio in mess of unity. Hence. there is essentially no evidence of a greater effect on relative award
rates during the wage push subperiod than there was during the longer ENE V period.

" The sum of the coefficients on 1...NRWAGF, in table 0.4 is -0.26. -0.32. .0.31, -0.40.
-0.51 and -0.51 in regressions 1 I1 lhl. respectively.

" For all fulltime workers. the wage coefficients in table 6.4 for regressions (4 i-fbr are jointly
significant (as measured by a conventional F testi with marginal significance levels of 0.0103.
0.(X)71 and 0.0105. respectively. In contrast, F tests for the joint significance of the Wage
coefficients for regressions (1)-(3) for private wage and salary workers hay: marginal significance
levels of only 0.4233. 0.4058 and 0.5712, respectively.

" The specifications underlying the regressions in table 6 4 imply that ETV affects relative
employment via fagged relative wages 11.NRWAGEin, tr= I -4 since Fil'EV is assumed to hay;
been "turned on starting in February 1973. May 1973 is therefore the first date on w hich FPEV
affects relative employment in table 6.5.
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Summary and Conclusions

To some analysts, comparable worth is a solution in search of a problem.
In this view, observed sex differences in pay even those obtained in
careful statistical analyses that take into account sex differences in
characteristics such as education and work experienceare measures
not of discrimination, but rather of our ignorance. The extent of labor
market discrimination is probably seriously overstated by such analy-
ses: properly measured and analyzed, sex differences in pay may even
be wholly attributable to factors other than labor market discrimination.
In this view, to require equal pay for jobs of comparable worth would be
to address a problem that may not exist and, in any ease, would entail
serious and unwarranted interference with the workings of the
marketplace.

To other analysts, comparable woi th is a natural and obvious solution
to a serious problem. Empirical studies of sex differences in pay lead
inexorably to the conclusion that labor market discrimination accounts
for a substantial part of the female/male pay gap a conclusion that is
reinforced by repeated findings that pay of jobs is lower the more
"female" they are. It is both natural and appropriate to expect that. in the
absence of discrimination, jobs of comparable value would pay the same
wages. It is equally natural and appropriate to conclude that it is

discriminatory for predominantly female jobs to receive wages that are
lower than those paid for predominantly male but comparable jobs.
Requiring equal pay for jobs of comparable worth is simply basic
fairness. Although it may not be the whole solution to the problem of
labor market discrimination, comparable worth is at least part of the
answer.

This monograph challenges both views. On the one hand, as noted in
chapter 3, the available evidence on sex differences in pay does indeed
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provide considerable support for the conclusion that discrimination by
employers is a problem of substantial magnitude. Not all employers
discriminate, and to a considerable extent the observed female/male pay
gap is attributable to factors other than discrimination. But careful
statistical analyses of t' e pay gap are virtually unanimous in indicating
employer discrimination as a major reason (though hardly the only
reason) for sex differences in p:Iy.

In this view, the basic difficulty with comparable worth is that it is an
ill-conceived solution to a serious problem. First, the rationale for
comparable worth is fallacious. Second. viewed in purely pragmatic
terms. comparable worth is a two-edged sword, capable of imposing
costs as well as benefits on its intended beneficiaries. Third, in instances
in which it has actually been implemented, comparable worth has been
"the lion that squeaked": it caused less damage than its opponents feared,
precisely but only because it did less "good" than its proponents
claimed. Finally, alternative policies provide means of addressing em-
ployment discrimination that are both more effective and less likely to
entail adverse side-effects.

7.1 Conceptual Fallacies

The fundamental premise underlying comparable worth is that. in the
absence of discrimination, jobs of comparable worth (as measured by
job evaluation ) would receive the same wage. As noted in chapter 2,
however. this premise is false.

Implicitly or explicitly, proponents of comparable worth assert that
job evaluations can determine what wages for different jobs would be (or
should he). This is logically equivalent to the notion that one can
determine what different fruits would (or should) sell for by performing
nutrition;.' evaluations -assessments of their caloric. mineral, vitamin,
etc, , ccntent.'

There is a major irony here. Many proponents and many opponents
share a common perception of comparable worth as a novel challenge to
orthodox analyses of the way labor markets function. Yet the intellectual
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roots of comparable worth go directly back to that pillar of orthodoxy,
Adam Smith. whose naive version of the theory of compensating wage
differentials is the grandparent of comparable worth. As noted in chap-
ter 2, the factors Smith enumerated as bases tor compensating wage
differentials among jobsunpleasantness, the cost of acquiring the
requisite skills, the degree of "trust which must be reposed," etc. bear
a striking resemblance to latter-day formulations of advocates of com-
parable worth: skill, effort, responsibility and working conditions.

Thus, Smith argued, fir example, that butchering shoula pay rela-
tively high because it is a "brutal and odious business" (or. in
modern-day parlance, has undesirable working conditions). The fallacy
underlying this argument (and the naive analysis of compensating wage
di.:sn-entials from which it is derived) is a simple one: an assumption that
all individuals have identical tastes. If this is not the case if enough
individuals do not mind or even enjoy the work involved in butchering
then, as modern economists have noted. (even) in a nondiscriminatory
economy it will be possible to fill all available butchers' jobs without a
compensating wage differential tier such work (Rees 1976. p. 340).

Just as Smith's discussion of butchers wages suffers from a fatal flaw
the faith of comparable worth proponents in job evaluation as a tool for
detecting discrimination and ensuring "equity" in wages is misplaced. In
both cases, the fallacy is the same: unless everyone has the same tastes
and job oreferenees and evaluates job attributes (e.g., skill, effort,
responsibility and working conditions) in the same way. neither Adam
Smith's notions about what good jobs are nor their modern-day equiv-
alent the results of a job evaluation will necessarily provide any
useful information about what wage differentials would be, or should
be, in the absence of discrimination by employers.

Many comparable worth proponents appear to agree that loince
unequal pay [for jobs of comparable worth] is understood as sex-bas t.xl

wage discrimination, even arguments that redress would be costly or
might lead to some unemployment won't hold up against the basic issue
of fairness and the importance of removing discrimination" (Hartmann
1986, p. 175, emphasis original). However, both the premises and the
conclusions in this assertion are untenable. Unequal pay tier jobs of
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comparable worth is not necessarily discriminatory. Requiring equal
pay for jobs of comparable worth is not inherently fair, and need not
remove discrimination.' Moreover, as shown in chapters 3-6, to the
extent that comparable worth raises wages (particularly for women), it
will indeed have adverse effects on employment (particularly of women)
that should certainly be considered seriously.

7.2 Costs and Benefits of Comparable Worth

As noted in chapter 3. comparable worth is a two-edged sword. There
will certainly be winners from comparable worth; but there w; also he

losers.
The main purpose of comparable worth is to raise the pay of persons

(both women and men) in predominantly female jobs. Precisely to the
extent that it suceeds in meeting this objective, however, comparable
worth will also raise the cost of employing persons in such jobs. Other
things being equal, then, comparable worth will reduce employment in
such ions: but it will not create new opportunities in so-called "non-
traditional" jobs. Indeed, to the extent that comparable worth raises
overall labor costs, it may also reduce employment in other categories,
e.g.. predominantly male or "integrated" jobs.

In sum, adopting comparable worth wage increases is akin to levying
a tax on employment of persons in predominantly female jobs and then
giving the revenues raised under the tax not to the Treasury hut, rather,
to those fortunate enough to keep their jobs after the tax takes effect.
Some workers in predominantly female jobs stand to gain. However.
other workers both in predominantly female jobs and in other (e.g.,
predominantly male or Integrated") jobs may lose. To the extent that
comparable worth wage increases are not paid for employment
reductions or other wage cuts (relative to levels that would have pre-
vailed otherwise), they will entail higher prices (in the private sector) or
higher taxes and/or reductions in other programs in the public sector).
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Table 7,1 Effect of Comparable Worth on Female/Male Relative Pa)

Site, Units Studied

Minnesota: actual pay tier ran-
dom samples of female and
male employees present during
Oct. 1981-April 1986

San fuse': rates of pay in pre-
dominantly female and pre-
dominantly male jobs in Hay
job evaluation study

Effect Remarks, Source

9.9 (.;-; Cumulative effect of compara-
ble worth adjustments during
July 1983-July 1985, table 4.7
("time trend" model)

+5.8 ql Cumulative effect of seven
waves of comparable worth ad-
justments. July 1981-June
1987, table 5.4, regression (11)

Australia: female and male
award rates of pay

short run (as of August 1975) +9.9 Table 6.3 ("DEQUALVA" :el )

long run (as of August 1982) +0.W.:; Table 6.3 ("DEQUAI.NA" model.)

7.3 Actual Implementation

Although theoretical analysis he likely consequences of adopting
comparable worth can he highly instructive, reviewing the effects of
actual adoption of comparable worth can he invaluable. What were the
consequences of the "real-life- comparable worth policies adopted in the
three "test sites-- Minnesota, San Jose. Australia examined in chap-
ters 4-6?

Effects on vvages

Table 7.1 summarizes wage effects of comparable worth in the three
"test sites- considered. The analysis of each of these sites was concerned
with the "other things being equal" effect of comparable worth on pay
that is, with the difference between what pay rates actually were (given
the comparable worth adjustments actually implemented) and what pay
rates would have been had there been no such adjustments. all else (e.g.,
underlying trends and cyclical fluctuations) remaining he same.

2S,
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As shown in table 7.1, the results for Minnesota and San Jose suggest
that. other things being equal, the comparable worth adjustments
adopted there raised pay o'' women relative to men by about 9.9 and 5.8
percentage points, respectively. Equivalently, the analyses imply that,
had comparable worth not been adopted but provided all else
trend and cyclical factors) had remained the same. female/male pay
gaps in these two sites would be about 9.9 and 5.8 percentage points
larger, respectively, than they actually are.

In one sense, these effects are clearly substantial. For example. in San
Jose, between July 1980 and October 1988 the pay gap between pre-
dominantly female and predominantly female jobs narrowed by be-
tween about 10 and 8.3 percentage points, depending on whether one
does or does not control for differences in Haypoint ratings of these jobs
(see table 5,3). Thus, the 5.8 percentage point effect attributable to San
Jose's comparable worth wage adjustments constitutes between about 58
and 70 percent of the tow/ change in the se difference in pay that took
place over this period. Viewed in these terms, the effect of the Minnesota
adjustments is even more striking. Between October 1981 and April
1986, the difference in pay between female and male state employees
narrowed by between about 6.2 and 8.0 percentage points, depending
on whether one does or does not adjust fbr the Haypoint ratings of the
jobs held by those employees (see table 4.2, dummies and standard
regressors specification, with and without Haypoint variables). Thus.
the 9.9 percentage point effect attributable to Minnesota's comparable
worth wage adjustments more than accounts for the change in the sex
difference in pay that took place over this period. In other words, in the
absence of the adjustments, the sex difference in pay in Minnesota
would have been Liget. in 1986 than it was in 1981, rather than smaller,
as was actually the case.

On first consideration, then, it would seem that the San Jose and
Minnesota comparable worth pay adjustments were highly successful.
at least as regal ds wages. However, some caveats are in order. First. the
adjustments did not occur all at once. Rather, the wage effects shown in
table 7.1 refer to the cumulative impact of the comparable worth
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adjustments. which took place over a period of years: July 1983--July
1985 in Minnesota: July 1981-June 1987 in San Jose.

Second. the adjustments did not eliminate all sex differences in pay.
For example. in October 1988. the pay difference between female and
male jobs in San Jose was between about 10.2 and 26.1 percent,
depending on whether one does or does not adjust tin- differences in
Haypoint ratings of these jobs (see table 5.3). Similarly, in April 1986.
the pay difference between female and male employees in Minnesota
was between about 4.4 and 16.4 percent. depending on whether one
does or does not adjust for Haypoint ratings of the employees jobs (sec
table 4.2. dummies specification with standard regressors, either with
or without Haypoint variables).

Finally. neither the San Jose nor the Minnesota comparable worth
adjustments actually resulted in "equal pay for jobs of comparable
worth." At best. the adjustments made pay for jobs of comparable worth
less unequal. For example. in April 1986, women stare government
employees in Minnesota still earned about 4.4 percent less than men
who had similar characteristics years of service, etc.) and were in
jobs with the same Haypoint rating (see table 4.2. dummies specifica-
tion for standard regressors with Haypoints): and pay in all-female jobs
was 7.8 percent less than pay in all-male jobs with the same Haypoint
rating (see table 4.3. "raw cliffs. with Haypoints," results tar mean pay).
Likewise, in San Jose as of October 1988, pay in predominantly female
jobs was 10.2 percent less than pay in predominantly male jobs with the
same working conditions and Haypoint ratings (see table 5.3).

In sum, although the comparable worth pay adjustments in Minnesota
and San Jose were not insubstantial, large sex differences in pay re-
mained even after they were implemented. Viewed as attempts to
provide equal pay for jobs of comparable worth, the adjustments were
clearly less than ....omplote.

Australia's 1972 equal pay for work of equal value decision provides
the most striking example of the incomplete nature of the actual com-
parable worth adjustments analyzed in this work. Initially. the decision
led to an increase in the award rates of women relative to men of almost
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10 percentage points (by August 1975). However. after that. the impact
wore off rather rapidly. By August 1986. the end of the period covered by
the analyses of chapter 6. the wage effect of the 1972 dccisioi. was
negligible. That is. in the long run, award rates of women relative to
men were about at the level they would have been (as a result of trend and
cyclical factors) in the absence of the 1972 decision.

Effects on employment

Table 7.2 summarizes employment effects of worth in the
three test sites considered. Like the wage analyses. the employment
analyses of chapters 4-6 arc concerned with the other things being equal
effect of comparable worth that is. with the difference between what
employment levels actually were (given the comparable worth adjust-
ments actually implemented) and what employment would lim.e been
had there been no such adjustments. all eke (e.g.. underlying trends and
cyclical fluctuations) remaining the same. As noted in chapter 3.4. these
employment effects can readily he derived by applying the appropriate
wage elasticities of employment to the estimated wage effects shown in
table 7.1.

As shown in table 7.2. the results for Minnesota ;int! San Jose suggest
that, other things being equal. the comparable worth adjustments
adopted there reduced employment in predominantly female .jobs rela-
tive to predominantly male .jobs by about 3.5 and 6.7 percent, respec-
tively. Equivalently, the analyses imply that, had comparable worth not
been adopted but provided all eke (e.g.. trend and cyclical factors) had
remained the same. employment in predominantly female jobs relative
to predominantly male jobs in these two sites would be about 3.5 and 6.7
percent higher, respectively, than it actually is.

Although the Minnesota and San Jose comparable worth wage adjust-
ments therefore had a negative effect on employment in predominantly
female jobs, it is unlikely that anyone in either site actually lost his or her
job a, a result of the adjustment. The reason for this is simple. The wage
adjustments were phased in over a period of years: their magnitudes
were moderate even in cumulative terms, and were more moderate still
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Table 7.2 Effect of Comparable NVorth
on Female/Male Relative Emplo,ment

Site, Units Studied Effect

Minnesota,' employment in pre-
dominantly fetnale and pre-
dominantly male jobs

San Jos(;: Employment in pre-.
dominantly female and pre
dominantly male _jobs

Australia: employment of
women and men

short run (as of August 1975)
private wage/salaried

workers
all fulltimc workers

long run (as of August 1982)
private wage /salaried

workers
all fulltime workers

Remarks, Source

3.5C; Employment elasticities shown
in table 4.8 ("time trend" model
for mean In of ware rate)

-6. 7 (1',- Employment elasticities shown
in tables 5.5 (female) and 5,6
(male) for regression model (4)

6.9 1 'Fable 6.5 ( "DEQUALVA" model)
5.2

.lable 6.5 ("DE(lI..!,\ LVA" model )

in any given year. In particular. the increases were small enough so that
adverse effects on employment induced by them were offset by the
underlying trend in employment growth.

As in the ease of the wage effects. Au ia provides the most striking
example of small employment effects. As shown in table 7.2. the initial
employment is (as of November 1975) of Australia's 1972 equal pay
for work of equal value decision were adverse to female employment
and rather large. as one would expect in view of the large positive initial
wage effect of the policy. However, just as the initial wage effect wore off
relatively quickly. so did the employment effect. By the end of the period
considered (August 1982). relative female employment was about
where it would have been (based on trend and cyclical factors) in the
absence of the 1972 decision.

Thus, the adverse employment effects of comparable worth in Aus-
tralia, San Jose and Minnesota were small. but only because the effects

S
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on wages were also relatively small. Indeed, in all three settings the
adverse employment effects induced by comparable worth were small
enough to he offset by long-run trends. On balance, female relative
employment was higher after the comparable worth adjustments than it
was before they were implemented even though in Minnesota and San
Jose it would have been higher still in the absence of the adjustments.

The reverse side of this coin is that, in all three sites, the comparable
worth pay adjustments did not result in "equal pay for jobs of compara-
ble worth." The adjustments did make pay for jobs of comparable worth
somewhat less unequal. Substantial sex differences in pay remained
after the adjustments, however. More vigorous application of the princi-
ple of equal pay for jobs of comparable worth will certainly lead to
greater increases in women's wages, greater reductions in the female/
male pay gap, and greater equality of pay for jobs of comparable worth.
However, the cost of these changes will he greater adverse effects on
women's employment.

7.4 Alternatives to Comparable Worth

Even if it were necessat to choose only between comparable worth
and doing nothing about labor market discrimination, the faulty concep-
tual premises underlying comparable worth and the adverse side effects
likely to flow from it should raise serious doubt about its desirability. Yet
there are numerous alternatives to comparable worth.

The main alternative is the "old-time religion": equal employment
opportunity legislation as embodied in (for example) Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act. Unlike comparable worth, which makes it more
expensive for any employer (whether discriminatory or not) to employ
persons in predominantly female jobs, equal employment opportunity
laws make it more expensive thr an employer to treat differently men and
women who have the same qualifications and job preferences. Unlike
comparable worth, which focuses only on pay of predominantly female
jobs. equal employment opportunity laws can be used to attack diserimi-
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nation in any aspect of an employer's practices: hiring, assignment,
promotions, transfers. pay, etc.

Another alternative to comparable worth, which to date has received
little attention but deserves serious consideration. is application and, if
necessary. amendment of the antitrust laws to attack "deliberate under-
payment of predominantly female jobs- via anticompetitive arrange-
ments (e.g., collusive wage fixing agreements in the nursing labor
market).

As comparable worth proponents quite rightly point out, neither
existing antidiscrimination measures nor possible extensions (e.g., use
of the antitrust laws) have achieved, or would achieve, quick results: the
wheels of justice can often turn exceedingly slowly. But the tacit conclu-
sion that one can expect comparable worth, however misguided, to
achieve results more quickly is untenable. Sonic employers. primarily
state and local governments, have voluntarily (and relatively quickly)
adopted comparable worth wage adjustments. Others, however, have
voluntarily (and with equal speed) adopted equal employment oppor-
tunity plans and other remedies for discrimination typical of the "okt-
time religion." Given numerous court rulings that existing law does not
require employers to pay workers on the basis of a corn ,arable worth
standard, new legislation would have to he enacted hcfore unwilling
employers could be compelled to adopt such a standard: and such
employers can certainly he expected to oppose such legislation (and to
oppose claims made under such legislation, if adopted) with just as
much vigor as employers now frequently litigate charges of discrimina-
tion brought under existing law.

All things considered, then, adopting comparable worth as a solution
to problems of ciserimination is akin to adopting prohibition as a
solution to the nations problems with alcohol abuse. Each is addressed
to a serious problem, but the costs and difficulties of each are quite
substantial so much so as to warrant adopting other solutions instead.
It is unrealistic to expect perfect solutions to the problems of an imper-
fect world: but however imperfect. sonic solutions are clearly preferable
to others,

2
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NOTES

This is not entirely tar - fetched. At congressional hearing~ sonic years ago. Nancy D. Perlman
of the National Committee on Pay Equity stressed the equi%alence of comparable worth and
nutritional evaluations of mitt (U.S. Congress. House, p. 69). It nevertheless seems unlikely
that orange-growers would be ahic to persuade Congress to peg the price of oranges to the price of
apples even it these two fruits were found equivalent in a nutritional evaluation,

= In a bizarre (but perhaps not entirely unexpected) twist, the city of St. Paul. Minnesota,
granted sy.,,stantial comparable worth wage increases to its police after the state adopted legislation
requiring comparable worth in local government, (See Evans and Nelson 1989. esp. p 15(). l Ono:

they learn how to -play the system.- workers in jobs not normally regarded as either
underpaid or predominantly female 111M folios the lead of the St. Paul runlet:.

iAj
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